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THE STATUS OF EDUCATION IN AMERICA AND
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus Hawkins [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins and Good ling.
Staff present: Barbara Dandridge, administrative assistant (edu-

cation); Andrew J. Hartman, minority staff director; and Beth
Buehlmann, minority education coordinator.

The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on Education and Labor is called
to order.

This is the beginning of a series of statements by outstanding
ed ucators.

It is our hope that we can listen to those who are really on the
firing line and to learn from them as to where we are in education
today and in what direction we are headed. We will have no com-
ment on the statements that the various ones will issue during
these several days of official hearing in the nature of a symposium.
No questions will be asked of witnesses. We would like for them to
confine themselves to the highlights of their statements which will
be entered in the record in their entirety and no attempt will be
made to editorialize or to change the statements of those whc testi-
fy.

It is expected that at the end of the hearingfrom some 15 or 20
outstanding spokesmen in the fieldwe will simply present whathas been said and issue that, disseminate that to the public and
perhaps out of those different statements a clearer and better un-
derstanding of just what we are attampting to do in behalf of the
Nation's interests will be better and more clearly understood.

Perhaps some action can be gleaned from what is said. So we will
proceed today, tomorrow, and if necessary on Wednesday. It is our
hope that other Members of the committee will benefit from what
is said. We will obviously share with our colleagues the informa-
tion that we gather here this morning and this afternoon.

Mr. Goodling and I are pleased to join in sponsoring this sympo-
sium. I would like to yield to him for whatever statement he may
wish to make.

A
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Mr. GOODLING. Just that I am looking forward to these next
couple of days. If we don't have all the answers by the end of those
two days, I guess we will never get them.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We are very honored and pleased that this series of hearings will

commence with the Secretary of the Department of Education for
whom we have a very high regard and certainly we look forward to
him foi a continuing dialogue with the committee in attempting to
push ahead on the frontier of a better educated America.

Dr. Cwazos, we are very, very pleased to have you. Thank you
for taking the time. We understand that you do have a time re-
straint. I am sure that we will let you out at the time that you
need to make your next appointment.

STATEMENT OF SECRETARY LAURO CAVAZOS, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you very much. I would like to thank
the Chairman and ranking member personally for accommodating
my schedule. I want to start out by reading my statement that is
filed for the record.

Thank you for inviting me to share with you my perceptions on
the current state of American education. I want to applaud both
you, Mr. Ch&rman, and Congressman Good ling for scheduling this
three-day symposium on the problems, i3sues, and challenges that
confront our education system. There is no more important issue
before you committee than this. Solutions will only be possible if
we all work together to meet the educational challenges that lie
ahead for this Nation.

I am sure each of us here today is here today because we already
have a pretty good idea of what is going on in American education,
and so I am not going to waste everyone's time reciting the dreary
statistics and the leak indicatorsthe embarrassing performance
of our students on assessments of knowledge and skills in just
about any subject you can name, the test scores, the dropout rates,
and the complaints from businesses that can't find workers with
even rudimentary skills. We know we have got plenty of problems,
and we know we must take action immediately.

Our future as a Nation rests with the children sitting in Ameri-
can classrooms right nowchildren that too often are being short-
changed by our educational system. Unless we act todaynot when
the next conference is held or the next report is written, but now
we will discover sooner or later the terrible penalty we face for fail-
ing to prepare large numbers of our young people to meet the chal-
lenge of our complex, information-driven world. We may have busi-
nesses and industries supported by the most sophisticated technolo-
gy, we may have hospitals filled with the most up-to-date medical
advances, we may have a fist-class defense system, we may have
world-famous libraries, art galleries, and laboratories, we may have
the finest democratic institutions in the worldbut who will staff
them, who will run them, who will guide them? Not the children
we are failing to educate. Without a well-educated citizenry, the
United States in in danger of becoming what has been described as
the world's only fully-industrialized third-world Nation.
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Because the problems facing us are large-scale and complex, they
will not yield easily to quick fixes or stop-gap solutions. We must
face the fact that we are in this business for the long haul, and
that providing the human and financial resourcesthe invest-ments, if you willthat are necessary for achieving improvements
may require sacrifices from all of us. Having said that, I want to
outline for you what the U.S. Department of Education is doing,
right now, to contribute to the reform of American education.

As President Bush and I have said, we are targeting four broad
areas: helping the neediest, achieving and rewarding excellenceand success, increasing parent involvement and choice, and
strengthening accountability in education at all levels. Together
these four principals animate the President's education agenda for
America, and together they constitute a solid framework for the
types of reform and restructuring needed in our educational system
right now.

Helping children who are most in need must be the first priority
of Federal and state governments in education reform. Children
who are economically and educationally disadvantaged, who are
handicapped, who are migrant, or who have limited proficiency in
English require additional support and services if they are to suc-
ceed. Given limited resources, these are the children we must, reach
out to first, and that is precisely what I tried to do when we pre-
pared the department's budget submission to Congress. Programs
must be targeted to ensure that resources are focused where they
can do the most good, and the quality of curriculum and instruc-
tion must be upgraded to provide disadvantaged students with an
education that stimulates and supports high performance. Low ex-
pectations for disadvantaged students become self-fulfilling proph-
ecies. Instead, we must set high expectations for students in addi-
tion to providing the resources necessary to assist them in living
up to these expectations.

In this regard, I am proud that 85 percent of the Department of
Education's budget is devoted to the disadvantaged, to special edu-
cation, and to needy postsecondary students, and I am proud of the
leadership the department is providing in the improvement of theChapter 1 compensation education program, the department's
single largest program serving the disadvantaged. I might add, Mr.
Chairman, that you and others here today played a key role in
working with the Administration last year when Chapter I was re-
authorized to find better ways of targeting those resources. The de-
partment, through its Chapter 1 technical assistance centers, isworking with states, districts, and schools to set specific goals for
the educational achievement of students in the Chapter 1 program
and develop plans to improve their Chapter I projects if the goalsare not met.

The department will be monitoring and assisting these efforts
through review of state and local program improvement plans and
standards during monitoring visits. The department is also plan-
ning to hold regional meetings on program improvement for state,
district, and school-level Chapter 1 administrators this winter.

If we are to achieve nationwide educational improvement, we
must set high expectations for all our children, must assist them in
meeting those expectations, and must reward students, teachers,

-
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and schools for excellence and academic success. When I released
the 1989 State Education Performance Chart on May 3 of this year,
I challenged the 50 states, individual school districts, and the Na-
tion's parents to establish educational improvement goals to accel-
erate the pace of reform.

This work has been given a big boost by the President's historic
Charlottesville summit with the governors. Work is now underway
by the governors, the White House, and educational leaders nation-
wide to develop national performance goals in response to the edu-
cation summit. The department will assist this process, working
closely with other Administration and state officials and providing
our resources and expertise in developing meaningful, practical
achievement goals. In addition to establishing goals, we must also
be sure to reward the successes of those who achieve the goals that
we set forth.

I am proud to support the President's Educational Excellence
Act, which includes rewards for innovation and achievement by
schools, teachers, and individual students. Institutions as well as
individuals do indeed respond to change, and what we need most is
to find adequate, effective incentives to encourage that change.
There is no one "magic bullet" that will solve all our educational
woesbut a series of carefully thought-cut education reforms to re-
structure our educational system at all levels is sorely needed.

Ideas such as school-based management, merit pay, enhanced
support for magnet schools, merit schools, and a host of other re-
forms that are being tried right now in many of our states and
communities hold the key to unshackling the present system from
many of the restraints that impede our ability to obtain better re-
sults.

And at the heart of restructuring lies the principle of empower-
ing parents, teachers, principals, and school districts to decide what
is best for them and for their students and what is truly effective
when it comes to improving classroom performance.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I know that you and I may not necessarily
entirely agree on the issue of resources, but I would be remiss if I
did not at least touch on this issue. You probably know the figures
as well as I do. The Federal budget for education is approximately
$24 billion and constitutes between 6 and 7 percent of spending on
education in America. But when you look at the aggregate figures
and recognize that we will spend some $353 billion on education
this school year at all levelsFederal, state and localI think the
most important question that faces all of us is accountability: what
are we getting for those dollars? For public elementary and second-
ary schools alone, we will spend over $195 billion in 1989 to 1990.
This country spends more on education in the aggregate and as a
percentage of our gross national product than it does on defense.
We spend more on education than any other country in the world,
and we spend more per student than all but three countries in the
world. When our commitment of resources is so high, why can't we
expect our students' performance to be equally high? Quite frankly,
Mr. Chairman, we aren't getting what we are paying for. This fun-
damental fact points us in the direction of finding ways to restruc-
ture what we are doing in education, to redeploy those resources in
a fashion that helps achieve better performance. To cite just one of

_
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the hundreds of alarming examples, a recent international study
on geographic knowledge by the National Geographic Society indi-cates that one out of seven American adults cannot locate the
United States on a globe. Now I ask you, if this is indeed the case,
then aren't we in sorry shape? And if this remains true for the
next generation, then won't many of our children be literally lost
in the modern world? If we want to change the way things are in
American education, then we need to change the way we do
thingsthrough reform and restructuring.

The education summit in Charlottesville reflected a remarkable
consensus among the President, his cabinet, and the governors that
restructuring was absolutely essential. I hope, Mr. Chairman, that
we can count on this committee, and your leadership, to further
what I would characterize as a nationwide consensus of this issue.
The joint statement issued at the conclusion of the summit, was
the beginning of a framework for the type of reform and restruc-
turingincluding the establishment of a process fur developing na-
tional goalsthat is vital to this country. Let us consider some of
the key aspects of that framework that were considered in Char-
lottesville. They fall into four general categories:

First, our children must arrive at school ready to begin their
education. This raises issues that include not only education but
also health and nutrition concerns as well.

Second, there was concern for what happens in the classroom: do
we have an adequate supply of well-trained, well-qualified teach-ers? Is the school environment free of drugs and violence and other
disciplinary problems that seriously impeded learning? Are parents
sufficiently involved with their children's learning and with their
children's teachers?

Third, I think it is fair to say that there is a concern for what I
would call the consumer-oriented aspect of education. If you look at
education as an investment of human as well as a financial capital,
then it is appropriate to ask about the return on that investment.
If the education produced at the elementary and secondary level isof poor quality, then those who depend on that systemour busi-
nesses, our industries, our government, and our higher education
institutionsmay become inferior. Thus, we must be concerned
with the quality of education at all levels, including postsecondary
education, and we must work to ensure that all of America's chil-
dren have access to high quality elementary, secondary, and post-
secondary education.

Fourth, and finally, the summit focused on the issue of informa-
tion and measurement. We need to find out how well our students
are doing, whether we are making progress in reducing dropouts,and whether we are moving ahead to reduce the intolerable level
of illiteracy in this country.

In our restructuring and reform efforts, as we set high expecta-
tions for all children, we must at the same time provide the neces-
sary resources to assist disadvantaged students. It is just as wrong
to set high goals and then leave those .7ho need extra assistance
unaided as it is to assume they are incapable of high achievement
by refusing to set goals in the first place. That is why the depart-
ment has proposed increasing the Chapter 1 budget by over (;151
million, and increasing by over 50 percent the amount budgetc for

1
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Chapter 1 concentration grants, which go to schools and districts
with the highest proportion of disadvantaged students. Other areas
of increase include bilingual education. Historically, Black Colleges
and UniversitiPs, services to Indian children and adults, adult liter-
acy, education of handicapped children, student aid, and school
reform.

I am particularly troubled by the state of education among
Native Americans and have recently announced a major initiative
to address their needs. To begin that endeavor, I have launche i an
"Indian Nations at Risk" study to analyze the problems that
Native Americans face with education and to recommend solutions.
More immediate, I have instructed my staff to formulate a proposal
for submission to Congress early next year which would remove un-
intended barriers to Native American students' participation in a
number of programs administered by the department.

In this area of parental involvement, I strong favor educational
choice coupled with school based management because it provides
all families with the option otherwise available only to the afflu-
entof selecting the schools their children will attend. I believe
that all youngsters, not only those from wealthy families, should be
able to attend schools that meet their educational needs and foster
their individual talents and abilities. If we are serious about help-
ing disadvantaged families, we should be serious about providing
them with meaningful choices about the kind of education they
want for their children.

Choice and school based management also have the advantage of
increasing accountability in education, which is the fourth area
targeted by the department. Schools will have to be more respon-
sive to parent and community concerns about quality, safety, edu-
cational approach and most important, improved educational per-
formance, if they know that families can vote with their feet, leav-
ing unacceptable schools behind. Another benefit of choice is that
it permits educators greater flexibility and freedom to cre Ate dis-
tinctive programs that will meet the needs of their students.

Accountability is crucial to education reform at all levels. Too
often, the only ones who stand to suffer if educational goals are not
met are the students. If we are serious about reform, we must be
willing to take responsibility for ensuring that improvements
occur. An equitable and practical set of rewards and sanctions will
encourage districts, schools, p; incipals, teachers, and administra-
tors to take the risks that are needed to bring about lasting im-
provement.

The department has undertaken its own in-house accountability
initiative, beginning with a comprehensive assessment of how our
programs can be improved to ensure accountability for results.
Consistent with the outcome of the education summit, we are ex-
ploring ways to introduce regulatory flexibility into many Federal
programs in exchange for state plans to enhance performance by
students. We are also reviewing ways the department can elimi-
nate, relax, or reduce unnecessary burdensome regulations to allow
local districts to pool funds from different state and Federal pro-
grams and use these resources in the most effective manner. I must
emphasize that as we review our regulations, we will be certain
that we fully meet the intent of the Congress relative to the legisla-

Ir
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five acts. We are currently developing legislation to support experi-
mentation in this area.

At the Federal level we have begun working with other depart-
ments, including Health and Human Services and Labor, to better
coordinate our efforts to serve at-risk children and youth. We have
all these programs, many quite good and well-structuredbut all
together we administer some 200 programs in the department. And
when you add to these the education programs run by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs at Interior, Head Start at HHS, plus others at De-
fense, Labor, Veterans' Affairs, NSF and NASA, one begins to see
just how fragmented our Federal efforts can be. To that end, the
President this spring created a cabinet council task force on educa-
tion and named me as chairman. We are currently exploring ways
to combine our expertise in the many areas where th-s needs of in-
dividuals fall under the mission of more than one department, so
that we can provide more effective and efficient service to the
public.

All of this is a tremendous agendaone that will involve the
commitment and hard work of all Americans. Mr. Chairman, in
the past we used to think about someone's career beginning when
that person finished school. But today I think we would all agree
that one's career actually begins with school. Moreover, I have also
embraced the concept of life-long learning as one of our education-
al goals. But do not misunderstand what I am saying. Lifelong
learning is not just something that we need so that our economy is
more efficient and productive. We also need it so that our citizens
will be able to function as intelligent and thoughtful members of
our democratic society.

In conclusion, I call upon all of us here to dedicate ourselves to
the task of improving the education of our Nation's children. We
must be willing to make courageous decisions, we must be willing
to work hard and long, we must be willing, if necessary, to reallo-
cate and redeploy scarce resources, in order to make educational
improvement a reality. We have been willing to do this in the past
to meet other critical needs. There is no single need facing the
Nation at this moment that is more important than providing our
children a quality education, because our education system is the
foundation of all our other institutions. Is our Nation's economic
and political security at stake? I submit to you that it is, indeed.
The challenges before us are vast, but the rewards for our success
are infinite. Together we can ensure that our children will be pre-
pared to face the challenges of the future, and that through their
labor and their vision our Nation will remain strong and free.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Lauro F. Cavazos followsl

.1 2
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SECRETARY'S TESTIMONY FOR THE HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

TRX4 YOU FOR INVITING ME TO SHARE WITH YOU MY PERCEPTIONS ON

THE CURRENT STATE OF AMERICAN EDUCATION. I WANT TO APPLAUD BOTH

YOU. MR. CHAIRMAN. AND CONGRESSMAN GOOOLING FOR SCHEDULING THIS

THREE-DAY SYMPOSIUM ON THE PROBLEMS. ISSUES, AND CHALLENGES THAT

CONFRONT OUR EOUCATION SYSTEM. THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE

BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE THAN THIS. SOLUTIONS WILL ONLY BE POSSIBLE IF

WE ALL WORK TOGETHER TO MEET THE EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGES THAT LIE

AHEAD FOR THIS NATION.

I'M SURE EACH OF US IS HERE TODAY BECAUSE WE ALREADY HAVE A

PRETTY GOOD IOEA OF WHAT'S GOING ON IN AMERICAN EOUCATION. ANO SO

I'M NOT GOING TO WASTE EVERYONE'S TIME RECITING THE DREARY

STATISTICS AND THE BLEAK INDICATORS--THE EMBARRASSING PERFORMANCE OF

OUR STUDENTS ON ASSESSMENTS OF KNOWLEOGE AND SKILLS IN JUST ABOUT

ANY SUBJECT YOU CAN NAME. THE TEST SCORES. THE OROPOUT RATES, AND

THE COMPLAINTS FROM BUSINESSES THAT CAN'T FIND WORKERS WITH EVEN

RUDIMENTARY SKILLS. WE KNOW WE'VE GOT PLENTY OF PROBLEMS. ANO WE

KNOW WE MUST TAKE ACTION IMMEDIATELY.

OUR FUTURE AS A NATION RESTS WITH THE CHILDREN SITTING IN

AMERICAN CLASSROOMS RIGHT NOW--CHILDREN THAT TOO OFTEN ARE BEING

SHORTCHANGEDBY OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. UNLESS WE ACT TODAY--NOT

WHEN THE NEXT CONFERENCE IS HELD OR THE NEXT REPORT IS WRITTEN. BUT

NOW--WE WILL OISCOVER SOONER OR LATER THE TERRIBLE PENALTY WE FACE

t3
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FOR FAILIhs 0 PREPARE LARGE NUMERS OF OUR TOM.; PEOPLE TO MEET THE

CHALLENGE OF OUR COMPLEX, INFORMATIONDRIVEN WORLD. WE MAY HAVE

BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES SUPPORTED BY THE MOST SOPHISTICATEC

TECHNOLOGY. WE MAY HAVE HOSPITALS FILLED WITH THE MOST UPTODATE

MEDICAL ADVANCES, WE MAY HAVE A FIRSTCLASS DEFENSE SYSTEM. WE MAY

HAVE WORLDFAMOUS LIBRARIES, ART GALLERIES. AND LABORATORIES, WE MAY

HAVE THE FINEST DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS IN THE WORLD--BUT WHO WILL

STAFF THEM. WHO WILL RUN THEM. WHO WILL GUIDE THEM? NOT THE

CHILDREN WE ARE FAILING TO EDUCATE. WITHOUT A WELLEDUCATED

CITIZENRY. THE UNITED STATES IS IN DANGER OF BECOMING WHAT HAS BEEN

DESCRIBED AS THE WORLD'S ONLY FULLYINDUSTRIALIZED THIRDWORLD

NATION.

BECAUSE THE PROBLEMS FACING US ARE LARGE SCALE AND COMPLEX. THEY

WILL NOT YIELD EASILY TO QUICK FIXES OR STOPGAP SOLUTIONS. WE MUST

FACE THE FACT THAT WE ARE IN THIS BUSINESS FOR THE LONG HAUL. AND

THAT PROvIDING THE HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES--THE INVESTMENTS.

IF YOU WILL--THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR ACHIEVING IMPROVEMENTS MAY

REQUIRE SACRIFICES FROM ALL OF US. HAVING SAID THAT, I WANT TO

OUTLINE FOR YOU WHAT THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS DOING,

RIGHT NOW, TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE REFORM OF AMERICAN EDUCATION.

AS PRESIDENT BUS4 AND I HAVE SAID, WE ARE TARGETING FOUR BROAD

AREAS: HELPING THE NEEDIEST. ACHIEVING AND REWARDING EXCELLENCE AND

SUCCESS, INCREASING PARENT INVOLVEMENT AND CHOICE, AND STRENGTHENING

ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS. TOGETHER THESE FOUR

PRINCIPLES ANIMATE THE PRESIDENT'S EDUCATION AGENDA FOR AMERICA, AND
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TOGETHER THEY CONSTITUTE A SOLID FRAMEWORK FOR THE fYPES OF REFORM

AND RESTRUCTURING NEEDED IN OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM RIGHT NOW.

HELPING CHILDREN WHO ARE MOST IN NEED MUST RE THE FIRST PRIORITY

OF FEDERAL ANO STATE GCWERNMENTS IN EDUCATION REFORM. CHILDREN WHO

ARE ECONOMICALLY ANO.EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED, WHO ARE

HANDICAPPED,WHO ARE MIGRANT. OR WHO HAVE LIMITED PROFICIENCY IN

ENGLISH REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT AND SERVICES IF THEY ARE TO

SUCCEED. GIVEN LIMITED RESOURCES, THESE ARE THE CHILDREN WE MUST

REACH OUT TO FIRST, ANO THAT IS PRECISELY WHAT I TRIED TO 00 WHEN WE

PREPARED THE DEPARTMENT'S BUDGET SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS. PROGRAMS

MUST BE TARGETED TO ENSURE THAT RESOURCES ARE FOCUSED WHERE THEY CAN

DO THE MOST GOOD, AND THE QUALITY OF CURRICULUM ANO INSTRUCTION MUST

BE UPGRADED TO PROVIDE DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS WITH AN EDUCATION THAT

STIMULATES AND SUPPORTS HIGH PERFORMANCE. LOW EXPECTATIONS FOR

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS BECOME SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES. INSTEAD.

WE MUST SET HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS IN ADDITION TO PROVIDING

THE FESOURCES NECESSARY TO ASSIST THEM IN LIVING UP TO THESE

EXPECTATIONS.

IN THIS REGARD, I AM PROUD THAT 85 PERCENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION'S BUDGET IS DEVOTED TO THE DISADVANTAGED, TO SPECIAL

EDUCATION, ANO TO NEEDY POSTSECONDARY STUDENTS. ANO I AM PROUD OF

THE LEADERSHIP THE DEPARTMENT IS PROVIDING IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE

CHAPTER I COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAM. THE DEPARTMENT'S SINGLE
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LARGEST PROGRAM SERVING THE DISADVANTAGED. I MIGHT ADD, MR.

CHAIRMAN, THAT YOU AND OTHERS HERE TODAY PLAYED A KEY ROLE IN

WORKING WITH THE ADMINISTRATION LAST YEAR WHEN CHAPTER i WAS

REAUTHORIZED TO FIND BETTER WAYS OF TARGETING THOSE RESOURCES. THE

DEPARTMENT, THROUGH ITS CHAPTER 1 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTERS. IS

WORKING WITH STATES. DISTRICTS, AND SCHOOLS TO SET SPECIFIC GOALS

FOR THE EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS IN THE CHAPTER I PROGRAM

AND DEVELOP PLANS TO IMPROVE THEIR CHAPTER I PROZECTS IF THE GOALS

ARE NOT MET.

THE DEPARTMENT WILL BE MONITORING AND ASSISTING THESE EFFORTS

THROUGH REVIEW OF STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLANS AHD

STANDARDS DURIkG MONITORING VISITS. THE DEPARTMENT IS ALSO PLANNING

TO HOLD REGIONAL MEETINGS ON PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT FOR STATE.

DISTRICT, AND SCHOOL-LEVEL CHAPTER 1 ADMINISTRATORS THIS WINTER.

IF WE ARE TO ACHIEVE NATIONWIDE EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT, WE MUST

SET HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR ALL OUR CHILDREN. MUST ASSIST THEM IN

MEETING THOSE EXPECTAYIONS. AND MUST REWARD STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND

SCHOOLS FOR EXCELLENCE AND ACADEMIC SUCCESS. WHEN I RELEASED THE

1989 STATE EDUCATION PERFORMANCE CHART ON MAY 3 OF THIS YEAR, I

CHALLENGED TEE 50 STATES, INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, AND THE

NATION'S PARENTS TO ESTABLISH EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT GOALS TO

ACCELERATE THE PACE OF REFORM.

1 6I so



THIS WORK HAS SEEN GIVEN A BIG BOOST BY THE PRESIDENT'S HISTORIC

CHARLOTTESVILLE SUMMIT WITH THE GOVERNORS. WORK IS NOW UNDERWAY BY

THE GOVERNORS. THE WHITE HOUSE. AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERS NATIONWIDE

TO DEVELOP NATIONAL PERFOR1ANCE GOALS IN RESPONSE TO THE EDUCATION

SUMMIT. THE DEPARTMENT WILL ASSIST THIS PROCESS. WORKING CLOSELY

WITH OTHER ADMINISTRATION AND STATE OFFICIALS AND PROVIDING OUR

RESOURCES AND EXPERTISE IN DEVELOPING MEANINGFUL. PRACTICAL

ACHIEVEMENT GOALS. IN ADDTTION TO ESTABLISHING GOALS. WE MUST ALSO

BE SURE TO REWARD THE SUCCESSES OF THOSE WHO ACHIEVE THE GOALS THAT

WE SET FORTH.

I AM PROUD TO SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT'S EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

ACT. WhICH INCLUDES REWARDS FOR INNOVATION AND ACHIEVEMENT BY

SCHOOLS, TEACHERS. AND INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS. INSTITUTIONS AS WELL AS

INDIVIDUALS DO INDEED RESPOND TO CHANGE, AND WHAT WE NESD MOST IS TO

FIND ADEQUATE. EFFECTIVE INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE THAT CHANGE. THERE

IS NO ONE "MAGIC BULLET" THAT WILL SOLVE ALL OUR EDUCATIONAL

WOES--BUT A SERIES OF CAREFULLY THOUGHT-OUT EDUCATION REFORMS TO

RESTRUCTURE OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AT ALL LEVELS IS SORELY NEEDED.

IDEAS SUCH AS SCHOOL-BASED MANAGEMENT. MERIT PAY. ENHANCED

SUPPORT FOR MAGNET SCHOOLS. MERIT SCHOOLS. AND A HOST OF OTHER

REFORMS THAT ARE BEING TRIED RIGHT NOW IN MANY OF OUR STATES AND

COMMUNITIES HOLD THE KEY TO UNSHACKLING THE PRESENT SYSTEM FROM MANY

OF THE RESTRAINTS THAT IMPEDE OUR ABILITY TO OBTAIN BETTER RESULTS.
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AND AT THE HEART OF RESTRUCTURING LIES THE PRINCIPLE OF EMPOWERING
PARENTS, TEACHERS, PRINCIPALS, AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO DECIDE WHAT'S
BEST FOR THEM AND FOR THEIR STUDENTS AND WHAT IS TRULY EFFECTIVE

WHEN IT COMES TO IMPROVING CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE.

NOW. M. CHAIRMAN. I KNOW THAT YOU AND I MAY NOT NECESSARILY

ENTIRELY AGREE ON THE ISSUE OF RESOURCES, BUT I WOULD BE REMISS IF I

DID NOT AT LEAST TOUCH ON THIS ISSUE. YOU PROBABLY KNOW THE FIGURES
AS WELL AS I DO. THE FEDERAL BUDGET FOR EDUCATION IS APPROXIMATELY

$24 BILLION AND CONSTITUTES BETWEEN 6 AND 7 PERCENT OF SPENDING ON

EDUCATION IN AMERICA. BUT WHEN YOU LOOK AT THE AGGREGATE FIGURES

AND RECOONIZE THAT WE WILL SPEND SOME $353 BILLION ON EDUCATION THIS

SCHOOL YEAR AT ALL LEVELS--FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL-4 THINK THE

MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION THAT FACES ALL OF US IS ACCOUNTABILITY:

WHAT ARE WE GETTING FOR THOSE DOLLARS? FOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND

SECONDARY SCHOOLS ALONE. WE WILL SPEND OVER $195 BILLION IN

1989-90. THIS COUNTRY SPENDS MORE ON EDUCATION IN THE AGGREGATE AND

AS A PERCENTAGE OF OUR GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT THAN IT DOES ON

DEFENSE. WE SPEND MORE ON EDUCATION THAN ANY OTHER COUNTRY IN THE

WORLD, AND WE SPEND MORE PER STUDENT THAN ALL BUT THREE COUNTRIES IN

THE WORLD. WHEN OUR COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES IS SO HIGH, WHY CAN'T

WE EXPECT OUR STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE TO BE EQUALLY HIGH? QUITE

FRANKLY, MR. CHAIRMAN. WE AREN'T GETTING WHAT WE'RE PAYING FOR.

THIS FUNDAMENTAL FACT POINTS US IN THE DIRECTION OF FINDING WAYS TO

RESTRUCTURE WHAT WE ARE DOING IN EDUCATION, TO REDEPLOY THOSE

MN
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RESOURCES IN A FASHION THAT HELPS ACHIEVE BETTER PERFORMANCE.

TO CITE JUST ONE OF THE HUNDREDS OF ALARMING EXAMPLES, A RECENT

INTERNATIONAL STUDY ON GEOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE BY THE NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY INDICATES THAT ONE OUT OF SEVEN AMERICAN ADULTS

CANNOT LOCATE THE UNITED STATES ON A GLOBE. NOw I ASK YOU, IF THIS

IS INDEED THE CASE, THEN AREN'T WE IN SORRY SHAPE? hND IF THIS

REMAINS TRUE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION, THEN WON'T MANY OF OUR

CHILDREN BE LITERALLY LOST IN THE MODERN WORLD? IF WE WANT TrA

CHANGE THE WAY THINGS ARE IN AMERICAN EDUCATION, THEN WE NEED TO

CHANGE THE WAY WE DO THINGS--THROUGH REFORm AND RESTRUCTURING.

THE EDUCATION SUMMIT IN CHARLOTTESVILLE REFLECTED A REMARKABLE

CONSENSUS AMONG THE PRESIDENT, HIS CABINET, AND THE GOVERNORS THAT

RESTRUCTURING WAS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL. I HOPE, MR. CHAIRMAN, THAT

WE CAN COUNT ON THIS COMMITTEE, AND YOUR LEADERSHIP, TO FURTHER WHAT

I WOULD CHARACTERIZE AS A NATIONWIDE CONSENSUS ON THIS ISSUE. THE

JOINT STATEMENT ISSUED AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE SUMMIT, WAS THE

BEGINNING OF A FRAMEWORK FOR THE TYPE OF REFORM AND

RESTRUCTURING--INCLUDING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PROCESS FOR

DEVELOPING NATIONAL GOALS--THAT IS VITAL TO THIS COUNTRY. LET US

CONSIDER SOME OF THE KEY ASPECTS OF THAT FRAMEWORK THAT WERE

CONSIDERED IN CHARLOTTESVILLE. THEY FALL INTO FOUR GENERAL

CATEGORIES:

. ;I*
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FIRST, OUR CHILDREN MUST ARRIVE AT SCHOOL READY TO BEGIN THEIR
EDUCATION. THIS RAISES ISSUES THAT INCLUDE NOT ONLY EDUCATION BUT

ALSO HEALTH AND NUTRITION CONCERNS AS WELL.

SECOND, THERE WAS CONCERN FOR WHAT HAPPENS IN THE CLASSROOM: DO

WE HAVE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF wELL-TRAINED, WELL-QUALIFIED

TEACHERS?.IS THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT FREE OF DRUGS AND VIOLENCE AND

OTHER DISCIPI:NARY PROBLEMS THAT SERIOUSLY IMPEDE LEARNING? ARE

PARENTS SUFFICIENTLY INVOLVED wITH THEIR CHILDREN'S LEARNING AND

WITH THEIR CHILDREN'S TEACHERS?

THIRD, I THINK IT IS FAIR TO SAY THAT THERE IS A CONCERN FOR

WHAT I WOULD CALL THE CONSUMER-ORIENTED ASPECT OF EDUCATION. IF YOU

LOOK AT EDUCATION AS AN INVESTMENT OF HUMAN AS WELL AS FINANCIAL

CAPITAL, THEN IT IS APPROPRIATE TO ASK ABOUT THE RETURN ON THAT

INVESTMENT. IF THE EDUCATION PRODUCED AT THE ELEMENTARY AND

SECONDARY LEVEL IS OF POOR QUALITY, THEN THOSE WHO DEPEND ON THAT

SYSTEM--OUR BUSINESSES, OUR INDUSTRIES, OUR GOVERNMENT, AND OUR

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS--MAY BECOME INFERIOR. THUS. WE MUST

BE CONCERNED WITH THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS, INCLUDING

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, AND WE MUST WORK TO ENSURE THAT ALL or

AMERICA'S CHILDREN HAVE ACCESS TO HIGH QUALITY ELEMENTARY.

SECONDARY, AND POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

If tg0
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FOURTH. AND FINALLY, THE SUMMIT FOCUSED ON THE ISSUE OF

INFORMATION AND MEASUREMENT. WE NEED TO FIND OUT HOW WELL OUR

STUDENTS ARE DOING. WHETHER WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS IN REDUCING

DROPOUTS. AND WHETHER WE ARE MOVING AHEAD TO REDUCE THE INTOLERABLE

LEVEL OF ILLITERACY IN THIS COUNTRY.

IN OUR RESTRUCTURING AND REFORM EFFORTS, AS WE SET HIGH

EXPECTATIONS FOR ALL CHILDREN. WE MUST AT THE SAME TIME PROVIDE THE

NECESSARY RESOURCES TO ASSIST DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS. IT IS JUST AS

WRONG TO SET HIGH GOALS AND THEN LEAVE THOSE WHO NEED EXTRA

ASSISTANCE UNAIDED AS IT IS TO ASSUME THEY ARE INCAPABLE OF HIGH

ACHIEVEMENT BY REFUSING TO SET GOALS IN THE FIRST PLACE. THAT IS

WHY THE DEPARTMENT HAS PROPOSED INCREASING THE CHAPTER 1 BUDGET BY

OVER $151 MILLION. AND INCREASING BY OVER 50 PERCENT THE AMOUNT

BUDGETED FOR CHAPTER 1 CONCENTRATION GRANTS. WHICH GO TO SCHOOLS AND

DISTRICTS WITH THE HIGHEST PROPORTION OF DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS.

OTHER AREAS OF INCREASE INCLUDE BILINGUAL EDUCATION. HISTORICALLY

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. SERVICES TO INDIAN CHILDREN AND

ADULTS. ADULT LITERACY, EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, STUDENT

AID. AND SCHOOL REFORM. I AM PARTICULARLY TROUBLED BY THE STATE OF

EDUCATION AMONG NATIVE AMERICANS AND HAVE RECENTLY ANNOUNCED A MAJOR

INITIATIVE TO ADDRESS THEIR NEEDS. TO BEGIN THAT ENDEAVOR. I HAVE

LAUNCH:D AN "INDIAN NATIONS AT RISK" STUDY TO ANALYZE THE PROBLEMS

THAT NATIVE AMERICANS FACE WITH EDUCATION AND TO RECOMMEND
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SOLUTIONS. MORE IMYEDIATE, I H-VE INSTRUCTED MY STAFF TO FORMULATE

A PROPOSAL FOR SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS EARLY NEXT YEAR WHICH WOULD

REMOVE UNINTENDED BARRIERS TO NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS'

PARTICIPATION IN A NUMBER OF PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

IN THE AREA OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT, I STRONGLY FAVOR

EDUCATIONAL CHOICE COUPLED WITH SCHOOLBASED MANAGEMENT BECAUSE IT

PROVIDES ALL FAMILIES WITH THE OPTION OTHERWISE AVAILABLE OUL: TO

THE AFFLUENT--OF SELECTING THE SCHOOLS THEIR CHILDREN WILL ATTEND.

I Br.IEVE THAT ALL YOUNGSTERS. NOT ONLY THOSE FROM WEALTHY FAMILIES,

SHOULD BE ABLE TO ATTEND SCHOOLS THAT MEET THEIR EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

AND FOSTER THEIR INDIVIDUAL TALENTS AND ABILITIES. IF WE ARE

SERIOUS ABOUT HELPING DISADVANTAGED FAMILIES. WE SHOULD BE SERIOUS

ABOUT PROVIDING THEM WITH MEANINGFUL CHOICES ABOUT THE KIND OF

EDUCATION THEY WANT FOR THEIR CHILDREN.

CHOICE AND SCHOOLBASED MANAGEMENT ALSO HAVE THE ADVANTAGE OF

INCREASING ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION, WHICH IS THE FOURTH AREA

TARGETED BY THE DEPARTMENT. SCHOOLS WILL HAVE TO BE MORE RESPONSIVE

TO PARENT AND COMMUNITY CONCERNS ABOUT QUALITY, SAFETY. EDUCATIONAL

APPROACH AND MOST IMPOTANT. IMPROVED EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE, IF

THEY KNOW THAT FAMILIES CAN VOTE WITH THEIR FEET. LEAVING

UNACCEPTABLE SCHOOLS BEHIND. ANOTHER BENEFIT OF CHOICE IS THAT IT

PERMITS EDUCATORS GREATER FLEXIBILITY AND FREEDOM TO CREATE

DISTINCTIVE PROGRAMS THAT WILL MEET THE HEEDS OF THEIR STUDENTS.

IP 2
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ACCOUNTABILITY IS CRUCIAL TO EDUCATION REFORM AT ALL LEVELS.

TOO OFTEN, THE ONLY ONES WHO STAND TO SUFFER IF EDUCATIONAL GOALS

ARE NOT MET ARE THE STUDENTS. IF WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT REFORM, WE

MUST BE WILLING TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ENSURING THAT

IMPROVEMENTS OCCUR. AN EQUITABLE AND PRACTICAL SET OF REWARDS AND

SANCTIONS WILL ENCOURAGE DISTRICTS, SCHOOLS, PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS,

AND ADMINISTRATORS TO TAKE THE RISKS THAT ARE NEEDED TO BRING ABOUT

LASTING IMPROVEMENTS.

THE DEPARTMENT HAS UNDERTAKEN ITS OWN IN-HOUSE ACCOUNTABILITY

INITIATIVE, BEGINNING WITH A COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT OF HOW OUR

PROGRAMS CAN BE IMPROVED TO ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY FOR RESULTS.

CONSISTENT WITH THE OUTCOME OF THE EDUCATION SUMMIT, WE ARE

EXPLORING WAYS TO INTRODUCE REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY INTO MANY FEDERAL

PROGRAMS IN EXCHANGE FOR STATE PLANS TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE BY

STUDENTS. WE ARE ALSO REVIEWING WAYS THE DEPARTMENT CAN ELIMINATE.

RELAX. OR REDUCE UNNECESSARILY BURDENSOME REGULATIONS TO ALLOW LOCAL

DISTRICTS TO POOL FUNDS FROM DIFFERENT STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS

AND USE THESE RESOURCES IN THE MOST EFFECTIVE MANNER. I MUST

EMPHASIZE THAT A. WE REVIEW OUR REGULATIONS, WE WILL BE CERTAIN THAT

WE FULLY MEET THE INTENT OF THE CONGRESS RELATIVE TO THE LEGISLATIVE

ACTS. WE ARE CURRENTLY DEVELOPING LEGISLATION TO SUPPORT

EXPERIMENTATION IN THIS AREA.
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AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL, WE HAVE BEGUN WORKING WITH OTHER

DEPARTMENTS, INCLUDING HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND LABOR, TO

BETTER CGORDINATE OUR EFFORTS TO SERVE AT-RISK CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

WE HAVE ALL THESE PROGRAMS, MANY QUITE GOOD AND MELL-STRUCTURED--BUT

ALL TOGETHER WE ADMINISTER SOME 200 PROGRAMS IN THE DEPARTMENT. AND

WHEN YOU ADD TO THESE THE EOUCATION PROGRAMS RUN BY THE BUREAU OF

INDIAN AFFA/RS AT INTERIOR. HEAD START AT HNS, PLUS OTHERS AT

DEFENSE, LABOR, VETERANS, NSF AND NASA, ONE BEGINS TO SEE JUST HOW

FRACMENTED OUR FEDERAL EFFORTS CAN BE. TO THAT END, THE PRESIDENT

THIS SPRING CREATED A CABINET COUNCIL TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION AND

NAMED ME AS CHAIRMAN. WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPLORING WAYS TO COMBINE

OUR EXPERTISE IN THE MANY AREAS WHERE THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS FALL

UNDER THE MISSION OF MORE THAN ONE DEPARTMENT, SO THAT WE CAN

PROVIDE MORE EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC.

ALL OF THIS IS A TREMENDOUS AGENDA--ONE THAT WILL INVOLVE THE

COMMITMEAT AND HARD WORK OF ALL AMERICANS. MR. CHAIRMAN, IN THE

PAST WE USED TO THINK ABOUT SOMEONE'S CAREER BEGINNING WHEN THAT

PERSON FINISHED SCHOOL. BUT TODAY I THINK WE WOULD ALL AGREE THAT

ONE'S CAREER ACTUALLY BEGINS WITH SCHOOL. MOREOVER, I HAVE ALSO

EMBRACED THE CONCEPT OF LIFE-LONG LEARNING AS ONE OF OUR EDUCATIONAL

GOALS. BUT DO NOT MISUNDERCTAND WHAT I AM SAYING. LIFELONG

LEARNING IS NOT JUST SOMETHING THAT WE NEED SO THAT OUR ECONOMY IS

MORE EFFICIENT AHD MORE PRODUCTIVE. WE ALSO NEED IT SO THAT OUR

CITIZENS WILL BE ABLE TO FUNCTION AS INTELLIGENT AND THOUGHTFUL

MEMBERS OF OUR DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY.

V4
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IN CONCLUSION. I CALL UPON ALL OF US HERE TO DEDICATE OURSELVES

TO THE TASK OF IMPROVING THE EDUCATION OF OUR NATION'S CHILDREN. WE

MUST BE WILLING TO MAKE COURAGEOUS DECISIONS. WE MUST BE WILLING TO

WORK HARD AND LONG. WE MUST BE WILLING. IF NECESSARY. TO REALLOCATE

AND REDEPLOY SCARCE RESOURCES. IN ORDER TO MAKE EDUCATIONAL

IMPROVEMENT A REALITY. WE HAVE BEEN WILLING TO DO THIS IN THE PAST

TO MEET OTHER CRITICAL NEEDS. THERE IS NO SINGLE NEED FACING THE

NATION AT THIS MOMENT THAT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN PROVIDING OUR

CHILDREN A QUALITY EDUCATION. BECAUSE OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM IS THE

FOUIDATION OF ALL OUR OTHER INSTITUTIONS. IS OUR NATION'S ECONOMIC

AND POLITICAL SECURITY AT STAKE? I SUBMIT TO YOU THAT IS. INDEED.

THE CHALLENGES BEFORE US ARE VAST. BUT THE REWARDS FOR OUR SUCCESS

ARE INFINITE. TOGETHER WE CAN ENSURE THAT OUR CHILDREN WILL BE

PREPARED TO FACE THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE. AND THAT THROUGH

THEIR LABOR AND THEIR VISION OUR NATION WILL REMAIN STRONG AND

FREE.

t5
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I will not comment as we promised but may I simply say I thinkyou haVe set a very high standard for the others who will be par-ticipating in this symposium. We are indeed pleased that you have

appeared before the committee this morning in order to really ini-tiate the program before us.
Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We look forward to another appearance before the committee

and the continuing dialogue that we have established.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness or next panelist is Dr. Archi-

bald Lapointe, Project Director of the National Assessment of Edu-cational Progress.
Dr. Lapointe, we are delighted to have you appear before the

committee. As usual we want to commend you on the very excel-lent work that you are doing in the field of assessment and lookforward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARCHIBALD E. LAPOINTE, PROJECT DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS,
NAEP, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
Mr. LAPOINTE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Mr.

Good ling.
I am honored to be here especially among such distinguished

company as my colleagues who will be appearing before you. Myname is Lapointe. I am Executive Director of the Center for Assess-ment of Eclucational Progress, a unit of Educational 'resting Serv-ice.
As Secretary Cavazos indicated, it is hard to imagine somethingthat is more important to our country today than the education ofour children, for all the reasons that he alluded to and that will behighlighted over and over again during these hearings. We thoughtvery seriously about what we might contribute to this forum thatmight be useful.
So what I am about to say is the result of some rather deep at-tention at ETS among my colleagues in looking at the data of theprogram that we know best which is the congressionally mandatedand federally funded national Assessment of Educational Progress.
With you:. permission I would like to enter my remarks into therecord and I will try during my oral comments just to highlight

some of the points that are made. My wife and I have six grand-children. As a modern sensitive member of the family I am not al-lowed to have favorites. However there is a young three year old inLos Angeles by the name of William Joseph the III. He was namedafter his father and some lesser grandparent. Spending a day inWilliam's company is a rather exciting prospect. There is a lot ofnoise, lots of crashes, lots of other children crying, a lot of exuber-ance over what is learned. His sister only a couple of years olderrefers to a lot of these activities as "acts of will." I would like to
suggest, and seriously, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Good ling, that what

n6
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seems to be needed in American education today is that kind of act
of will.

I would like to support that suggestion with some evidence from
the data of the National Assessment. Second, I would like to sug-
gest again very strongly that the data that we have accumulated at
National Assessment and other testing programs throughout the
country be used to set some goals.

Clearly, the system is in need of goals. Your committee has rec-
ognized this. The Congress has recognized it generally. The Depart-
ment of Education is talking about it.

The National Governors Association are concerning themselves
with goals. I think the information that we have accumulated can
help us shape those goals. Finally, I would like to suggest that leav-
ing the task of how to achieve those goals to our professionals, the
three million teachers and administrators who operate and manage
our Nation's schools is probably a good idea.

Again, I am going to suggest that we have data from the Nation-
al A.ssessment that illustrates that point and I will share it with
you.

The first chart that I would like to refer to is the one on my left
which many of you have seen before. /t represents the Nation's
reading achievements from 1971 to 1984. We will be issuing an
update on that chart next month with some data from 1988 which
won't materially change the look of the chart. You can see that at
three age levels it measures, nine, 13, and seven there has been hn-
provement. Our youngsters read better in 1984, on average, than
they did in 1971.

Congratulations, American schools. That result is even more sig-
nificant when you consider that in 1971 about 16 percent of those
children came from what we called disadvantaged environments
and in 1984, 22 or 23 percent came from the same environments.

So they were presumably children more difficult to teach and
our schools were doing a better job.

What is distressing about that chart is of course for nine and 13
year olds in 1980 there was a plateau. We have stopped improving.
Does that mean that it is as good as it can get? Does that mean
that we have reached the epitome of what we can do?

NAEP does not provide the answers to those questions unfortu-
nately but I will share some evidence that suggests some conclu-
sions. Even more important than the fact that we have increased
at all three age levels, the dots that are connected there represent
a pretty impressive fact.

If you look at 1975's nine year olds as a group, and there were
three million children at nine years in 1975, as a group they per-
formed better than nine year olds had previously. We caught up
with those nine year Ads when they were 11 year olds in 1980. As
a group they perforned better than 18 year olds typically per-
formed.

We caught up with that same cohort of children when they were
17 year olds four years later and they went through the roof. So
that cohort of children that started school in the early 1970's had a
marvelous experience as far as reading is concerned.

What was happening when they entered school? Head Start was
establishing itself firmly, bilingual programs were coming on
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stream. Our country, though, I think equally as importantly, wasmaking a decision that every child had a right to read. It was adecision that was broadcast widely that everyone understood. Theschools accepted it. The teachers knew that it had to happen. Con-gress supported it responsibly and we seem to have achieved thatobjective.
More impressively, I think, a chart that provides more comfort isthe second one which shows that all of the improvement that oc-curred during those years occurred among minority youngsters. Wehave charts that also illustrate that all that improvement occurredin the so-called disadvantaged schools as opposed to the advantagedschools in the suburban areas. If we look at the questions that

youngsters got right we have evidence that shows that all the im-provements occurred in the so-called basic skills.
As a Nation we said we are going back to basics. We said we aregoing to focus on minimum competencies. Again signals that werewidely broadcast were completely accepted by the people who hadto make those classroom decisions.
The gaps, as you can see on that chart, that separated black andwhite children in 1971 were significantly narrowed by 1984. I say"narrowed" advisedly. They are not closed. As a matter of fact the

most distressing piece of evidence on that chart shows that 17 yearold black and Hispanic children in 1984 are still only reading onaverage as well as white 13 year old children.
That continues to improve, by the way. So the first point then isthat an act of will that is clearly enunciated and consistently re-peated, our children have a right to read, we are going to empha-size the basics, seems to produce results. Our schools can deliver.Right now the signal that seems to be permeating the environmentis higher order thinking skills. I think that is a good thing.I hope that it does not mean that the work of improving thebasic skills, that is clearly done, gets a back seat. The challengewill be, can we do two things at once. The second point I would liketo suggest is that from these data and from other test data we canshape some goals that are realistic, that are achievable.I am going to use mathematics as an example. We released thisinformation about eight or nine months ago and it caused quite astir in the media, in the schools, among school administrators andamong mathematician experts. I will tell you what that chartmeans.

It won't be terribly clear from the visual here. On the left is thescale that we have developed and it is a scale from zero to 500.Zero you cannot do any mathematics and 500 you can do just aboutanything. We have identified four points, level 150 which meansthat you can add, subtract and multiply, and here again we saidback to basics was a priority and just about all our youngsters canperform at that level.
The data at the right are from 1986. This chart is reproduced inyour handout so that you may refer to that. At level 240, ifwe con-sider the 13 year old children we see that 73 percent of thoseyoungsters can perform at that level. Now that may seem like acomforting number but level 250 is the equivalent of what is in thefifth grade mathematics textbooks in the country. Thirteen year
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old children are not in the fifth grade, they are in the seventh or
eighth grade.

So 73 percent of our 13 year olds in 1986 could do the eauivalent
of fifth grade mathematics. That is on average. If you break that
out by race and ethnic groups, you see it is 78 percent of the white
children and only 49 percent of the black children and 55 percent
of the Hispanic youngsters.

That represents a 10 percent point increase from 1981. So that
black children went from 38 to 49 percent in that five or six year
period. If you look at the next level on the scale, moderate complex
or level 300, which is the equivalent of eighth grade mathematics
as found in our textbookspeople have varying opinions about the
quality of our textbooks but Caere are four generally used math
textbooks in the United States.

If you look at the eighth grade content you come up with some-
thing around level 300. If you look at the performance of our 17
year olds, you see only half of them can perform eighth grade
mathematics. That is about where it was in 1978. Again, if you
break it out by race and ethnic group, you see 58 percent of our
white youngsters, only 22 percent of our black youngsters, and 27
percent of our Hispanic 17 year olds can perform at that level.

Again, from 1982 there was a dramatic improvement in the black
performance. It had been 17 percent and it moved to 22 percent.

The statistic that frightened most of the American public that
most of the editorials were written on had to do with the last
number. At level 350, that is the equivalent of what we used to rec-
ognize as high school mathematics, a little algebra, gc.,...etry, and
calculus, a little over 6 percent could perform at that ievel. If there
are three million 17 year olds, it means only about 170,000 young-
sters are ready to start college, ready to start college in the math
required courses.

That is again reflected by the percentage of foreign students that
make up our Ph.D. candidates in those areas. Leaving this chart
for a minute, my recommendation is that we consider these data as
we shape goals for American education. If 6 percent of our 17 year
olds is not adequate, and the editorial writer seemed to clearly
state that it was not, would 12 percent be a target for the next
decade, would some bigger number? Would 51 percent? Should that
number at level 30r, be changed to 65 percent.

Again using claca one could set differentiating goals for black stu-
dents and Hispanic students, maybe double the target so that even-
tually they can catch up and end up in a par situation with their
white and Hispanic colleagues.

In setting goals, I think these data can help. It is atways useful,
however, to see what is pcasible. Again, that data can be broken
out by the performance of the top 5 percent of our children, by the
youngsters who attend the so-called advantaged schools so we cansee

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lapointe, Mr. Goodling wanted some clarifi-
cations.

Mr. GOODLING. In the reading statistics you followed the stu-
dents. Have you done the same in the math, or are these different
students?

_
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Mr. LAPouvrE. These are samples of the cohort. Each time we goout we take a random sample of those three million children so itis statistically representative of the group, not the same individualstudents.
Mr. GOODLING. But the same group of students?
Mr. LAPOINTE. That is correct.
So what is possible? One answer to the questi lr% is what can ourbest students do. Assume that in every group of children there arevery bright and very able children. Another answer comes frominternational comparisons and we are doing more and more ofthat.
The next chart illustrates what kind of data that can yield.Again, I will refer to the chart that is in your handout. It might beeasier for you to follow. This is a comparative study that we did atETS using a scale similar to the NAEP scale. It is horizontally il-lustrated across the top of that chart. We used a zero to 1000 scalein this case just to differentiate it from the NAEP.
If you look at level 500, the shaded column which represents theability to do two-step problems. Let me give you an example of atwo-step problem: there are five students in the room ages 10, 12,13, and 15. What is the average age? That is a sample. It is not aterribly complicated exercise.
On the left in the column you see populations of students that

were compared. There are several Canadian provinces and four orfive countries. American 13 year olds came in at the bottom of thischart. Forty percent of our 13 year olds whc are in school can per-form at that level successfully. We choose 13 year olds because ineach of the countries that we compared ourselves to, all 13 yearolds are in school so we were comparing apples and apples.
In Korea 78 percent of their 13 year olds could perform the iden-tical exercises. But we are not like Korea. We don't have the sameobjectives or culture or the same society. We are not that different

from British Columbia however If we go there, you will see young-sters that look like ours, schools and textbooks that look like ours.Sixty-nine percent of their 13 year olds were able to perform atthese levels.
Discounting all those factors I mentioned, cultural objectives, so-cietal objectives, types of schools, our dreams for our young people,I think using this kind of information can still help us set somegoals. So the first point was that we make an act of will, that wedecide nationally that we have some objectives to achieve.
The second point is that maybe some of this datu can help usshape those goals in terms everyone can understand. Once we dothat, let's let the professionals get us there. I mentioned theachievements and illustrated them in reading. We have similar il-lustrations of what we did in mathematics and it reflects the sameperformance.
Minority youngsters improved dramatically compared to whiteyoungsters. All the improvement was in the basics and all of theimprovement was in the disadvaLtaged environments.We have the same kind of information for science. One of thethings NAEP does is ask children how they are taught mathemat-ics, reading, science. We also asked their teachers. We comparedthe answers of students to the answers of teachers. What we found

30k
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in looking for the secrets, if you will, to how math and science and
reading are taught successfully is that there is no secret.

Teachers used every single approach you can imagine. The same
teacher uses linguistics, used work books, taught drill and practice
and the same is true in mathematics. The teachers had the mes-
sage the students had to learn and they did whatever they had to
do to make that happen.

I am confidenz that teachers who want increasingly to be
thought of as professionals can make those decisions in the class-
rooms where they must be made and achieve the kind of success
that we have to.

I am also equally confident that if they need help to remedy defi-
cits, they will get back to us and let us know what that help should
be.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one last point. That is that
the National Assessment of Educational Progress which is firmly
in place which Congress just recently reenforced, improved and ex-
panded is useful and perhaps in my judgment an ideal tool to mon-
itor the progresE, toward these goals.

We are in the school every two years measuring a variety of cur-
riculum areas. I think if the goals are set and the promise to be
very shortly, we will be able to monitor progress specifically
toward those goals. Those of you who work with NAEP are anxious
to perform that service in more direct ways than these random bits
of evidence.

Finally, William Joseph the HI is going to be entering school in a
year and a half. His sister will be going into the third grade at
about that time. It would be wonderful if we could have some clear-
ly articulated goals by then as they enter the system so that we all
know where they are headed.

I appreciate the opportunity Mr. Chairman and Congressman
Good ling. It is an honor to be here. I hope this has been helpful.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Lapointe, we can assure you, you have been
very helpful. We are deeply appreciative. There are many ques-
tions I am sure that we could ask you but in keeping with the
rules, we will not. But I am confident that we will very soon be in
touch with you because I think you have challenged us and you
certainly have encouraged us to set new goals in line with the data
that you have given to us.

[The prepared statement of A.E. Lapointe followsj



AN ACT OF WILL

Testimony. Committee on Education and Labor

United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C., Noveeber D. 1989

Ardhie E. Lapointe, Executive Director

Center for the ASSesSaent of Educational Progress
Educational Testtng Service

My name is Archie E. Lapointe. I am tha Executive Director of the

Center for the Assessment of
Educational Progress at Educational Testing

Service, Princeton, Now Jersey. I would like to thank the Committee for the

opportunity to be here today to testify
on a topic so important to all of us

and to our country.

Hy wife and I have 6 lovely
grandchildren, one more wonderful than the

next. As a fair-minded, modern family member, I personally have no favorites.

Hviaver, there is this charming little 3.yeor-old who lives with his parents

in Los Angeles. He is named William
Joseph the III after his father and some

less important grandparent. A day spent in young Will's company is full of

surprises, loud noises, crashes, other children crying, and exuberance over

things learned and accomplished. Will gets things done! His slightly older

sister resignedly characterizes these events as "Acts of Will."

Today, I would like to suggest that what is needed most to improve

American education is a simple Act oLWifl, clearly and consistently

articulated. I will supply some evidence from the Nation's Report Card that

imports the noticn that just such a clear charge, sounded some years ago by
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national leadership and substantially supported by Congress, has had a

measurcble, indeed dramatic, impact on what has happened during the past 20

years in America's schools.

Second, I will propose that an examination of the data available from

the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the Nation's Report Card, is

a good place to start in deciding what the thrust and dimension of such an

exhortation should be. Throughout the country, the palpable frustration over

the achievement levels of our young citizens is pushing us toward bohl and

rapid action. If we generate failures as a result of poorly-considered,

hastily-installed programs it could lead to complete discouragement.

We can improve the effectiveness of the educational experiences of our

students. There is clear evidence to prove it and a respectable history to

support that confidence. What we need is a goal, and a time line for

achieving it.

Data from assessments and from international comparisons can help us

fashion those objectives in vays I will attempt to demonstrate.

Flnally, I'd like to suggest, once the targets are set, that we leave it

to the professionals, the 3,000,000 of them uho work in our elementary and

secondary schools as teachers and administrators, to figure out how to get us

there. Once again, there's evidence from the data that supports this notion.

I'll share that with you.

It will be essential and useful to periodically repprt back to those

charged with this responsibility, as well as to those supporting the effort,

the taxpayers, about how we're progressing toward the target. Indeed the goal

2
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should be regularly reexamined to monitor its continuing appropriateness. Ths

already-in-place National Assessment of Educational Progress can be one of the

ways this monitoring can occur.

* * * * * *

First then, an Act a Will, that sets a clear, consistent goal.

Second, shaping that goal using achievement results from assessments and

from international comparisons

And,

once the goal is understood, and accepted, setting the high expectation that

our professional educators will get us there. If they need resources and help

to achieve the objective, we can expect to hear from them.

Finally, assessments will help us monitor progress along the way and

permit us to recognize success when we get there.

Now, let me support my theses vith some facts. All of these data are

from the Nation's Report Card. This 20-year-old project, congressionally

mandated, is supported by the National Center for Education Statistics.

Educational Testing Service (ETS) has bean the home for the assessment since

1983 when we were awarded the first of 3 grants and contracts for its

administration.

AN ACT OF WILL

My first example will be in the field of reading. If we turn to Chart I

we can observe the progress of reading achievement as reflected in the NAEP

results for the 14-year period, 1971 through 198'4. We observe that at all

three ages meaa,..ced by NAEP, studsnts 9, 13, and 17 years old in our public

and private schools have improved on average. This achievement is probably

24-386 90 2
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National Trends in Average Reading Proficiency
for 9-, 13-, and 17-Year-Olds: 1971-1984
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more impressive than it seems when we recognize
that in 1971, only 16 or 17

percent of the students came from disadvantaged
backgrounds, while in 1984

that percentage had grown to about 22 or 23.

The bad news that jumps out of this chart is that the performance of 9-

and 13-year-oids seems to have plateaued since 1980. We will be announcing

the results of the 1988 reading assessment on December 12.

Examining these results more carefully, it becomes clear that

all of the growth came from
improvement in the basic skills (as

opposed to the so-called higher-order
skills) reflecting, I

submit, the decisions the entire country had accepted during

the 70's, to go "back to basics" and to stress "minimum

competencies."

all of the growth came from the students enrolled in

disadvantaged schools, whose improvements paralleled our

national efforts to addtess the real problems ehese children

face.

most of ehe growth comes from gains made by minority children.

This too mirrors a clear social
priority during those years to

address the educational deficits of these groups of children.

There are similar improvements visible
in the displays of mathematics

and science results: growth in performance in the basics, growth among

minority children as opposed to white
students, and improvements in the

disadvantaged schools.

Our goals in the 70's were clear and widely-accepted. Every child would

learn, there were to be no exceptions! The basics came as a first priority -

5
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all students would achieve minimum competencies! Every teacher and every

school administrator knew what was expected of her or him.

We knew where we were going. Congress supported these goals with

Title I and Chapter 1, and our professionals took us there.

An even more interesting and compelling feature of this graph is the

progress through their educational experience of the 3 million students who

were 9 years old in 1975. They did better in reading than the 9-year-olds of

1971, as you can see.

MEP sampled roughly the sane cohort of students later when they were 13

and tested them in reading and, behold, their performance was again better

than previous cohorts of 13-year-olds. When we caught up to the same group of

students as 17-year-olds in 1984, their reading performance again exceeded

thai of previous groups of their age peers.

What was happening in the early 70's when these 3 million children were

enrolling in school? Headstart, Title I, Bilingual programa were oll

reflecting our common agreement that every American child had a RICHT TO READ.

Our leadership had made an Act of Will, was supporting it with congressional

action, and our educational system was following through.

Chart II, it seems to me, offers even greater hope and still further

proof that a firm, common, willful decision can be achieved in education:as

regularly happens in other segments of our society. For decades, minority

children received a clearly inferior educational experience. While no one

would or could argue that the situation has been corrected completely, these

MEP data show that substantial progress has been made. The gaps between

minority performance and that of white children have narrowed dramatically,

further proof, it seems to me, that our schools will respond to leadership.

6
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(MART TT

Trends in Average Reading Proficiency for White,
Black, and Hispanic Students
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SZAZINIMILSKAL

The setting of goals is a rather common practice throughout the country.

Most organizations in our culture do it routinely and many organizations have

developed vsry sophisticated procedures for handling a process that tends to

be renewed on an annual or biennial basis. As a matter of fact, the only

important national endeavor that seems to have escaped this process, is

learning. There are well-respected historical and legislated reasons for

this.

When Congress in the Stafford-Hawkins Legislation suggested that the new

National Assessment Governing Board set goals, and when the President and the

governors united in summitry called for the establishment of national goals, a

fair amount of discussion ensued concerning tha possibility of doing so, and

indeed, the wisdom of proceeding to establish such targets.

The first issue seems to be "can it be done?" In the abstract, the

process seems almost unimaginable. Hew can we gather together the colleen:us

of 250,000,000 diverse American citizens? Since they ere paying for this

education, and since the learning of their children is icportant to every set

of parents, they have an agreed-upon right to determine what their children

vill study tn school. More importantly, groups of citizens have sets of

values Chat they feel should be transmitted to their children. Finally,

thoughtful social leaders are convinced that an important avenue for

transmitting and improving our civilization is through the schools.

All of these noble objectives and sacred responsibilities seen to be

severely at odds with the notion of setting some specific targets about what

children should be able to do with spelling and with arithmetic facts. (As

with so many issues, the abstract is more forbidding than the concrete.)

8
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If one leaves aside the awesome task of setting goals for something

broadly called *American education" and proceeds to the identification of some

desirable outcomes in asZhematics, in science, in language learning, in

geography, the task becomes immediately more manageable. An admirable model

to follow is that set by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

which during a recent three-year effort did an outstanding job of achieving

nationwide consensus among practitioners, mathematicians, scientists, the

business community, and permute for the goals of mathematics in America's

schools. The process vas one of serious negotiation and full involvement.

Thousands of people read and commented upon multiple drafts of what became the

final document. Meetings were held across the country and audiences of all

kinds and from every social environment were presented vith the objectives and

the thinking all along the way. Finally, a marvelous set of attractive

publications have been widely distributed so thst everyone is aware of the

outcome.

Once agreed upon, plans are now in place to implement the

recommendations of these discussions and the setting of targets for achieving

these objectives.

Obviously there remain points of contention. For example, there are

serious disagreements among substaatial subgroups of the populations

concerniug the use of calculators in classrooms. There are thoughtful

disagreements among proponents of various courses of study in secondary school

mathematics. There are lingering concerns about the need for encouraging

young women to pursue courses of study in serious mathematics, ated science,

9
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etc. The fact remains, however, that national goals for mathematics have

beenset, and the country has a place to turn when the question arises, 'Where

are we going in mathematics?".

One of the classic objections to the setting of goals is that once they

are set all options are precluded. We often imagine that the formalization of

these objectives will preclude the changing of the course and an irrevocable

commitment to a plan that may prove to be inapprope.ate in.the future.

This of course is seldom the case, and in any thoughtful enterprise, the

process should include systematic reevaluation of tha targets and monitoring

of the progress toward them. The setting of educational goals should, in

fact, include opportunities for formally reevaluating objectives and renewing

decisions about their continuing appropriateness. One can imagine, for

example, a series of six-year goals that would be monitored every two years

through some systematic assessment or testing procedure. At each biennial

monitoring point, not only should progress toward the goals be evaluated, but

the question should be formally asked concerning the continuing

appropriatenesa of those goals. I suggest every two years because the

experience of the Assessment Performance Unit in Great Britain has

demonstrated that measuring progress every year results in a set of intervals

to frequent to manage efficiently. Also, changes in the growth patterns for

learning tend not to occur that quickly. NAEP's experience of measuring

progress every two years is probably more appropriate.

Another objection that needs to be addressed is the one involving the

impact on curriculum. The argument is that the setting of clear targets, the

imposition of specific testing instruments, and the acceptance of high-stake

goals will influence what teachers and students spend their time doing in

10
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classrooms. The auswer to the objection is an unequivocal 'yes, it will." ihs

shouldn't be awed by this prospect. We should instead consider how the

absence of suah goals affects what happens in classrooms.

This objection, however, does highlight the responsibilities placed on

those involved in the setting of goals. Haking choices is always a difficult

and tension-producing activity. It's one that most of us engage in most of

the time. The choices always are made within the constraints of available

resources. In the classroom the chief resource that has to be managed is

student and teacher time. There is only so mueh of it until thc country or

the local school district decide to expand-the school day or the school year.

Decisions have to be made about ths relative importance of subject

matter and within-the-subject matter, of content and processes that are

important for students to master. It can be successfully argued that

thoughtful debate by a broad range of individuals on these matters would yield

more useful, enlightened conclusions than those currently accepted by 96,000

school board members, 16,000 school district superintendents, and 2,500,000

elementary and secondary school teachers who are asked to make individual

choictc about what should be taaght, vhen it should be taught, and how much

time and attention should be devoted to it.

Seriouz debate and consensus decisions are bound to yield better

curricula than diffused decision making by a variety of actors.

How then can we help policy makers and political leaders set the kinds

of targets that are necessary and at the same time achievable by the end of

the next decade?

There are two clear dimensions to the task. One is to imagine soma

ideal in which all cf our youngsters would be prepared and en&-siastic enough

11
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to accept any imaginable challenge in a technological society and to set a

target of *excellence. A second approach, probably more realistic, vould be

to consider current performance levels and to reach concensus on some possible

levels of inpro-rement. But, how can we estimate What is possible? Ott answer

that suggests itself is to identify the achievement of certain groups of

children who demonstrate superior performance in our own society -- for

example, the performance levels of children vho attend the bear a,Lools in the

country. The second is to look outside of our country and compare our

achievement levels to those of students in other countries.

Fortunately, modern measurement teChnology and existing assessment

projects male tha.e data availible to us. Chart III describes the mathematics

aChievement of American youngsters in 1978 and 1986. If one can imagine a 500

point scale with 0 representing no mathematics skill whatever, and 500

reflecting same mastery level, we see reflected in this chart the percentage

of students at ages 9, 13, and 17 who can perform at 4 distinct levels.

At level 150, Which represents what might ba characterized as basic

skills in mathematics, we again see a rather satisfying level of achievement.

Just About all of our youngsters at age 9 can add, sUbtract, and multiply

Whole nuMbors with success.

12
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Level 250 an our scale represents ths ability to solve very simple

problems. Another way to characterize it is that it reflects the content of a

typical 5th grade mathematics textbook. This chart suggests that in 1986.

only 73 percent of our 13-year-old youngsters (who tend to be in grades 7 and

8, not grade 5) can perform 5th grade mathematics.

Ths next level reflected on the chart. 300. is reflective of successful

performance on moderately complex problems. the kind usually founa in a

typical 8th grade mathematics textbook. KAPP data reveal that only half of

our 17-year-olds are successful with 8th grade mathematics. It should be

remembered that 17-year-olds are not in the 8th vado, they are in the Ilth or

12th grads.

The final level. 350 on this chart, reflects performance with success in

what one van vossly describe as secondary school mathematics. a little

algebra, geometry, and calculus. At this level. in American schools, we find

that only 6 percent of our 17-year-olda (who are finishing their secondary

school careers) can achieve at this level. Six percent of 3,000,000 17-year-

olda is nearly 200,000 young people graduating sath year who ars ready to

begin untversity programs in the sciences. mathematics or in accomting.

Presentation of these results some months sso caused quits a stir. Most

Americans agreed that they were not acceptable. As we hear more and more talk

about improved standards. now is the time to decide what woul4 be reasonable

to expect of our children. and what will be needed by our businesses and

industry in the years ahead in order to permit us to compote successfully in

ths international envirorment.

Limiting ourselves to this information, it's not =realistic to imagine

that we could decide as a society, for example, to double the percentage of

14
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our 17-year-olds who can achieve at level 350. so thet by the year 2000 12

percent of our 17-year-olds would be achieving at that level.

It may be equally sensible to decide that we should strive for 65

percent of our 17-year-olds to be competent at an 8th grade level (rather than

the mutant 51 percent) and be ible to solve moderately complex problems.

Setting realistic goals Is the task before us and there are groups such as the

National Governors Association and the National Assessment Governing Board

that are seriously addressing the question.

The IIAEP data bank includes a rich array of subsets of these statistics.

For amemple. it is possible to look at percentages of minority students

porforaiag at oath level, or percentages of students attending different kinds

of schools. Cbserving these numbers Change over the past 15- to 20- year

period csalmelp set targets for the future.

For example. it may be desirable to set accelerated targets for minority

students so that remaining gaps can be finally closed and all of our children

vill at least be at par when they address the challenges and opportunities

after a secondary school graduation.

Chart IV provides additional information that msy help address chs goal-

setting task. Thls table represents data gathered by Educational Testing

Service In six different countries concerning the uathematics skills of 13-

year-old students. The performance scale created to reflect their achlevepent

was from 0 to 1000. Several points along this scale are identified at ths tap

of the chart - 300. 400, SOO. etc.

The column libeled SOO. reflects the ability to solve two-stoop problems.

We see that IdMile 78 percent of Korea's 13-year-olds can do so. only 40

percent of those In the United States aro able to achieve at the sane level.
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Without comparing our schools to theirs, our society to theirs, or our

social objectives to theirs, this data can indeed help us imagine what can be

expected of 13-year-old students. Similar comparable statistics can help us

with the setting of targets in a variety of curriculum subjects. Our modern

world is increasingly insistent that our school achievement be measured

'against International rather than nalallnal norms.

glAIIENCE 70 PROPISSIONALS

Interestingly, an examination of HAEP's data files on student and

teacher responses concerning teaching techniques used to achieve these

sue reveal the comforting fact ehat most teachers used a wide variety of

approaches to get the job done. Having recognized the certainty of the

target, teachers did whatever vas required to teach all children those basic

skills. These data reflect a truly amazing response to a clear and consistent

objectival

ROT asks students and teachers how they are taught and haw they teach

iith subject we assess. During the decade of the seventies, the same teachers

USed the most modern techniques along with the most traditional workbook

aetivities to help children master the content. They did whatever it took to

accompliih an important task.

Our teachers vent to be treated as professionals. We should expect them

to behave as such, and encourage them to identify their needs as they work

with groups of youngsters who share certain deficits.

Villiam Joseph the /II will be starting first grade in a year-and-a-half

His sister will be entering the third grade. It would be comforting to think

that before they proceed very far throagh the system, our society would have

agreed upon a clear Act of Will toward some challenging but achieveable goals.

17
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Just one observation, you did not make this refer-

ence but since your reading statistics were so much better than
your math statistics, in my mind I was asking, would that have
anything to do with the fact that the elementary teacher is better
prepared to teach reading and perhaps not so well prepared to
teach math?

Mr. LAPOINTE. That is a fair assumption.
The other point is that our Kvciety attaches a lot more impor-

tance to reading. It is inconceivaole at a cocktail party we would
brag about the fact that we don't read too well. It is very accepta-
ble to say I am terrible at mathematics, I can't even balance my
own checkbook.

Increz.n_....ligly, we are looking at the values society places on these
curriculum areas. Children seem to read those signals very well.

Mr. GOODLING. I have the ability to balance mine. I don't have
the income to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Lapointe, this is not a question, just a clarifi-
cation: on the chart on international comparisons, I assume that
the countries were selected where the 13 year olds were still in
school and for that reason some other countries were not selected
for that same reason.

So there is no attempt to be selective in the countries that you
selected in terms of a comparison based on different cultures, et
cetera. For example, Japan is not included. I assume that it is not
included for some particular reason.

Mr. LAPOINTE. They opted not to join us because they have gone
through these international exercises several times and could pre-
dict the results and they were busy about other things.

You should be aware of the fact that in 1991 we will be repeating
this international comparison with 20 countries. The Soviet Union
and the People's Republic of China as well as Taiwan will be join-
ing us, Hungary, France, Spain, Italy, Brazil. So we will have a
much broader array of countries to report on.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Again we appreciate your appearing
before the committee.

Mr. LAPOINTE. You are welcome sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Owen Butler, Chairman

of the Board of the Committee on Economic Development. Mr.
Butler, I cannot begin to express the appreciation of this committee
to you and the very fine work that you are doing.

I will leave off any personal remarks because we promised not to
engage in them. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF OWEN B. BUTLER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, CED, WASHING-
TON, D.C.; ACCOMPANIED BY LT. DREW BROWN, USNR, FOUND-
ER AND DIRECTOR, THE AMERICAN DREAM PROGRAM

Mr. BUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You know that our
mutual admiration society is flourishing.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you are accompanied by Lieutenant
Drew Brown, I would ask him to join you at the witness table.
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Mr. BUTLER. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Con-
gressman Goodling. I will wait until near the end of my remarks to
introduce Lieutenant Brown. We have committed written testimo-
ny. With your permission I would like to enter that written testi-
mony into the record and simply talk about the state of Americanpublic education as I see it today and about the areas where I
think we need to concentrate in the decade ahead if we are to comeanywhere near close to restoring the world leadership we once hadand in the breadth of education of our population.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, I have been at this for seven and ahalf years now. I bring to it no professional education experience. Ihave not been a teacher or a principal. But the Committee for Eco-
nomic Development seven yearg ago undertook to study the effec-
tiveness with which we were developing human resources in this
country of a conviction that business and our society perhaps hadtaken its eye off the ball and focused too much on plant and eqiiip-
ment and technology and statistics instead of human resources.It is interesting that we should have done that because if youhad taken almost any chief executive officer aside and asked that
person individually what he or she regarded as the key to his owncompany's success, the answer would have been people. It would
not have been machines, technology or patents. It would have been
that historically we have sought out and found and brought into
the company and developed the best people.

That is our competitive edge. Yet when we looked at our society
versus others, we talked about savings rates, investment tax cred-its, capital spending.

The Committee for Economic Development set out to see why theUnited States had apparently lost its edge versus Japan, Germanyand some other developing countries in the economic competition
and in the way we are developing our own human resources. Ithink all of us as businessmen set out on that project thinking that
we would study primarily the high schools and that the answer layin the high schools.

We brought into our committee of about 20 corporate chairmen
and presidents people like Al Shanker, the President of the Ameri-
can Federation of teachers, Alonzo Crim, Superintendent of Schoolsin Atlanta, Mike Pemtan, Donna Shelala from Hunter. And other
educators who could give breadth to our evaluation.

What we learned from three years of study cn our first policy
statement and another two years on our second policy statement is
what I would like to clarify with the committee.

The first thing we learned is that there is no simple answer. Iwould urge the committee as it looks to our next steps in improv-
ing American public education that you beware of false prophets,
that you beware of those who say choice will solve all the problems
or accountability will solve all the problems or deregulation willsolve all the problems or higher teacher salaries will solve all the
problems or Head Start will solve all the problems.

None of those things standing alone will solve all the problems.
Improving the quality of our human resources development in this
country is a very, very complex issue. K is an issue which we needto address in holistic fashion and we need to address it with a tre-
mendous sense of urgency.
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No one reform will work unless the other reforms are also made.
Example, if we were to fully fund Head Start, which we should
have done years ago, but we put the graduates of the Head Start
Program into schools that are over-regulated, unaccountable, un-
competitive, unchallenging, unstimulating to the students, then
those students will still not get a good education.

If we reform our schools but we put into the schools 25 percent
in total, 50, 75 percent in many of our urban areas, children who
are simply not prepared at age six for a good school curriculum,
those schools won't work.

The fact we are putting youngsters into the system who are not
ready for it will not only mean those youngsters will fail, but those
youngsters will pull down the entire effectiveness of the school.

We need to keep our eye on the fact that all of the education im-
provement programs that this country needs must be done simulta-
neously. We cannot solve the problem by doing any one thing.

I was delighted with the education summit the President con-
vened. I was delighted with the program that the President and
the governors agreed on.

I think the concept of broader early childhood education, the es-
tablishment of national goals, the establishment of more competi-
tion and choice within our public school systems is a good program.
The fact that we have focused national attention on education is a
Very exciting prospect for our Nation.

But at the same time I am excited about the summit, I am,
franldy, disappointed. Perhaps I am losing patience, but I think I
have a right to lase patience.

The Head Start Program has been in place for 20 years. The
Com_nittee for Economic Development over 15 years ago singled
out early childhood education as a program that worked, that
would truly break the cycle for many of our disadvantaged chil-
dren.

Yet, here we sit 20 years later at a time in our history when the
President of the United States, all of our governors, the Business
Roundtable, the National Alliance of Business, the Chambers of
Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers, the Com-
mittee for Economic Development, the National Association of
State Board of Educators, the National Council of Chief State
School Officers, and I don't know how many others all agree that
full fimding of the Head Start Program is an appropriate goal, that
the program has been tested, proven. There is universal agreement
it should be funded, and we sit here today funding less than 25 per-
cent.

And I think that is unconscionable. I think it is time as a Nation
that we lost patience with that kind of delay and demanded that if
all of us know now that this is one of the things we need to do, it is
time to get on with it.

As one who is now eligible for social seem, ity, I can't help won-
dering what would happen in this Nation if we said, yes, we agree
that social security is an appropriate program and we are going to
define the levels of eligibility, but we are only going to fund 20 to
30 percent of the money that is required to make that program
available to those who are eligible. I think as a Nation we simply
must move forward on thPt area.
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We must simultaneously move forward on choice, on the account-
ability, on deregulation. And in the area of deregulation, I wouldparticularly commend bringing to this committee's attention theneed to remove as far as possible, the burden of regulations that gowith so many of the Federal programs.

It is patently wrong, almost absurd, for example, that if a com-puter is in a school room with Chapter 1 programming, it is myunderstanding that the school is prohibited from using that equip-ment for the benefit of children who are not in Chapter 1.
It is required that the equipment sit idle part of the time ratherthan being used as broadly as it can.
Most of our programs, not just Federal, but state as well, areburdened with more regulations than are required.
I hope that the committee will turn its attention to making theuse of those Federal funds which are provided in support of publiceducation as flexible as they possibly can and to encouraging themost creative and most effective possible use of those funds, those

programs and that equipment.
As we moved to accountability, again, I think there are issuesthe committee ought to consider. Dr. Lapointe presented some verydramatic and convincing data on the results of the National As-sessment of Educational Progress.
But there are some elements in that program that I thinkdemand the committee's attention as we look to the future andlook to using programs like NAEP to establish accountability forschools and students.
Example: We looked this morning at data on what 17 year oldsknow. That is the way the data is generally publicized. But, it ismy understanding that the tests are given only to 17 year olds whoare in school.
That means that a truly representative sample of our 17 yearolds which show far, far lower scores, in all likelihood than thescores that are shown on the so-called, what 17 year olds know.I think that sample needs to be expanded to include a represent-ative sample of all 17 year olds because it is all 17 year olds whomake up our society.
I believe that this committee and the Congress ought to listen tothe governor's request and expand the national assessment so thatthe sample within each state is adequate to provide legitimate

state-by-state comparisons.
One of the things that works in our society is competition. Thereought to be a legitimate way for the residents of North Carolina tosee how they are doing in their schools, how their students aredoing versus the students in Ohio, or California, or Seattle.There is at the present no way that a state can find a legitimate

comparison of what its students know versus what other studentsin other states know. That defeats the human desire to competeand defeats what we as a Nation could gain if the states were hon-estly competing to produce the best educated students among the50 states.
The legislation, as I understand it, last year did begin to permitsome expansion of testing within states so that we can begin to get

some comparisons. But SAT scores are not a legitimate way to com-pare states.
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That is all we have today. We at the Committee for Economic
Development believe that the Congress ought to address the com-
plete problem of education.

It ought to pay particular attention to the education of disadvan-
taged children because this is an area where the Federal Govern-
ment has always taken leadership.

In that regard we believe much more attention needs to be paid
to the way we are dealing with teen mothers. There is in this coun-
try a superb model of how to break the poverty with teen mothers
to bring those mothers back into school, to break the cycle with the
mother and with that mother's child. This is an area which is not
beginning to receive the broad scale attention.

We should have full funding of Head Start immediately. We
..,:^ould move on to competition, deregulation and accountability
within our schools.

But I ask the committee to hear Lieutenant Brown this morning
because there is another element that I think must be present for
them in everything we say to the public about education, and that
is we cannot educate children. We can only give children an oppor-
tunity to educate themselves.

I believe we must, whenever we talk about this issue, we must
keep reminding parents and children and ourselves that in the
final analysis the job of acquiring an education is a job for the
child and that it requires the child's commitment and the child's
p articipation.

Lieutenant Brown is what they would call a national living
treasure if we were Japanese.

Lieutenant Brown is one of those youngsters who grew up in
Harlem, who saw this as a Nation of opportunity rather than as a
Nation of oppression, who took advantage of the opportunities that
this Nation provides and proved by his own behavior that a child
who wants an education and wants to succeed in this country can
do so as a result of his or her own efforts.

Rather than spending his weekends and his evenings with his
wife and his two delightful young children, which both he and they
would like, he has spent most of his waking hours for the last two
years traveling around this country delivering that message, I be-
lieve last year, to over 800,000 children in our high schools.

That their success is in their own way and in their own hands.
He has been a tireless worker.

He speaks to our high school students in language that they
truly understand.

Following him into and out of a high school is a little bit like
following the Pidepiper. Whether we believe it or not, these kids
like "tough love."

What Drew offers is "tough love."
Lieutenant Brown?
The CHAIRMAN. May I just interrupt to indicate that the full

statement of Lieutenant Brown will be entered in the record fol-
lowing the statement of Mr. Butler at this point.

[The prepared statement of Owen D. Butler followsi]
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Good morning Chairman Hawkins, Representative Goodling, and other Members

of the Committee. My name is Owen 8. Butler ana I am the retired chairman of

the Procter 5 Gamble Company. I commend you for assembling this forum, ana I

am pleased to participate with you as chairman of the Board of Tr.stees of the

Committee for Economic Development. Joining me today is Lieutenant

Brown, a pilot with the Federal Express Company. For those of you who are

unfamiliar with che Committee for Ecorowlc Ceecicpment, CEO is a national

orgaiization of approximately 250 business leaders and two dozen university

presiaencs who combine their business juagment and scholarly expertise to

identify, analyze, ana propose practical solutions to the most serious economic

problemf 'acing the Unitea States.

One of the issues that has long occupiea a significant place on our agenaa

is eaucation and its relationship to our nation's productivity and

competitiveness. It is this concern chat brought my:elf and other CEO

trustees together with Lt. Brown. Lt. Brown is one of those Americans the

Presiaent likes to call "a point of light." Well, that's true, except that Lt.

Brown is much more than that. He is a flood of light to thousands of our

nation's youth whose future is at risk. Lt. Brown has a mission, and his

efforts at turning-on our youth to the excitment and promise of education is

why we at CEO admire his achievements. This forum's participants should listen

Pi 5
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carefully to what Lt. Brown says. CED has, and we are better for it.

Like Lt. Brown.and others. the Committee for Economic Development believes

that developing better educated, more productive citizens is the single most

important challenge our nation faces if we are to enjoy any chance of regaining

and sustaining our national and global competitiveness. Without a high degree

of intelligence, imagination, and creativity, all the vast captial resources we

enjoy, Ehe technology we have at our disposal, or the natural resources we can

harness will become virtually useless.
Unfortunately, when the trustees of the

CED looked at the qualifications of our nation's recent high school graduates,

we found that very few were measuring up to today's workplace requirements.

After several additional years of study, we became convinced that unless there

is a drastic improvement kn the performance of our nation's schools, even fewer

students would measure up to standards needed to obtain productive employment.

Additional research revealed that those cost at-risk were the poor and

members of minority groups
-- particularly young children between the ages of

three and four growing up in poverty. Until recently, the nation was allowed

to ignore the problems of these groups in our society because we have

been blessed with a supply of lowskilled and manual jobs which served to

employ at relatively good wages these people at the lower end of the

educational and social spectrum.

We can't afford to ignore the problem any low, Our economy can't
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afford it and our society can't affora ic. The aeaographic fact of the matter

is that our nation's economy must provide adequate preparation for proauctive

employment to all segments of its work force. The iow-skillea Aanufacturing

jobs that existed are disappearing rapidly, and employment for unskilled manual

lacor is nowhere near the levels of past years. Yet, the largest segment of

new entrants into tomorrow's work force are che very people whose lives aepend

on obtaining low-skilled employment To :Aain globally competitive,

increasingly employers are forLed to rely on this low-skilled segment of

society, and it is this work force that will in large part support the growing

percertage of those in our society who are retired or will become retired. To

succeed in meeting these challenges, our future work force will need to be more

highly trainea, aaaptable, and productive. Unhappily, if present trenas are

allowed to continue, just the reverse will occur: there will be an ominous and

growing gap between our work force capabilities and our needs.

Unless we make fundamental changes in the way we Prepare our young

people, ana particularly the eaucationally oisaavantagea, for prospective

employment, it is my firm conviction that sometime in the 21st century we will

cease to be the prosperous democracy we are toaay.

What should be done about this? Hod can we ensure that the next

generation will be better prepareo, noc only for the work force but as

citizens, voters, and parents?
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The research CEO undertook for its first two reports on eaucation --

Investing in Our Children in 1985 ana Children in Need in 1987 -- clearly

demonstrates that we cost dO two things simultaneously. First, we must

in'ervene as early as possible in the lives of disadvantaged children in craer

to prevent failure, and we must sustain that intervention to keep early

successes froo being overtalmn by the poverty, trice, and chaos in their

lives. Second, we must restructure our public educAtion system so that it

delivers quality education for all children and net just fur the privilegea

few.

It is both more humane and more cost-effective to prevent failure before

it becomes an ingrained habit -- before it becomes hereditary. Every class of

dropouts costs society about $240 billion in lost taxes and wages over the

course of their lives. Yet, every dollar spent on one year of high quality

preschool can save six by lowering the costs of later remeoial education, teen

pregnancy, criainal behavior, and welfare dependency.

What most of our at-risk children lack is adequate parenting. Early

intervention strategies are the keys to ensuring that every child is born

healthy and receives the physical, emotional, and intellectual nurturing in the

earliest years co that he or she will arrive at school eager and able to

learn.

In Children in Need we identified several early Prevention strategies
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that are both effective and can yield significant return on society's

investment. They include:

o prenatal care for poor pregnant women;

o parenting eaucation and support, for both mothers and fathers;

o health care and nutrition support for infants and children;

o quality, developmentally appropriate child care for at-risk
infants and toddlers; ana

o quality preschool programs for three- and four-year oldS.

A great deal has been said about preschool education in the past few

years. The eviaence on its benefits is solio. Cost savings aside, Head Start

proouces adults with more self-confidence, and better academic skills, who are

more litely to further their eaucation and become productive wiembers of

society.

Heaa Start will celebrate its 25th anniversary in 1990. Nevertheless, it

still receives only enough funding to serve fewer than 20 percent of all

eligible chilaren. We should make it a prioricy to fully funo Head Start as

soon as feasible. The request for a 25 percent increase in funding submitted

by President Bush as part of the Excellence in Eoucation Act is 4 good start --

better than we've seen in years -- but it needs to be followed up by a more

aggressive funding strategy within the next few years.

Can we afford to do that? Last year, 1 chaireo a blue-ribbon commission

on the future of public eaucation in the state of Ohio. We determined that in
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Ohio, which is a pretty typical state,
two-tenths of a penny of sales tax,

or a two-tenths o: one percent increase in the
state income tax woulo proviae

Heed Start for every disadvantagea three-
and four-year-old in the state. Is

any000y going to tell me we can't (afore to do that? It is more accurate to

say that we can't afford not to do that!

The Presiaent mna Congress have also recognized chat there is a role for

the federal government in increasing access to child care. What precisely that

role shoula be is still oeing deoated.
Obviously, help with child care is a

critical need for the growing numbers of working parents. While we do not mei

to minimize the neeo for good child care for all children of working parents,

regaraless of income, we do believe that federal assistance should be targeted

to those who need it the most -- the poor and the at-risk.

CEO believes that the quality of child care is especially critical for

at-risk infants and toddlers. Ana when we say quality, we mean child care that

is aevelopmentally appropriate, that builas both intellectual ana social

skills, and that pays attention to the health and nutritional needs of the

child. We also believe that such quality care necessitates well-trained,

appropriately compensatea care-givers.

Early intervention can put a chilo on the right road. The next step must

be to improve the education our children -- all of our children -- receive in

school. The benefits to a child of a gooa start may be wiped out if the

AIM
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schools he attends fail to provide an effective environment for learning.

The results of the recent Education Summit between Presiaent Bush ana che

nation's Governors was heartening. Although there were many areas of consensus

that emergea between the Presiaent and che nation's Governors, such as

school restructuring, accountability, deregulation, and the establishment of

national goals, one of the most Important priorities was their call for early

intervention -- investing as early as possible in the educational development

of our children. We were dlso particularly pleasea that che President ana the

Governors are calling for greater parental involvement.

We believe that ic is more important chan ever to acc on the knowleage

that our children are our fucure. If we fail co nurture and educate all of

our children, we will be closing the doors of opportunity to a growing number

of young people, and excluding them from the mainstream of American life. The

cost of failure is enormous, for at stake is the survival of our free

enterprise economy, our aemocratic system, and che American Dream itself.

* * *
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The CHAIRMAN. Lieutenant Brown, we welcome you before thecommittee.
Lieutenant BROWN. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank Congressman Good ling. I ap-preciate you giving me the opportunity to speak here.I want to start it off the same way I talk to kids. When I comeinto a high school or I speak to junior high school kids or collegekids, or adults, I start off like this:
I piit on my sunglasses and I look them dead in the face and sayyou know they got punks walking around our streets. They gotpunk gangs walking around our streets called Bloods, called Crips.They got punk gangs called Skinheads that walk around ourstreets that they think they are bad. Mike Tyson, the heavy weight

champion of the world says that he is bad.
There is a singer called Michael Jackson who has the audacity tosay he is bad. They are not bad.
I am bad because I can fly 500 miles an hour, 50 feet irom theground, and carry 28 bombs under my wings.
I have the expertise, technology and the know how not to justtake out this building, but to take out the entire neighborhood, andthat is bad.
If those punk gangs ever come bothering me with their 357 mag-nums, their 44's, their shotguns, if they ever bother me, I am in agang, too. If they bother me enough I am in a gang called theUnited States Navy.
I might have to get my boys and we can come take out the City

of Washington, D.C. But do you know what makes me bad?The only thing that makes me bad is I have a college education.That is what makes me bad.
You see, Mr. Chairman, I do that because I demand their respectand I demand their attention, and they love it.
They want to see what bad is. It seems like the adults of thiscountry have contracted a disease called anemia.
It seems when we grow up, we forgot what it was like to be a kid,to have fun and take the easy way out. I am like Peter Pan, sir.I have not grown up yet. I know how to talk to these kids. Statis-

tically, 1.2 million kids a year they say are dropping out of school,but that is not true. We have 1.2 million children a year droppingout of another thing, and that is called the game of life.They are not just dropping out of school. They are dropping outof life. In 10 years that is not 12 million people, that is almost 30million people who are walking around our streets that have quit.It is not their fault.
Mr. Chairman, it is not their fault.
It is not those children's fault. It is our fault. It is our fault thatthose kids live in a society like they do.
I don't blame them either because those kids get nothing butmixed messages from us.
Let's look at drugs. Marijuana is illegal in this country, isn't it?How come in every convenience store in this country you can buyrolling paper?
When is the last time you seen somebody roll up a camel? Itdoesn't happen. They are mixed up.
It is not their fault. It is our fault.
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Look at the television. Look at the music on the radio today.
We talk to our kids about teen pregnancy, AIDS, sexual diseases,

but you know what the number one song in this country was last
year?

"I Want Your Sex," by George Michael. Then we are trying to
compete against that on MTV, and it is not working. It is not their
fault.

I don't know children old enough to fl3r 727's full of cocaine in
this country. It is adults. Children didn't make money off of "I
Want Your Sex," the record.

It was adults that made money off the advertising, the promo-
tion, who produced the record. It was adults. It was not those kids.

Violence, look at the streets of Los Angeles, the streets of Wash-
ington, D.C., New York. Everybody has Uzi's. Well, so does Rambo.

We are the ones who showed them how to use an Uzi. We teach
them to buckle up. When Rambo gets in a car, he doesn't buckle
up. A kid wants to be a star.

He doesn't want to be a child. It is not their fault. It is ours.
Education. We in this country have done something terrible, we

as Americans take kindness for weakness.
I am sorry, but we have done that to our teachers. We as a coun-

try don't respect our teachers, so why should our kids.
It is not their fault. It is our fault. It is legal to drop out of school

now.
Those are all the problems.
But, sir I came here with more than problems. I came here with

the answers.
I know how to change this country. It is by a very simple formu-

la. It is called "Education Plus Hard Work," underlined, "Minus
Drugs Equals Success in the American Dream." That is the truth.

"Education Plus Hard Work Minus Drugs Equals Success in the
American Dream." Quickly, step-by-step, I will go through them
with you.

Education. Do you know why I went to college, sir? The only
reason I went to college is because my Dad gave me two choices in
life.

One was college and the other was death. I am not a fool. I
picked college.

I had no choice about going to college. Neither should those chil-
dren. We need to make it mandatory law in this country that every
child graduate high school.

If you don't graduate high school, you don't get a job.
If you don't have GED, you don't have a profession. If you can't

show you are going to some school, you are not allowed in this
country, shouldn't be able to get a license or participate in part-
time work. It is over.

Don't give them a chance at 17, 16 and 18 years old b.. make the
number one most important decision in their life, and that is to get
an education.

You know what I tell kids? If you don't plan on going to college
and getting a four-year degree, you need to get out of high schooj,
too, because McDonalds needs you.

You know they laugh. But they are not laughing at me. They are
laughing at themselves.
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In this country you don't need a high school diploma unless you
are going into the military or college, so why get one?

You want to change the educational system in this country? It iseasy.
Double these teachers salaries today and hold them accountable

for what they are teaching. We are lcsing our best teachers. These
children grow up to not want to be teachers.

They see how our teachers are treated. Education. I know how tostop it.
You want to stop drugs? That is easy.
Stop the demand and the supply will fall. I know a middle line-

backer, sir, from the New York Giants, number 56, I won't say his
name here. He makes $130,000 a week. $130,000 a week.

When he got caught with cocaine, do you know what happened
to him? He got a 10-day suspension. Our children look up to thesepeopl e.

I am sorry to say that most of the responsible people in this
country, if they get caught with cocaine, they lose their careers andjobs for life.

Some of these making $130,000 a year get a 10-day suspension.
You want to stop drugs in this country, you make sure the NFL,
NBA, major league baseball, National Hockey League, that theyare held responsible if anyone of those players gets caught withdrugs one time, they are banned from the sport for life.

The Navy did it. We stopped drug use by 90 percent. No ifs,and's or but's.
You see, F'r, I am a real life role model. Michael Jordon and Mi-

chael Jackson, God bless them. They are gifted.
I am just educated and every kid in America can be just like me.We don't need to show them role models who make millions of dol-lars and get to play with the system any kind of way.
There are people who sell drugs in this country and we showthem on television. If they have enough money, they never go tojail.
Our justice system, we want to build more jails. We don't need

to. We need to clean up the ones we have now.
You can get more drugs in penitentiaries in this country than wecan in the streets.
If I ran the penitentiaries in this country, you would never comeback to my jail. We have men in Vietnam who lived in much worseconditions than those people in jail.
If I ran the jails, you would be able to eat, sleep, go to the bath-

room and exercise all by yourself. Solitary confinement.
The only time you would be able to mingle with other people is

when you got an education.
Drugs are killing this country, sir. The problem is it is not get-

ting high because I get high.
I do get high, sir. But I get high when they shoot me from zero to140 miles an hour in 2.3 seconds.
Boom, I am overdosing. You got to get high.
Getting high is what it is all about. Just like when you wereelected to your chair, sir, you had a feeling you couldn't explain to

anybody but you couldn't buy it for $10 in the street.

rt 4. 1
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It is a need in this country to get high. I tell the kids if they
want to get high, I will be their pusher. They need to go to medical
school, become a doctor and save somebody's life, watch the glean
of life through eyes.

You both say thank you, he hands you a check for $138,000 and
you are toasted. You have got to get high in this country, but if
they use drugs, they are going to die.

The number one way we are going to change this country is suc-
cess. "Education Plus Hard Work Minus Drugs Equals Success in
the American Dream."

You see, everybody sitting in this room right now, anybody in
here who is successful, anyone of you who are successful in this
country, it is not because of you that you are successful. It is be-
cause somewhere down your life somebody believed in you.

You see, they believed in you so much that all of a sudden you
started believing in yourself. When you start believing in yourself,
it is over. You will be anything you want to be.

Our children in this country don't believe in themselves. You
saw the statistics. That doesn't mean anything because 99 percent
of those kids that they said can't read or can't write, you give them
$100 and you tell them where to be at a certain time and a certain
place and put them in a bus station, they will all find that bus and
they will all be there on time.

Our children might not know how to read or write but they still
have intelligence. We have the smartest kids in the world.

They know a high school diploma is not important in this coun-
try so why get one.

They outsmarted themselves. They don't think they are going to
be doctors, they don't think they are going to be lawyers, they
don't think they are going to be Congressmen, so why try?

I have spoken to over a million and a half children in the past
two years. When I leave there, they look at me in my eyes and
they give me the greatest gift I will probably ever get.

They tell me, "Thank you. I am going to be something just be-
cause you told me I can." I have won the Chamber of Commerce's
Special Salute Medal. I got a medal from President Bush that was
given.

I have gotten a lot of awards. But I am going to read you my
greatest award, and I get thousands of these. This is why I do what
I do.

It says: "Dear Lieutenant Brown, I am really glad that you came
to my high school because you helped some of my friends that use
drugs. Since the day that you came here they have stopped using
drugs because of what you said it would do to you.

"It really helped because my friends that night after they left
school went home and they got all their drugs out of their cars.
They went to the dumpster and threw their drugs away.

"They said they were never going to touch the stuff again be-
cause they didn't want to kill the7selves. My cousin saw your
show on TV. He stopped using it.

"You helped change the lives of my friends, I thank you for that
terrific speech you gave because my friends act differently.

"I would like to have an autographed picture of you to hang on
my wall. Sincerely yours, Brian."

(3 5
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The way you change this country is everybody in this country
who is successful needs to get a kid and give them a little bit of
what they have taken from this country. That is to believe them-
selves. That is the only way we are going to change those kids.

If everybody does it, they are not giving. They are actually going
to get. They are actually going to get the greatest gift they will
ever get.

When that kid makes it one day and they look in your eyes and
with that twinkle in their eyes that child looks at you and says,
"Thank you, Doc. I have just got accepted into medical school. The
only reason I did it is because of you," that is when we will change
these children.

There is an old saying that you can lead a horse to water but you
can't make him drink, that is true, but I make these children
thirsty. They want discipline.

You want to do something about this country? You need to bring
back the draft.

If they don't want to go in the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines
or Coast Guard, they don't have to. They can work two years for
this country in the Environmental Protection Agency, in the hospi-
tals.

They need to give back something to this country _that they are
going to take for the rest of their lives. When this country was
strong we had a family value system and we had mandatory serv-
ice. Why don't we look back in history and do the same things we
did then?

They don't need a choice. High school diplomas should be manda-
tory. No ifs, and's or but's.

You know that American flag there, sir? I put my life on the line
for everybody sitting in this room. I was in Libya, I was in Beirut,
and I almost died for this country.

I had those bombs under my wings and I almost died for this
country. But I didn't almost die for no African Americans, I didn't
almost die for no white Americans, or Asian Americans or Hispan-
ic ..nericans. I almost died for three colors. They were red, white
ana blue.

This Americathis is the greatest country in the world and it is
not because we live here.

This is the greatest country in the world because we have some-
thing that they just broke a wall down for. We have freedom in
this country.

You see, those children are not only free to be dropouts, drug ad-
dicts, crackheads, prostitutes, alcoholics, degenerates and crimi-
nals. In this country they are also free to be doctors, lawyers,
teachers, architects, master plumbers, Senators, Congressman and
they are also all free to be the President of the United States.

They are free in this country. But it is not their fault. It is ours.
The two last things I will tell you about is we have done a great

injustice to these kids.
You know, if there was a big hot fire in this room, a big smoking,

flaming fire and everybody started getting scared and nervous and
it started getting dark and it started getting hot and all of a
sudden a man came up to this microphone who was a white man,
very intelligent, very big in this town, but before he came up here,

n6
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he was at the local bar for two or three hours, and when he came
up here, he was all drunk and he said, "Come on everybody, you
can follow me right now. I will run you out of this town. The exit is
right overthe exit is right overhere. Come on, you know who I
am. I will run you all out of here."

A white man. Then a black man came in here, short, short hair,
gray, thick glasses, he happened to be cleaning up the floors out-
side, and the black gentleman came in here and he said, "The
oxygen level in this room is 20.745 meters. To the right is an exit.
If you follow me, within the next 16 seconds your survivability rate
will go up by 98 percent. "

Who do you think everybody in this room will follow? They are
not following black and white.

They are following ignorance and intelligence. There is no black
and white.

We have lied to these children. Them. is only ignorance and intel-
ligence. If black and white were SO important, blind people would
be prejudice, handicapped childreu would be prejudice.

If black and white were so irprortant, those mentally retarded
children, the ones we send to the s:ecial olympics, guess what?

Black and white has never croised their minds. Who in this
country is blind, handicapped and mentally retarded?

It is not those children. Adults taught them that garbage. I tell
them about prejudice and I explain the truth to them. Prejudice is
a simple thing in this country.

Anybody who doesn't like themselves, anybody who really
doesn't like themselves has the need to put somebody else down be-
cause of the way they look, act or feel.

When they put somebody else down, it makes them look better.
There is no black or white.

There is ignorance and intelligence. Those children clap. When I
talk about America, they clap.

When I talk about black and white, they clap because they want
to be free. They are just kids. And everybody in this room, when
they were babies, the only thing they wanted in their life was milk,
and they didn't care what color it came from.

Martin Luther King died for this. John F. Kennedy was assassi-
nated for this. Mrs. Rosa Parks didn't get off her bus for this. Sir,
you are looking at the American dream.

I was the only black Attack Navy Jet Pilot in the whole United
States Navy in the fleet at that time, one man out of 14,000 men.

It wasn't the Navy's fault. It was those kids fault because they
didn't think they could be Navy jet pilots, they didn't think they
could be doctors, they don't think they can be lawyers.

I promise you one thing. After I speak to them, they at least
know the truth.

They know if they don't make it in this country, it has nothing
to do with their color.

It has something to do with their intelligence. I give them hope.
If everybody in this country pulls together like we did in Pearl
Harbor in World War II, we would beat this system because every
child has the right to get an education.

Forty-five years ago a black man in the United States Navy
could do nothing but wash dishes and shine officers shoes. Forty-
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five years ago my father joined the United States Navy, and 45
years ago a man called my daddy a nigger, and my father picked
that man up and he threw him over the side of the ship.

They were going to put my daddy in jail forever and ever and
ever, but they couldn't because 45 years ago, sir, my daddy was
only 13 years old.

The day I got these wings which you now look upon my chest
made me the top 1 percent of the top 1 percent of this entire coun-
try. The day I got my wings I was an officer and I asked my daddy
to come see them' put them on me and he told me no because he
was so proud of his boy that he thought he would look up his story
and they wouldn't give his son the wings of gold.

But that day, my daddy sent me a telegram and that telegram
said, "I would be proud to shine your shoes.' You see, the man who
has been testifying in front of you for the past 30 minutes hasn't
been me.

I am too young to tell you the things I told you. That has been
my daddy. My father was the greatest man I ever knew. My father
was my best friend. You see, my daddy died.

But before my father died I sat on his bed and he gave me the
greatest gift a man or women will ever receive. He looked at me in
my eyes and he said, "Son, I am proud of you and I am ready to die
because I have got a boy like you to carry on." That is the greatest
gift anybody will ever receive.

I tell them children that and they understand it. It is not those
children's feult. It is our fauit.

My father also said, "One day you are going to have another
father." I used to hate him for that. "I am not going to have any
other father. Just you, daddy."

But it was true. The man sitting next to me has become my
father. Everybody in this country needs somebody.

Most of those children that walk on our streets don't have any-
body. If you don't have anybody, you don't really believe in your-
self.

If nobody believes in you, you don't believe in yourself and it is
over. You see, I am a very rich man, sir.

I am a very rich man, but it has nothing to do with money be-
cause you would never see a Wells Fargo truck at my funeral. I am
a rich man because I have a beautiful wife and two beautiful chil-
dren and I have got something nobody can take away from me.

It is never too late for none of us. My mother started college
after 40 years. My dad used to tell me, "You may not get what you
want when you want it, but I promise you one thing, son. God is
never late."

Thank you, sir.
[The statement of Lieutenant Drew Brown follows:]
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THE AMEMCAN DREAM

DREW T. BROWN 111
LT. USNR

Drew T. Brown, HI was born in New York, NY on January 20, 1955. He is the son of Rhoda
Palestine Brown and the late Drew 'Bundini Brown, trainer of former heavyweight champion
Muhammad Ali. He spent his formative years in Harlem. NY and Brighton Beach, Brooklyn.
Brown attended Southern University in New Orleans and received a degree in Business
Administration and Economics in 1977.

Brown entered the United States Navy in 1981 and was commissioned via Aviation Ofh. er
Candidate School. During his flight training Brown flew the 1-28 Trojan,1.2 Buckeye and the
A.4 Skyhawk (former Blue Angel demonstration jet). Upon earning his 'Wings of Gold, he
reported to Naval Air Station °mane, vA, where he joined the oldest attack squadron in Naval
aviation history. Atte,* Squadron 35, 'The Black Panthers'.

LT. Brown flew the A-6 Intruder, an all weather attack jet bomber, during missions on two
Mediterranean deployments and one North Atlantic cruise onboard the USS Nimitz (CVN.68).
He has traveled extensively ar,..ind the world and to virtually every corner of the United States.
LT, Brown is an active member of the Naval Reserves and joined Federal Express Corporation as
a pilot in June 1988.

Since January .988, Brown has been spearheaded another misson THE AMERICAN OHEAM.
Deeply committed to this program which he developed, LT. Brown carries a simple but
powerful - message to eager audiences across the land.

More than a million pecpir a cross section of students, teachers, parents, politicians and
communfly leaders - have heard his message that 'Education plus Hard Work minus
Drugs equals THE AMERICAN DREAM'. A simple message for a serious problem. As LT.
Brown says:1 am successful with the kids, because as a role model, what ve achieved is
clearly attainable for them. Michael Jackson and Michael Jordan are gifted, God bless them, but
I'm not that gifted I'm just educated and all kids can obtain an education'.

Most recently, LT. Brown has been awarded the Meritorious Service Medal by the President of
the United States and the United States Chamber of COMM:tree Special Salute for his outstanding
leadership and deep concern for the country's youth. LT. Brown was a nominee for the 1988
Esquire Man of the Year Award, along with thirty two other distinguished candidates.

Brown is married lo the former Ldurie Ann Guimont of New Orleans who is Executive
Administrator and Program Coordinator of The American Dream. They reside in Memphis, TN
with their chBdren Taryn Christine and Drew Jacques IV.
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fill AMERICAN DREAM

There are some punks in this country called the
Bloods mild the Crips. They walk around the

streets talking about how they're bad. Mike

lYsdn, the heavyweight champion of the world.
says that he's bad. The singer Michael Jackson

has the audacity to say that he's bed.

Guess is hat?' The, re not bad I'm bad. I can fit
550 mtles an hour. 50 ket from the ground. wsth
twentt.ti.o 500.pound bombs under mv wmgs. I
hase the technologs and the knots-hot to takeout
not just this room, but the entire hotel. I belong to
a gang.too. =dm% gang iscalled the United SUM
Nan If ease punkscome bothering me with their
557s.their .441.thar shotguns. rug: rin bo.s and
well take them 01.11.

We're here at a communications seminar. And
what I do is communicate. I'm bilingual. I can
speak street ulkaw, can also speak proper Eng.
lish '11). is hat's up. home bin ? I met dm deaf
babeoir slid tA the cnb and then she F2S buggin'.7
When I sat that to the kids. the% crack up. If l say II
to the teachershi.: you. college-educated. swell:-
gent peoplethe% sav. 'What the hell is he talking
about" A little babs soh a nearing definers()
slipped and fell bt the enbt She uns &gime' Did
the. hue roaches.

Drew t Brown 111

Founder and President.

The Amerimn Dream

Foundation

Let me translate. Yo. horse hos. Good afternoon.
mt good friend Im ti Mu deaf babe I had the
acquaintance of a ten nice lookingtounglads. It
ifid rhe enb tt'e made an CULIM/011 01er to the
apaimsent And is hen ue got there. Vte sitS &I-
sm' Upon our astral there seemed 10 be some
sort of confusLon.

If we %ant these lids 10 change. then tit hat elf,
star. speaking to them in their ossn language
That's what I do

I hate a simple formula 10 torte the problem
of educatton in Amencr Eduraison 4. Hard %toll

Drug; t. Success and the Amencan Dream.
Let's look at the first element of the formula

education.

EDIDCATION
The kids %ire talksng about dont learn because
the) don% think the, can wsn at the game called
Lk. The+ dont get high sehool diplomas bemuse
there are onli two institutions in this countr) that
demami high school diplomasthe nuldan and
college If you don't plan enter eithez wlo get a
diploma: What I tell these kids is that if mu don't
plan on getting a high school educauon. get out of
high school todat Because McDonald s needs mu
If sou dont plats on rung a coUtge education.
sou wsll be bunts flat is the mith. and the% need
to hear it just like that

These kids hate the nene to he to me and sat
diet can I afford to go to college The ttuth is din

IS
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cant afford no to go to college. If mu !trent the
nws to s:it tt, torege. hell them. dint bust sous

butt in high school and get a 3.8.3 9. oe 4 0 grade
point aserage. If you de that, the teachers will
rube sure you go to any college in this country foe
free. That's oiled a wholarship. If you QM get a
1.8. 3.9 grade pcint average, then go to work us
McDonald's at night. Work in Burger King. Get a
loan, get a grant. takeyourself to college. BeGrJ.IC
if you dont plan on going to college. you're not
going to make it.

These kids have the nerve to lie to me and say

they can't afford to go to college. The truth is,

they can't afford not to go to college.
Why dad I go to mane? Do you think when

was in Harlem !used to zhink.'Wow. fd De to do
something with my fife': Likt these kids. I just
wanted to play basketba9 and have fur_ I went to
college because I had a blessing. Mr parents were
disorced.and I dent grow up in a Brady Bunch.
type household. But my father gave me two
chokes. One was corer. The other was death. I'm
not a Cock I picked college The kids today have the
same choice: =Devoe death.

+ HARD WORK
The second ekment of my formula foe success is
hard work. Hard work n a lost saluein thn country
Our kids watch ArnoM Schwarrenegger on teksi-
sion. Berybody admires himowith his big muscles.
Do we ever tell them that Arnold Schic=eregger
wetted for 12 years in a gyze.10 hours a day?

All of the people in this room are successful.
How did you get !hal %my: Tbe answer 4 that you
all waned hard focroursuccess. But thekids think
that people in ash room jun popped in and
became CEOs and menthe vice presidents and
publishen. They think that Jim Hayes was born a
publisher. When you point out Jim Hans to a
grtet kM, the kid says. -Oh. him? He's white. he
made it. He's just a publisher.' They dont realize
that Jim Hayes worked hard to become a pub-
lish= We dont teads our kads :hat hard sack n
essential. That is the key had work Anything in
life that comes easy is not worth it. Anything
worthwhile requires hard work. Sib need to teach
our kids the basics.

Do you know why I became a plot? I grew up in
Harlem. in the projects. Do ro think my dad had
a lade plane in tLe back of the house? 'Come on.
son. let's take a bale spin: fm a pilot because after
I went to college.: .23=21 astang.'What do I want
to be when I grow upi*

And !haw somedimg in my head that all of you
have. I have a ommon sense computer us my
head.The urea kids hase et. toodont underests.
mate these kids. lake you and me. they use their
common sense computer to make judgments. The
problem is. they hue garbage going in. so gatbage
comes out. They hose common sense, but they
hose no education

lit

I'm an airline

me and now I

pilot because
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Here's Is hat I put into nts common sense comp
piaci nhen I got out of cuilege I want to mike a
lot of money. I dont want to work real hard. You're
looking at me like I'm non. A Ice of money. litde
work. A let of money. fittle work. A fight suddenly
arne on: Sell drugs! But then ameba fight said:
Jai! Forget it. I said. they're nes= going to lock up
Drew Britwos. The problem with some ide 4 that
the4coraraca serisecomputen work perfectly.but
they dxst Ilse them.

!went back to my computer. A Iccof money. fink
work. A fight flashed on. This dine it said airfine
pate. AirF-se plot? What's an airtime pacA? They
dont have airEne plots in the projects. I'm never
seen an airfine paot. But I'd gone to college. so I
;coked it up. An airline plot works eight to tsetse
don a month and makes 1173.000 a year. Guess
what? I want to be 312 airfine

Du4e tapped me on the shoulder and said.
'Drew: "What," 'You dont know how to ily." Oh.
yeah. That's right. Back to ary computer. Dont,
know how to fly. Want to learn. &mple. says the
computer. Join the main.

first. I went to the A4' Force. All those dudes
;coked Re Greyhound bus driven. I went to the
Arms and Marines:401th= looked fike GI Joe.
fina% I went to the Navy. White uniforms, gold
wings. blue IV suits. Anchors weigh: I joined
the Nan.

stuciied toy butt off. Studied. studied, studied.
studied. Worked hard. And all ofa sudien. the day
curse. Me. Mr. Super Bad. Mr. Cock I had rny first
dr in an airplane. h was a lade propeller plane. a
T-2& I was in front, the instnutor was in back.
Well. Mr. Cool got into that airplane. strapped up.
ther. Hey. what're all these knobs and buttons
doing here? Gauges and switches? !don't know ill
an do this. Mr Super Bad.

The instructor started the plane. He taxied to
the runway took off. He said. 'Drew we're fhing.
Cameo°, now, grab the suck. Ibu can do it:

I said 'Okay'
'Drew. turn the airplane
*bay:
I thought I Yell Busk Rogers. flying my little

airplane on my own. Three months later:
no. sou got any more knobs and buttons

amino here'
'Yes. we do. Dm/. A jet.'
'No. that's okay You keep the jet. Ill keep the

puu.putt machine.'
'No. Drew. I think you an fly a jet.'

pilot because someone believed in

believe in myself. I am an airline

I never quit. That's what I teach kids.

Now. a jet has knobs and buttons for days. A jet
has so many lights in it. if they ar light up at one
ume. sou think you're on Wheel of Femme. The
fine das m art *No. !dont think I an do it. No.
1 dont think I can do it:Six months later -lb, does
this thing go arn faster,'



I am now an anhne plot II .2t hard surd for
me to become an airline plot. but nor I am one
I'm an airline plot because someone telesed in
me and now 1 behne in myself I amanitas:se pdx
because 1 nesa mot. That s what 1 texh kids.

Now kt's talk about drugs. the third nern in cm
success formula.

DRUGS
I get high. I don't know what the big dtal is about
getting filch. I ge high when they slaret rae from
zero to 140 mile, an hour in 2.3 woods off the
front end of an aircraft carrier. Boom. I'm
ores-dosing.

I get high. Illimportant toget high. But if throe
kids use drugs to get high. thes be going to die.
Why do sou think they call it dope. Dope? That's
what I ask esery one of those kids. If sou want to
get high. become a lawyer. I sze Volt sne some-
body from an injustice. they thank sou. dyes hand
you a check for 336.000. they toast sou.

You sonna high% Beconye a doom You save
somebody% life. They sas thank sou. sou buy a
brand new BMWyou are smoked.

Yotne got to get high.1 sas.but d'you use drut.
you're going to Me. if ***JIM drugs. nentuans
you're gcing to stop. one sus or another Esther
you stop nose when 1 ten sou to stop or you stop
when they send sou to jag. Or yadD ay to sour
mother. your doctor. your rabbi. rut priest. son
buyerplease pkase. heti' mega off thh ruff:

Of course. there% another way to stop. I tell
therm Then I ask than to &search eyes.

o ahead. daseyour eyes and latest. This soft ie
the kg one soul, ecrr Aear sits sotmd Ma is the
eXart SOUnd it mars when they dose sour casket
(ThudJlhucanofensonen's lin, dd.:5 the But
the nos tune that sound crews °ter sour heed. you
wont Ann sr liraTlbe on the snide and you uval
loolisseout."

Kithare scared of death.
Drugs arc &loosing this counts-.. We kne to

stop thedanand for drugs Anent: mit a lag se ler
insist:Komar. weanknow sis. poison %reboot so
teach our children that drugs ..re pawn.

If were:0y wara to go to war against drugs. then
we'd better start using some serious ammuntoon.
If any of you got aught using cocaine. you'd lose
your job. But if a SI35.000-a-week NFL Enebacker
gets caught with °amine. he gets a 10-chr suspen-
sion. I sas that due want to stop drugs in this
country. then ambods who plass profesnonal
sports who gets caught for drugs should be
banned from the sport for life.

Drug &aka aren't talk bad people. Ther
don't want to sell chugs, all tney want to do.s make
money. They dont feel they an be part of corpo-
rate AffitliCa. bt11 they an be successful selling
drugs. Lode kids see drug drakes inalung a lot of
money. Then see them with girlfnends. big can.
They get arrestedbut ...re back on the street in an
hour What kind of message are we sending these
kids;

Do we rails Isont to oopcfnmt Men! sis that
ansbods who gets caught selLng rut-cues m tho
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counas should go toy:id for a nummum of hse
sears And we should makeynl hell for those gun.
Meath tune Ores should be let out of their cells..
to exercnebs themselves or to attend classes.
The onls other acusmes. to be performed alone.
should be skeping. eating, and going to the bath-
room. If ur make ja:1 hell, thxn when these guss
return to society they won't want togoback.

But the real soy to stop drugs in thh country is
through sUCCeIS training. Whs don't the people in
thismornusedrugt%It'sbeameyou hasea fznds.
a career. self-esteem. You Eke soursehes. A hand-
ful of crack does:A balance out against that. But
some of the kids in this country hese no self.
esteem, no fa ccay. no cdocation.Treydaft Define
theske going arosehere. Give than tome crack.
and it's the best thing they ham

= SUCCESS Cc TINE
AMERICAN DREAM
Esersboay in thin room is successful because thes-
belime in therms-hes and their future. Sane,. here

n the bne sornebods has losed stu. Rut there
are kids growing up in th:i country wilout lore. If
sou wont to change that, go out and find a kid and
gise trim the one thing moms can't bus lose
Show that Lid what success is. Show him there%
another way of Ere.

Every person In this room has the power to
instill in a chitd the belief that he can be some-
body. Bring a kid into your high-class office.

take him into your home. One daY that kid will
come back and show you his degree from Yale

and say I made It because of you. That's how
we're going to change these kids.

LAI ores doctor tn this country 11.21e an inner
csts kd under hi:n These kds don't want to be
&ace's tCsalin the? CiDift knu% an) dochns. don't
understand w hat st means to be a doctor, don't
befame that they could be &non. They're scared.
Lees bring that bd into the operating room. let the
Lod scrub up Hand that kids scalpel.

'Here. hold this-This isa scalper
'Me?'
lbs, hold is. Look thrs ts the knee Look at the

bgaments in there. Give me some gauze
Do 'mu know what this kid is doing% He's help-

ing perform an operation. And on the was home.
the surgeon says. 'Wait. wise got to stop at the
bank "For what?' 'See this check% $i 7.000
'What's foci"For what weyust did -

Now comes the most important part. The kid
goes home with the surgeon. He sees hum arguing
with hn wrfeandsol.her.mr famdrdoesthmtoo
lie oen in the bathroom. newel .1 smells In here
to, I he km suddenh makes a great &omen
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the dunel a regular gus. 'Mastic I can he a doc-
tor. t00.'

Every person in this room has the power to
mull in a ch3d the Wel thathe can be somebody.
Bring a kid into your high-dass office. take tam
into your home. One day. that 114 teal come back
and showyou his degree from Yale and say I made
it became pau.Thas1 how we're going to dunge
these lads.

Thin Amerka h is the greatest country in the
world becrase ware free. Inner city kids are free
to become doctots. lawyers. businessmen. engi-
eters, senators. gmernors or President of the
United Sums. If theydank pursue success cc pros-
perity becene they're black. itk roe only wrong. it's
a Un. Peel* hascthed so that they may hare equal
opportiusity

I've put my Efe on the 5ne for arry person in
this room. I was in 1.1142. and I was in Beirut.
When I was over there. I had twenty-two 500-
pound burin under an wink, and I was sand to
death. But I trod not Mk ray life for black Ameri-
cans...Nu A eneticara. luEan. Jewish. Gerran. or
Ulf other kind of Americans. I daft come from
Africa. I come from America-This is my land.

There n no black cc white. there is ody igno.
ranee and imelligence. There are only three colors
in this country red.. hise.and blue. I tly to make
kids befsete in them:6,43.o? to make them patri-
otk again. They lose this land, but they need
somebody to look up to. You are bating at the
American dream- Al toe tinsel 141 tile osth black
jet attack pilot in the Navyone man out of
14,000. It wasn't the Nasy-; fau.k, te was the lids'
fault-beta= they &dal think they could be Nrei
jet pilots. And some of them dank thith they an
be businessmen, or doctors, or lawyers. I travel
around discourtesy to let thew kids know they an
succeed.

Forty-five years ago, my daddy joined the
United States Navy. At that time, a baea man
couldn't &anything in the Urated States Navy but
wash dishes and shine shoes. Well, a man in the
Navy alled my daddy a :since. and ray daddy
threw that= an the side of tship.They were
going to put my daddy in jaa forms But they
couldn't. because 43 rears ago an daddy vim caly
IS remold.

The day I got my Navy wings. I asked my daddy
to come see them pinned on ow. He said no. He
.21arrakt they might look up that old story and
refuse his son the wings of gold. But be sent me a
telegram. It said. be proud to shine yoar
shoes:

My daddy was the greatest tmn rve ever Inown.
My daddy was my motivation. He told nte tint I
would go to colleges:4 be something ale dry. My
daddy thed a year and a half ago. But before he
died, It: gree methe greatest gift a penon an eser
receive. As I sat or. his deathbed, he looked me in
the eyes and told me he was proud of etc He told
me I was a good bsy and that he was ready to the
because he had a son hke me marry on.

Thais what life n all about. Ms daddy sold me
something that IM met forget. Mr dal& ddrese

IS

that one das Ed hale another father. And I hated
h.en for that because I only wanted him. But an
daddy was ugh,- Brad Butler. the man who intro-
duced me here today has become a father to me.
And ray daddy WIS eight again.

Eserybady needs somebody l'se got that vwne-
body. You're got the ability to give a kid that
secnebody. too.

paw T. Wows HI mixt fOtNrait AND ?MU:LW
Of Trit ANIWC.4.4 DRLW Foes DAMN. Pursocaz
maim 4 &SET MOT ne THE VS. :WE SDK%
JAN VAII5 Igga.Lr BkOwN HAS OM GM HIS MISTA.
TIMM mccum.DOHASIZINGTHE 4,41-1.0f
VXCICINC"..10 HAIJA MILOS. STI:OLVIt

fARLNTS.POLTTICIAM. AND C:OstMUNITI MOM
ACROSS AMII1CL

.11Imaselv
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THE AMEkICAN DREAM

DREW T. BROWN, III

"He is able to reach out and touch the very ones who must be
educated and informed about this (drugs) issue. His presentation ts
so well received by each audience that its impact is bound to
continue having significant effect in the months and years to come."

Robert E. Windom. MD. Assistant Secretary for Health

"I have had many reports from teachers indicating that youngsters
who had acknowledged that they were on the verge of dropping out
of school changed their minds as a result of Drew's presentation:

- John E. Pepper. President. Procter & Gamble Company

"His message was definitely a challenge to every student who heard
him speak. Lt. Brown was straightforward, and his sincerity,
commitment and sensitivity reached not only the students, but every
adult who heard him speak."

Edward F. Bell. President. Ohio Bell

"Your ability to communicate and your personal message of the
difference that a good education, solid training, and a desire to
achieve set a striking example. . . .scrong note of encouragement tokeep up the good work."

Bob Dole, United States Senate

"The message was important and needed. The delivery wasentertaining and the response has been overwhelming. Students
have called expressing their appreciation."

M. Kenneth Doss. Set. and Gen Counsel. Fieldcreu Cannon. Inc.
-

"His presentation, The American Dream, is without a doubt the most
dynamic, electrifying presentation I have witnessed in the fight
against drugs, dropouts, and illiteracy."

Sallye Moore. Asst. Superintendent. Grand Prairie School District

The American Dream
P.O. Bor. 17403

Memphis. Tennessee 35187-0403
(901) 797-6580
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The American Dream

I. Credo

Education + Hard Work Drugs = Success and The American Dream

II. Mission

To rnojivate primary and =condor; school students to -

understand that an education in today's society is mandatory,
not optional.

further and complete their education and be the best they can.

avail themselves of this country's abundant educational
and career opportunities,

reach their full potential as good citizens and productive
employees. and.

reverse the trend away from substance abuse, toward
educational attainment.

III. Issues

Too many of our children are surrounded by failure and
an absence of positive role models.

More and more, a post secondary education is accessary
for the job demands of American industry.

This country's competitiveness is being eroded in part by the fact
that too many people entering the workforce for the first time
are ill prepared. inner city high school drop out rates are at 60%
and a high proportion of our adolescents and young adults cannot
read or function in math beyond the 5th grade level.

The development and productivity of our children and young
adults are being stunted by drugs. This problem contributes
considerably to ignorance, complacency. and illiteracy, thus
reducing the number of productive workers entering our

r?
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workforce and reducing the quality of the workforce upon
which employers arc becoming more reliant. These children
represent our future. yct many arc ill-prepared for it.

IV. Strategy

To present Lt. Drew Brown's motivational message to
as many students as possible between now and the year
2000. when those presently in the first grade graduate
high school.

To influence the redirection of private industry, government
and non-profit sector resources in order to address this
epidemic of illiteracy and drugs.

To motivate children to avail themselves of the vast
educational opportunities and crisis community services
around the country.

To serve as a clearinghouse for individuals v ho want
to help.

V. GO3i

Establish a foundation whose purpose will bc to motivate its clients to
further their education, reverse the drug abuse trend among primary and
secondary school students, while promoting family values, morality, and a

strong work ethic, as they become proud and productit e citizens of the United
States of America.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Lieutenant Brown.
Needless to say, your presentation is very refreshing. We are

deeply appreciative to you, and certainly to Warren Owen Butler
for bringing you.

We wondered a little bit what your testimony would be about.
You removed any doubt.

To both of you, we certainly benefited. We benefited from the
morning.

This has been worth the symposium itself.
Mr. Good ling?
Mr. GOODLING. Just to say that I wish we could force all the mil-

lion-dollar athletes and entertainers to sit down for an hour and
have to listen to you.

They have an awful lot of keys out there that could unlock a lot
of doors that need to be unlocked.

Unfortunately, not enough do. Those that do don't get the public-
ity that those who don't.

I don't know if we can mandate that in Congress or not, but it
would certainly be a good mandate.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. BUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Anytime you need me to

come back and talk to everybody, I will.
The CHAIRMAN. I need you in Los Angeles, Lieutenant. Both of

you, for that matter.
Lieutenant BROWN. We are available.
Mr. BUTLER. We are a father and son team.
The CHAIRMAN. You will be hearing from us.
Lieutenant BROWN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The next panelist is Dr. Shirley M. Malcom, Head, Directorate

for Education and Human Resources Programs, the American As-
sociation for the for the Advancement of Science.

Dr. Malcom, I think I owe you an apology. I looked down on my
sheet here and saw Owen an ol-I friend.

Obviously, I recognized his name, and I skipped one. My wife
says I need new glasses.

I think she is right.
But, we are delighted to have you and welcome to the symposi-

um. We look forward to you testimony.

STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY MALCOM, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

MS. MALCOM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
No need to apologize for skipping. I had an opportunity to hear

something that was really inspiring that I think that more of our
young people really do need to hear what really is bad out there.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Good ling, I want to thank you for the oppor-
tunity to be present at this symposium. I am head of the Director-
ate For Education and Human Resources programs of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science.

In that role I am responsible for and charged with ..aling with
all the education and human resources efforts withh the associa-
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tion, including programs to increase access by women, minorities,
and people with physical disabilities, programs to increase the
public understanding of science and technology as well as to im-
prove the status of the science, mathematics, and technology educa-
tion within the school.

I am here as an educator, as a scientist, but I am also here as a
paeent of 9- and 11-year old daughters who are in the public
schools.

When the education summit was held, I was asked by the Na-
tional Governor's Association to prepare a couple of pages of testi-
mony. At the top of these pages I put a little quote from "Alice in
Wonderland" as a way 'of underscoring what I considered to be the
most important issues that faced the governors and the President
at that summit. That was the need to set national goals.

The little passage that I included was from "Alice in Wonder-
land." It was Alice's encounter with the Cheshire Cat. Alice goes
and meets the Cheshire Cat and says, "Which road should I take?"

To which the Cheshire Cat answered, "It all depends on where
you want to go." Alice said, "I don't remember where I want to
go."

To which the cat answered, "If you don't : tow where you want
to go, any road will get you there."

I think that is where we are right now. We have said that we
want national goals.

Dr. Lapointe has offered the possibility of the NAEP being used
to set numerical goals. But I think at some point we have to face
the issue of what are reasonable content goals.

As a parent, I guess I look at my own children and say in my
own mind, what kind of adults I do want you to be?

What do I want you to know? What do I think you will need to
know? What do I think that you will have to be? What kinds of
skills do I think you will have to have?

On Friday I had a chance to meet with the board of the National
Coalition of Title I, Chapter 1 parents. We sat and we talked about
some of these issues, about goal setting and the need for parents to
be involved in goal setting activities. We talked for a while about
what would be appropriate candidate goals.

There were things that were very straightforward. To write so
that someone else can read it and understand the issues that we
are trying to put forward or the arguments that we are trying to
make.

To reading something that someone else has written and under-
stand what they mean as well as the implications of this. To under-
stand the place of science and technology in their lives, becoming
as we are a society and an economy that is more and more based in
science and technology. To be able to apply scientific principles to
other parts of their lives.

To be critical consumers and voters, not just to take everything
that is said at face value, but to be able to look deeply at the mean-
ing and the implications. To have comfort with technology, to be
empowered people, people who believe that they can learn any-
thing and who are willing to put forth the effort and to invest the
time in bringing that about.

P 1
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People who can learn for a lifetime because whatever job they
take, they will be asked to do something different five years after
they have it, or even five months, in all likelihood, than when they
first started.

We really have to focus on four particular issues. Goal setting,
not only numerical goals, but also content goals. Science and math-
ematics, which I think deserves special attention because of the
roles and the importance of those particular subjects within our
lives and the terribly embarrassing and poor performance of our
students in those areas.

The third issue that we must focus on is the need to bring every-
body along. I am not satisfied with the goal of 12 percent or 51 per-
cent. Everyone must come along.

The fourth issue which emerged from the summit, which we
must look at critically and carefully is the issue of restructuring,
the need for system-wide change.

Intuitively we know that restructuring and system-wide change
are needed. If we wanted any confirmation of this idea, we need
only look deeply at the responE8 and the reaction to the first wave
of education reform.

The issue of a Nation at risk and the responses of the states in
raising standards were clearly needed at that time.

Standards were too low. Children could leave our high schools
with one year of a laboratory science, two years of mathematics or
even less.

We asked little of our children, and that is exactly what they
gave us. We did not provide what we as adults knew that they
needed. The guidance

They did not in high school have any idea about what kinds of
things they were going to need to be productive citizens. But as
adults, as educators we had some idea, but too often we let them
slip out without getting what they needed.

We did not provide them with the opportunity to learn. Accord-
ing to the report, the progress of reform and appraisal of state edu-
cation initiatives issued by the Center for Policy Research and Edu-
cation, at least 45 states have modified their high school gradua-
tion requirements since 1980 primarily by increasing the number
of credits and academic courses required for high school gradua-
tion, and most of this expansion took place in the areas of science
and mathematics.

We changed the expectations for the outputs of the system, but
we made very few changes of the inputs. We said, "We want you to
have more science and math," but we did not provide the qualified
teachers who could teach kids more subjects in science and math.

We said we want you to have a laboratory course, but we did not
provide the laboratory for those students. In many of our school
districts, we provide much more money for expendables, for materi-
als in art than we do for those in science.

Now, I like art, but I also know that we cannot teach science
properly without basic equipment and materials, and we don't even
make that kind of investment.

School systems were directed to provide so many years of expo-
sure to content, but there is very little rethinking about content,
what was important for students to know and to be able to do.

BO'
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There was very little increase to the budget to accommodate
these new students. We engaged in self-deception. We made our-
selves think that just because we had increased the numbers of
years that we said the students had to be exposed to these content
areas that somehow they were getting something more.

We need high goals and high expectations for all students.
We need these goals to address national needs. But what goals?

Who decides? How will the stakeholders be involved?
What do our children need to know and be able to do? How will

we measure the competing goals from different sectors and inte-
grate across subjects? That is where language arts, science, mathe-
matics and social sciences come together around some problem as
they do in the real world.

Yes, Dr. Lapointe, we are going to have to do more than two
things at a time. We are going to have to do five, six, and seven
things at a time because that is the way the problems present
themselves in the real world and that is what we must prepare our
children to face. The real world. And who will pay?

In science and mathematics we have recently engaged in goal-
setting activities. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
and the Mathematical Sciences Education Board has done this in
the mathematics and science.

AAAS project 2116 provided candidate goals in science. The title
of that project report, Science for All Americans, reflects the belief
inherent in our programs that all students must be enabled to
achieve at high levels in science and mathematics.

These goals are being translated now into frameworks, and these
frameworks will be translated into curriculum models. We will be
engaged in this activity probably over the coming decade The
models are being developed in the only place where they logically
can be developed:

In our school districts. In six school districts that sample and re-
fleet the variety and diversity of those thousands of other districts
which must choose the direction for their reform: San Francisco
and San Diego, California; San Antonio, Texas; Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; four rural counties near Athens, Georgia; and McFarland,
Wisconsin, a suburb of Madisona sampling of the rich, multi-cul-
tural, multi-racial districts as well as rural and suburban districts.
Teams of teachers and principals work with consultants from
higher education and with the support of administrators, school
boards and state officials.

We just ensure the stakes in the team's role in reform are under-
stood and supported by local policy makers, and opinion makers
and parents who must sustain the support over the long term that
will be required.

Restructuring a system is hard work. It requires total stakehold-
ers' investment in the process, and it takes a long time. The prob-
lems that we face are not going to go away with any kind of magic
bullets nor are they going to go away by wishing them away.

Our problem has been in the past that our reform efforts are too
timid. We want to fix a little bit over here and fix a little bit over
there, but leave things into place that people can recognize so that
they don't get too exercised by having things different that are pre-
sented.
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I am here to say that reform is going to have to be bold and
reform is going to have to be comprehensive. I concur with Mr.
Buller that all of the pieces of the system are going to have to be
fixed at one time in ordn to really make it work.

I am not so reassured to let the professionals get us to where we
need to be, especially not in science and mathematics because the
data tell us that the professional's feel unprepared to get us there
in science and mathematics.

When I was in college, teaching was the major of choice for my
friends who wanted to avoid mathematics. The science courses that
they were required to take were not designed for their needs.

They were fragmented, they were too content dense, they did not
provide the big story that we have to ask that our teachers try to
provide to our children.

They did notthe teachers, teachers did not leave understand-
ing, scientific principles or how to apply them. We are going to
have to engage in a massive job of retraining. But I think that,
first of all, we are going to have to believe that those teachers can
in fact, once trained, do the job.

I believe that, but they have to have the opportunity for that re-
training. The scientific community is going to have to be engaged
more in helping to bring about this retraining and this reform.

We have a huge stake in this. We heard numbers of 176,000 stu-
dents out of 3 million that you start with who have a content base
sufficient to go into science or mathematics or engineering.

We can't make it into the next century starting from that small
a base of students who are prepared. We have got to increase the
flow of academically prepared students so we can have those who
can be our scientists, our mathematicians and our engineers in the
next century. And we need for them to be drawn from the talent
pool broadly that is out there.

Students who look like me, students who are minorities, students
who are female, students who may have a physical disability but
no less ability. We are going to create teachers leaders, inspire
principal support, engage parents and communities.

We have been undertaking a project for the past five years called
"Linkage" which has sought to bring community-based organiza-
tions into the picture, especially those community-based organiza-
tions that serve minority communities, where we have put them to-
gether in partnership with museums and higher education and sci-
entists and engineers in their community to try to come up with
local solutions, grassroots solutions to complete what we know the
students ought to be getting in school.

But that is not enough because we are going to have to fix the
system. We are going to have to go after the difficult task of repair-
ing the educational system which serves our children.

Several of my colleagues from Europe visited some of these out
of school, after school kinds of pr grams that have been created
over the last several decades to increase the exposure of minority
students and women students to science and mathematics.

Their response to the programs were interesting. They praised
the goals and the activities and the structure, but they noted that
they seemed to be aimed more at fixing the students to minimize

,



the effects of the formal educational system on them rather than
fixing the system.

It is time to face up to the fact that we must bring about a differ-
ent lend of configuration within out schools where education works
for all of our young people.

We have to face up to the fact that it is going to be a complex job
to do this. Education is a c mnplex job. All of the parts have to be
aligned so as to reach the goals that we decided are important for
us personally, for our communities and for this country. Restruc-
turing is meaningless without goals.

It is a process. It is not an end point. It is a way of getting there,
but getting where?

Yes, better use can be made of existing money, but we also need
venture capital that can help us to jump start a system-wide
reform. All of the stakeholders have to be involved, and we need to
start at the most difficult problem that we face.

The schools in our innercities, the schools that are suppcsed to
be educating our black, brown, red, yellow, poor, disadvantaged
childrel. Changing our vision of the future into reality will not be
easy, but I don't think that we can live with the consequences of
not trying.

We already know a lot about how we can fix the individual parts
of the system. Now we have to find the will and the resources to
apply what we already know.

Thank you.
[The prepared stateme t of Shirley Malcom follows:]
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Biographical Sketch

for

Shirley U. Malcom

Shirley Malcom is currently Head of the Directorate for Education
and Human Resources Programs cf the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), a new position to which she was
named in July 1989. The Directorate includes all AAAS programs
in education, activities for underrepresented groups and public
understanding of science and technology. Dr. Malcom was
previously head of the Office of Opportunities in Science, a
position she held for almost 10 years. The Office is concerned
with increasing the participation of minorities, women, and
disablea persons in science and engineering careers and with th.:.
impact of science and technology on these groups. Between 1977
and 1979, Dr. Malcom served as Program Officer in the Science
Education Directorate of the National Science Foundation (NSF).
Prior to this, she held the rank of Assistant Professor of
Biology, Univ.ersity of North Carolina, Wilmington.

Dr. Malcom received her doctorate in ecology from the
Pennsylvania State University; master's degree in zoology from
the University of California, Los Angeles,; and bachelor': degree
with distinction in zoology from the University of Washington.

Dr. Malcom is a member of the Advisory Council of the Carnegie
Forum on Education and the Economy and served on the Carnegie
Forum's Task Force on Teaching as a Profession. She serves on
the Education Advisory Council of the Carnegie Corporation of New
York and as a member of the board of the National Center on
Education and the Economy. From 1984-1986 ehe was Chair of the
National Science Foundation Committee on Equal Opportunities in
Science and Technology. In 1987 she was appointed to the Federal
Wide Task Force on Women, Minorities and the Handi .apped in
Science and Technology. Dr. Malcom has served on numerous
boards, including the education advisory committee of the
National Urban League. She has been nationally recognized for
her efforts, and those of the Office, to improve the education of
minorIty young people by involving community organizations and
parencs :n education reform. In 1987, Dr. Malcom was recognized
as one of five %onored by the National Council of Negro Women
(NCNWI/Frito-Lay "Salute to Black Women Who Make it Happen".

July 1989
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Thank you for the opportunity to present at this symposium
sponsored by the House, Committee on Education and Labor. I am
Shirley M. Malcom, Head of the Directorate for Education and
Hunan Resources Programs at the American Association for thR
Advanciment of Science. I come to this symposium feeling hopeful

about our chances for real educational reform.

I am hopeful because I believe that we have reached a point

where we can agree on the nature of the problems in education and
on the consequences of inaction to our nation.

The President and Governors have reached an historic

milestone, emerging from the education summit with a consensus on
the need to look at national goals.

From my own parochial perch, the needs in science and

mathematics education have emerged as deserving of special
attention in view of our totally inadequate performance in these
areas. At a time when our knowledge-based economy and the needs

of personal and citizen
decision-making require high levels of

scientific and technological literacy, our students are
performing at embarrassingly low levels when compared either with

the performance of students in other counttIes or with any

reasonable expectation of what students will need to know and be
able to do to live and work the 21st century (Figures 1 and 2).

Another emerging consensus is the fact that as inadequate as

our system is on average, it fails
some students even worse t.mn

others, thus cutting off any chance they might have to be fully

productive, economically independent, empowered citizens. The

-2-
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children of our inner cities, the poor, disadvantaged and

disabled students, and taose in rural areas are often denied an

opportunity even to mediocre education.

And lastly, a theme seems to be resounding that marginal

change and tinkering around the edges will not give us the world-

class education system that we need and that our children

deserve. The watchword of the hour is restructuring. Let's turn

our atteation to fixing the system.

Intuitively we know that restructuring and system-wide

change are needed. If we wanted any confirmation of this idea we

need only-look deeply at the responses and reactions to the first

wave of educational reform.

The issuance of A Nation at Risk and the responses of the

states in raising standaras were clearly needed at the time.

Standards were too low. We asked little of our children, and

they gave ca what we asked.

According to the report, The Progress of Reform: An

Appraisal of State Education inLtiatives issued by the Center for

Policy Research in Education, "At least 45 states have modified

high school graduation requirements since 1980 primarily'by

increasing the number of credits and academic courses required

for high school graduation." Th4 expansion of graduation

requirements took place largely in the ar.:as of math and science.

In all, 35 states increased math requirements, 30 states

increased science requirements, znd 25 states increased social

studies requirements.

(9 7
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We changed the expectations for the outputs of the system,

but we made few changes of inputs. For example, the increased

requirements for mathematics and science simply "exacerbated the

alreaoy difficult search for mathematics and science teachers,"

especially in urban areas. Further "because students who had

never taken a laboratory science course before were now required

to do so, some districts experienced a shortage of laboratory

facilities. The problem was especially acute in districts where

climbing enrollments were already causing a shortage of
facilities."

School systems were directed to provide so many years of

exposure to content; but for the most part there was no

rethinking about what was important for students to know and

added little to the budget to accommodate the additional costs of

instruction to more students. That is, at policy levels we

engaged in self-deception, that somehow everything was better.

In the classrooms everyom: knew that little had changed,

especially for those poor, Black, Hispanic and American Indian

students in our inner cities and in many of our rural areas who

vere in need of the kind of life intervention that could only be

achieved through real educational reform.

We need high goals and higher expectations for all students.

We need these goals to address national needs. But what goals;

who decides; and how will the stakeholders be involved? What do

our children need to know and be able to do? How will we mesh

the competing goals from different sectors and integrate across
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subjects that is, where language arts, science, mathematics and

social sciences come together around some problem, as they do in

the real world. And who will pay?

In science and mathematics we have recently engaged in goal

setting activities. The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences Education Board have

articulated goals and developed standards in mathematics. AAAS

Project 2061 has provided candidate goals in icience. Science

for All Americans, the report of Phase I of the project, reflects

by its very title the belief inherent in AAAS programs that all

students must be enabled to achieve at high levels in science.

Translating the goals into frameworks and these into

curricula models are activities which will engage AAAS over the

coming years. These models are being developed in the only place

they can logically be: in six school districts that sample and

reflect the ,;ariety and diversity of those thousands of other

districts which ultimately must choose the direction for their

reform -- San Francisco and San Diego, CA; San Antonio, TX;

Philadelphia, PA; four rural counties near Athens, GA; and

McFarland, WI, a suburb of Madison. Teams of teachers and

principals work with consultants from higher education and with

the blessing and support of administrators, school boards and

state officials. We must ensure that the stakes and the teams'

roles in reform are understocd and suppozted by local

policymakers, opinionmakers, business leaders, community

orvanizations and parents who must suctain the support over the

-5-
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long-term that will be required.
Restructuring a system is hard

work and requires total
stakeholder investment in the process for

it to take.long period of time.

MAE= EDUCATION WORE POR ALL STUDENTS

During the fifteen years that I have been working in efforts
to increase the participation of women, minorities and people
with disabilities in science, engineering and other math-based
fields, I have seen changes both good and bad.

There is good news:

We have been successful in increasing young women's
coursetaking in mathematics and science in high school.

We have seen gains in the achievement of minority students
on the National Assessment

math and science.

We have seen similar gains

of Education Progress in

in minority student performance
on the verbal and quantitative sections of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.

We have seen the emergence of a more enlightened viewpoint

about the need to educate people with disabilities. We

have seen the emergence of
technologies which make this

more achievable.

We saw more women enter in
post-secondary education and more

women graduating in engineering and other technical fields.

We saw gains in the number of American Indian, Black and

Hispanic students choosing careers in engineering.

We saw leaders in this country embrace the notion of the

-6-
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need to enlarge the talent pool for science and

engineering - not only because it is right and just but

also because it is a national economic and political

imperative.

There is also bad news:

Young women's coursetaking in elective mathematics and

science at the highest levels still lag behind that of young

men, which is already too low (Figure 3 and Table 1).

In spite of gains on the NAEP and SAT, Black and Hispanic

students' performance on mathematics and science tests

is far below national averages, which we have already

acknowledged as below performance levels needed for a

knowledge-based economy (Figures 4 and 5).

There are still all too many instances where students with

disabilities are denied access to science labs, or where

attitudes of adults around them limit the levels to which they

are even allowed to aspire.

Although the number of women entering and graduating in

engineering increased during the early 1980's, there

has been a downturn in participation over the past

several years. Researchers tell us that even the gains

we saw were deceptive; they were a product of the

increased number of young women in college rather tiler:

a shift in interest to these fields.

We are unlikely to be able to continue the kind of growth we

have seen in minority participation in engineering,

-7-
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since we are approaching the limits of academically

prepared students we can pull to these fields. We must

increase the flow of able minority students from

elementary, middle and high school and improve the

retention in college of those we are able to attract.

While the leaders in this country have espoused an interest

and talked about the need to broaden the talent pool, there
is as yet a failure to commit to the kind of sytem-wide

reform which will be needed.

Members of the affected groups are rarely at the table in

proportion to their numerical representation in the population.

Our communities and parents are not being brought into the
discussion of solutions. Business, government and schools cannot

be expected to carry this alone, especially when there is such an

unwillingness to talk honestly either about the size of the

investment needed to reform or the cost to the Nation of not

reforming.

FIXING TEE SYSTEM RATHER THAN THE CHILDBEN

Several of my colleagues from Europe visited some of the

out-of-school intervention programs which have been created ove:

the last several decades to increase exposure to science and

mathematics for women elm minorities. Their response to the

programs was interesting. While praising the goals, activities

and structure of these efforts they noted that these seemed to be

aimed at "fixing the students" so as to minimize the effects on

them of the formal educational system. "Why don't you realize,"

-8-
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they asked, "that it is the system, not the children that needs

to be fixed."

Their_words still resonate in my head. It is the system,

rather than the children, that needs to be fixed. At the time

they first said this, although I accepted their assessment, I did

not believe that this was as yet a politically viable option.

The second wave of refOrm brings us to the point where it is

alright to talk about restructuring.

As a matter of fact, it is more than alright. It is

imperative.

ENVISIONING A DIFFERENT FUTURE

I want to share a glimpse of my vision of a restructured

system. It is the Tuesday after Labor Day 199X. The

kindergarten class of School No. 6 enters the school building

eager to learn. They are a multiracial, multicultural group of

five year olds who are beginning a wonderful journey.

They are ready to learn. They have all had some kind of

early education experience either in a child-centered early

education program or in a home setting where they have been

taught by a parent or primary care giver. Programs to train such

adults Le wide available and ma*erials are given to the care

giver where they cannot be afforded.

Since these children have had regular health intercession,

no undiagnosed impairment limits their ability to learn. When an

impairment has been found in early diagnosis, treatment,

intervention and assistive technology have been provided.

-9-
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School No. 6 is like every other school in that a quality

education is available throughout the grades. School No. 6 is

like no.other school since the professional staff has worked

together with parents and community to configure a program that

buildS on the strengths of the neighborhood, as well as the
larger area.

Technology is readily available at school and incorporated

into instruction. Technology is readily available in the
neighborhood, in libraries and community computer learning

centers which serve the working class families who reside here.

Parents and community resource people are in and out of the

school all the time -- whenever they get a chance -- for the

school has become the center of a community whiCh has decided to

make education the centerpiece of its economic development

strategy, with a deep understanding that not one of their

children can be wasted.

There is a rich array of activities available to children

after school, on weekends and between sessions. There has been a

realization that school is only one place where children can aad

must learn. Standards are being put into place that are
rigorous; students receive an education that is demanding. All

are required to take mathematics and science every year as well

as to achieve fluency in English and at least one other language.

students do not find it onerous. They work hard but they have

fun, knowing that each day spent in learning brings them to a

deeper understanding of themselves and the world around them.
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They take many field trips, undertake many projects and work

together often in groups, as do their teachers. The children

help each- other understand and recognize that in the 21st

century, in which they must live and work, working cooperatively

and solving problems together will be as important as content

knowledge. Teachers, pr:Lncipals and parents all work together to

support children's learning. They are willing to be held

accountable for producing empowered lifelong learners.

How did this happen? An education Congress, an education

President, education Governors, and education state legislatures

stopped looking for simple answers -- magic bullets, if you will

-- to systems problems. They faced up to the complexity, and set

out together to configure solutions which did not postpone reform

or worsen existing situations.

They recognized that restructuring was meaningless without

goals. They recognized that better use could be made of existing

money, but did not back away from the notion of venture capital

needed to jumpstart the system-wide reform.

They involved all the other stakeholders, turning first to

the most difficelt problems presented by the schools in our inner

cities.

Changing this vision ts reality will not be easy. But we

cannot live with the consequen:es of not trying. We know a great

deal about how to fix the system. Now we must find the will and

the resources to apply what we know.

5
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Figure 1
Twelfth Grade Scores on International Math Achievement Tests
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Compared with stualmts from other countries, U.S. students
score in the lower end of the scale on mathematics achievement
tests.
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Figure 2
Tweyth Grade Scores on International Science Achievement Tests
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Figure 3
Percentage of College-Bound Seniors Taking
Math and Science Courses in 1988. by Sex
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Figure 4
Mends In Average Mathematics Proficiency for
9-. 13, and 17Year-Olds by Race/EthnicIty: 19734986
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Figure 5

Awns SAT sooros for coSogo-b000d Won. by ethnic group
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Table 1

Nation

Male

Female
White
Black

Hispanic

,

Pre-algebra Algebra I Geometry
1978

1'

1982 1996 1978 1902 1996 1978 1982 1986

1

1978

24

25
24
72
34
37

19

19
19
17
31

25

17

15

18
17

19

19

16

16

17
15

211

21

18

17
18
17

18
24

16

15

18

17
11

12

14

13

15

15

10
12

17

15

18
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16

16

37

38
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39
za
23-

-I( inlt2.1

1

Algebra II
1962

Pre-calculus
or Calculus

1998 1978 1962 1986

40 6 5 7

39 7 6 8
40 4 5 5

42 6 5 7
31 4 4 3
23 3 3 6
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Malcom.
We certainly appreciate your appearance before thu committee. I

think you have given us a lot to think about. I take it you, too,
happen to be a little impatient?

Ms. MALCOM. Yes, I am, but I am also hopeful.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Goodling?
Mr. GOODLING. I think Dr. Malcom supported what I was saying.

Perhaps you said it a little differently.
Professionals do not feel prepared to teach the science and themath.
I particularly think that we have asked elementary teachers to

do more than we give them an opportunity to prepare for.
Ms. MALCOM. That is right. But I think it is time now that we go

back in and provide them that opportunity to learn that they may
not have had on the front end. I don't want to see us make the mis-
take of saying, "Well, let's bring in specialists," and then as soon
as the money for specialists drys up, we are right back where westarted.

I think that it is a cop-out if, in fact, we say we are not going to
attempt to train these people. These teachers here who are already
in the system, they deserve that second chance to learn this sub-ject.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Malcom.
The committee will take a recess until 1:00 this afternoon.
We will look forward to the continuation of this symposium at

that time. 1:00 p.m., this afternoon.
The committee is in recess.
[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. We are not sure the notice went out at 1:30 or

1:00 p.m. However, we did indicate 1:00 o'clock. That is the time we
set with you. I think we could proceed so as not to keep you wait-
ing because it is going to go in the report anyway. It is the report
that will be disseminated. The few other people who will be here at
1:30 will not be the ones to whom we are directing the symposium.
You have at least the two most important people on the committee,
the Chairman and the ranking Republican on the committee.

We are deeply appreciative of your appearance this afternoon,
accepting our invitation. We had an excellent group of witnesses
this morning. I am confident that you and the other witnesses this
afternoon will be equally impressive. So suppose we get underway.
As we indicated, it is not our desire nor will there be an attempt to
question you as a witness. The idea is to have the different wit-
nesses present their views untouched by the Members of the com-
mittee and then to use the different presentations perhaps as some
direction for the committee to follow in the future.

That is really what it is all about, to try to underatand better
just where we are and where we are headed in the future.

Wiihout any further remarks, and certainly without attempting
to pre-judge what you may say, we are glad to have you and all the
rhetoric we could use in that connection will be in the report as an
introduction to each of the witnesses. I am sure that yru will
occupy a very pleasant and memorable description at that Lime, so

in2
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I will forego any further introduction that I would give at this
time.

You may proceed. Your statement in its entirety will be the one
that will be printed. Whatever you say today or what highlights or
remarks you may have will be somewhat incidental to the state-
ment.

STATEMENT OF DR. LINDA DARLING-HAMMMOND, PROFESSOR,
TEACHER'S COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK,
NEW YORK
MS. DARLING-HAMMOND. Thank you very much.
I -grit to focus my remarks on the issue of teacher supply and

quality in American schools. There is substantial effort to reform
American elementary and secondary schools that has been
launched at state and local levels with as yet only a modest Feder-
al role since the issuance of the "Nation at Risk" report.

My studies over the course of this last 10 years suggest to me
that one of the key aspects of whether or not we will succeed in
implementing any of the reforms launched depends on whether we
have enough teachers in classrooms who know what they are
doing, who are able to meet the needs of the children to sustain
those kinds of reforms.

One of the things we are seeing is that the feeling years ago in
1983 that we had a brief window of opportunities to change Ameri-
can schools, maybe two or three years, has given way to a feeling
that regardless of how long it takes, we must reform American
schools.

There are a variety of reasons for this press that is continuing.
One is obviously a rapidly changing industrial base, the fact that
we are moving from a manufacturing economy to a knowledge
based economy. That means far more children must be educated
for that kind of work and that we can't allow any failures in the
educational system.

Major demographic shifts in our society, a substantial growth in
the over 65 population which will need to be supported by a shrink-
ing number of young people in the workforce. Sometime ago there
were 10 workers for every one person on Social Security and in the
coming decade there will be only three workers for every person on
Social Security.

Obviously, if one out of every three of them is not a productive
member of the work force, we cannot sustain our social bargain.
More of these young workers are and will increasingly be the chil-
dren of immigrants, poor families, minorities. The educational
system has continued to underperform for these students, who, by
the end of the 1990's, will comprise 40 percent of the school popula-
tion and over one-third of the entering work force.

We have also seen very disappointing outcomes for the educa-
tional system generally. We continually read now about the United
States scoring near the very bottom of all industrialized countries
on international assessments of student knowledge of math and sci-
ence.

Even when we did not like the results of some of those assess-
ments and the United States authorized use of its own tests, thr.:
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National Assessment of Educational Progress, with othee countries
and thought we had come out a little higher, we still came out at
the bottom on those assessments.

The same kinds of tests showed declines in students' problem
solving skills and critical thinking abilities and drop-out rates
which continue to hover at 25 percent for all U.S. students, far
above those in other industrialized countries, reached 50 percent
for minority youth in central cities for whom unemployment rates
remain almost that high as well. Meanwhile, we know that the life
chances of students in schools that have failed grow increasingly
dim. A high school drop out in 1986 had only one chance in three
of being employed. That is half the odds of 20 years earlier.

If he was employed, he earned about half of what a high school
drop out would have earned in 1973. We are at a point where we
realize that individuals who don't succeed in school have a very
poor chance of living success. But societies that don't succeed in
education have a very poor chance of surviving in the international
economy and political system.

More than half of the .1clult prison population is functionally il-
literate. Nearly 40 percent of adjudicated juvenile delinquents have
treatable learning disabilities that were not diagnosed in the
schools. In brief, there is a sense the United States cannot main-
tain its standard of living or perhaps its democratic foundations
unless all students are better educated.

Self interest alone requires that students who have traditionally
been allowed to fail be made to succeed and become productive
workers. More must be not just minimally schooled but highly pro-
ficient and inventive.

I would agree that based on the research we have funded and we
have been successful over the last 15 years, that requires highly
proficient teachers. Efforts to teacher-proof the curriculum as a so-
lution to the problems of children have failed because they have
also tried to student-proof the curriculum. As the needs of our soci-
ety become more acute and the needs of students become more
pressing, the only solution is to be sure we have an adequate
supply of well qualified teachers. But at the same time that these
things have been happening, mounting teacher shortages threaten
our efforts to improve the schools in other ways.

The problem is especially acute in math and science education,
even as we head into an era where technological know-how will be
the cornerstone of our economic growth, the number of American
qudents receiving advanced degrees in mathematics and science is
actually declining. In most scientific and technical areas except en-
gineering, the number of college and advanced degrees granted de-
clined between 1`.715 and 1985, an average of 25 percent, while jobs
in those fields increased by over 200 percent.

In engineering the number of degrees increased only because
over 30 percent were awarded to foreign students who also received
a growing share of all other scientific degrees. In other words, we
are meeting our national needs by enlisting foreign students into
those technological careers, not by preparing tiur own students to
do well.

That kind of shortage of scientific person power extends to our
elementary and secondary teaching force as well. Beginning sala-
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ries in industry are 50 percent higher than teachers' salaries. So
we have had a shortage of math and science teachers for many
years even before some other shortages started to appear.

In fact, some researchers argue that we have had chronic short-
ages of math and science teachers for most of the past 40 years and
that our poor performance in those areas is attributable to the fact
that for many years many students have been underprepared in
math and science. The production of math and science teachers has
declined further so that by 1985 at most 3000 or 4000 fully trained
entrants came into these fields to fill the roughly 20,000 vacancies
produced by attrition and increased student enrollments.

The gap is made up by assigning other teachers to teach out of
field, by canceling courses and increasing class sizes. In addition to
the other factors driving teacher shortages, low wages and im-
proved career opportunities for women and minorities in other
fields and the low status of teaching, the shortage of scientific
person power including teachers, is due to the poor quality of
mathematics and science teaching in American schools, which pre.
pares relatively few to be incerested in or capable of continuing
with higher level studies. American high school students score
more poorly than their counterparts in other countries on assess-
ments of mathematics and science knowledge. In eighth grade, U.S.
students are about the median among the group of 20 countries
tested in mathematics; by 12th grade they have dropped to near
the bottom on most topic areas assessed.

Furthermore, we have fewer students in advanced level courses
than most other countries do. Roughly 3 percent of American stu-
dents take a course in calculus as compared to five times that
amount in most other industrialized countries. If we wanted to pro-
vide more calculus courses for our students, we couldn't because we
don't have enough teachers available. In a given year, one-third of
American high schools don't even offer a physics course for the
same reason.

Viewed in this fashion, all of the new curricula and course re-
quirements in the world wiii not improve the quality of math and
science education. Until we can produce an adequate supply of
well-trained teachers, the additional courses will only be taught
or mistaughtby those with little or no preparation. A similar
analysis for other teaching fields now showing growing shortages
directs our attention to teachers as a critical linchpin of education-
al survival, not to mention improvement.

Given a range of disincentives to enter teaching, college students
defected to other fields throughout the 1970's: between 1972 and
1985, the number of new education graduates declined from nearly
200,000 annually down to just 88,000. A very acute shortage of mi-
nority teachers is now well-established and will take years to over-
come. These teacher shortages are most widely felt and most acute-
ly felt in central cities where students who most need good teach-
ing are least apt to have access to well-prepared teachers.

Despite the obvious implications of these shortages for the qual-
ity of education generallyand the quality of education for poor
and minority children more specificallyno substantial Federal
action to improve the preparation, supply, or distribution of teach-
ers has yet occurred during this decade.
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The seriousness of the problems cannot be easily over-empha-
sized. The National Center for Education Statistics estimates that
the demand for new teachers will be about 2 million between nowand 1995. The supply of potential new entrants totals just about 1
million over the same time period. Of these new entrants, in recent
years only 9 to 10 percent have been members of minority groupsand the proportion has been declining steadily. Since the 1970's the
number of minority college graduates entering teaching has de-crease& by more than 50 percent. Many expect that if current
trends continue, by the year 2000 only 5 percent of the teaching
force will represent the more than 30 percent of students who are
Hispanic, African-American, Asian-American or Native-American.
In addition to these discouraging trends, only about three-quarters
of those who prepare to teach actually enter teaching after gradua-
tion. The proportion is lower for minority candidates. Of those who
do enter, about half leave during their first five years. Again, the
proportion of those who stay appears to be lower for minority en-
trants, especially those who teach in central city schools. Teachers
in other shortage fields, such as the physical sciences, also tend to
leave more quickly and at higher rates. The reasons for shortages
are no mystery. Teachers' salaries declined by more than 15 per-cent during the 1970's widening the wage gap that already existed
between teachers and other college graduates. Recent increaseshave returned average teachers' salaries to the level they had
reached in 1972. But since 1986 these salaries have leveled off
again, remaining about 25 percent below those of other college edu-
cated workers and 30 to 50 percent below those of scientists and
engineers. It might be worth noting that these kinds of wage dis-parities do not exist in most other industrialized nations and they
are not experencing the kinds of teacher shortages we are, espe-
cially in mathematics and science. In Japan, for example, teachers'
salaries are pegged explicitly at the level of engineers' salaries to
avoid the outcome that we experience now. Most other countrieshave about the same salary for teachers as scientifically-trained
person power and engineers. Furthermore, all of the European andAsian nations who approach teaching differently, who invest sub-stantially at their Federal levels in teacher preparation and in the
distribution of teachers equitably across schools continually out-perform us. They show a much narrower disparity among their
high and low achievers than our country shows.

All students are affected by teacher shortages. But those whoreside in central cities suffer the most. Of the tens of thousands of
uncertified teachers hired on emergency credentials in recent
years, the great majority teach in central cities. This means thatdistricts with the greatest concentrations of poor children, minority
children and children of immigrants are also those where incoming
teachers are least likely to have had training in up-to-date teaching
methods or to have had courses in how children grow, learn and
develop, or what to do if they are having difficulties. Many chil-dren in central city schools are taught by a parade of short-term
substitute teachers, inexperienced teachers who leave before theirfirst year is up and beginners with no training.

The most recent year for which national information is available,
1983, shortages of teachers as measured by unfilled vacancies were

<
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three times greater in central cities than in rural areas or suburbs.
More than 14 percent of all newly-hired teachers in central city
school districts in that year were uncertified in the field in which
they were assigned. That is more than twice the proportion experi-
enced by other typ :. of districts. A survey of high school teachers
in 1984 found that the schools where uncertified teachers were lo-
cate& were disproportionately central city schools with higher than
average percentages of disadvantaged and minority students.

In 1985, 5000 teachers were hired on emergency certificates in
New York, Los Angeles and Houston alone. Many of these districts'
vacancies were not filled at all when schools opened in the fall. Al-
though this is kind of a hidden problem from the point of view of
parents, these shortages subvert the quality of education in many
ways. They make it hard for districts to be selective about who
they hire and the quality of those people. They often result in the
hiring of people who have not completed or sometimes even begun
their pedological training.

In addition, the districts must often hire short and long term
substitutes, expand class sizes and cancel course offerings. An anal-
ysis of course offerings in central city schools show that many of
the kinds of courses which we would like to be sure all of our stu-
dents have, higher level mathematics and science, e.g., are simply
not even offered in many of the schools those students attend.

Though there are some recent increases in enrollments in educa-
tion schools, these are not yet nearly enough to insure that the gap
we expect will be filled with teachers who are actually prepared to
teach. Current enrollments would have to nearly double to close
the gap between anticipated demand and new supply. Enrollments
are increasing most slowly in the key shortage areas, science, bilin-
gual education, special education, mathematics, and foreign lan-
guages. Obviously, we need inducements to teaching if we are going
to address these current and projected shortages. The effects of
these shortages on our ability to respond to pressing national needs
is devastating. While the curriculum must grow more sophisticated
to handle the challenges of a more technologically demanding
future, teachers must also know a great deal about student learn-
ing, motivation and development if they are going to meet the
needs of students who are unlikely to be taught at home if they are
not well taught at school.

In this regard the time has come for us to focus on improved
teacher education as well as teacher recruitment. Generally, we
have met shortages of teachers and solved them throughout the
century by lowering our educational standards for new entrants.

This stands in contrast to the policies of other nations with re-
spect to teaching and it stands in contrast to the ways in which we
handle shortages in other professions in this country. For example,
when shortages of physicians were a major problem more than 25
years ago, Congress passed the Health Professions Education As-
sistance Act in 1963 to support and improve the caliber of medical
training, to provide scholarships and loans to medical students, and
create incentives for physicians to train in shortage specialities and
to locate in underserved areas. That sustained effort continued for
more than two decades has had a substantial impact on the quality
of medical training in this country and the supply of physicians,
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contributing to the world-wide perception that ours is one of the
finest medical education systems in the world.

Several initiatives in both houses of Congress, including two new
bilis presented by Senators Kennedy and Pell a week or so ago,
follow this line of thinking and emphasized that we must attend to
recruitment and improved training for teachers. They would revive
the Teachers Corps, invest in teacher education improvements, pro-
vide mentoring programs for first year teachers which tend to im-
prove their capabilities to teach and reduce the attrition that usu-
ally provokes half of them to leave within five years, and create
also professional development academies for training pre-service
and in-service teaching.

This emphasis is supported by many things we have learned in
recent years. In a number of research studies we found that teach-
ers who are better prepared make more effective teachers than
those who are not fully prepared in terms of their ability to pro-
mote student learning. Those who are better prepared, both in
terms of their teacher education experience and their initial clini-
cal training, are more likely to stay in teaching than those with
less training.

We have at least 40 years of evidence that trying to improve
teaching without improving teacher training is largely ineffective.
Here I am think about our experiences since Sputnick in trying to
improve math and science education. Even though we have invest-
ed periodically in teacher recruitment and training, the levels of
investment have never been large enough or sustained enouga to
overcome the chronic shortages.

So the millions of dollars used to develop new curricula, even
very good curricula, are rendered useless if the teachers cannot un-derstand or use these tools effectively. We must recruit talented
teachers and train them very, very well indeed if we are to make
great progress at meeting our educational goals.

As a recipient myself of a National Defense Student Loan in my
college years during the last wave of teachers shortages, I can testi-
fy that the loan strategy was effective in persuading me and many
othersmany of my colleagues were Teacher Corps membersto
try teaching. As a candidate in a quick-fix alternate route to teach-
er certification, I can also attest that there are much better ways
to prepare teachers for challenges they face than those kinds of
shortcuts, tried then and renewed today. I have seen studies and
some innovative and rigorous teacher education programs that aretraining the kinds of teachers we need to meet these current chal-
lenges.

The time has come for the Federal Go-c,rnInent to consider using
the kinds of policy approaches it has used to strengthen our medi-
cal education and health systems to strengthen our ability to pro-
vide competent qualified teachers for all children.

An all out effort to improve the supply and preparation of teach-
ers would cost some money, but discussions of cost might more use-
fully be discussions of cost effectiveness. In education , ..t tend toadd a program here and create a fix-it approach there. .f we were
to examine our strategies for reform, we would find that money
spent for preparing teachers adequately in the first place is money
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that would not need to be spent thereafter to patch up problems
created by inadequate teachers.

Virtually every major problem in American education requires
as part of its solution an adequate supply of very well prepared
teache rs.

The bottom line, I think, is until we can say everyone in a class-
room has a basis of knowledge and a sense of how to use that
knowledge effectively on behalf of students, there is no accountabil-
ity in public education. Using test scores or credit hours or a per
capita this or 14TE that does not get to the heart of the issue. The
public education system ought to be able to guarantee that every
child who is forced to go to school by public law, no matter how
poor that child's parents are or where that child lives or how little
or how much he has learned at home, should be taught by someone
who is prepared, knowledgeable and competent. That would be real
accountability. When it comes to equalizing learning opportunities,
that is the bottom line.

There is an obvious and desperately needed Federal role in pro-
viding this real accountability in public schools. I urge the Mern-
bers of this Congress to begin to look at ways to do that.

Thank you.
[The statement of Dr. Linda Darling-Hammond followsj
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EDUCATION RE, 'M AND FEDERAL POLICY: SUPPORTING PERESTROIKA
AND PkJFESSIONALISM IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Linda Darling-Hammond

The 1980s have launched the most sustained and far-reaching set of

efforts to "reform" American elementary and secondary education since

the formation of the common school. National in scope, yet spearheaded

by states and local governments, these initiatives have involved

unlikely -- indeed previously unthjnkable -- alliances between chief

executive officers of major U.S. corporations, the heads of teach*rs'

unions, state governors, and progressive educators in a variety of

roles.

Two concepts encapsulate much of the reform rhetoric and

experimental thrust: teacher professionalism and school restructuring

are the rubrics used to describe initiatives intended to improve school

quality, accountability, and equity. As they have evol i, these terms

refer to efforts to (a) improve both the supply and quality of teachers

by creating a professional structure for the occupation of teaching, and

(b) create school environments which are centered more on the needs of

learners than on the demands of school bureaucracies.

While the thealies held by those who would change schools vary, the

stimulus for change is widespread, and not federally-inspired. The

reform impetus began even before media attention focused on education

with the release of the National Commission on Excellence in Education's

"rising tide of mediocrity" report in 1983, and save for the brlly

pulpit, no federal role in stimulating or encouraging change ers

emerged. Contrary to all early predictions, the "window of opportunity"

for changing schools and soliciting greater support for them did not

close with a great public yawn after 2 or 3 years; today it stands open

more widely than it did 5 years ago. Americans are serious about making

fundamental changes in the quality and nature of public education.

These reforms are viewed as a matter of necessity, not choice.
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The sense of the reformers is that American public schools designed

for the 19th century are incapcble of solving the problems that will

face us in the 21st. Not only is the commitment to reform intense, the

nature of the reforms sought is different than most of what has guided

educational policy thinking since the early 1900s. In mtpping out a

federal policy strategy that s compatible with this new thinking, this

paper seeks first to illustrate the problems facing our country and our

schools as they have been defined during this decade, and then to place

the current reform movement in the context of previous federal and state

policymaking. It then goes on to examine the logic of the reform

proposals and their implications, finally arguing for an aggressive

federal role in supporting the creation of a new conception of teaching

and schooling.

AN ILLuvrRATRIN ()F 11-IE PROBLEM

The sense of urgency comes from the convergence of a number of

trends which are changing society in profound ways. In brief sketch,

these includs

A rapidly changing industrial base, and the prospective loss

of U.S. economic dominance in international markets;

Nlajor demographic shifts, including a substantial growth in

the population over age 65 which will need to be supported by a

shrinking number of young people entering the work force. More

of these young workers are -- and will increasingly be -- the

children of immigrants, poor families, and minorities;

Continuing underperfonmance of the educational system for

these same young people, who by the end of the 1990s will

comprise 40 percent of the puolic school population and over a

third of the entering workforce;

Disappointing outcomes for the educational system more

generally. For example:

-- The U.S. scores near the very bottom of all industrializtd

countries on international assessments of students' knowledge

of mathematics and science;
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-- National assessments continue to show declines in srldents'
problem-solving skills and criticsl thinking abilities;

.-- Dropout rates, which continue to hover at 25 percent tor all
U.S. students, reach 50 perceht for minority youth in central
cities, for whom unemployment rates remain almost that high
as well.

The life chances of students whom schools have failed grow

increasingly dim. A male high'school dropout in 1986, for example, had

only one chance in three of beingemployed full-time; this is half the

odds of 20 years earlier. If employed, he earned only $6,700 a year,

about half of what a high school dropout earned in 1973 (William T.

Grant Foundation, 1988). Lack of education is also linked to crime and

delinquency. More than half the adult prison population is functionally

illiterate, and nearly 40 percent of adjudicated juvenile &Unguents

have treatable learning disabilities that were not diagnosed in the

schools.

In brief, the United States cannot maintain its standard of living

or indeed, perhaps, its democratic foundations unless all students are

better educated. Self-interest alone requires that students who have

traditionally been allowed to fail be made to succeed and become

pro4uctive workers; more must become not just minimally schooled but

highly proficient and inventive.

The Teacher Problem

At the same time, counting teacher shortages threaten the success

of other efforts to improve schools. The acute nature of this problem

is most easily sem wich respect to mathematics and science education.

As we head into an era where technological know-how will be a

cornerstone of invention and economic growth, the number of American

students receiving advanced degrees in mathematics and science is

declining. In most scientific and technical areas except engineering,

the number of postsecondary degrees granted in U.S. colleges and

universities declined between 1975 and 1985, on average about 25

percent. In engineering, the number of degrees increased only because
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over 30 percent were awarded to foreign students, who also receive e

growing share of all other scientific degrees awarded (NCES, 1987).

It should be no surfirise that the shortage of scientific

personpower extends as well to the production of elementary and

secondary teachers, only to a treater degree. With beginning salaries

in industry averaging 50 or more percent higher than teachers' salaries

for those trained in the sciences, the shortage of mathematics and

science teachers has exis-ed for many years, even before other teaching

fields started to show shortfalls. As a consequence, only one-third of

American high schools had a qualified physics teacher in 1981. In that

same year, half of all newly-hired mathematics and science teachers were

not certified or certifiable to teach these subjects. The production of

math and science teachers has declined further since then, so that by

1985, at most 3,000 - 4 000 newly trained entrants in these fields were

graduated to fill the roughly 20,000 vacancies produced by teacher

attrition and increased student enrollments (Darling-Hammond and Hudson,

1987; Carey, Mittman, and Darling-Hammond, 1988).

In addition to the other factors driving teacher shortages -- low

wages, improved career opportunities for comen and minorities in other

fields, and the low status of teaching -- the shortage of scientific

personpower (including teachers) is due to the poor quality of

mathematics and science teaching in American schools, which prepares

relatively few to be interested in or capable of continuing with higher

level studies. 4sf-i-gure_l_z_a-ahic...il-loszsatesi American high

school students score more poorly than their counterparts in other

countries on assessments of mathematics and science knowledge. In

eighth grade, U.S. students are at about the median among the group of

20 countries in mathematics areas tested; by 12th grade they have

dropped to near the bottom on most topic areas assessed (McKnight et

al., 1987). And, in circular fashion, this poor performance -- which

contributes to shortages of college students training to teach math and

science -- is largely due co the fact that so few American classrooms

are staffed by well-prepared teachers of mathematics and science (see

figure 2).
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Fig. 2--Status of the Mathematics and Science Teaching Force

SOURCE: L. Darling-Hammond, Beyond the Commission Reports: The Coming
Crisis in Teaching. Santa Monica, CA: The RAND Corporation, 1984.
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Viewed Ln this fashion, all of the new curricula and course

requirements in the world will not improve the quality of math and

science education. Until we can produce an adequate supply of well-

trained teachers, the additional courses wtll only be taught -- or

mistaught -- by those with little or no preparation. A similar analysis

for other teaching fields now showing growing shortages directs our

attention to teachers as a critical lynchpin of educational survival,

not to mention improvement.

Given a range of disincentives to enter teaching, college students

defected to other fie throughout the 1970s: between 1972 and 1985,

the number of new education graduates declined from nearly 200,000

annually to just 88,000. With recent and anticipated increases in

teacher demand back up to the levels of the baby boom years (1 to 1 1/2

million over the next five years), the projected level of supply (even

assuming continuation of an upswing just now beginning) will still fall
short by nearly half. A more acute shortage of minority teachers is now

well-established and will take years to overcome.

Meanwhile, teachers are also among the most inequitably distributed

of educational resources. For a variety of reasons, the best-trained

and most skilled and experienced teachers are found disproportionately

in those schools and districts serving the most advantaged students

(Darling-Hammond, in press). During times of teacher shortage, the

untrained entrants hired on emergency certificates are found in greatest

concentration in central cit.; schools where disadvantaged students are
also concentrated. Consequently, those needing the most expert teaching

are least likely to get it, especially when vacancies are hard to fill

and standards are lowered.

Despite the obvious implications of these shortages for the quality

of education gensrally -- and the quality of education for poor and

minority children more specifically -- no substantial federal action to

improve the preparation, supply, or distribution of teachers has

occurred.
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A prerequisite to the pursuit of these strategies, and to the

achievement of educational reform goals, is finding a solution to the

related problems of mounting teacher shortages and the maldistribution

of qualified teachers. A convincing case can be made for a serious aad

sustained federal role in solving these problems on the grounds of

equity and national need as well as on the grounds of precedent. The

precedents -- especially in the field of medical education -- are

directly analogous to the current needs and problems in teaching and

pose a compelling example of successful use of federal leverage.

The federal government has helped to build a medical care system

unequalled elsewhere in the world through a variety of health manpower

programs over the last 25 years: capitation grants to medical schools

and other direct supports for building and improving medical education

programs, forgivable loans and scholarships to medical studeats, special

assistance to teaching hospitals and clinics in under-served areas, and

incentives to encourage more equitable distribution of physicians.

Support for health-related research and dissemination (far exceeding the

..evel of support for education research) has helped to sustain this

system by producing new knowledge and ensuring its transmission. Just

as the high quality of American medical trailing and research are

directly related to the high quality of our nation's health care system,

so improvements in teacher education and educational research could

become foundations for school improvement.

In what follows, I will discuss a number of new federal policy

directions and the rationales for their adoption. These initiatlyes can

be grouped in four categories:

1. The production and equitable distribution of qualified

teachers;

2. The improvement of teacher education and clinical training;

3. The production and codification of professional knowledge for

teaching;
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4. The ent'ouragement of learner-centered school settings,

directly, through k&D activities and indirectly, by new

approaches to the funding and management of federal programs.

111E SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS

Throughout the twentieth century, teacher shortages have been

common and they have provided an impetus for upgrading salaries and
standards within the profession.

Shortages following World War I and

World War //, and again in the 1960s, propelled substantial real

increases in teacher salaries accompanied by increases in the

educational requirements for teaching. As Sedlak and Schlossman (1986,
p. 39) note:

Contrary to what many modern-day eductors tend to assume,
teacher shortages have been commonplace throughout the
twentieth century. Nonetheless, it has proved possible, time
and again, to raise certification standards during periods of
protracted shortage. Not only has the raising of standards
not exacerbated teacher shortages, it may even -- at least
where accompanied by significant increases in teachers
salaries -- have helped to alleviate them (and, at the same
time, enhanced popular respect for teaching as a profession).

Their research demonstrated that teacher shortages generally followed

periods of real income decline for teachers and that in most instances

the shortages produced both salary gains and heightened standards for

teaching.

The 1980s mirror past experiences with teacher shortages and

changes in compensation and certification. Following the wage declines

of the 1970s which, along with widely-publicized surpluses, dramatically

decreased the supply of teachers in training, emerging teacher shortages

led to a 40 percent increase in nominal salaries between 1981 and 1986,

while certification standards were "raised" by virtue of required

licensure tests in most states (Darling-Hammond and Berry, 1988). These

salary hikes, though helpful, have just returned average teacher

salaries to the level they had reached in 1972, following the shortages
of the 1960s. Adjusted for the increases in teacher experience and

8.
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education levels since then, average saltries in 1986 still lagged

behind those in 1972 by about 15 percent (Darling-Hammond and Berry,

1988).

Shortages and Loopholes
Even as certification standards have ostensibly been raised,

however, current shortages have been addressed by certification

loopholes, including increased use of emergency certificates to fill

vacancies (46 states allow this practice) and the creation of

"alternative routes" to certification which lessen the preparation

requirements for teaching in 23 states. For just the small sample of

states who keep records on emergency and temporary licenses, over 30.000

were issued in 1985 alone (Feistritzer, 1986). While recent attention

to teaching has stimulated an increase in the number of college freshmen

reporting interest in education as a major or a career (Astin et al.,

1987), their numbers would have to nearly double to satisfy the demand

for new teachers in coming years.

The dilemma, then, is that while teacher shortages have created a

political climate within which standards and salaries may be raised,

they also create conditions which work against the continuation of these

initiatives. The effect of having standards, however high, with large

loopholes available to satisfy demand pressures, is that salaries will

always remain somewhat depressed. In the past, although teacher

salaries have always increased in times of short supply, they have never

reached comparability wit those of other professions requiring similar

training, and they have tended to slip again when the supply crisis was

"solved." If no substantial improvement occurs in the attractions to

teaching, it will be difficult to improve overall teacher quality, since

the pool of potential candidates who can meet the standards will not be

sufficiently enlarged. In circular fashion, the failure to attract

sufficient numbers of well-qualified teachers will lessen teachers'

claims for professional responsibility and autonomy and will increase

the press for regulation of teaching, thus further decreasing the

attractions to teaching for professionally-oriented candidates.

9
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It is interesting to note that this process of standard-raising and

nearly simultaneous undermining of those standards has occurred over the
last century in other occupations, such as law and medicine, that sought
to become professions. In those cases, as in teaching currently, the
loopholes were created by siate governments, who established statutory

exemptions to certification requirements. In some cases, the states

were encouraged by college faculties or employers, who had greater

incentives to ensure an adequate supply of students or practitioners

than to ensure the quality of that supply (see e.g., Starr, 1982). It
was not until members of these occupations

organized themselves to
promulgate and enforce their own standards through professionally-

controlled licensure and examination
boards that standards could be used

as a determinant of permission to practice.
Teaching now is alone in

the granting of substandard licenses.
The American Association of

Colleges for Teacher Education Task Force on Teacher Certification has
been unable to discover any other

state-licensed occupation for which

"emergency certification" exists (Bacharach, 1985). And most of the
untrained recipients of such certificates are hired to teach in

disadvantaged schools where recruitment is most difficult

(Darling-Hammond, in press). Thus, the children in these schools bear
the brunt of the teacher supply problem.

Shortages and Equity

Teacher shortages are most acute and underqualified entrants to

teaching are most numerous in central city schools where poor and
minority chldren are increasingly concentrated.

In 1983, the most recent year for which national information is

available, shortages of teachers -- as measured by unfilled

vacancies -- were three times greater in central cities than in

rural areas or suburbs, and much greater in large school

districts (which are most often urban) than in small districts

(NCES, 1985). (See Figure 3.)
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More than 14 percent of all newly hired teachers in central

city school districts in 1983 were uncertified in thir

principil field of assignment, nearly twice the proportion

experienced by other types of districts (see figure 4).

The most severe shortages of teachers occurred in such fields

as bilingual education and special education, fields that are

in especially great demand in central cities; these fields are

also among those with the highest proportions of uncertified
teachers.

A survey of high school teachers in 1984 found that the schools

where uncertified teachers were located were disproportionately

central city schools with higher than average percentages of

disadvantaged and minority students (Pascal, 1987, p. 24).

In 198$, 5,000 teachers were hired on emergency certificates in

New York, Los Angeles, and Houston alone. Many of these

districts' vacancies were not filled when schools opened that

fall (Darling-Hammond, 1987). Each year since then, large

urban districts have encountered simile: problems recruiting

teachers.

Teacher shortages subvert the quality of education in a number of
ways. They make it hard for districts to be selective in the quality of

teachers they hire, and they often result in the hiring of teachers who

hevc not completed (or sometimes even begun) their pedagogical training.

In addition, when faced with shortages, districts must often hire short-

and long-term substitutes, assign teachers outside their fields of

qualification, expand class sizes, or cancel course offerings. No

matter what strategies are adopted, the quality of instruction suffers.

Shortages of teachers are a serious problem wherever they occur; so

are inadequately prepared teachers. But as we look at the types of

students who are mos: likely to live in districts where shortages and

poor preparation are most common, we see that inequality of opportunity

is, in general, not randomly distributed. It is, in general, the lot of

the children who attend inner-city schools, and most of those children

are Blaek on Hispanic and poor.
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The elimination of this particular form of inequality can come only

by a large and sustained boost in the supply of well-trained teachers,

coupled with incentives for many of these teachers to train in shortage

fields and to locate in shortage areas. Though federal initiatives to

boost the supply of teachers in fields like mathematics and science are

now being considered, no analog to the distributional incentives of the

1960s' National Defense and Educatior. Act for teachers has yet been

revived to address this acute problem. The NDEA provided forgivable

loans to college students who entered teaching, with an added incentive

for those who entered teaching in urban districts. Similarly, the

National Medical Manpower Act and the Health Professions Educational

Assistance Act for physicians have, since the 1960s, provided forgivable

loans to medical students who practice in underserved rural and central-
city locationa.

Such initiatives must be launched soon if the severe teacher

shortfall anticipated over the coming years is to oe even partially

averted. Special efforts will be needed to avert the additional tragedy

of a teaching force which no longer represents the racial and ethnic

diversity of society. Recent substantial drops in the number of

minority entrants to teaching could bring the proportion of minority

teachers down from over 10 percent to less than half that number by the

end of the next decade.

Current shortages of minority candidates in teaching are partly the

result of teacher tests, which influence entrance at the point of

certification, but mainly the result of the defections of academically

able minority students to other careers and professions. Enrollment of

minority students in teacher education programs had plummeted sharply

prior to 1981, when most teacher tests were just beginning to be

enacted, and ha-e continued to drop since. Education has been replaced

as a field of choice by other careers, many of which require graduate

education and licensure testing. As proportions of women and minority

college students majoring in education decreased by over half during the

1970s, the proportions of both groups majoring in business, engineering,

and the sciences increased several foid (Darling-Hammond, 1984;
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Darling-Hammond, Pittman, and Ottinger, forthcoming). The sharp changes

in social opportunities and career preferences for minority students

over the past 20 years are reflected in the astounding fact that in

1985. only 8.800 minority students who had received bachelor's degrees

in the previous year entered teaching, while over 24.000 were enrolled

in law schools or medical schools and over 30.000 were enrolled in all

first professional degree programs (Darling-Hammond, Pittman, and

Ottinger, forthcoming).

Ultimately, improvements in the attractiveness of teaching are key

to resolving the problem of shortages for both majority and minority

candidates alike. In contrast to past eras of teacher shortage, this

one is occurring at a time when women and minority college students have

far greater opportunities available to them in other fields than ever

before in the past, and they are taking advantage of them. Requiring

more rigorous teacher preparation and serious licensure examinations

will not, in and of itself, prevent minority students from entering

teaching. Such requirements have not dissuaded them from entering other

professional careers. ficuever, teaching must be competitive with these

other opportunities if it is to reclaim a significant portion of tat

was once a captive labor force.

Short of a total overhaul of the teaching occupation aad the

structure of schooling, there are a number of strategies that can be

pursued to Increase the attractions to teacher preparation. First, and

most obvious, lowering the fint.ncial and opportunity costs of acquiring

teacher preparation 4ill sharply improve recruitment, particularly for

minority students. Offering scholarships and forgivable loans to

prospective teachers ought to be at the top of the federal agenda

throughout the next decade.

There are also ways in which teacher preparation can be made more

accessible to candidates who do not choose to enroll in an educaticn

major in their junior year of college. Graduate level teacher education

programs can succeed in attracting an entirely different pool of

recruits -- those who cmre unable or unwilling to commit to teaching at

a very early poiat in their academic careers during undergraduate school

and those who are interested in changing careers but are unwilling to
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return to undergraduate school to do so. Without di/using requirements

for teather preparation, schools of education can lower the transaction

costs 63r attending by creating more time-efficient and i.exibly

scheduled programs than most undergraduate programs typically allow.

Indeed, recently created programs designed to attract (and fully

certify) nontraditional recruits to mathematics and science teaching

have succeeded in maintaining standards for preparation while attracting

recent bachelor's degree recipients and mid-career candidates to

graduate level programs targetted at their career needs and schedules.

In many cases, these programs also attract much larger numbers of

minority candidates than traditional undergraduate teacher preparation

programs (Carey, Mittman, and Darling-Hammond, 1988). Federal support

for new forms of teacher preparation like these should also be

considered.

TEACHER PREPARATION

American school policy has often started from the assumption that

teachers are conduits for policy or curricula rather than active agents

in the production of learning. Consequently, many reform initiatives

have emphasized improving schools by changing curricula, programs,

tests, textbooks, and management processes rather than by improving the

knowledge and capacity of teachers. Indeed, American policymakers seem

to doubt whether there is anything that a teacher brings to the

classroom other than the state's or school district's mandated

materials, procedures, and regulations. They question whether teacher

preparation is necessary and seem to believe that novice teachers are as

safe and effective as experienced teachers. These beliefs support the

myth that allows teaching expertise to be unequally distributed -- the

myth thtt all teachers and classrooms are squal.

Over the last twenty years, educational research has exploded the

myths that any teaching is as effective as any other and that unequally

trained and experience_ teachers are equally advantageous to students.

In a study documenting the positive effects of teaching experience on

teaching effectiveness, Murnane and Phillips (1981, pp. 453-454) note:
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The question of setether teachers become more productive as
they gain teachirg experience has been of interest to
policymakers for many years. One reason is that schools
serving children from low-income families have typically been
staffed with less experienced teachers than school serving
middle-class chiltren. This has led to court tests of whether
the uneven distribution of teaching experience constitutes
discrimination agaulst low-income children.

V n the allocation of teachers who are certified or uncertified,

prepared or unprepared, experienced or inexperienced is unequal, so is

the opportunity for students to learn. The differences in style and

content are very real, ,lot an abstract proposition. Having confirmad

that teacher experience does make a difference, researchers are now

identifying what it _s that expert veterans do in the classroom that

distinguishes their teaching from that of novices (see e.g., Berliner,

1986; Shulman, 1987). Much of this research also demonstrates the

importance of :eacher education for the acquisition of knowledge and

skills thr-, when used in the classroom, improve the caliber of

instru:tion and the success of students learning (see e.g., Berliner,

1984.

A major goal of professionalism is ensuring that all individuals

remitted to practice are adequately prepared. So long as anyone who is

not fully prepared is admitted to an occupation where autonomous

practice can jeopardize the safety of clients, the public's trust is

violated. So long as no floor is enforced on the level of knowledge

needed to teach, a professional culture in schools cannot long be

maintained, for some practitioners will be granted control and autonomy

who are not prepared to exercise it responsibly.

Teacher Education. Professionalism starts from the proposition

that knowledge must inform practice, yet teacher education is often

denounced and even avoided on the grounds that either it does not convey

the knowledge necessary for real teaching (some argue this must be

acquired on the job) or that there is no knowledge-base for teaching

anyway. However, much is known about how to teach effectively, and

where it has not yet been fully incozporated into current teacher
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education programs, efforts mast be made to strengthen rather than to
eliminate these programs. This will in many cases require drawing on

departments within and outside schools of education that are not

currently engaged in training teachers, and on knowledge in areas like

cognition, psycholo 8Y, and human biology that IS basic to teaching but

not yet taught to prospective teachers. Such efforts can be encouraged

by the support of demonstration or model programs, by grants for

specific improvements or for experimentation, and by research on the

effectiveness of teacher education.

We have never, in the United States, supported teacher preparation
very much or very well. In most universities, schools of education get
the fewest resources. Even during those periods of intense interest

in improving education that seem to occur about once a generation and in

which we find ourselves at the moment, neither the federal government

nor cost states nor most school systems seem ouch inclined to spend much

money or attention on pr aring teachers well. As Berliner (1984, p.
96) observes:

It is time for creative thinking on how to revitalize teacher
preparation programs. It is also time for budgetary
allocations for such programs. Currently, we do not have much
of either. At my own institution, the University of Arizona,
we have found that it costs the state about $15,000 to educate
a liberal arts undergraduate in, say, comparative literature,
history, or psychology. To eaucate an individual for the
vitally important profession of teaching, the state pays
$2,000 less.... I am afraid that Arizona, like the 49 other
states engaged in teacher preparation, gets precisely what it
pays for.

One reason for this lack of support is a deeply felt ambivalence.

Are there things to know about teaching that make teachers more

effective? If so, teachers ought to learn those thir3s. Or is teaching

something that anyone can do, without any special preparation? If so,

anything that purports to be preparation is certainly not worth
supporting. Clearly, the tension between these two points of view,

unresolved for the past 200 years, continues today. A profession is
formed when members of an occupation agree that they have a knowledge
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base, that what they know relates directly to effective practice, that

being prepared is essential to being a responsible practitioner, and

that unprepared people will not be permitted to practice. In some

states, discussions of the importance of professionalizing teaching

have red to new requirements for prospective teachers; in others,

though, states have reacted to potential shortages of teachers by

setting up alternate routes to certification that bypass standard

preparation by offering six-week "soup-to-nuts courses in how to teach.

Moreover, the current Administration has reinforced conceptions of

teaching as requiring little knowledge by actively endorsing these

alternative certification programs as a good way to avoid education

schools. Rather than seeking to strengthen programs of teacher

preparation, the federal government has endorsed and even scught tj

encourage state practices that bypass them and that exempt teachers from

acquiring a basic knowledge base for their work. It has also -- by

approving of these programs as a means of "solving" shortages and by

failing to create other incentives to deal with shortages -- tacitly

endorsed the disproportionate allocation of these untrained teachers to

inner city schools and to poor and minority children.

As far as those students are concerned, ambivalence about whether

teachers should be well prepared to teach is a luxury we can no longer

afford. Improving education for poor and minority students clearly

requires policies that improve the preparation of teachers. The

institutions that prepare teachers need the money it will take to

produce knowledge about teaching and to create programs that effectively

transmit that knowledge to the people who want to teach.

As noted earlier, the federal government has used both these policy

approaches to build medical education. The government has supported

the efforts of medical schools to develop the capacity to produce and

transmit knowledge. It has provided support for building particular

programs in high-need areas, for strengthening existing programs, and

for improving teaching hospitals where clinical training is pursued. It

has provided scholarships and loans for medical students. Now that the

United States has perhaps the f nest system of medical education in the

world, the great debates of 80 or so years ago have lost all but
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historical interest. But before medicine coalesced into a profession,

back when people thought the doctor-to-be might as well learn what he

could just by following a doctor around, the debate raged. Was medical

education necessary and desirable? Or should medical training be

dispensed with in favor of the follow-me-around-in-the-buggy approach?

The decision to formalize and strengthen medical education has brought

tremendous advances in knowledge. But perhaps the greatest benefit :

setting standards of competence in medicine ha., been that even the

people least well served by doctors are nou much better protected from

quacks and charlatans and incompetents.

Criticisms of federal strategies in the medical arena should also

be taken into account. For example, many believe that the use of

no-strings-attached capitation grants for boosting enrollments in

medical schools missed a golden opportunity for stimulating curricular

improvements. Although other federal grants supported innovations in

medical training programs, the weight of the subsidies rewarded head

count rather than improved quality. Especially given the poor

reputation of teacher preparation programs, a better balance of funding

for support of improvements ought to be sought. The medical subsidies

analogy should not be adopted wholesale but used selectively as

experience indicates it has been most successful and productive.

To general considerations of improving the preparation of teachers

we must add at least one consideration that relates directly, though not

exclusively, to improving education for minority students. For many

reasons, increasing the supply of well prepared teaeners who are

themselves members of minority groups is vital. Teaching ought to

reflect,our population, as should all parts of our society, yet as the

proportion of minority students in public schools in increasing, the

proportion of minority teachers -- especially black teachers -- is

declining raidly. Yet the schools of education in historically black

colleges and universities, from which most black teachers have

graduated, are, for various reasons, facing great difficulties. Never

well financed for the most part, these institutions now face great

financial difficulties. Their education programs are in even greater

jeopardy in the many southern states that tie pass rates on teacher

certification tests to approval of teacher education programs.

24-386 - 90 - 5
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A distinction needs to be drawn here that is often ignored. The

distinction is that supporting the institutions that prepare teachers

and supplying particular support for the ones that characteristically

train most minority teachers is one policy, and testing teachers is

another. For all the talk about the central importance of good teaching

to good education, the first policy remains essentially untried.

Supporting teacher education has simply not been a strategy that

policymakers have yet been willing to adopt.

Federal support for historically black colleges, and for minority

student scholarships generally, will be needed to open up again the

pipeline to teaching (and other professions) that has narrowed in recent

years as minority students college-going rates have declined along with

declines in federal student aid opportunities. Enlarging the pipeline

of college-educated workers is critical to solving the teacher supply

problem, because competition among occupations is expected to be fierce

throughout the next decade as the number of entering workers declines

and the number of jobs increases.

Similarly, stemming the flow of teachers -- especially new entlants

-- out of teaching will be more difficult as opportunities in other

fields will be plentiful. Yet reducing attrition will be even more

imperative to keep pace with demand and to avoid squandering investments

in teacher training. For both practical and professional reasons --to

increase teacher effectiveness and reduce turnover -- teacher

preparation will need to extend through initial clinical training and

induction.

Teacher Induction. Consistent with a professional view of

teaching knowledge and practice, serious and intensive induction of new

teachers is necessary before they are allowed or expected to teach

without supervision. This major departure from the current sink-or-

swim approach to beginning teaching is crucial for two equally important

reasons: (1) because teaching knowledge is complex and requires judLiant

in its application, it cannot be fully acquired in a classroom setting;

and (2) because a teaching profession is first and foremost committed to

the welfare of students, inexperienced practitioners cannot be allowed
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to learn on the job without guidance. Furthermore, supportive and

sustained induction is necessary to stem high attrition rates of new

taachers and to provide equity to students.

The current lack of support experienced by beginning teachers is

exacerbated by typical school district placement policies. As

McLaughlin et al. (1986) have noted:

New teachers are often given those students or courses with
which experienced teachers do not wish to deal. Instead of
giving beginning teachers a nurturing environment in which to
grow, we throw them into a war zons where both the demands and
the mortality rate are excessively high. It is really not
surprising that one-third of teachers leave the profession
within their first five years of teaching.

The placement of beginning teachers in the most difficult

assignments is encouraged by district internal transfer policies which

allow successful senior teachers to move to schools of their choice.

Schools with high turnover rates -- which also tend to be schools

serving the most disadvantaged students in the most challenging teaching

conditions -- hire new teachers in order to fill their vacancies. When

a vacancy arises in a desirable school, senior teachers tend to transfer

away from the more difficult schools. Consequently, these schools are

more likely to be staffed with disproportionate numbers of new and

inexperienced teachers and are less likely to maintain an adequate cadre

of expert, experienced teachers who can assist these novices. Thus,

beginning teachers are presented with the most difficult educational

problems and with little opportunity for assistance. As a result, many

experience frustration and leave the profession. Not incidentally, the

students of these neophytes -- those who most need expert teaching --

are continually subjected to instruction by persons who are just

learning -- or, perhaps, not learning -- how to teach ;Wise,

Darling-Hammond, and Berry, 1987).

Ultimately, the creation of professional development schools,

analogous to teaching hospitals, in which expert teachurs join with

university faculty to provide a structured internship experience for new

teachers would be the most effective means of inducting new teachers.
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Such schools would be exemplars of good practice, would produce and

transmit knowledge of teaching to new entrants, and would provide the

highest quality education to those students who in many cases now

receive some of the lowest quality schooling. In much the same way that

federal support for medical internships and residencies -- and for the

establishment and improvement of teaching hospitals themselves -- has

helped to improve the caliber of clinical practice, so the launching of

such training grounds for teachers can improve teacher skill, retention,

and teaching equity.

It's true that an all-out effort to improve the preparation of

teachers would cost far more than the current strategy of simply testing

teachers. But discussions of cost would more usefully be discussions of

cost-effectiveness. We tend, in education, to see each suggestion for

reform as discrete, as a program to add on here, a requirement to add on

there, an allocation to add to the already-large sums of money being

spent. B,t if we were instead to examine strategies for reform, wo

would see that the money spent preparing teachers adequately is money

that would not need to be spent thereafter to pa:ch up the problems

inadequate training creates.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Hammond.
We certainly expected a lot and we got a lot from you. I think it

will be very valuable to have your statement in the report which
we contemplate. We were especially interested in focusing on the
issue of teacher training and recruitment and retraining.

My distinguished colleague, Mr. Good ling, is one of those great
teachers who is on this committee. His lovely wife is also a teacher.
So I am quite sure that your remarks struck home with him.

Again, I wish to personally express the appreciation of the com-
mittee to you for having accepted the invitation.

Mr. Good ling, do you care to comment?
Mr. GOODLING. Linda, my testimony goes from page 7 to 27. Is

that right? Was there nothing in between?
Ms. DARLING-HAMMOND. That is excerpts from a fuller version

that will include all my remarks.
Mr. GOODLING. Just a couple of things since we are not overly

pressed for time. If you could give us a list where these institutions
are that have the exciting new approaches to teacher education, I
would like to have that list. I would like to visit some of those.

Ms. DARLING-HAMMOND. There are a number of places I would
refer you to, including Teachers College of Columbia, Bank Street,
Harvard has a new program for math and science. University of
Massachusetts at Amhearst. There are a number of places that I
would be delighted to encourage you to see and visit.

Mr. GOODLING. I suppose we will hear one from Johns Hopkins,
too.

Ms. DARLING-HAMMOND. They are much too elite to train teach-
ers at Johns Hopkins.

Mr. GOODLING. Anything west of the Mississippi?
Ms. DARLING-HAMMOND. Yes, there are some good programs.

University of California at Berkeley has some exciting things going
on. USC at Los Angeles has some marvelous programs being cre-
ated now that are very new.

Mr. GOODLING. My other concern was, I like your paying accord-
ing to another job that they may have in the same area such as
science and math and engineering. What do we do with the most
important of all, the elementary school teacher? Who do we line
them up with salary wise?

Ms. DARLING-HAMMOND. If you lined them up with other early
childhood professionals, people who deal with young children in
other areas That would be equal. People who train in child devel-
opment, developmental psychology, et cetera, who would make
marvelous early childhood educators, go into psychology and earn
usually 30 percent more in that field as well.

So you can make the analogy across all of the areas.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, very much. You have given us a lot to

think about.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you again. We appreciate your appearing

before this committee.
Our next panelist is Robert E. Slavin, Center for Research on Ef-

fective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students, Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity. Mr. Slavin, we are delighted to have you before the com-
mittee.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. SLAVIN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
CENTER ON ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS, JOHNS HOP-
KINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Mr. SLAvni. I am delighted to be here. I am going to try to con-
vince you today of something I think you are already convinced of.
I will try to make you a little bit more firm in your conviction.

That is that every child can learn. This has been said for a long
time. I don't mean it is as a pious generalization or wishful think-
ing but I am talking about it as a practical, obtainable reality we
can see happening in schools in the not too distant future.

I think it is a very important starting place for a discussion of
programs for students who are at risk of academic failure. Because
if virtually every kid can obtain an adequate level of basic skills,
then the fact that so many do not places a special responsibility on
policy makers and educators.

Before we had polio vaccines; government had little responsibil-
ity for preventing polio, except to sponsor research; afterward, how-
ever, government bore a responsibility to see that polio was pre-
vented, since it was clearly feasible to do so. We now have evidence
that all but perhaps 2 to 4 percent of students can read at what we
now consider an adequate grade level. With additional research
and development, we can probably reduce reading failure even fur-
ther. If this is true, then our responsibility as a Nation is clear: do
whatever it takes to create conditions under which reading failure
is preyented as surely as we prevent polio or tuberculosis.

A similar situation may be coming in other areas, not just read-
ing, but I think we have the clearest evidence in reading. What do
I mean when I say every child can learn and how do I know this?
We have been successfully reviewhig research on effective pro-
grams for students at risk as well as doing research ourselves for
several years.

We have a book called "Effective Programs for Students at Risk"
that summarizes a lot of this work. J think that some of the most
effective programs we have around have to do with early reading.
One that has gotten a lot of press lately is Ohio's reading recovery
program which has most clearly demonstrated not only that you
can make a very big difference in student reading in the first
grade, but also if you do so, that students will maintain that gain
and will continue to be more successful learners throughout their
elementary school careors.

We are working on a program that is trying to accomplish some-
thing similar. I thought what I would do today, instead of restating
what is in my paper, is to talk more in detail about that program.
What I am talking about here is a program we call "Success for
All." The title is very modest. It is really meant to be the commit-
ment that we have and we feel schools should have to children.

Our usual way of proceeding with children is we provide pretty
good first and second grade programs and third grade programs
and those students who don't profit from those pretty good pro-
grams fall behind. They then get into Chapter 1 programs, special
education, perhaps they don't receive either, but they never
become good readers, good mathematicians, they never become
really solid good students.
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Because they have e%perienced failure early on, they have expe-
rienced difficulties in learning to read, they have developed poor
attitudes, poor self esteems, et cetera.

The intention of "Success for All" is to try to make sure the stu-
dents are successful the first time they are taught, before they fall
behind and before they fall into such difficulties, to deal with stu-
dent problems while the problems are small and the kids are small.

We are currently working in six schools in Baltimore with this
program, one in Philadelphia, one in South Carolina, one in East-
ern Maryland, one west of the Mississippi, I am sorry, we are work-
ing on it.

The program exists in different forms in each school. Some of
them have significant additional funds. We call those our Cadillac
schools. Some are operating under existing Chapter 1 dollars and
we call those our Chevy schools. Some fall between the two in
terms of the amount of funding. All of the schools are Chapter 1
school-wide projects. I want to thank the committee for making it
easier to have Chapter 1 school-wide projects. I think this is an ex-
traordinary opportunity to make major changes in schools that
serve a large number of disadvantaged students.

I also see the school-wide provision as providing the opportunity
for us in the educational research community to show what can be
done if Chapter 1 dollars can be used flexibly to meet the needs of
all children, something I think will have implications beyond the
case of highly disadvantaged schools but will also apply to a larger
set of schools receiving Chapter 1 dollars.

The ideas of "Success for All" you might think of as a layering
approach to try to concentrate resources in the early grades to pro-
vide appropriately to the needs of children with the overall at-
tempt to be sure chileren do not fall behind in basic schools, par-
ticularly in reading.

One of the most critical elements is one-to-one reading for stu-
dents in first grade. We think surxess in reading in first grade is
perhaps the most important single thing that has to be assured in
an overall program of prevention of reading failure.

If you know first graders, I have a third grader and a first grader
myself, and you see how much they learn between the first and
last day of first grade with the students making normal, average
progress, you can see if you miss the boat in first grade, that boat
is long gone, way out of sight.

The children who fail to be well on the way to reading by the
end of first grade are seriously at risk. I think we have now evi-
dence and methods that will point us in the direction that we can
and will insure that this need not happen.

These programs for first grade all involve one-to-one tutoring,
generally use certified teachers, but not always, who work one-on-
one with children who are having the greatest difficulties in read-
ing in first grade and to a lesser extent in second and third grade
for those students who are still behind.

We have made many changes in the reading program itself. We
are trying to draw on the best research evidence available about
what goes into a program for effective initial instruction in reading
and then how to maintain that success in reading and promote it
in the later grades.

1 i
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So the "Success for All" program runs pre-school to third grades
and extends to fourth and fifth grades. So the focus is on first grad-
ers, but we recognize that simply getting the kids up to snuff in the
first grade is a critical starting point but not ending point.

We need to continue effective programs beyond the first grade to
be sure that children will continue to succeed. One element of the
reading approach is that the tutors teach a reading class so that
during reading time all students are regrouped according to their
reading level and they go into a smaller class which can be smaller
because the tutors are teaching reading classes as well as tutoring
the rest of the day.

So during the 90-minute reading period the students are all re-
grouped according to reading level in a larger number of classes.
Then the kids go back to their heterogenious home rooms for the
rest of the day. During the rest of the day tutors take the kids for
20 minutes tutoring sessions to support their success in the regular
reading program.

There is a great deal of emphasis on the students doing oral
reading, reading aloud to one another, reading to parents and
others and students being very active in the reading lessons. There
is also emphasis on home reading. As soon as the students have
some basic reading skills, then they get trade books that they read
at home for 20 minutes each evening so that they get enjoyment
from reading.

They read books that they want to read. They should read not
only from dittos but from materials that are of interest to them.
The children are assessed in their reading every six weeks. We
want to be sure that if students are having difficulty reading that
we will know right away and be able to intervene. These eight
week assessments are used to determine student groupings, to de-
termine who needs further tutoring. We don't expect to tutor all
year for most students.

Only the very, very worst achieving students would be expected
to get it all year. We expect them to get eight weeks of tutoring, to
be in good shape, and then pick somebody else to have the experi-
ence. The eight-week assessments also provide an opportunity to
stop and look at every child, to be sure we are not doing well with
80 or 90 percent, but we are doing well with 100 percent or we
know the reason why.

The eight-week assessments direct attention to other kinds of
interventions that may be needed. Some students fail to read be-
cause their attendance is poor or they don't have adequate nutri-
tion or they don't have enough sleep at night or they are having
behavior problems or emotional problems.

The school needs to deal with those problems as well as the typi-
cal learning problems. For that purpose we provide a family sup-
port team which is composed of parent liaison or other paraprofes-
sionals, counselor, vice principal, in some cases we can supplement
that team with a social worker. The family support team tries to
enlist the support of parents, tries to build good relationships be-
tween the communities and the schools and also helps with some of
the individual issues such as attendance, nutrition, student behav-
ior and the like, health problems and other kinds of things.
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If we have an i tention to see that every single kid will be suc-
cessful, and that is our goal, every single kid by the third grade,
then you have to be able to deal with more than just the instruc-
tional program. You have to also deal with the family and social
problems.

Another key element of the model is a facilitator. Some have full
time and some have half time facilitator. These are people whose
sole job is to work with the teachers on the implementation of
these changes. The facilitator works directly with the teachers in
the classroom to give them feedback on what they are doing, teach-
es demonstration lessons, organizes opportunities for teachers to
get together and share ideas about how they are implementing the
various programs, runs the eight-week assessment program, checks
to make sure that every kid is succeeding so nobody is falling be-
tween the cracks. The facilitator is kind of the last check to besure
that kids are going to be successful and that all students are
making adequate progress and that the various elements of the
program are in contact with the other elements.

One of the things we discovered and is very important which ap-
plies beyond the conquest of "Success for All," when we talk about
the idea of replicating change, our experience with facilitators il-
lustrate that if you are willing to invest in change, you can bring
about systematic successful replication of change but you have to
be wiring to provide in-class assistance.

The idea that you provide one or two or three day in-service and
then change will occur I think is clearly false. But you can have
change take place at the classroom level if we are willing to invest
in it and to provide that kind of classroom assistance.

We h we the results of our first year of "Success for All" in the
first school that we piloted with. The results were extremely posi-
tive. Basically what happened is that in the first, second, and third
grades the kids got to grade level on average in comparison to the
control schools where the students were at the 28 percentile in
reading.

The students were also considerably ahead in pre-school and kin-
dergarten on measure of language and school readiness. We are
now analyzing the second year data from the first schocl and the
first year data from all the other schools. It is also looking ex-
tremely positive, Particularly in the more highly funded schools.

So I think that what we are showing is that if we stick with the
schools over a period of time, stick with the kids from pre-school
through the third grade and beyond we think we can insure that
we are on-track for assuring that virtually every child can reach
third grade at grade level and on time.

We have gotten rid of all retentions and almost all special educa-
tion referrals. Students can reach the third grade in the main-
stream on time with adequate basic skills, particularly reading
skills, if we are willing to invest in the early grades and we are
willing to use the most effective programs we have and the most
effective means of disseminating the programs to schools, by pro-
viding training and follow-up at the school site. I don't want to pre-
tend that every aspect of what we are doing is optimal or that we
understand the effects of each part of the program. What I hope
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will happen is that there will be many different people, many dif-
ferent centers of activity that, will try to solve the same problem.

I cannot tell you our answer is precisely the right answer. But I
can tell you that I believe strongly that our question is the right
question. The question of how to apply compensatory education dol-
lars and other dollars to assure students succeed instead of main-
taining students in a condition of partial success and partial failure
for many years.

That is 4..he trick that has to be done. That is the objective that
has to be accomplished, to find ways to start off with kids so they
are successful the first time they are taught, they never enter the
special or remedial education population in the first place, but are
successful from the word go.

I think there are many Federal policies that are necessary to
bring about the condition that I have talked about here on a large
scale. I think that one thing that is necessary is continued research
and development of effective programs for youth in trying to get
kids off to a good start. Another is continued regulatory reform as
has been begun by the school wide project provisions of the recent
reauthorization of Chapter 1 to allow for schools to concentrate
their monies more on the early grades to use the money more flexi-
bly to try to see that kids don't fall behind in the first place rather
than to have to be used remedially when the student have already
fallen behind and are already in big trouble.

My paper talks about some of those policy implications. I will
leave off now and see if you have questions or concerns.

[The prepared statement of Robert E. Slavin followsl
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Restructuring Schools to Ensure Success for All Students

Robert E Slavin

Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students

The Johns Hopkins University

Testimony before symposium on improving schooling for all children organized by the Corn-
rnittee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Represertatives, November 13, 1989.
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Every cluld can learn. This is not a pions generalization or wishful thinking, but a

practical, attainable reality that is a critical starting point for any discussion of educational

reform. For if virtually every child can attain an adequate level of basic skills, then the fact that

so many do not places responsiblity on policy makers and educatcrs. Before polio vaccines were

developed, government had little responsibility for preventing polio, except to sponsor research;

afterward, however, government bete a respresibility to see that polio was prevented, since it

was clearly feasible to do SD. We now have evidence that all but perhaps 2-4% of nu:lents can

read at what rre now consider grade level. With additional research and development, we can

probably reduce reading failure even futher. If this is true, then oar responsibility as a nada; is

clear: do whatever it takes to create conditions under which reading failure is prevented as

surely as we prevent polio cr tuberculosis.

This paper is divided into two sections. The first briefly discusses evidence on ''what

works" for students at risk of school failure. The second discusses federal policies and programs

needed to promote the restructuring necessary to ensure success for every child.

Effective Programs for Snider= at Risk S.

My colleagues and I at The Johns Hopkins Center for Research on Effective Schooling

for Disadvantaged Students (CDS) have been reviewing research on effective programs for

elementary students at risk of schr.r1 failure. The resulu of these reviews have been published in

several lccations (Slavin, Karweit, & Madden, 1989; Slavin, 1987; Slavin & Madden, 1989). In

identifying effective programs, we focused on those whidi had been rigorously evaluated in

comparison with traditional insuuction, praxed educationally meaningful impacts in reading

and/or mathematics in schools serving disadvantaged or low-achieving students, and could be

readily replicated in other locations. Tin programs fell into three major categories: prevention'

early intervention, improvements in classroom practice, and irdensive remediation.

2
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P reve nl Early Intervention

Imagine that children are playing at the top of a cliff, and are in danger of falling off.

There are two actinns we could take. One is to place a fence at the top of the cliff. The other is

to put an ambulance at thc bottom.

In education, we almost always choose the ambulance instead of the fence. For many

children, compensatory or special education services are both too little and too late. In partic-

ular, far too many children fail to lwm to read in first grade and are then retained or assigned to

remedial or special education programs. The damage this does to the child's stlf-esteem and

attitude toward school can only be guessed at, but the impact on students' long-term progress in

school is clear; disadvantaged third graders who have failed one or more grades or are reading a

year or more below grade level are extremely unlikely to graduate from high school (Howard &

Anderson, 1978; Lloyd, 1978). These students are also seriously at risk for delinquency, drug

abuse, early pregnancy, and other problems (Kelly, Veldman, & McGuire, 1964)

Yet there is growing evidence that early reading failure is preventable for the great

majority of students. For example, Ohio State's Reading R_..overy Program (Pinnell, 1988) has

demonstrated that more than 80% of the lowest-performing 20% of students in most reading

classes can be successfully taught to read by use of specially trained tutors proiiding one-to-one

instruction, and need no further remedial services though the elementary grades. Other one-to-

o ne tutoring programs, such as Programmed Tutorial Reading, Prevention of Learning Disabili-

ties, and the Wallach Tutorial Program (Dorval, Wallach, & Wallach, 1978) have also shown

substantial positive effects of tutoring on the reading achievement ofvery low achieving first

graders (see Slavin, Karweit, & Madden, 1989). Our own Success for All program (Madden,

Slavin, Karweit, & Livermon, 1989; Slavin, Madden, Karweit, Livermon, & Dolan, 1989) also

uses ona-to-one tutoring as part of a comprehensive restructuring of elementary education.

Success for All is described later on.

3
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Studies of one-to-one tutoring programs and of Success fee All indicate that success in

reading may be achieved for the great majority of at-risk fast graders. Coupled with evidence

about what happens if students do not succeed in reading in the early grades, there is a strong

rationale for early and intensive intervention.

Two additional major categories of preventative intaventions are preschool and

extended-day programs. Research on preschools finds short-lived but important effects on

language skills and IQ (Karweit, 1989a; McKcy, Condelli, Ganson, Barren, McConkey, &

Planta, 1985), and sintilar effects are found for full-day (as compared to half-day) kindergarten

programs (Karweit, 1989b). Long-term effects of preschool participation on high school

graduation rates and other variables (but not academic achievement) have also been reported

(Berrueta-Clement, Schweinhart, Barnett, Epstein, & Weikart, 1984). Regardless of the long-

term effects, however, the well-documented short-term effects of preschool and extended-day

kindergarten programs art probably valuable as part of a comprehensive early prevention plan in

that they almost certainly increase the chances thr intensive reading programs will be effective

for at-risk children.

improvements in Classrxm Practice

The cheapest form of prevention and the one with the broadest potential effecu is

improvement in the instruction given to stardents in the first place. Improvement in classroom

practice can be brought about in many ways, from improving selection or preservice training of

teachers to specific training in classroom management skills or improved methods of delivering

traditional instruction. However, in studies of at least a semester's duratica in schools serving

disadvantaged or low-achieving students, the instructional interventions we found to be most

effective were ones that were quite different from traditional instruction (Slavin, Karweit, &

Madden, 1989). They fell into two broad categories: continurras-progress models, and coopera-

tive learning models.
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In continuousprogress methods, students proceed at theirown pace through a sequence

of well-defined reading or mathematics objectives. They are taught in small groups composed of

students at similar skill levels (but often from different homerooms). Studentsare frequently

assessed and regrouped based on these assessments. Examples of successful continuous-

progress models range from the highly structured and scripted DISTAR Program (Becker &

Carnine, 1980) to such programs as U-SAIL (Hales, 1983) and PEGASUS (Hendress. 1979)

which use similar flexible groupings and skill hierarchies but adapt to existing curriculum

materials and teaching methods.

Cooperative learning methods involve studers working in 4-5 member learning teams to

master material initially presented by the teacher. Cooperative learning methods have been

successfully used in a wide range of subjects and grade levels (Slavin, 1989). But those which

have been most suc=ssful in long-term studies involving disadvantaged students have been two

comprehensive models which combine cooperative learning and continuous-progress

approaches. These are Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (Stevens. Slavin,

Madden, & Famish, 1987), and Team Assisted Individualization (Slavin, 1985).

The advantages of using classroom change models to prevent learning problems from

developing are apparent. Students who leant successfully the first time they are taught are sure

to feel better about themselves and the subject they are studying than are students who require

any form of =mediation. All the problems of coordination between regular and remedial or

special education teachers are avoided.

The cost of classroom change is trivial compared to that of remediation: for the cost of

only two students in a Chapter 1 pullout model (about ;1,000 per year), any classroom could

undertake a fust-rate implementation of any of the classroom change methods listed above,

complete with materials, extensive training, expert and/orpeer coaching, in-class follow-up, and

so on.

5
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Intensive Re:mediation

One of the most vexing features of traditional practice in remedial and special education

is the fact that students often receive such services year after year with little chance of ever

getting to a level of perfotmance that would enable students to profit from regular classroom

instruction without additional services. The problem is that remedial and special educafon

setvices are typically mild interventions, students are taught in smaller groups and may receive

additional minutes of instruction, but at best this may keep them from falling further behind

rather than accelerating them toward age-appmpriate performance.

Renrdialion should always be the last option in a comprehensive restructuring program,

used only when prevention and classroom change have been inadequate. When remedial

programs are needed, however, they should be intensive and fully adapted to students' unique

needs, achieving or simulating the one-to-orie tutoring setting. For example, perhaps the most

effective remedial programs are structured peer tutoring models, such as Training for Turnabout

Volunteers and SCORE, and volumer programs such as the School Volunteer Development

Program (see Madden & Slavin, 1989). The one-to-one tutorial model can also be simulated by

responsive and sophisticated forms of computer assisted instruclion, such as the Computer

arriculum Corporation's pograms (Ragosta, 1983), although the effects of CAI are highly

variable and typically much smaller than those of tutoring (see Madden & Slavin, 1989).

Comprehensive Restructuring to Ensure Student Success

The day a group of four- or five-year-olds enters school, the school district can predict

that a certain proportion of them will experience learning problems (although it is not possible to

reliably predict which students will have problems). Schools need to have a comprehensive plan

designed to do whatever is necessary to see that the number and severity of learning problems is

small in the first place, and that intensive interventions are applied when any problems do

6
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appear. The most essential goals of early andelementary programs must be to see that all
students leave the elementary school with a finn basis in basic skills, a positive self-concept, and
a love of leaming. Asairing this outcomeas a minimum standard for all students requires

phased interventions throughout students school careers.

One example of a comprehensive plan of this kind is our Success for All program (Slavin

et al. 1989; Madden et al, 1989), currently beingimplemented and evaluated in six schools in
Baltimore plus one each in Philadelphia, Charleston, South Carolina, and rural Berlin, Maryland.
All but one of these schools (the one in Berlin) is a Chapter 1 schoolwicle project, meaning that
at least 75% of students receive free lunch andall students can benefit from Chapter1 monies.

The Success for All program uses many of the programs identified in our review of
effective programs for students at risk (Slavin, Kazweit, & Madden, 1989). It usually provides

developmentally appropriate preschool and extended-day kindergarten programs, and always
provides one-to-one tutoring to students in grades 1-3 who are having the greatest difficulty in
reading. The tutors are certified teachers who also teach a reading class, reducing class size in
reading. Success for All schools use a specially designed beginning reading curriculum which

Ms phonetically regular minibooks, whole-class instruction,
partner reading, story telling and

retelling, and other elements derived from research on early reading instruction. Beginning at
the prime: level, a form of Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (Stevens et al.,
1987) is used. Students are azsessed in reading every eight weeks, and the assessment results are
used for grouping and to determine which students are in greatest need of tutoring. Cooperative

learning programs are also used in writing/language TIS and in mathematics.

A program facilitator works in each Success for All school to help teachers implement

the program, and a family support team helps build positive school-home reladons deals with
problems of attendance, behavior, nutrition,health, and so on.

7
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The goal of Success for Ail is to see that every student ends ihe iWui grada. at ;a-

grade level in reading and other basic skills and maintains that level through the fifth grade.

Retentions and special education referrals are reduced or eliminated. The idea is that by use of

strategies to prevent learning problems (preschool, extended-day kindergarten, research-based

instructional programs, family support) and to provide early and intensive interventions when

learning problems appear (tutoring, home interventions for attendance and other pmblems),

virtually all students can succeed on time and in the mainstream. Results from the first year

show that the program is on the way toward meeting its goals; reading achievement in grades 1-3

approached the 50th percentile on inclividuey administered reading tests (the control group

averaged at the 28th percentile), and retentions and spemal education referrals were drastically

reduced (see Slavin, Madden, Karweit, Livermcn, & Dolan, 1989).

Policy Implications

If we know we can make a substantial difference in the achievement of low-performing

students, then we have a moral imperative to ensure that we do make that difference. But how

can we bring about a snit of affairs in which school districts are choosing from among proven

programs, implementing these programs effectively, and producing a measurable benefit for their

at-risk students? To do this on a national scale, we need many changes in legislation, funding,

and practice. These are sketched out in the following sections.

1. Establish a valid list of effective programs for atrisk students.

The first task to be accomplished is to compile a set of existing instructional programs

which we can agree show substantial evidence of instructional effectiveness. Educators are

bombarded with claims that one or another program is effective. Distinguishing programs with

rigorously evaluated, consistent effects from those with less convincing evidence is essential.

8
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School distticts must have reasonable confidence that their investment in a particular program
will pay off in studeat achievement gains.

A mechanism that already exists for identification of effective programs is the U.S.

Department of Educations's Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), which reviews mograms
developed under federal funding to see if they present adequate evidence of effectiveness.

Programs which pass JDRP review are eligible for funding and dissemint lion through the

National Diffusion Network (NDN).

The JDRP-NDN process is conceptually sound, but has many flaws in practice. First, the

panel has tended to look for programs with large effects, but has paid less attention to experi-

mental design. This has led to theacceptance by JDRP of many projects which used fall-to-

sPring percentile or normal curve equivalent (NCE) gain as criteria for program effectiveness:

the majority of the more than four hundred JDRP-approved programs used such designs, which

have recently been found to greatly exaggerate program effectiveness (see Gabriel, Anderson,

Benson, Gordon, Hill, Pfannensdel, & Stonehill, 1985). Second, the evaluations presented to
JDRP may represent atypically effective sites rather than effective programs. Third, many
programs approved by the JDRP were developed to meet local needs, and do not lend themselves

to replication elsewhere.

What we need is a much shorter list of proven programs which could be used effectively

to prevent school failure. The programs mentioned earlier represent a "first pass" at such a list,
but there is a need both for a broader set of effective programs and for better research on these
program.

9
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2. Provide resources to help districts adopt effective practices.

Once we have a list of effective models which could be used to meet the needs of

students at risk, we will need a mechaninn for getting these programs successfully implemented

in schools, particularly Chapter 1 schools. There are many ways this could be worked out. For

example, state or regional Chapter 1 Effectiveness Centers might be established with staff trained

in the various effective models and in successful dissemination/implementation practices. These

centers might conduct intensive staff development programs with teams of teachers and adminis-

rata" from various districts, as in California's highly successful Multi-District Teacher Training

Institutes (see Calderon & Marsh, 1987). Alternatively, state-level agencies might be established

to bring developers of effective programs into local districts, much as theNDN's State Facilita-

tors do low. At the local level, some proportion of Chapter 1 funds oradditional funds ear-

marked for this purpose could be set aside to pay for training, followup, and evaluation of

effective models.

3. Fund research and development of new effective models.

Many of the effective programs we identified are very old. Most were developed in the

1960's and early 1970's when federal money was available for program development. However,

since the Nixon administration, there has been little federal support for the k;nds of comprthen-

swe development and evaluation of instuctional programs which hale the geatest promise for

making substantial differences in the achievement of at-risk students. it is important to provide

school districts with a wide range of effective programs to choose among and to place a substan-

tial commitment behind a serious, long-term effort to translate the knowledge about teaching and

learning accumulated over the past twenty years into coherent, comprehensive instructional

programs for students at risk. Billions have been spent on Chapter 1 activities,millions on

Chapter 1 evaluation, but not one cent has been spent on development and evaluation of

research-based programs specifically designed to use Chapter 1 resources to prevent or remediate

learning problems.

1 ,i. 9 'A
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What is needed is a sizeable, loog-terrn commitment to creation of effective programs for
at-risk students. Several pow of msearchera and developers should be funded to follow a

rational sequence of development, pilot testing, small-scale evaluation, large-scale evaluation by
developers, and large-scale evaluation byindependent evaluatccs. Some projects already in
existence might be able to begin at some point in the middle othls sequence, while others might
need to begin at the conceptualization stage. The idea, though, would be to get the very best
minds in educational research sad development (and related fields) werldo8 toward a wall-
defined objective of enormous importance: prevention, early intervention, and remediation of
learning problems among students at risk of school failure (see Slavin, 1987).

4. Establish independent evaluationcenters.

Evaluations of programs by external, independent evaluators would be euential in

ensuring the believability ofprogram effects. If we are to invest heavily in asmall number of
programs, it is aitical chat we are able to place a great deal of faith in their evaluations. The

federal government should fund one or more independent evaluation centers, whose job would
be to oversee and assist in independent program evaluations conducted by state and local

education agmizies and to conduct evaluationsof their own.

These independent evaluations are a critical final step in the development-evaluation

asquence described earlier. Among other things, the knowledge that their products would

ultimately be subjected to independent evaluation on valid achievementmeasures not specifi-

cally keyed to theirown approach would force developers to conduct high-quality evaluations
themselves and to avoid designing strategies which essentially "teach to the test"

Obviously, it would be several years before newly developed programs could be ready
for the independent evaluation. However,

the independent evaluation centers could begin by

evaluating the most promising of existing programs, such as those discussed earlier.
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A Penny Propozal

Imagine that we had a set of instructional programs that we knew to be instructionally

effective (if properly implemented) for students at risk of school failure. Imagine that we knew

what was required to implement and maintain these programs and there were adeouate resources

available to provide the training, support, and followup needed to implement them. Such a state

of affairs would completely alter the situation we face now with respect to the education of

students who are at risk for school failure. We would no longerhave excuses for failing to

provide the most effective interventions for the neediest students; to do so would properly be

seen as being as unacceptable as withholding effective medical treatment from children with

curable diseases.

To bring about this situation, the most important and least expensive requirement is a

long-tenn commitment of funds to get the best minds on the problem. It is shameful that in the

4.1 billion dollar Chapter I program there is nothing allocated to enstring that the programs

bought at such cost actually pay off in significant acceleration of student achievement. Yet a

penny on the clollar would do it. A penny on the dollar would mean $41 million allocated solely

to research and development of effective Chapter 1 programs. This is such a small portion of the

total Chapter 1 appropriation that it could be raised virtually without reducing services to

children.

Can we afford to spend one percent to make the other 99% of Chapter 1 funds pay off?

A better question is can we afford not to do so. No one who looks dispassionately at the results

of well-designed evaluations of existing Chapter 1 programs can possibly conclude that we are

using Chaptcr 1 resources to maximum advantage. Weknow that disadvantaged and low

achieving students can learn. When they fail, it is the systemthat has failed them. Perhaps at

$500.00 per student, Chapter 1 in itself may not be able to "break the cycle of poverty," but for

$5.00 per student we can certainly break the cycle of poor programs for students at risk. It is

imperadve that we do so.
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Once we have a ckar idea of which programs or combinations of programs can ensure

success for virtually all students, then existing Chapter 1 or other federal funds can be shifted to

suppcct these programs. In addition, it is likely that state and local funds would be devoted to

this purpose. What we need is sure ways of turning money into success far all students, and it is

to that end that faderal policies must be dbected.
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The Glum:mil. Thank you, Mr. Slavin.
As we indicated, we have since restricted these forums in such away that we deliberately don't want to ask questions bemuse wedon't want to get into anything that may in any way detract fromyour prepared statement. We want to allow witnesses full freedomto say something even though we disagree with it.Personally, I don't know of anyth. with which I would dis-agree. But we certainly express the appreciation of the committeefor your accepting the invitation. I think your statement reallyspeaks for itself. It is a very comprehensive and very profoundstatement.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. As a clarification, did I understand you to saythat your one-on-one tutoring program comes from Chapter 1money? Is there no other money that goes into it?
Mr. SLAVIN. This varies between the different schools. I talkedabout the Cadillac and Chevy versions of the program. The Chevyform of the program uses existing Chapter 1 dollars that are con-centrated with the younger kids and are at the level that would beapplied to school-wide projects. This is in Baltimore where thereare 30 new school-wide projects in the elementary schools.Basically all 30 of those schools got the same level of funding. Wetook that level of funding and used it as a basis for hiring tutorsand for primarily hiring tutors and family support staff. We didsupplement slightly the Chapter 1 money with money for materialsthat were not the traditional materials the schools were using andalso the half time facilitator.

Mr. GOODLING. Did you encourage volunteers to participate?
Mr. SLAVIN. No, because we wanted to create conditions that

could exist in any school. If you start getting a lot of volunteersinvolved in a particular school, large numbers of volunteers, wecould have scoured Baltimore and concentrated volunteers in thatone school and made a big difference in that one school.But we wanted to create conditions that could be replicated inany Chapter 1 school or any school-wide project in the country.We do encourage volunteerism among the parents who happen tolive in the community. So we have some level of parent volunteer-ing within the program. but we did not encourage volunteers fromoutside the community to come into the schools.
Mr. GOODLING. How long has this been going on?Mr. &mum We are just beginning the third year with the firstschool, Evanston Elementary in Baltimore. We are in the secondyear with most of the other schools. Some are starting this year.We expect to follow the kids for many years because part of whatwe are betting here is that we will be able to help students out of

Chapter 1 services, out of special education and have a greater suc-cess in the middle school and beyond. We will be assessing thatover time.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you again, Dr. Slavin. We appreciate

it. The continuation of the forum will be at 9:30 tomorrow morning.We will proceed throughout the day. That concludes the hearingfor today.
[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the com mittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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November l0, 19:39

Congressman Augustus Hawkins
et() Barbara Dandridge
Committee on Education and Labor
2371 Rayburn House Office Bldg
Washington. DC 20515

Dear Congressman Hawkins:

I regret that previous commitments prevent tee trona meeting with the Committee on Nov-mkt
13. Please consider this my response to your kind invitation of October 20.

One of the major problems of education is that we don't know enough about how to teach all

children effectively within the current educational structures. We have made progress in

ckveloping a solid knowledge base, and to demorstrate this I enclose a summary sheet which

describes what the National Center on Effective Secondary Schools has accomplished - us less

than four years. Still, there is much to be learned. Unfortunately, OERI has proposed not to
continue funding for either an elementary or secondary resmrch center beyond November of

1990. Without continmd, center-based, research on the unique problems of reform in
elementary, middle and high schools, school improvement programs will be lesswell-informed.

Our views en this mattes have been communicated in more detail to Lawrence Peters in

conjunction with hearings held recently by Congressman Owens.

Edumtion reforms have dean with increased course requirements, teacher salar:es, testing,

effective schools models, special programs for students at risk, school-site management, and

teacher preparation, but our research on high schools indicates that these efforts have failed to

remedy at least three problems that lie at the heart of significant educational progress.

The first is that most students experience school as a series of fleeting, fragmented tasks that

often make little sense, that have na apparent connection to students' lives, and that provide

little opportunity for students to use their minds to create something of value. Students may
learn (temporarily) about countless subjects, and they may complete skill-building exercises, but

thae efforts are rarely applied or integrated into authentic discourse. In short, students don't

learn to have thoughtful conversations (written or oral) about important topics. This is most

mident, perhaps, in poor job performance, but also in the low qualityof civic dialog-Le and in

r-"; 5
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the failure to successfully manage ones personal affairs. To attack the mindlessness of
schooling is a complicated project, but ene important step is to reduce the pressure for
coverage in the curriculum. We must teach lent material, but in greater depth so that students
can apply it in creative ways to their own experience. This will involve changes in curriculum
requirements and also nes; :brats of assessment that require students to talk and write
thoughtfully about important issues.

The second main problem is that the changing structure of the American family, increased
ethnic diversity, a widening gap between rich and poor, and the growth of bureaucracy and
centralization have all contributed to a dxline in the sense of community. This robs children
of the critical social support they need to succeed in schooL To work hard and invest
themselves in school, students need hope in the future and frith in themselves, but these
cannot be nurtured in the absence of long-term trusting relationships with adults who represent
peritive role models. The effective schools movement touches on this by stressing high
expectations for all students, but this concern for cognitive achievement has to be buttressed by
more comprehensive personal support. We can no longerassume that these needs will be met
by family, church, and other private voluntary soirees. Instead community-wide efforts that
include schools are needed to offer the long-term personal bonding and care required for
student success in schooL

If these issues are to be addressed productively within high schools, we have to consider the
diffi.eilt demands they present to teachers and how the school as a workplace either helps orgets in the way. Beyond the familiar problems of too many students to teach, and inadequate
instructional materials, we find a more fundamental deficiency in the way teachers' work is
organized: they have almost no opportunity to seek and receive help from one another or to
develop innovative collective solutions to problems of curriculum, teaching and student support.
Research shows that teachers usually work in isolation, but when they have the opportunity to
work in teams and to develop collective ownership of new programs, they can invent creative
solutions which improve their skills, their morale and the achievement of students as welL
Meaningful educational innovation requsesl staff ownership and that ownership is best built
upon school-site development through collegial relationships.

At this point I am not prepared to comment on specific legislation that would best deal with
th-ne problems. But I would be pleased to comment on such matters in the future.

Thank you for the invitation to comment, and best wishes for a successful symposium.

Sincerely.

Fred M. Newmann, Director
Professor of Curriculum and Instruction

cm Andy Portcr, Gary Wehlage, Anne Lockwood, John Palmer
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National Center on Effective Secondary Schools
Summary of Accomplishments

December, 1985 - October, 1989

Overview of the Mission

Based on the concerns of teachers, administrators, and parents, the Center has focused on the

problem of how to engaoc students in academic work_ Previous researeh shows that this cannot

be accomplished simply by changing course requirements, adopting new texts, training teachers to

use new teaching techniques, or mandating testing. Increasing high school studenft engagement
in learning requires instead a comprehensive look at many aspects of the student's learning
environment and an effort to integrate promising reforms in several areas simultaneously. The

Center has studied five main areas: how to promote higher order thinking in the curriculum; how

to build roccestful programs for students at how ability grouping and the quality cf instruction

interaM to affect engagement and achievement; how student experiences in the family, peer group,

extracurricular activity, and on the job affect school engagement and achievement; and hew to

improve the quality of teachete worklife. A better undentending of each of these areas will

contribute to a more comprehensive effort to enhance student engagementand achievement. In

addition to these tesearch projects, the Center has published several rmearch syntheses on topics

critical to secondary education and special reports on new forms of testing and assessment.

Key Findings and Products

For each projem we summarize illustrative findings and productivity in publications (which include

hum published and accepted (or publication).

Higher Order Thinking. Students are more engaged inclasses that promote higher order thinking.
Exemplary social stuclies departments can achieve high levels ofthinking with students of all ability

levels when the department chair and principal support programmatic efforts in this direction. For

most schools, however, serious ohtacles stand i the way, especially the pressure to over material

and mochers' sense of inadequacy in conducting discussions. Publications: twelve articles and one

book.

Programs and Policies Affecting At-Rlsk Youth. At-risk youth differ dramatically in social
background and needs, but successful programs find ways to personalize their education. The

programs build s sense of school membership through a profmsional culture that emphasizes
teachers' moral responsibility to educate all students and by offering teachers opportunities for
educational entrepreneurship to develop new programs. The programs often increase student

engagement by modifying the formal academic curriculum to apply more directly to students'
experience. Publications: ten articles and one book.

1 r-s:i7
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8 November 1989

The Honorable Augustus R Havkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Or. Donald M. Clark
Preuident and Chief Executive Officer
National Association for Industry-EducationCooperation (NAIEC)
235 Hendricks Blvd.'
Buffalo, NY 14226-3304
716/834-7047

Written Testimony Submitted for the Record to the
Committee on Education and Labor on Hearings onthe Status of Public Education and Recosmendations
for Improving Our Schools scheduled for 13-15
November 1989, Washington, D.C.

Hr. Chairman, I appreciate
the opportunity to present myperspective on the.state-of-the
practice in public education candrecossendations on vhat must be done in improving our schools.My views are based on 32 years in education as a former publicschool teacher, district school administrator, certified schoolsuperintendent, former undergraduate and graduate college profes-sor and administrator, and experience in corporate aanagement,extensive mirtary service culminating with assigsents at Depart-ment of Army level, and radio and television. Over the past 20years, I have held leadership

positions in the industry-education
collaborative movement, and am entering my llth year as Chief Ex-ecutive Officer of the National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation(NAIEC)

headquartered in Buffalo, New York.

Information on the mission and scope of NAIEC's nationalprogram is attached to this statement.

STATE-OP-THE PRACTICE IN PUBLIC EDUCATION

Public education in the natioa is a mess. There is a crush-ing amount of evidence to make it painfully clear that a greataalority of the more than 15,000 school districts operating inthe US, including those serving the more affluent cossunities,are close to bankrupt vhen it comes to producing the learningneededby students, communities,
and the nation as a vhole.
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Our schools have already dumped millions of shockingly un-
dereducated "graduates" and dropouts on society. Reasons? Pick

your favorite: drugs, alcohol, violence in the schools, lack of
self discipline, apathy, outdated curricula, out-of-vedlock preg-
nascies, television, poor diet or uninvolved parents.

The most conspicuous response to the education morass has
been a ferment of proposals and agendas in the state legislatures
in the name of school reform. Yet, little, if any substantive
reform or improvement In public education has occurred during
this decade. What ve are witnessing is an educational crisis in
our nation, and the situation continues to deteriorate
vhile the federal government's response can be characterized by

proposals that focus on programs such as adopt-a-school by busi-
ness, "partnerships", and rewards for "merit schools"-- that have
little, if any, impact on school reform/improvement.

During the past decade starting with the "Nation-at-Risk"
report in 1983, we have seen a regular flow of redundant task
force reports on school reform authored by policy issue types and
researchers vho have Jccupied their time by continually redefin-
ing the problems in education but offer no solutions that have
any merit to educational practioners in the field. No wonder,
since most of these individuals haven't spenta day in their
careers with on-site classroom or administrative responsibilities

in the public schools.

We see and hear the same people churning out .the school
reform rhetoric at conferences and meetings and cranking out ar-
ticles that represent a lack of understanding on the scope and

enormity of vhat must be done in furthering school
reform/improvement. The Washington establishment hasn't heard
from the practicioners in the field of public education in recent

years; the policy issues types have monopolized the school reform
movement with their misdirected taskforce reports and studies.

Educational summits whether sponsored by the White House or
Congressional Committees are getting us nowhere. Conferences
sponsored by leading business organzations in which chief execu-
tive officers search for a coherent reponse to the educational
crisis miss the central purpose of school reform. The business
community also has a crisis on its hands -- employers are running

out of qualified workers. Industry leaders such as David Kearns
Chairman of Xerox Corporation recognize that the survival of
business depends on our schools -- the primary human resource
delivery systemto the workplace -- and substantive progress in
improving our schools is not going to be achieved by concentrat-
ing on a school here and a classroom there. The entire educa-
tional system needs help, and industry has a central role in the
school reform process.

1 74 9
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In examining the causes for the crisis in our public
schools, it is the parents vho bear the primary responsibilityfor the mess in education.

Dominantly, today's parents vant ourpublic schools to take custody of their offspring, send home un-alarming report cards, and othervise not bother them. Parentsshould be involved vith their children's education at home, notin the school. They should see to it that their children are nottruant, make certain that suffictent time is allocated to
homework, scrutinize the report card, and ensure that their childenters the classroom

appropriately dressed vith a self dis-.ciplined attitude and a respect for authority and rules, oncethis is accomplished, teaching and learning take place.

Boards of education, by their actions, do not fully under-stand vhat must be done in fostering school improvement. Theydevote far too many hours to trivial matters, are burdoned bypapervork, and devote much of their time to budgets and build-ings, and usually nothing to education in its pure sense. Boardsare antique devices elected in most communities by a handful ofvoters, and few know much about.what they do, or how. The bestboards, it would follow, are those that perait an exceptional
school superintendent pushing for reform to move ahead, vith min-imal constraints.

School superintendents should provide the leadership inreshaping the school program. Yet, their status is precarious.
Turnover among chief school officers averages five years. Thetypical school superintendent is caught betveen a growing crisisin the schools and a board of education that holds him/herhostage. Add to this situation the media that is preoccupied
with discussing the school's failure as an institution high-
lighted by sharp, biting, negative stories. In sum, the chiefschool officer is put in an untenable position constrained intaking risks to L.fect change in the system.

When criticism, complaints and unfriendly inspection aredirected at public schools, who becomes the primary target, andoften, the victim? Teachers, of course. I often wonder howtoday's public school teacher functions in a stressful cliaate
characterized by major discipline problems, students coming froma counterproductive home and community, and confronted with a
demographic mix represented by a growing nuaber of economically
and educationally disadvantaged

individuals, children of single
parent families, diaabled, and the non-english speaking. Mostteachers are unable to cope vith this situation; they are under-paid and fed up vith being the

targets of ill-informed critics.

We can't expect to retain faculty in our public schools orrecruit talented individuals to the teaching ?rofession based onthese substandard vorking conditions. Further, for some strangereason, boards of education expect teachers to be change agents

(A5-0
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vithout allocating the necessary time and budget support for

professional staff development. This is usually the bottom line

in a school budget.

AdO to the turmoil within public education -- the state and

federal mandates that require school compliance, special interest

groups that impede rather than promote school improvement, school
buildings that require repair and upgrading, the need for updated
instructional materials and equipment, far too many ad-
ministrators and "specialists" telling teachers what to do

(usually people at different levels who seldom can speak from

demonstrated expertise or success), mayors who are turning up the

flame on both boards of education and city superintendents be-

cause they refuse to watch their cities sink as their schools do

not do the Job, and the media which is preoccupied with negative

reporting on school affairs.

Finally, let's not forget the failures of schools of educa-

tion at out institutions of higher learning to provide the

quality of professional training required for effective teaching.

Schools of education should be held accountable for the

bankruptcy in the great majority of our public schools when it

comes to producing learningileeded today by students and the na-

tion alike. They offerinothing in the way of leadership in
preparing educators entering the teaching profession to develop

and implement innovative programs and strategies geared to a

changing vorkplace and society.

We have the situation in which schools of education are con-

fronted with the need to provide leadership for an educational

system in crisis and not knowing what to do. Where are the
delegations of outraged citizens, angry employers, and other

critics of our public schools? You guessed it -- at board of
education meetings, when they should be gathering at the college

and university doors where education departments are floundering

badly trying to figure out what they should be doing.

Ne wonder the school reform movement(s) of the past six

years have bubbled and sizzled. They Lave been to a large extent
rhetorical exercises and have not materially changed the school

program or the top-heavy bureaucracies that preside over public

education.

WHAT HUST BE DONE IN IMPROVING PUBLIC EDUCATION

1. At the outset, we need to define the central purpose of

school reform (improvement). We have read and heard school
reform expressed in terms of higher academic standards, longer
school days, higher teacher salaries, and recruiting more
qualified people into the profession, for example. These are
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secondary factors in improving education. The primary purpose of
school reform is to effect a more responsive academic and voca-
tional program that better meets student needs, particularly in
preparing them for a productive role in the vorld of vork.

2. There is a need to recognize that the entire educational
system needs help and business/industry has a major role in im-
proving our educational system -- not on the basis of a school
here and a classroom there -- but directly participating in the
school improvement process through a broad based
business/industry/education alliance at the local level.

3. The schools need employers' volunteer resources -- per-
sonnel, facilities, materials and equipment to develop a more
responsive program that better meets the needs of both students
and employers. The survival of business depends on the quality
of the human resources exiting from public schools.
Business/industry's competitive edge in the international
marketplace is directly tied to the quality of and performance in
our educational system..

4. In order for business/industry to participate directly
in improving the total school program, the first step is getting
organized into a formal structure -- a broad based alliance --
that has, as its primary purpose -- furthering school reform, im-
proving the school to */ork process, and human resource and
economic development. The Industry-Education Council model is
the appropriate and proven vehicle for employer/education col-
laboration. The National Association for Industry-Education
Cooperation(NAIEC) has been in the forefront over the past 25
years promoting and helping communities establish this mechanism
-- the Industry-Education Council (IEC) at the local level.

jax-oximpt-non-vmofit
5. The IEC is an incorporate/501 (c) (3);advisofy organiza-

tion vith a board of directors composed of the pover structure of
business, education, government, labor, and the professions. It
umbrellas either a school system, labor market area, or region
and serves both public and postsecondary education. Chief execu-
tive officers, the president of the chamber of commerce, chief
school officers (public and postsecondary), members of boards of
education/trustees, department of commerce and economic develop-
ment agency directors, mayors, and labor officials make up the
typical IEC organization. There is staff support through the of-
fice of ,ae IEC Executive Director.

6. The IEC is funded primarily by the education sector, and
it focuses on furthering the school improvement process through:
(1) cooperative planning, (2) curriculum revision and the infu-
sion of career education throughout all subject areas and at all
grade levels, (3) staff development of teachers, counselors, ad-

G 2
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ministrators, and other support staff on an intensive, continuous
basis, (4) upgrading instructional materials and equipment, and
(5) improved educational management.

, 7. The IEC, therefore, is the cost-effective collaborative
mechanism that concentrates on the real reason for
business/industry participation in education -- school improve-
ment. This approach differs significantly from the
"partnerships-in-education" rhetoric we've been drovning in over
the past decade. Business-education partnerships in tits 1980's
can best be described as "tinkering at the margin" in improving
our educational system. There is a preoccupation vith student
oriented activities such as field trips, resource people in the
classroom, and student internships -- all needed and useful, yet
not related to school improvement uhatsoever.

8. There has been a good deal of good intentioned horsing
around vith employer involvement in education during this decade.
The "partnerships-in-education" is a movement going novhere --
one that has missed the real reason for employer participation in
education -- school improvement through a formal structure such
as the IEC. As a result, the state-of-the-practice in
businems/industry/education in 1989 -- the aggregate --
remains uncoordinated, unstructured, d'plicative, fragmented, and
conducted on an ad hoc basis. We have ,asted an entire decade in
business/industry/education collaboration by ignoring the lessons
of the 1960s and 1970s vhen XEC's vere being established and
directed at school improvement with career education at a major
thrust.

9. Industry-Education Councils exist in states such as
California, New York, Georgia, Colorado, and Arizona. The
Canadian Chamber of Commerce formally adopted the /EC model for
all Canada in September 1988. The National Association of
Manufacturers, for example, has been an advocate of IECs for the
past 20 years

10. At the state level, there is a need for an industry-
education coordination function within state education depart-
aents in order to facilitate the interaction betveen the many ex-
ternal private and public agencies and organizations vith
th*ducation establishment. New York institutionalized this
function in the 19705 and Alabama, for example, stablished this
coordination function -- again within the state education depart-
ment setting -- in the 19805. The National Association for
Industry-Education Cooperation has, as one of its major goals,
been active over the years in assisting state education depart-
ments in this particular area.

NEXT STEPS

1 3
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* Before we get I:loth business/industry and education to act
within the structure (IEC) and the process (school improvement)
previously cited, we need to get their attention, then raise
their level of awareness -- not through another CEO conference
hqsted by major business groups or an "education summit", but a
series of regional conferences in which the real reason -- school
reform/improvement -- is articulated and practicioners highlight
how business/industry Jointly pursue school reform/improvement
and preparation for vork through an organized broad based al-
liance at the local level. Here I refer to the IEC structure,
not coalitions or arragements such as the Boston Compact which
are neither long termwor directed at school reform/improvement.

* The US Department of Education would be the appropriate
agency to conduct these regional conferences coordinated through
their its regional office network and in cooperation vith the Na-
tional Association for Industry-Education Cooperation(NAIEC).
Decision-makers from business/industry and education
(public/postsecondary) would be invited to participate by the ED
Secretary's Regional Representative. This would be a general in-
formation conference on business/industry/education collaboration
in school reform to be followed by a training program developed
b*AIECAndoffered to those vho express an interest in estab-
lishing an IEC and the school improvement process.

* Legislation should be enacted as soon as possible to re-
store federal funding for career education. The career education
movement in the 1970s and early 19805 originated in the Office of
Career Sducation at the US Department of Education under the
direction of Dr. Kenneth B. Hoyt. It is puzzling as to why no
mention of career education has been made in the over 30 maJor
reportson schoo, reform during this decade. Career education
concepts need to be infused into all subJects in order to provide
students vith an understanding of hold their sublects relate to
various career fields; opportunities for self assessment
of their interats, knowledge, abilities ands capabilities; and
an occupational information delivery system necessary for making
career choices. Dr. Kenneth B. Hoyt has' developed &Bueiners/
Industry/Education Career Development Legislative Draft which ad-
dresses (1)5chool reform, (2) preparation for work throughout the
entire educational system, and (3) a broad based formal
business/industry/education alliance :such as the ISC -- all wired
together and built upon a :solid based of research and results
from the career education movement of the previous tvo decades.

* The changing demographics are a major challenge to the
schools, and as previously stated, professional school staff
simply cannot at this time cope vith this new mix of students.
Employers also face this problem in integrating new vork entrants
into the labor force vho come from an economically and education-
ally disadvantaged background lacking basic skills along vith
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those vho are disabled and non-english speaking. A study is
needed on how business/industry and education can develop a joint
response to the changing demographics in our schools and in the
workforce. The typical federal response is to throw money at a
short term project for a discreet group such as minorities or an
activity for dropouts involving a school here and a classroom
there.

SUMMARY

School reform over the past decade has been a charade. We
have a human resources crisis both in our schools and in the
workplace and we've wasted these years in redefining the problem
in our schools; heard calls for "restructuring" education without
understanding that organizational change comes slow in education,
and it's the educators vho need the appropriate knowledge and
skills in order to effect change in the school program; witnessed
the failure of businesseducation partnerships in having an im-
pact on school reform; and have.been buried vith an avalanche of
redundant literature by non-practictioners on school reform and
partnerships in education.

The situation is going to worsen in American education.
It's time for employers and educators to get their act together
and form a broad based formal industry-education structure such
as an /EC and address improving education through the process
previously outlined in this discussion. Education is seriously
underfunded, and nothing less than the scale of a Marshall Plan
vill begin to bring the changes needed to meet human resource
needs nov and through the 21st century. We've had enough of
band-aid solutions by the public and private sectors. The poten-
tial for a strong and effective business/industry/education al-
liance directed at school reform/improvement is there --- thn
problem is, that it has always been there.

THE END

(>5
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Modena' Association for Industry-Education Coopersdon

.1FE8RUARY 1989

ENTERING THE 10TH YEAR

.

,

Or. Eton Cork
NAIEC President And C.E.O.

Last September marked the begin.
mg of the 10th year of NAIEC as a full
time opera:Jar.. The Association Ms
formed in 1964 as an all volumeer
organnation.

NAIEC ha; grown from a smail cx .
ecutwe committee into an outstand .
ing broad based board of directors
representing business. education.
labor and government, along with a
steadily expanding memoersrup in the
U.S. and Canada. The Association has
achieved an impreuwe record of
furthering business/industry-education
ccilaboration in school refcmifimprove-
man,. the education-to-work pmcess
urcugh career education. and, in turn,
human resource and economic devel-
opment - at both the local end state
levels.

NAIEC has emphuized the need
f or s local formal structure (lndwtry-
Education Council/ end an Industry-
education coordination function at the
state level recognizing that the
entire edwational system needs help.
Our mission I. to heip develop a do-
Ivor/ sYstem through which business!
industry can channel its volunteer
resources in a coherent, cost-ef fective
manner into the total school program
in order to refocushashapelrestruc.
has academic and vocational edu-
cation so that it is more responsive
to both student end employer Mute.

Over the years. We hive bellied
business/industry/education leaders
establish and strengthen local formal
alliances through technical assistance.
materials and conferences in both the
U.S. end Canada. HMCO has worked
In 26 steles assisung in the develop .
ment of legislation that parallels OUf
mission; establishing en industryodu.
cation coordination function; develop.
ing work teducaticn goals fog a state

n 7

depanmont of education, and helping
in the formation of state task faces
fostering business/industry/education
collaboration.

NAIEC is (he first organization to
articulate the role of businessnn-
dustry/education joint ef forts in eco-
nomic development. Our regional
conferences in Hartford 41979) and
Roston 11980) and the NAtEC nation.
al conference in Dallas in 1980 were
tha foretwmets of the widespread
discussion and actIvity associated
with this topic. The NA1EC research
Paper on displaced workers in 1980
for the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education was another
first on a topic that has generated con-
siderable attention. Ow monograph
in 1981 on inking the Nigher education
end employment communities for the
American Council on Education iroke
ground in this area. The Association's
annual national showcase confer-
ences hosted by state education de .
pertments are the only national forum
focusing autusively on business/
industry/education joint efforts in
school reform/improvement. prepare
Con for work through career educa-
tion. are: human resource/economic
development.

Vie have linked at trines with major
national research organisations in
developng protects kl response to corn-
pettave grant arid contract announce-
ments. The NAIEC grant and contract
awrrds have been in the areas of voca-
tion career, adult basic, and special
eclusation.

NA1EC has achieved significant na-
tional visit:41w through its programs,
participation in national and state
forums, articles, awards. materials,
service on task forces, arva its re-
gional and national conferences. Our
information brochure provides an
understanding of who we are. what
wo stand for and how we serve.

The ma* thrust of the NAIEC pro.
gram, special projects and activities
has been, and continues to be in Un-
moving academic and vocational edu-
cation to better propene youth and
*auks for productive wok. Closing
the gap between employer work force
needs and preparation foe work in our
schools. reducing the mismatch be-
tween jobs and job SINC*11. and Pia-
meting entreprenar..iip all we cen-
tral to our, mission and, in turn, human
resource and economic devslopment.

The combined forces of demograph-
ic Change. technologicai advancement
and increasing intemational corn-
potition are significantly changing the
workplace, and concomitantly. edu-
cation and training requirements for
work. This is the challenge before us
which will necessitate a significant
expansion of NAIEC's progtsm and
base of financial support.
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1984NAIEC AWARD RECIPIENTS
FOCUS ON CAREER EDUCATION
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Walter t. Purdy. 1989 Awards
GimmItts Gitelman for the Na-
ti:nal Association for Industry-
Edusetion Cooperation and Di-
rector of Edir-ation Services at
the Edison Electric Institute in
Washington. D.C., announced the
winners of the competition for the
1989 NA1EC Educational Sponsor
ship and Utilization Awards.

The Educational Sponsorship
Award recipient is Genesis WWII
Ventures. Kenneth Square °A Its
Nursing Specialist Program is a
career education model desigded
to help reduce the critical na-
tional shortage of nurses. The
Company% program involves a
collaborative effort with 12 corn-
riliMity colleges and vocational
training schcols focusing on the
development of Procedures and
curriculum, and assessment.
Combining work experience with
a su-month community college
curriculum, this innovative pro-
gram is aimed at enhancing the
participants self esteem and
upgrading vocational skats. Icor
additional information, contact
Connie Wragge. Marketing
Manager 2151444-6350).

Dr. Frances M. Carter. Industry-

Education Coordinstor for the
Delaware County Partnership foe
Economic Development and inter-
mediate Unit 125 in MerTia. PA.
is the w:nnar of the Minden
Award St .4-toted an industry-
education c iorative 1(-12 career
education program for 14 of the
15 school &stn.= in the ocunty;
published the Delaware Gamy
Job Planning Guide -ssed in career
counseling and job uiacement pro-
grams:developed and admesstered
a regional information and referral
system, matching training needs
of local busioess and Industry
with local educational resources:
served as Chair of the Business
and Industry Committee of the
Employment and Education Task
Force. Delaware County's Partner-
ship for Human Services, and
has been a leader et fostering
economic development in her area.
(For additional information. con-
tact Dr. ;after at 2151565-7575).

Mr Purdy presented plaques to
Genesis' President Richard Howard
and Dr. Carte: (both NA1EC mem-
bers) at the September 20 Awards
luncheon during the NAISC
National Showcase Conference
in Overland Park. Kansas. 3

NEW NAIEC DIRECTORS ANNOUNCED
RAMC Chairman Jack A.

Marshall announced the ap-
pointment of the following new
members to the Annotation's
Board of Directors for a term
enJing "..1 the year noted:

Dr. Gregory M. St. O'Brien -
Chancellor. University of New
Orleans 113911
Dr. Jay Smirk - Executive
Director. Clemson University
Dropout Prevention Center.
Clemson University. S.C. (1991)

Dr. Josn Bowen - President
Industry-Education Counc2 of
California (1991)
Ms John P. GnaixEnger - Chair-
man, STS Consultants Ltd..
Chicago. IL (1990)
Mr. James O'Connor - Executive
Director. National Co-operative
Career and Work Education
Association cr Caned... Ham-
ilton. Ontario 11991)

Mn. Sally Southard - Member.

NAIEC Is The National Malin house For Information

NAIEC SHOWCASE
CONFERENCE
HIGHLIGHTS
INDUSIRY-
EDUCATION JOINT
EFFORTS IN SCHOOL
REFO3M, CAREER
EDUCATION, AND
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

The Ssetember 20-22 National
Assoc *Pon for Industry-Education
Cooperation's 1989 Annus! in-
dustry-Educadon Shower-a Con-
fencer Ln Overland Park, Kansas
featured exemplary collaborative
prourams and practices directed
at turtheong school reform. Prep-
aration for work through career
edscation. and human resource/
econamic development

A capacity audience from the
U.S.. Canada and Great Britain
heard keynote speaker. Paul H.
Hanson. Chairman. United Tale-
cenumnications, Inc. in an cd.
dress on The Education Gap state
that "American education is in
worse trouble than it was a year
nn or five years ago, or 15 years
ago. The American standard of
living is at stake. We cannot com-
pete internationally with emPloTees
who cannot read with employees
who cannot do simple math, with
employees who cannot write."

frenvow none cam r)

Ohio State Board of Education
(1990)
Dr. Donald M. Celia. Jr. -
Pennsylvania Secretary of
Education 119911
M.r. Marshall expressed his sp

Preciation t. two directors who
have retired. Mr. Reboi( F. Magee.
Director. U.S. Department of Com-
merce 1Buffalo Distnct) and Dr.
John H. Francis. Vice President.
Corporate Communications. Flonda
power and Light. 0

On Industry Involvement In Education C

" g
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In idditiOn. Mr. Henson pointed
out that

he is worried about "the edu-
cation gaps" - the gap be-
tween what we are and what we
want to be - what we must be-
come; the gaps between urban,
suburban. and rural schools;
the gep between white students
and students from other ethnic
groups; the huge gap between
the kind of graduates ttined out
by American schools and the
lurid of emPlaYees businesses
want and need to hire - even
the gap between educational
ard to...aess priorities.
business can bring resources
to beer on the problems fin ed-
wawa We owl provide both
hymen resources and capita
We ere doing this today. We
wall need to do more tomorrow.
Btumess can atso bring know
how. We do have considerable
experience in management
sYstems. From what we have
learned about decentnazabon
and empowerment of individual
decision-making in this Informa-
tion/4o. the teaching prof ession
needs a radr-al restructuring.

Mt Henson told the Conferenc.a
attendees "Meadow business Ls
running scared. Education has our
attention. It has become our top
priority. We want to hele"

in another presentation before
the general audience Dt Kenneth
8. Hoyt. former Director of the
Office of Career Education. US.
Department of Education. cur-
rently University Dimonguished Pro-
fessor, Kansas State University
and a member of NAIEC's Executive
Committee. addressed the topic of
Colaboratioro The Kay to Suc-
cess in Ptivate SectorlEducadon
System Relationships. Some high-
Isghts of his commentary are as
follows:

Every educational reform pro-
posal of the 1980s rooted its
calls for change arOund the
need to increase America's
abtlity to compete in the inter-
nat:onal marketplace Yet. none
emphasize a "careen" oriented
approach to reform.
The calls for tncreased private
sector/education relationships
during the 1980s have largely
avoided explaining why spell
relationships are needed. what
pnvare Setter rsons - as op-

posed to educators - .sre being
asked to do; and how efforts of
multiple private sector firms oan
best be coordinated with those
of local edueaban systems.
The "partnership" concept in
citrate sector/education sYstem
relationships has beeo largely
destroyed during the decade of
the 1980s through inappropriate
actions. In the 1970s. the MTh
"Partnerships" was introduced
as a legitimate term in which
the education system and the
etivate sector joined forces in
identifying problems, form-
ulating plans fcr solvitg such
Problems, and implementing
Programs to do so. Dising
the 1980s, the twm -partner-
ships" has placed private sector
persons in such roles as "class-
room assistant," "financial
suPPorter." and/or "advisor" to
the education system- The true
moaning of the word "owners"
has been largely lost.
Dr- HoY1 emphasized the need

for "people change" reform pro-
posits winch demand the involve-
ment of the private sector. "System
change" reform proposals demand
the strong support of the private
sector.

This year's conference at the
Doubletree Hotel in Overland Park
was hosted by the Kansas Depart-
ment of Education and Kansas
Department of Commerce in co-
operation with Johnson Com-
munity College and the Kansas
Foundation for Partnerships in
Education.

NAIEC members were among the
presenters of exemplary industry-
education colJab,xative Pro9lams
and practices at the local and state
levels. 0

PRESIDENT BUSH
CITES NAIEC FOR
HELPING IMPROVE
EDUCATION

The fonowing are excerpts of
communication from President
George Bush on NAIEC's mission
to the participants in NAtEC's
National Showcase Conference in
Overland Park. KS on September
20.22.

By bringing together the
resources of business, labor,
government, and the psofes-
WAS tO itrlOtOVe Amentaa

schools, your organization
Psomdes an invaluable service
to our coixtry. Your career
education and job placement
prowarns have created rt,w
opportunities for thousands
of young men and women.
Nbu are helping to trim the
skilled work force that is so
necessary in a technologically
complex marketplace I com-
mend you foe yap commit-
ment to car nation's future

Barbara joins me En sending you
our best wishes for a productive
meeting and for cononued suc-
cess in the years to come. God
bless you. 0

NAIEC AWARDED
GRANT FOR
HANDICAPPED
STUDENT SERVICE
PROGRAMS IN
POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION

The National Association for
Industry-EducatIon Cooper-bon
was awarded a 12 month grant hem
the US. Department of Ectocation.
under the National Institute on
Disability and Rehabilitation
Research Program, to conduct a
cemPrehenswe assessment and
evaluation of Postsecondary hen-
deapped student =vice programs.
A key feattre of this evaluation
sttnly will be the foilow-tm of die
eded conege graduates to deter-
mine their employment status and
community adjustment.

Hancficapped student service
programs have increased
dramaticely in the past decade.
W.th the growing numbers of es-
abled students gaining access
to higher education and the proCf-
eration of service programs foe
them, tne need to assess the ef-
feCtiveness of these efforts has
been recognized tr, professionals
in the field.

The Association of Handicapped
Student Service Programs in
Postsecondary Education in Colum-
bus. OH serves as the subcontrac-
to, for this project.

The project should lead to m-
creased access of disabled
students to higher education, better
retention of those who pursue it.

Morsel m rep a mumii
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and more successful employment
and satisfactcry community adjust-
ment for those who complete et

A comprehensive survey will be
conducted of programs to deter-
maul the state-of-the-art in pro-
grams serving postsecondary
hana capped students in higher
education. Institutions interested
in participatmg in the project
survey should contact NAIEC
at 7161834-7047 before November
15. 1989.

PRESIDENT
& GOVERNORS
AGREE AT
EDUCATION SUMMIT
TO ESTABLISH
PERFORMANCE
GOALS &
RESTRUCTURE
EDUCATION SYSTEM

Collowing the September 27-28
summit on eduCation In Char-
lottesvRle. VA, President Bush
and the nation's governors agreed
to establish. educational perform-
ance goals and to undertake a
restrueturing of the American
system of education.

In a joint statement reie ased
at the condusion of the edu-
cation summit, the president
and governors agreed to establish
a process for setting national
education goals, undertake the
restructuring of the education
system. and seek greater flex-
ibfity and accountabarty in the
use of federal resources to meet
educational goals.

Restructuring education in all
states would include, a system
of accournabfrty that focuses
on results: decentralization of
authority and decision making to
the school site: a rigorous program
of instruction designed to ensure
that every child can acquire the
knowledge and skills required in
an economy in which indrviduals
must be able to think for a living;
an educe von system that develops
first-rate teachers: and active.
suetained parents and business
community involvement

Also the statement provided for
reporting annually "on progress
in achieving our goals" 0

NEW INDUSTRY-
EDUCATION
COUNCILS
ORGANIZED IN
CANADA

The Hamilton/Wentworth.
Ontario industry-Educational
Cocoa GEC) (NAIEC Memberl
reports the estabrishment of new
industry education councils/foun-
dations in the Durham Reg-on.
Kingston. Metropobtan Montreal,
Niegara Region. Ottawa-Carleton.
Scarborough. Windsor, and the
York Region.

Planning is underway to organize
counces in the Halton Region.
Kitchener-Waterloa and Wellingtor.
County The Industry-Education
Counal model hes been endorsed
by the Canacron Chamber of Com-
mace and the Ontario Ministry
of Educatior- The Harnilton/Went-
worth IEC has published rts 9th
Annual Report. For further infor-
mation on this IEC. contact Bob
Philip. Executive Director. PA
Box 745. Station 'ff, Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada L8N 3M8
(41S/529-44831.

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

Vocational Education: It Works is
the theme of the 1989 American
Vocational Association Conven
ton in Orlando. FL on December
1-5 Featured speakers include
Frederick D. McClure, Assistant
to the President to Legislative
Affairs and Mrs. Elizabeth Dole.
Secretary of Labor Contact AVA.
1410 King Sreet. Alexandria, vA
22314

Career Guidance:Work Now and
in the Future is the theme of a
conference on preparing youth
for the workplace sponsored
by the Northwest Regional
Educational Labor.tory INREL1
and four national organizations
and agencies on November
8-9 in Portland. OR. Contact
Tom Barrett. Conference Plan-
ner, NREL 101 Southwest Main
Street. Suite 500. Portland
OR 97204 18001547-6339.
ext. 5b0 - or in Oiegon
5031275 9550)

Entrepreneurial Development: A
Roadmap to the Future iS the
focu:- of the November 16.17
conference at the Fairmont !rote!
in New Orleans. LA conducted by
the National Council for Urban
Economic Development (CUED)
in conjunction with two federal
agencies - the Minority
Business Development Agency
and the Economic Development
Agency. US. Department of
Commerce. Among the topics
on the agenda are giving youth
basic *Os in entrepreneurial
trairung, helping women and
mulOrities develop entrepre-
neurial skids, and using the
resources of edicational in-
strtutons and ceaPorations te
assist small firms. Contact the
CUED, 1730 K *Street. NW.
Washington, DC. 20006 12021
223-47351.

The Council for Adult and Ex
perienual Learning ICAEL) will
conduct rtS 1989 Internatom-1
Assembly at the Hershey Hotel m
Philadelphia. PA on November
9-11 with the theme Unleashing
Our Full Potential. Topics include
employabiTity andproductivmv- a
new agenda for the workforce
and state sponsored workforce
development programs. Contact
Kathleen R. Chemin. Conference
Coordinator at 301 1997-3535
or write C.AEL. 10840 Little
Patuxent Pkwy, Suite 203.
Columbia, MD 21044.

The 1989 Mainstream Annual
Conference will be held in
Washington. DC. on November
2-3 and highlight The Great
Labor Shortage of 1992....And
One Way to Prevent It. Secretary
of Labor Elizabeth Dole will be
the keynote speaker Contact
Mainstream, Inc.. PO. Box
65183, Washington. DC. 20035
(2021898-14001
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RESOURCES
kwestIng In People: A Strategy
to Address America's Wait-
force Crisis (September 1989).
A Report to the Secretary of
Labor and the American People
from the Commission on Work-
force Quality and Labor Market
Efficiency. To order this report,
write to the Superintendent of
Documents, US. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.9328 (stock em.
029-000-00428-5) or call 202/
783.3238. Price - 33.75.
The report discusses three
them= creating incentives to
improve student motivation and
achievement improving work-
force quality through public and
private investments in lifetime
education and training; and im-
pcoviv the efficiency with which
workers' existmg skitls are inn.
ized. Chapters 1.3 contain the
results of the Commission's
deliberations on each of these
themes, as well as specific
recommendations for action by
the private sector, the education
commimity and aU level's of
government. Chapter 4 contains
recommendations for improving
the data-gatherin and research
activities of the federal govern-
ment so that "OW leaders'
future decisions can be based
on more complete information
about the American workf orce."
Can Business Save Education?
Strate4es for the 1990s edited
by Jeanne Allen (1989). Pub.

killed by the Heritage Sours-
dation. 214 Massachusetts
Avenue, N E. Washington, D.C.
20002 - $10.00.
This publication, a pan of The
Heritage Lecture eerie& repre-
sents the published proceed-
ings of a day-long conference
hosted by the Foundation, in-
vcIvira business executives and
parity makers. The Conference
participants erwrined some of
the solutions American busineos
has advanced to solve the prob-
lems in the schools - incluicing
innovative business/industry/
education collaborative proiects
and programs. Topics include a
corporate perspective, buddrig
community alliances, improving
pubfic and private edtr-ation, end
business and public policy.

Wcekftirce Developmental Strat-
egies (WDSI is a newsletter
pubrahed by Worknowledge,
Inc.. 1220 Montclaire Way. Los
Mos, CA 94022. The subscrip-
tion price is $125 annually for
12 issues.

WDS focuses on developmants
in education, training, and
economic develooment. An ex-
ample of its coverage on a
national front in its October
rssue aro snicks on technology
change training assessment,
TN. Literacy. the Center for Ad-
vanced Learning Systems spon-
sored by the US. Department
of Labor, and the National As-

location for Industry-Education
Cooperation. The newsletter
states that NAIEC's Board of
Directors "reads Ike a who's
who ka workforce development.
Thew we experienced. top
notch people who know a lot
about how busineu and educe-
tiOn Can Meg togothw."

Work In the New Economy:
Careers and Job Smikirip Into
the 21st Century by P.blxrt
Wegmann. Robert Chapman.
and Miriam Johnson (1989). Co.
published by JIST Works, Inc.,
720 North Park Ave., Indian-
alias. IN 46202-3431 and
the American Association for
Counseling and Development.
Available from JIST Works. Inc.
- $14.50 plus $1.50 shipping
charge for each copy
This book ts a resource for
empioyers, educators, unions.
labor market institutions -
anyone interested in helping
others Plan their careers or find
jobs. The authors' analysis of
labor market information leads
to projections of changes in the
US. economy and work lives
through the year 2000. Part One
rs a review of the changes which
have, over the last decode,
transformed the American labor
market. Pxt Two discusses job
search skills, and Part Three
h4;hli3hts job search assistance.
The book includes over 330
references.

NAIEC
235 Handncks Blvd.
Buffalo. Nre York 14226-3304
7181834-7047

NJUIC tionholvo ba mtlethed ant ems rasa in Feetnesta. Ape. Jur
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1989
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR

INDUSTRY-EDUCATION COOPERATION
Presents

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOWCASE CONFERENCE

THE BUSINESS/INDUSTRY/EDUCATION CONNECTION:

"MEETING WORKFORCE NEEDS
THROUGH

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT"

KANSAS HOSTS:
The Kansas State Department of Education

The Kansas Departinent of Commerce
in cooperation with

Johnson County Community College
and

The Kansas Foundation for Partnerships in Education

Overland Park, Kansas
September-20-22, 1989
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September 20. 1989

Welcome to Kansas!

It is a pleasure to host the eighth annual National Association for
Industry-Education Cooperation "Showcase" Conference.

The 1989 Conference theme: "Meeting Workforce Needs Through School
Improvement" focuses on the need for strong alliances between
business/industry/government and education in order to improve our
nation's schools and preserve our most precious resOurCo: the youth of

America. The challenc, has never been greater as employers and educators
faco technological, economic and oemographic forces.

The 1939 NAIEC "Showcase" Conforenco highlights thirty of tne country's
outstanding business/industry/education collaborations. Fifteen _f these

projrams aro from the stato of Kansr's.

Johnson County, Kansas, ono of the most progressive areas for business and
education in the country, is an ideal setting for sharing information on
partnerships that can strengthen our educational and economic systems.

Since e

vernor

MH:jb
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

MikeHayden
Gown lgt

September 20, 1989

Dear NAIEC Conference Attendees:

Harland E. Pnddle
Secretary

The Kansas Department of Commerce would like to welcome you to tho eighth
annual National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation "Showcase"
Conference.

Partnerships between business and education can produce a synergism that
enhances tho environment in which economic opportunity is created. These
relationships of cooperation are crucial to our economic future.

This conference will indeed bo a "showcase" of exemplary programs from
throughout tho country focused on tho theme of "Meeting Workforce Needs
Through School Improvement."

We aro pleased that Kan.:as is hosting this event and hope that you find
the next few days rewarding.

Since uly,

(-iar an E.

Secretary

HEP:jb

400 o trIlr Surer ith Floor / Topa& Kart,. 66601 1957 / 296,3481
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

JC;Cc
Johnson County Cornrnunny College
12345 College at Quivua
Overland Park, lamas 66210.1299
(913) 469-8500

September 20, 1989

WELCOME TO JOHNSON COUNTY!

Johnson County Community College underwntes many cooperative activities throughout
each year. None are as important as those that further our ties with business and
industry. Part of the mission of a community college is to serve as a catalyst for growth
and development, to pros le education and training programs that enable busine:s to
flourish. By advancing the eonomic strength of our community, we increase our ability
to provide assistance in many other critical areas.

Johnson County Community College is please.1 to serve as a co-host for this year's
National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation "Showcase" inference. The
theme of the conference - "Meeting Workforce Needs Through School Improvement" -
perfectly expresses our commitment to business-education partnerships.

It is of no small consequence that one of the nation's most innovative and progresswe
such partnerships exists here on our campus in thc Industrial Technical Center.
Formed in 1987 with Burlington Northern Railroad, the nation's largest rail carrier, this
partnership has created a major new building on our campus that serves as BN's
national training center.

More than 2,000 BN employees annually attend classes at the ITC, which also provides
significant additional office and classroom space for JCCC faculty and students. New
cooperative educational programs between JCCC and BN are being developed. The
long-range potential of this agreement is just beginning to be felt.

We are pleased that you will be able to learn more about this unique agreement at this
year's N.A.I.E.C. conference and to have an opportunity to tour the Industnal Technical
Center. We will be delighted to have you on czmpus.

Sincerely,

0.--9"&--)4vca

Charles J. Carlsen
President

195
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Kansas State Department of Education

September 20, 1589

Dear NAIEC Conference Attendees:

Kansas State Educe:awn Buddzng

120 ,East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612

Office of the ComtniatIontr

Welcome to Kansast I want to congratulate you for attending the eighth annual
NationalAssociation for Industry-Education Cooperatica conference. The economic
viability of our nation rests with the abil'ry of business, industry, and
education to become allies in training and retraining workers to be prepared to
face the technological evolution occurring in our workforce.

With the best information business and industry can provide, education can better
train and retrain workers for a constantly changing work environment. We are
in an era of lifelong learning with the need to train and retrain as many as five
times in each worker's life. It will be mutually beneficial for business,
industry, and education to provide well-trained workers so that economic
development can surge forward to make our nation more competitive and successful.

Mesa goals will be reached by the hard work and dedication of people like you.
We are proud to co-host this 'Showcase conference and hope that you find the
next few days to be productive and rewarding.

Sincerely,

Leé Droegemueller

Commissioner of Education
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Kansas Foundation for Partnerships in Education

Mailing Address:
College of Education
Kluemont Kali
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506
Phcne: (913) 532.5586

September 20, 1989

Dear NAIEC Conference Participants:

The Kansas Foundation for Partnerships in Education is pleased
to serve as one of the cohosts for this year's National .Association
for Industry-Education Cooperation "Showcase" Conference. We
take great pride in introducing this conference to the "midwest."
Our appreciation goes to Dr. Ken Hoyt and the Foundation Board
of Directors for diligently pursuing Kansas as a location for this
year's conference.

Increasing and enhancing business/education collaboration and
partnerships has been the primary purpose of the Kansas
Foundation for Partnerships in Education since our incorporation
in 1985. Membership in the Foundation nears 200 individuals
and organizations. This year's "Showcase" includes 15
partnerships from our membership.

We hope that you enjoy Kansas City, meet and exchange ideas
with many new people, and take home information that can be
used to develop new partnerships and strengthen the
collaboration in existing ones. Welcome to Kansas!

Sincerely,

4
erry G. Horn

Past President
Kansas Foundation for Partnerships in Education
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

DR. KENNETH B. HOYT
University Distinguished Professor

Kansas State University
Manhattan. Kansas

Dr. Hoyt tithe former Director of the Of tics of
Career Education, U.S. Department of
Edur.otion. He Is internationaRY recognized
for his outstanding leadership of the career
education movement during the past two
decades. Dr. Hoyt's leadership of the National
Career Education movement led to the
foimstion of a network of state career
education coordinators, career education
legislation and the establishment of local
career education coordinators and advisory
committees He emphasizes that. 'Career
education is a process oriented vehicle for use
In implementing education reform
proposals. Dr. Hoyt Is a member of the
HAISC Executive Committee of the Board of
Director&

DR. DONALD M. CLARK
President and Chief Executive Officer

NAIEC
Buffalo. Hew York

D r. Clark is internationally recognized for his
work in promoting industryeducation
cooperation. He has authored numerous
publications and articles in public/pan
secondaryindustry education coordination.
school improvement. education's role in
economic development, career, vocational.
and economic education, and occupational
planning. He has addressed many national
and state audiences and consulted to the U.S.
Department of Education. trade associations.
professional organizations, and state
departments of education on improving
industry-education joint efforts. In January
1989, President Reagan appointed Dr. Clark
to save as a member of the National Advisory
council on Educational Research and
Improvement.

1
t'l
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

PAUL H. HENSON
Chairman

United Telecommunications. Inc.
Kansas City, Miwouri

Mr. Henson has served as chairm an of United
Telecom since 1966. He is credited with
transforming Kansas City into a
telecommunications center as United
Telecom and its affiliate. US Sprint, have
become leaders of the industry. The parent
company and its affiliates are some of the
largest employers in Johnson County. Henson
serves as chairman of :he National Security
Telecommunications Aovisory CommittPe
and is a director on the boards of Armco. Inc.,
Duke Power Company. awl Hallmark Cards.
Inc. His service activities i,iclude trusteeships
or d:rectorships cn th( Business.11igher
Education Forum. the Midwest &search
Institute. the University of Kansas City, and
the Tax Foundation. As one of the area's
philanthropi... leaders. Mr. Henson has been
selected Johnson Countizn of the Year by the
Johnson County Community College
Foundation. Mr. Henson is a graduate of the
University of Nebraska with bachelor's and
master's degrees in electrical engineering.

FRAN D. JABARA
Distinguished Professor in Business

Four.der
The Center for Entrepreneurship

The Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas

Fran D. Jabara has been a Distinguished
Professor in Business at Wichita State since
1971. Heyomed the University faculty in 194.).
and served for seven years as Dun of the
College of Business Administration.
Professor Jabara is the founder of The Center
for EntrepreneurshiP at The Wichita State
Un iversity. The Center, founded in 1977.1.-as
one of the first comprehensive programs in
the nation devoted to entrepreneurial
educi non. He received his undergraduate
d egro.i from td(lahoma State University. and
completed graduate studies at aorthwestern
University. Professor Jabara is a board
memb"r of Kansas, Inc.. and was the
chairman of the Kansas delegation tothe 1986
White Hoese Conference on Small Business.
Recently he was awarded the prestigious
Leavey Award for Excellence in Private
Enterprise Education by the Fre Mom
Foundation.
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1989 PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1989
4:00 - 5:30 p.m. Pre-workshop Session

Dr. Donald N. Clark. President NAIEC
Organizing and Implementing an Industrial Education Alliance

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1989
8:30 9:00 a.m. Opening Breakfast (formal. not buffet)

9:00 -10.30 a.m. General Sewion

Paul H. Henson
Chairman
United Telecommunications. Inc.

10:45 - 11:45 a.m. Showcase Session "A" (select one)

12:00 1:30 p.m. Luncheon General Session

Fran D. Jabara
Founder
The Center for Entrepreneurship

1:45 :245 p.m. Showcase Session "B" (select one)

2:50 P.m Bus departs for Burlington Northern Training Center Tour

3:00 -4:00 p.m. Showcase Session "C" (select one)

3:05 -4.05 p.m. .urlington Northern Training Center Tour

3:10 p m. Bus departs for Burlington Northern Training Center Tour

3:25 -4:25 p.m. Burlington Northern Training Center Tour

5:15 - 6:15 p.m. Reception

7:20 p.m. Bus departs for Burlington Northern Training Center Tour

7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Burlington Northern Training Center Tour

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1989
8:15 -8:45 a.m. Breakfast (formal, not buffet)

8:45 - 9:45 a.m. General Session

Kenneth B. Hoyt, Ph.D.
University Distinguished Professor
Kansas State University

10:00 .11:00 a.m. Showcase Session "D" (select one)

11:15 12:15 p.m. Showcase Session "E"(select one)

11:45 a.m. Bus departs for Burlington Northern Training Center Tour

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. BurHngton Northern Training Center Tour

181
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BURLINGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD
TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER

Railroading on the Burlington Northern today
means meeting the needs of the customer bY
utilizing state-of-the-art telecommunications and
signal systems to insure the safe and efficient
operations of mile-long trains. powered by high
horsepower microprocessor controlled locomotives,
pulling sophistimted freight equipment over
25.000 miles of track.

Meeting the needs of the customer is the number
one goal of the Burlington Northern Railroad.This
goal has mandated changes in the basic concept of
railroad operation, required the adaptation of the
latest in technology and necessitated a continuous
innovative effort on the part of every employee.

Vital to the success of the Railroad is a highly-
trained work force, capable of meeting the demands
of today's fiercely competitive transportation
industry.

The basic purpose of technical training is. in
recognition of the ever-changing railroad
environment, to identify training opportunities,
then develop and deliver quality training in a
timely and cost-effective manner.

Burlington Northern Railroad's Technical
Trainirg Center occupies 32.000 square feet of tne
new Industrial Technical Center (ITC) on the
campus of Johnson County Community College
(JCCC). JCCC is located in the suburban Kansas
City community of Overland Park, Kansas. The
Training Center consists of four general-usc
classrooms, seven specific-use classrooms/labs, a
computer based training development area and
student lab, a locomotive simulator complex, an
audio-visual production studio, a program
development workroom, and a spacious student
lounge.

John Riley. Administrator of the Federal Railroad
Administration, said at the dedication of the new
facility on April 22.1988. "(This is) the best training
facility in the railroad industry. . .and I've seen
them all'.

TOURS
Thursday. September 21. 1989 305 - 4.05 p m. (bus departs at 2:50 p m.)

3 25 - 4:25 p.m. (bus departs at 3.10 p.m.)
730 - 8:30 p m. (bus depa.-ts at 7:20 p m.)

Friday. September 22, 1989 12 00 - 1.00 p.m. (bus departs at 11:45 a.m.)

2
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BUSINESS-INDUSTRY-EDUCATION
"SHOWCASE"CONFERENCE PROGRAM

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1989

7:30 a.m. EXHIBITS - DOUBLETREE PRE-FUNCTION GALLERY

8:30 - 9:00 am. BREAKFAST - DOUBLETREE BALLROOM

9:00 - 10:30 a.m. OPENING SESSION - DOUBLETREE BALLROOM

Speaker:
Paul H. Henson
Chairman
United Telecommunications, Inc.
Kansas City. Missouri

"The Education Gap"
There is a growmg gap between the kind of people schools are turning out and
the kind of workforce American Industry needs. To make sure that theUnited
States can compete today and tomorrow in the global marketplace. industry
and education must work together to narrow the gap. The challenge is clear.

10:45 - 11:45 a.m. SHOWCASE SESSIONS "A" SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

Al) Chicago Careers for Youth

John Gnaedinger
Chairman
Soil Testing Services Consultants. Ltd.
Northbrook. Illinois

Chicago Careers for Youth responds to the needs of minority students through
presentations in the classroom by role-models from the world-of-work. exposes the
students to information about the entire careers spectrum.

A2) Inveaing in Our Future

Michael Lewellen
Area Manager, Constituency Relations
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
St. Louis. Missouri

Like computers. telecommunications technology is about to revolutionize classroom
education. And from wee messaging services for schools to professional development
seminars for teachers. Southwestern Bell Telephone is on the leading edge in
contributing to the advancement of education in its five-state region. In this session. see
first-hand how this Fortune 500 company is investing in the educafional future of itx
industry and our nation with specially-targeted initiatives in Arkansas. Kansas.
Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.

1 :13
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A3) Partnerships for Creativity

Dr. M. Catherine Ashniore
Director, Entrepreneurship Program
CA tter on Education and Training for Employment
Ohio State University
Columbus. Ohio

Entrepreneurship education is an emerging priority for vocational/occupational
education programs in both high schools and two-yearcolleges. Creativ ity Ban essential
element of such educational programs, both as an experimental education opportunity
for students and a network building opportunity for the schools. This presentation will
share innovative programs in entrepreneurship education at both levels and explore
ways that they might work together to provide a 2 + 2 opportunity for higl' schoolstudents.

A4) Focusing on the Educator

Holly Lindsey
Executive Director
Rochester Area Career Education Council (RACEC)
Rochester. New York

RACEC has always had one focus: raising the career awarenesz of the educator. Tnis
focus has allowed RACEC to impact over 700 educators from 21 area school districts
since 1976. As one of the most established exa m pies of industry education cooperation in
the Rochester, New York area, RACEC continues to offer programming on the world of
work and career education to area teachers, counselors, and administrators. This
workshop will provide an overview of the Council's history. programming. and the
support it receives from industry and education.

AS) Apprenticeship 2000 and Apprenticeship School Linkage
Alfonso Gonzales
Apprenticeship and Training Representative
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
U.S. Department of Labor
Topeka. Kansas

Apprenticeship 2000. Statistics indicate that there will be a shortage of skilled workers
in the American Labor Force at the turn of the century. We will be facing some new
challenges in meeting the economic demandsc :ou r country. Over the next decade. there
will be an increasing demand for the quality Ind quantityof skilled training provided
the American Labor Force and much of that i esponsibility will rest with business and
labor through industry-based training systems. Apprenticeship2000 concept focuses ena more comprehensive system of industry-bared training applicable across all
industries. This Apprenticeship concept would be the vehicle for change rather than the
apprenticeship system that now exists. While the current system serves well those
industries where it has been adopted, the concept may need to vary for other industries.

Apprenticeship School Linkage refers to the concept of in-school apprenticeship. It is an
innovative approach to education and training which allows high school seniors to
become registered apprentices while completing theirsecondary school education. The
concept of apprenticeship-school linkage represents the U.S. Department of Labors
attempt to bridge thegap between education and apprenticeship. The concept addresses
both issues of school-to-work transition and high youth unemployment
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A6) Career Education Responsive to Every Student (CERES)

Barbara Baer
Project Administrator
Project CERES
Ceres. California

CERES is a nationally-validated comprehensive careereducation Infusion program for
all students, including spewl education students and high risk youth. The program's
objectives are. that students will acquire responsible work habits, knowledge of
economic, free enterprise principals, knowledge of diverse occupations. and will apply
basic skills to job seeking and job retention actions. CERES Project's purpose is to
provide all students with the basic academic and employability skills necessary for
competent. productite performance both in school and alto^ leavil g school. Tin
presenter will, share an overview of the various components of the program.
demonstrate hou CERES infuses career education concepts into any scLool or district's
existing K-12 curriculum, delineate replication procedures, explain how CERES
involves a collaboration of school and community.

A7) The Silicon Prairie Technology Association: Scientific Education Partnerships;
The Fellowship Program for Distinguished Teachers

Jerry W. Stogsd ill Dr. James E. Foster
Executive Director Director. Educational Programs
Silicon Prairie Technology Assn Scientific Educatior Partnerships
Lcnexa. Kansas Silicon Prairie Technology Assn.

Lenexa. Kansas

The Silicon Prairie Technology Association exists to create a climate in the Kansas City
region in tN filch ad% anced technology and support businesses can thrive. In this spin t the
Association stnves to combine the best resources of the private business sector.
o*ernment agencies, economic development organizations, and educational

institutions in the Kansas City Region The association service area includes a two state
region which extends broadly across Missouri and Kansas. As a response to the national
concern regarding a lack of scientific and technical talent. the Silicon Prairie
Technology Association Foundation and the Science Pioneers organization are
mplementing a partnership program between the Kansas City area business
community and area teachers. The program is entitled "The Fellowship Program for
Distinguished Teachers". The program will provide an industry-education partnership
in which participants from both arenas will be challenged to actively initiate
improvements in science. mathematics, and technology education Industries are being
asked tk, provide summer fellowships to teachers and thereby provide teachers with
experiencis that v. ill enhance classroom instruction and give insight into new
technologies.

1 fl 5
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12:00 1:30 p.m. LUNCH/GENERAL SESSION DOUBLETREE BALLROOM
Speaker:
Fran D. Jabara
Distinguished Professor in Business
Founder
Center for Entrepreneurship
The Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas

"Educators/An Entrepreneurial Attitude"
As educators we should think of ourselves as entrepreneurs. Understanding
the environment for entrepreneurs as well as the characteristics of
entrepreneurs is vital for success. It is extremely important for students ta
possem an entrepreneurial attitude.

1:45 -2:45 p.m. SHOWCASE SESSIONS "B" SELECT ONE oF THE FOLLOWING

B1) Western Kansas Economic Development Educational Partnership
Dr. Dan Rupp
Director
Fort Hays State University Center for Economic Education
Hays, Kansas

Presenter will describe a pilot program for teaching regional economic developmentissues in schools.

B2) Project Choice

Thomas J. Rhone
Director
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
Kansas City, Missouri

Presenter will give a description of this innovative program designed ior the education
of disadvantaged youth, both academic and financial. It allows the student an
opportunity to finish high school and become a productive member of society.

B3) Education is Everybody's Business

Connie J. Campbell
President
The Learning Exchange
Kansas City, Missouri

Presenter will discuss how business partnerships and interdistrict networks can
powerfully impact staff developmen:, efforts of individual schools and school districts.
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B4) Join-A-School

Nydia OcasioCoura:ge
Director of Business Collaboratives
New York City Board of Education
New York. New York

The Join-A-School program, part of the Board of Education's office of Business
Collaboratives, was created in 1982. Its objective, then and now, has been to locate
partners for New York City's public high schools from among public-spirited
corporations, government agencies and other institutions, and to provide a framework
in which these linkages can thrive. The presenter will discuss the projects spawned by
Join-A-School, examples of what a corporate or public sponsor can do. and the program's
long-range goal to see all of the 116 high schools throughout the school system linked
with a partner from the public or private sector.

B5) Finding Competencies for Advanced Training

Harold Marconnette
Director, Business/Industry Cepter
Dodge City Community College
Dodge City, Kansas

Peggy Church
Director. Developmental Studies
Dodge City Community College
Dodge City, Kansas

The panel presentation will describe how Dodge City Community College in partnership
with Excel, Inc., of Dodge City. determined the training needs of the Excel. Inc.
maintenance area. The panel discussion will center on how the process was started, the
type of testing used, evaluating the testing results and determining the needs of the
maintenance department,

B6) Make Your Local Business Community Your Classroom

David Wiebe
Executive Director
NiagaraPeninsula IndustryEducation Council
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Canada

Industry Education Councils facilitate the merging of local community resources with
the needsof teachers and students. Niagara-Peninsula Industry:Education Council has
initiated a variety of programs and services designed to encourage closer ties between
local business. industry, labor and education. The presenter will describe the steps
involved in forming the council and some of the council's activities

B7) Industry and Teacher Education Liaison - INDTEL

Dr. David Warwick
Project Director
INDTEL
Aldershot. Hants
United Kingdom

INDTEL Industry and Teacher Education L:aison is a mnsortium of two universities
(Peading and Southampton), two polytechnics (Kingston and Oxford), five colleges of
higher education (Bulmershe, King Alfred, La Sainte Union, West Sussex Institute.
Westminster) and Industry in the central southern area. The project operates both
within indwidual institutions and across the consortium as a whole, aiming to give
trainee teachers first-hand expe ience of working with industry on economic, enterprise
awareness, curricular development and appropriate teaching methodology In its initial
phase. INDTEL's direct, participative approaches have proved highly successful and.
tailored to local circumstances. could serve as a useful model for others working in this
field. Presenter will give an overview of the program and how it meets workforce needs
through school improvement.

1 n7
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BURLINGTON NORTHERN SIMULATOR TOUR

ITC CENTER - JOHNSON COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE CAMPUS
(2 bus trips are scheduled for the afternoon tour)

Schedule 1:
2:50 p.m. sharp

3:05 - 4:05 p.m.

4:05 - 4:20 p.m.

Schedule 2:
3:10 p.m. sharp

3:25 - 4:25 p.m.

4:25 - 4:40 p.m.

Bus departs - Burlington Northern Simulator

Burlington Northern Simulator Tour

Bus returns from Burlington Northern

Bus departs - Burlington Northern Simulator

Burlington Northern Simulator Tour

Bus returns from Burlington Northern

3:00 - 4:00 p.m. SHOWCASE SESSIONS "C" SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

CI) Coleman Company and Amelia Earhart Environmental Elementary School
Claude Braze!!
Kansas Foundation for

Partnerships in Education
Coleman Company, Inc.
Valley Center, Kansas

Joe McCarthy
Community Relations Manager
Coleman Company
Wichita. Kansas

Linda Macy
Educator
Amelia Earhart .

Environmental Elementary School
Wichita, Kansas

At first glance, a manufacturing company and an elementary school would appear to
have little in common But Amelia Earhart E n vironmental Elementary School andthe
Coleman Company, both in Wichita, have cemented bonds of friendship over the past
years. In the fall of 1984, the Wichita Board of Education contacted the Coleman
Company about participating in the Adopt-a-School program. 'the Wichita public
schools started the program as a result of President Reagan's 1983 challenge to business
and education to form closer ties. Amelia Earhart applied to Coleman because it was the
manufacturer of outdoor recreation equipment and had a well documented concern for
the environment. In turn, Coleman's interest was also enkindled by knowing that the
school taught a great deal about the outdoors and the history of Kansas. Presenters gill
discuss the mutual goals and the successful programs that have allowed their
relationship to grow.

C2) The "Book It" National Reading I entive Program

Debbie Franklin
National Coordinator
The "Book It" National Reading Incentive Program
Pizza Hut
Wichita, Kansas

Presenter discusses the award-winning elementary school program promoting youth
literacy in which 14 million children are involved nationwide.

I( r?r (,,,
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C3) The Mon Valley Renaissance

Richard H. Webb
Executive Director
Mon VaPey Renaissance Program
California University of Pennsylvania
California. Pennsylvania

This award-wmaing center focuses on economic development programs, hi-tech
training, government contracts and entrepreneur assistance.

C4) Langley Conference Centre: The Business Development Program and
Community Career Centre

Bruce Barnes Bob Harkness
Langley School District Trustee Conference Centre Coordinator
Langley Conference Centre Langley Conference Centre
Langley. British Columbia Langley. British Columbia
Canada Canada

The center was created for assisting with the development and testing of career
materials The presentation will include a general overview of the conference center's
programs, rentals. workshops, and business partners. The presenters will discuss the
Career and Business Development Center and the role of the conference center's
partners - active and advisory.

C5) Meeting the Challenge of Change: Delaware County's Employment and Training
Needs

Dr. Frances M. Carter
Industry-Education Coordinator
Delaware County Intermediate Unit/AVTS and
Delaware County Partnership for Economic De,elopment
Media, Pennsylvania

The focus of the presentatien will be a recent major study of employment and training
needs into the 1990's of a densely populated county near Philadelphia. Delaware County

is a study in sharp opposites: it contains economically depnssed areas of high
unemployment as well as some of the most affluent suburbs of Philadelphia.

C6) Rochester Brainpower

Jay Flickinger Bea Paul Harris
Executive Director Executive Director
Rochester ^-ainpower Center for Educational Development
Rochester New York Rochester. New York

Rochester has become known throughout the country for its sweeping efforts to reform
its public education system. This workshop will provide insights on the role that
business, as part of a collaborative effort, has piayed in supporting these reforms. Ilow to
effectively raise public involvement through the marketing of education; and how to
form and manage 95 business partnerships with schools that reached over 14,000

students in 1988 will be the focus of the presentation.

5:15 - 6:15 p.m. RECEPTION

7:20 p.m. sharp BUS DEPARTS - BURLINGTON NORTHERN SIMULATOR

7:30 - 8:30 p.m. BURLINGTON NORTHERN SIMULATOR TOUR

8:30 - 8:45 p.m. BUS RETURNS FROM BURLINGTON NORTHERN
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8:15 - 8:45 a.m. BREAKFAST DOUBLETREE BALLROOM
EXHIBITS DOUBLETREE PREFUNCTION GALLERY

8:45 9:45 a.m. GENERAL SESSION - DOUBLETREE BALLROOM
Speaker:
Kenneth B. Hoyt, Ph.D.
University Distinguished Professor
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas

"Collaboration: The Key to Success in Private Sector/Education
Relationships"

Concentrating on how the private sectr and the education system can team
together in meaningful education reform.

10:00 11:00 a.m. SHOWCASE SESSION§ "D" SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

DI) Unique Career Awareness Fair For 8th Grade Students

Staff of the St. Louis Public Schools Career Education Office
St. Louis Public Schools
St. Louis, Missouri

The Unique Career Awareness Fair for 8th grade students provides an opportunity for
educators and businesspersons to work together in St. Louis. Missouri.ln its sixth year.
the Fair involves some 700 business persons demonstrating theirjobs far students. The
AT&T operator brings a console, the chef brings his equipment. the biologist brings
laboratory equipment and the social worker brings all the important forms needed to do
an effective job. Students peer over the role model's shoulders, ask about their work,
touch their trols and see their uniforms. A Career Awareness Fair Businma Advisory
Committee assists in planning and implementing the Fair which brings some 7500
eighth graders together each May.

1)2) Blue Valley Schools

Marsha Chappelow
Director of Community Relations
Blue Valley Schools
Overland Park, Kansas

An overview of the District Educational Partners' Program in the Blue Valley Schools
will be presented. The goals. organization and district activities of the program will be
highlighted. Specific examples of academic enhancement activities being implemented
in individual school partnerships will be presented by principalsand business ,,artners.

D3) Serving as the University's Technology Transfer Broker

Harvey Dean
Director
The Center for Technology Transfer
Pittsburg State University
Pittsburg, Kansas

The presenter will give an overv iew on marrying the expertise of the university's faculty
with the technology needs of small industries.

1 0 0
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D4) Business and Public Sector Collaboration& PC's and the Claroom Teacher
Literacy

Germain D. Ludwig
Second V.P. Human Resources Consultant
Mutual Benefit Life
Newark, New Jersey

When society is faced with making drastic changes in well-established traditions or
standards, a cnsis situation often develops. The Chinese way of expressing the word
"crisis" is made up of two characters, one representing danger. and the other conveying
hidden opportunity. As we face the responsibility of implementing change in our
employment and training and our educational systems, we have the same options the
Chinese symbols suggest, dangerous negative results, or positive new opportunities.
This session addresses how one company has been dealing with the opportunities there
are for successful collaboration between businesses, and the educational system: how
they have created classroom Catchers with PC literacy.

D5) The Bay State Skills Corporation: A Catalyst for Business Education Training
Partnerships

Lawrence G. Fitch
Assistant Director of BSSC
BSSC Bay State Skills Corporation
Boston, Massachusetts

The Bay State Skills Corporation (BSSC). a quasi-public corporation in Massachusetts
since 1981, is mandated to assist in promoting a productive and expa nding economy by
funding skills training programs in cooperation with industry and educational
institutions. The presentation wdl describe how BSSC evaluates training propesals,
builds partnerships, and implements them.

D6) Exchange City

Natalie Barge Connie Campbell
Director, Exchange City President
The Learning Exchange The Learning Exchange
Kansas City, Missouri Kansas City, Missouri

Exchange City is a program designed to give .Audents the opportunity to run a town of
their own. It provides firsthand economic ex periences to fifth graders through six weeks

of classroom pi eparatton and one day in a 6,000 square foot mini-town. More than 20,000
students. 4,000 parents and 700 teachers participate in Exchange City annually in the
Kansas City area. Exchange City is a project of The Learning Exchange, a non-profit
educational corporation in Kansas City. Missouri. Hallmark Cards Inc., along with over
150 Kansas City area businesses support the pro, facilities and operation& This
session includes examples of how students apply economic knowledge and values
acquired in the classroom to their jobs in Exchange City A panel of funders and
educators will respond to questions. The participants will learn huw the program
functions and impacts student learning, and how Exchange City can be replicated

Ini
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11:15 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. SHOWCASE SESSIONS "E" SELECT ONE OF THE FOUAWING

11:45 a.m. sharp BUS DEPARTS - BURLINGTON NORTHERN SIMULATOR
El) Choices

Mike Razook
Professional Development Manager
Boeing Military Airplanes
Wichita, Kansas

Choices is a dynamic, fast moving, hard facts Icok at realities of personal decision
makiag. Designed for the high school freshman, it is a part af the Boeing Military
Airplanes community involvement program. The ninth grade is a ''swing year" in the
final push toward graduation and life pursuits. At few other times vv ill a student face so
many important choices. Th6 presentation will demonstrate the actual activities that
occur during a session and will actively volve the audience. This will allow the
individual to experience the tempo and me.sage of the program.

E2) Employment Literacy Center

Terrance R. Ward Lorena James
President Adult Basic Education Coordinator
ii&R Block Foundation Kansas City Missouri School District
Kansas City, Missouri Kansas City, Missouri

Presenters will discuss an innovative collaborative effort wherein resources are drawn
from business, government ahd public education to provide for traditional and non-
traditional students. The discussion will involve pitfalls which were encountered in tlr
establishment, as well as successes and practical recommendations for replication.

ES) Junior Achievement Awareness

Melinda Knapp Susan Sappington
Marketing Manager Educational Manager
Junior Achievement of Middle America Junior Achievement
Kansas City, Missouri Kansas City, Missouri

Junior Achievement began in 1919 and is the nation's oldest youth economic and
business educational program. Since 1955 over 90.000 students inthe Kansas City area
have participated in Junior Achievement programs. Junior Achievement's unique
curriculum has always been based on one simple concept. To real ly understand business
you need to experience it. That's why Junior Achievement students study business
through hands-on practical assignments. In addition. companies who sponsor Junior
Achievement classes provide volunteer professionals who share real life experienceswith the students.

E4) Leawood Middle School and St. Joseph Health Center

Jim Gill Judy Fillop
Principal Business Coordinator
Leawood Middle School St. Jos. -h Health Center
Leawood. Kansa.. Kansas City. Missouri

Caroline Hale
Leawood School Coordinator
Lwood Middle School
Leawood. Kansrs

Presenters will give an overview f a specific schooi/business partnership. The
discussion will include how the partnership was formed, the goals. accomplishments.
and recommendations for replication.

1 (12,
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1989 NAIEC SHOWCASE CONFERENCE
KANSAS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

RICHARD P. RUSSELL
KANSAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

STEVE JACK
KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

DR. JERRY HORN
KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR PARTNERSHIPS IN EDUCATION

DR. KENNETH B. HOYT
NAIEC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

ANN L KEENER
KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR PARTNERSHIPS IN EDUCATION

DR. DALE LEMONS
NAIEC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

r)EITY B. ANASTASIO
JOHNSON COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

TRISH AARONS BOSILEVAC
1989 NAIEC CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

The Kansas Fxecutive Committee would like to thank the following individuals for their
anistance in the organization of this successful conference:

Rosemary Dougherty
Johnson County Community College

Overland Park. Kansas

Barbara Havlicek
Kansas Foundation for Partnerships in Education

Manhattan, Kansas

Pat Butler
Kansas State Department of Education

'Iopeka, Kansas

Marsha Chappelow
Blue Valley Schools

Overland Park, Kansas

Chris Hamilton
Kansas State Department of Education

Topeka. Kansas
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E5) Project HIRE

Bill Foster
Project Director
Project HIRE
Metropolitan Community College
Kansas City, Missoiuri

Project HIRE -(Helping Industry Recruit Employees)was developed and implemented
by a group of area vocational-technical schools. com mu nity es.11eges, and representatives
of the Missouri and Kansas State Departments of Education Thirteen different
(ducational institutions participate cooperatively in the Project. Project HIRE is an
umbrella for the participating AVTS and community colleges. The goal of the project is
to provide a catalyst by which the schools can work together in the interest o f developing
and sharing jobs with one another for the benefit of vocational/occupational educauon
students.

EG) Meeting Workforce Needs Through School Improvement

Shirlene Duncan Karen Allegier
Coordinator Manager
Business/School Pa-tnerships K-12 Education Relations
USI) 25? Boeing Military Aircraft Company
Wichita, Kansas Wichita. Kansas

Boeing Military Airplanes in Wichita. Kansas has en tered into an education partnership
with USD 259 by formalizing a comprehensive program. The presenters will give an
overview of the program.

E7) Business and Education Hand f n Hand

Staff of the St. Louis Public Schools
St. Louis. Missouri

This session will provide a broad overview of a myriad of programs provided by the St.
Louis Public Schools Career Education office in conjunction v. ith the St. Louis business
community Identified for grades pm-school through 12. these programs are d ersified
in their approach but in every instance stress the importance of self-concept and the
relationship between education and the world-of-work. This potpourri allows business
and community persons to choose from an array of options that take place either an the
classroom or in the workplace with students or with educators, and with a variety of time
commitments depending on the program. On a yearly basis the career education staff
works with some 1,50Q business persons. Ink ind contributions of time to the St. Louis
Public Schools are estimated at over 1.5 million.

11.45 a.m. sharp

12.00 - 1:00 p.m.

1:00 - 1:15 p.m.

BUS DEPARTS BURLINGTON NORTHERN SIMULATOR

BURLINGTON NORTHERN SIMULATOR TOUR

BUS RETURNS FROM BURLINGTON NORTHERN
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SYMPOSIUM ON: THE STATUS OF EDUCATION
IN AMERICA AND DIRECTIONS FOR THE
FUTURE

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
[Chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Kildee, Martinez,
Owens, Hayes, Sawyer, Jontz, Good ling, and Bartlett.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, Counsel; Barbara M. Dandridge,
administrative assistant (education); Andrew J. Hartman, minority
staff director; and Beth Buehlmann, minority education coordina-
tor.

Mr. GOODLING. Chairman Hawkins has been delayed and has
asked that we move ahead on this second day of this symposium:
the Status of Education in America and Directions for the Future.
We had some very powerful and interesting and important testimo-
ny yesterday. I'm sure we will hear more of the same.

Hopefully, by the time we're finished with this, we will have all
the answers and we'll be able to go to the Congress next year with
a bill that will solve all of our problems. That's what you're sup-
posed to bring to us in this two-day session.

It's different in that we're not having a question/answer period.
We're giving the participants as much time as they need to say
what they have to say, all of which will be in the record, and we
will work from that.

So it's a different approach. Hopefully, it will help us as we try
to find some answers for the serious problems that are facing edu-
cation at this particular time in our history.

I would Eke to call Dr. Andrew Molnar to the table, first of all,
Program Director, Application of Advanced Technologies, National
Science Foundation. Dr. Molnar, welcome.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW R. MOLNAR, PROGRAM DIRECTOR, AP-
PLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, NATIONAL SCI-
ENCE FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. MOLNAR. I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to meet
with you today to review the status of science and mathematics
education. I'm attempting to identify some of the more significant

(191)
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reports that have appeared lately and some of the highlights of
those reports.

I think in looking at educational statistics, one has to be careful
because there's a lag between what the current status is and what
the statistics represent. Many statistics are in different time
frames.

In addition, education is dynamic. It's always changing. Systems
are different. When we look at international systkms, they operate
in a different way than we do. So a single statistic that represents
large complex systems can highlight certain features but also dis-
tort or limit other things.

So why look at these studies? I think the critical reason is that it
broadens our perspectives. It gives us a chance to compare our-
selves with other countries and to look at history and to see what
has transpired in the past and compare where we are in regard to
those things.

It helps us identify issues and discern patterns that we can test
against further data. So the attempt that I'd like to do is try and
highlight some of these things to see if we can draw up patterns
that might help in identifying questions and issues for the future.

First of all, within the context of education, there are many
trends that are happening that over and above, it seems, beyond
our control. Some have called these megatraumas because they
seem to be crisis to crisis.

One of the more significant trends is the information explosion;
that is, the doubling of information every ten to twelve years. Not
only does it provide us new opportunities for business and trade,
but it also creates a perpetual problem for education. That is, we
now have, within a short span of five to ten years, a whole new
discipline springing up that suggests that we have to not only add
new information to the textbooks but totally revise concepts.

Some have argued that rather than just an information explo-
sion, we really have an ignorance explosion. We know more and
more about less and less and we have to try and keep up with it.

Second, the international competition, the competitiveness of the
new global economy puts us in a different perspective. That is,
what our schools teach has an impact upon how we operate as a
Nation that is involved in business and trade.

Since World War II, half of our productivity gains have been at-
tributed to technology. Two-thirds of the goods we produce now
must compete against foreign merchandise abroad. So not only
must we create businesses and industries that create products -hat
we send overseas and gain resources, but we also must proauce
goods and services domestically that compete with foreign products.

Mr. Erich Block, the Director of th?. National Science Founda-
tion, says that human resources, that science and engineering and
technical skills are a strategic resource of this era.

I'd like to go to some slides.
[Slide presentation was shown.]
Mr. MOLNAR. I have a brief chart here that tries to show that

this is the balance of payments over a number of years from 1970
to 1987. These are the trade with regard to manufactured products.
In other words, we are importing more than we are exporting.
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The top line is the high technology manufactured goods where
we developed a balance of payments; but, of late, we are now im-
porting more than we are exporting in this area. So the infrastruc-
ture of our society, the high technology one, is based on knowledge
and information as well as skills.

Let's take a look at some of the demographics of the work force.
Twenty-two percent decline in the next decade; that is, the number
of 22-year-olds coming into the educational system and market has
decreased. So we have a descripion in the numbers of people. T vte
rate of .lose students in science and engineering in the last decade
is now at an all time low.

There is increased volume in the cohort of minorities, 38 percent
of decline in the number of freshmen choosing science topics. The
concern that we have is that increasingly women and minorities
will have to play a larger role, a significant role in the work force.
This is some indication of the problems that we're going to have
with regard to technical and professional shortage.

This is a chart showing full-time graduate students in engineer-
ing and computer science and sorted out by numbers of men and
women. As you can see, the engineering professions and computer
science programs are predominantly men.

With regard to minorities, you can see, again, there is a very
small number of people in the pipeline, science graduates, V. .10 will
eventually get degrees and operate as scientists and engineers.
There's an increasing number of foreign students who are getting
degrees in our universities in engineering.

This is nearly 57 percent of the engineering doctorates. Forty
percent in both mathematics and computer science in 1985 were
foreign-born students who are working in our universities. We are
a Nation of immigrants. We welcome this, but what it does suggestis that this may be an unstable supply and we're not creating
enough domestic individuals interested in science and technology.

We can see a shortage coming in terms of the numbers of scien-
tists. It's estimated that the cumulative shortfall at the bachelor's
level in natm al science and engineering to be about 430,000 by the
year 2000.

We're now in a different situation in education. Where in the
past we used to sort out our very brightest and send them on to
advanced degrees, it's been suggested that we should change our
educational strategy from weeding out to cultivating. That is,
taking all those that are able and trying to give them the skills
and resources to participate.

This is, again, with the concern that about 80 percent of our
labor force and eetrants in the year 2000 will be minorities, women
and new immigrants. In other words, we now have a quantitative
shortage and, in some cases, it's been saggested a qualitative short-
age in the educational process.

Whet can we do about this? Let's look at the high school level. If
we assume that the salaries of teachersthere are about 2.4 mil-
lion teachersif we assume the average salary about $23,500 and
starting at a salary of about $15,400, one response to improving the
educational system is to attract more teachers to the profession
who are more qualified.
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An analysis of this shows that if we raise the cost of the average
teacher's salary to make the profession more motivating and more
interesting, that thisabout $2,000 a yearwill be a $5 billion cost
for the system every year thereafter.

If we reduce class size by 10 percent, that will be another $5 bil-
lion. Or to put it another way, if we raise the cost of the teacher's
salary to coincide with other occupations with similar credentials,
it would run to an estimated $50 to $100 billion or about twice
what the Federal educational programs are. So simple additicns of
money are not clearly an answer.

A recent survey by the National Science Teacher's Association
shows that 7100 high schools in the country offer no physics, 4200
no chemistry courses, 1900 no biology. In other words, there is a
lack not only of the science teaching but also of the teachers avail-
able to teach it.

Many states have doubled their requirements in math and sci-
ence, and that's the good news; the bad news is, we may not have
certified and qualified teachers to teach those subject matters. So
we have to look for other ways.

Most of this began in terms of public attention. What I'd like to
do now is switCh til CAMP nf filo rppArtg that caimmar;aa tha sfatus
of education. During the 1983 "Nation At Risk" report, I think,
very effectively summed up that our country is at risk because we
are not meeting the preeminence of commerce and industry and
science and technology innovations from other countries. In fact,
the educational system is a major factor related to this.

In that same year, the "Educating Americans for the 21st Centu-
ry" was the National Science Commission on mathematics, science
and technology. They concluded that the Nation that dramatically
and boldly led the world into the age of technology is failing to pro-
vide its own children with the intellectual tools needed for the 21st
century.

The commission noted that alarming numbers of Americans are
ill-equipped to work in, contribute to, profit from and enjoy our in-
creasing technological society. They observed that far too many
emerged from the Nation's elementary and secondary schools with
inadequate grounding in mathematics, science and technologj.

As a result, they lack the sufficient knowledge to acquire train-
ing, skills and understanding needed today and will be even more
critically needed in the 21st century.

The Commission laid out a 12-year program on how to create ex-
cellence in mlth, science and technology foat would be first rate
throughout the world by 1995. They estimated that the first year's
Federal contribution would be about $1.5 billion.

Another report that looked at international comparisons with re-
gards to mathematicsthis group essentially looked at the com-
parisons scores on the international tests which showed, again,
Japan being first in terms of eighth graders; U.S. being last. This
was a comparison of calculus for the top five percent.

This was the average students. Again, Japan leads, and the
United States is down near the bottom. These are eighth graders
but, of course, the Japanese felt this was too easy for thr'r eighth
graders and used seventh graders.
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A similar study was done in looking at the science achievement
in 17 countries. The results are much the same; that is, the United
States is, in physics, well below the average of other countries; in
terms of chemistry, again well below the average; in biology, last.

The Educational Testing Service has summarized the figures
with regard to mathematics achievement over the last four nation-
al education progress reports and finds that while there have been
some gains, that most of it has been in the declarative or factual
areas and not necessarily in the computational areas, and that
we've not attained the gains in the high skill areas that we would
need in terms of a competitive society.

They've also done a science report with similar results; that
while there has been initial decline, that there's been a slight im-
provement, but this improvement nowhere matches the previous
levels before.

Another study that tried to make some comparisons with regard
to math and science, using comparable figure.; from the National
assessment, found that the U.S. again placed last in mathematics
with countries of Spain, Korea, Ireland and the United Kingdom
and four Canadian provinces.

The significance of the study, however, I think for insight, is that
comparing the highest groups, the Koreans with the U.S. group, we
find that our kids are pretty good at one-step solution and our text-
books represent that.

When it comes to two-step solutions or complicated computa-
tions, that the percentages drop significantly with the Koreans ob-
taining 78 percent of the correct answers and the U.S. students 40
percent. When it comes to understanding principles, it's down to a
9 percent level of comprehension.

ETS also initiated its first computer competence study, and they
found that the students score very poorly. Most of what s taught in
the schools is how to program. The kids who benefit most from that
are the kids who have computers at home. The interesting statis-
tics that they show thataside, the United States has about two
million computers that are used in schoolswhen one looks at how
they're used, in other words, in this column "never used," for
mathematics, you find that 62.3 percent of children have never
used a computer for mathematics. Also down here in the 11th
grade level, that's even higher.

In the science area, t a use a computer for science, 87.2 percent
have never used a computer to do science. There's a reason for
that. That is, more than half of our secondary science teachers
have never had a course in computer science. Most of them have
approximately six hours of in-service training, primarily by going
to meetings.

There are some positive things happening. The Association for
the Advancement of Science is creating a curriculum, "Science for
Americans," with the aim of trying to make products of our educa-
tional system science literate. What they're doing is synthesizing
the new developments in science, trying them opt in the schools,
and trying to make it an integrated course of scicnce that people
around the country could use.

Another very significant activity has been the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, who have gotten together the profes-
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sional associations and societies to work out a set of standards that
they could all agree upon in the area of mathematics.

Collectively throughout the country, the attempt is not to change
the local or state practice of mathematics, but to compare it to
what professionals and mat1-.2maticians believe is what students
should have in the way of skills when they graduate.

So, basically, one can conclude that since the "Nation At Risk"
and all of the educational reform that has taken place, that if one
were to look at the statistics of progress, one would find not much
significant gain. Even if there were gains, it does not necessarily
mean that we are responding to the challenges and opportunities
available to us in the 21st Century; that is, it's not that education
isn't changingit iseducation is not changing fast enough to
keep up with our social, technical and scientific advances.

Finally, it is evident that the economyscience, technology and
educationare all highly related. Science-driven innovations fur-
ther the economy and create new jobs and new industries. Technol-
ogy increases productivity but requires a more skilled professional
labor force with a broader education and greater familiarity with
the tools of science.

Currently, this shortage in the crience areas are being filled by
foreign scientists, people who have come here and who are educat-
ed in our institutions and remain. There is, much like the national
deficit, much like the balanced trade in which countries loan us
monies to invest and do things, it's not clear how long they will
permit us to use their best and brightest to meet our short-term
needs.

In short, there is a strategic need for the development of human
resources, and much of that is on the way. The National Science
Foundation has programs with regard to trying to create supercom-
puter centers, educational engineering centers that look at the
basic fundamental cutting edge concepts in our professions, and in
areas of trying to take multi-disciplinary teams to develop science
information to make it valuable and useful to industries.

We need efforts of heroic proportion in the educational realm if
we are to match those demands and needs that will be upon us in
the 21st Century.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Andrew Molar follows:]
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A REVIEW OF THE STATUS AND TRENDS IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
AND HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOR THE WORKFORCE

Andrew R. Molnar
National Science Foundation

Washington, DC 20550.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to meet with you today and review the
status of science and mathematics education. I have been asked to identify
and highlight some of the more significant reports that have been written
since the "A Nation at Risk" report.

Megatrends or Megatraumas.

Before I begin I would like to say a few words about several "megatrends" in
our society that appear to affect what is happening in education. Or, since
education seems to go from crisis to crisis, I would like to talk about what
has been described as the new "megatraumas" about to beset us.

The Information Revolution: The New Educational CriLis.
First, we experiencing a scientific aii technological revolution of
unprecedented proportions. The information explcsion has greatly increased
our understanding of the world about us and L.:cording to economists is
largely responsible for our high standard of living. However, the continued
growth and exploitation of information rests not only upon science's ability
to produce new knowledge, but also upon society's capacity to absorb it and
use it. There is a growing awareness that we are fast reaching the human
limits of man's ability to absorb new knowledge.

The International Competitiveness Crisis and Our Response.
Second. as Mr. Erich Block, the Director of the National Science Foundation,
noted in a recent speech, we have moved from a national economy to a global
economy. Since World War II he says, U.S. technology was some of the best in
the world and our technological innovation accounted for nearly half of our
productivity gains. Mr Bloch notes, world trade has increased zevenfold
since 1970 and over two-thirds of the goods we produce must now compete
against merchandise from abroad. The factors that have affected this
_rnnsformation, he says are the industrial resurgence of Europe and 3apan,
the spread of industrialism to less developed nations, and the development of
communications and transportation technology that make world-wide industrial
integration possible. He says we have learned in recent decades that strong
basic research is not a sufficient condition for strong economic growth.
There must also be ways to link new knowledge with industry and to strengthen
research in those areas that are likely to be most fruitful.

Mr. Block has observed that human resources development of scientists Lad
engineers are the strategic resource of this era. He says we need to start
now training the technical manpower America will need in the 21st Century.

Human Resources:The National Crisis in Science and Engineering
Third, we are facing a rapidly changing structural shift in our national
workforce. Following the much publicized "bab-boom" has been a "baby-bust"--
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a significant decline in the number of births. As a consequence the pool of
human resources is smaller. Demographic studies show we are facing a period
of shortage of scientific and technical manpower. There will be a twenty-two
percent decline in the college-age population in the next decade, and the
rate of college students choosing science and engineering has declined 38%
over the past decade. These shortages will have to be made-up by women and
minorities--groups that have historically not participated in large numbers
in science. Eighty percent of the new labor force entrants hy the year 2000
will be minorities, women, and new immigrants. If one looks at the full time
number of graduate students in engineering and computer r Ience, one finds a
small number of women. Similarly the number of minorities in graduate
education in computer science and engineering is small.

Currently, foreign born scientists and engineers make up a large and growing
part of the pool. Ph.D degrees, a good indicator of the state of the science
pool, shows that 57% of the engineers and approximately 40% of the
mathematics and computer science graduates are foreign born. The pool is
limited hecause fewer and fewer U.S. students go on to advanced degrees, and
there is an increasing number of foreign students being trained in science
and engineering.

Many feel that the skills of the labor pool are also diminishing. In short,
the nation is experiencing both a quantitative and qualitative shortfall of
human resources during a time of rapidly changing need. In order to increase
the number and quality of students in the educational pipeline, it has been
suggested that we will have to change our educational philosophy from
"weeding out" all but the best, to "cultivating" all that are able.

Teacher Shortages.
Fourth, most States have significantly increased the graduation requirements
in mathematics and science. That's the good news. The bad news is were
running out of teachers qualified teachers. It is estimated that we need
about 1.6 million teachers in the next eight years. While estimates of need
differ and vary from place to place, it is clear that many teachers are soon
to retire and many are leaving the field for higher paying jobs. It is also
clear that 1.1 1968, 25% if all freshman and 37.5 percent of women were
planning teaching careers. In 1987, Freshmen interested in careers is 8.1%.
Therefore, with a smaller cohort and smaller number to college students
interested in education in general, it is clear there will be shortages in
the near future.

In addition, many mathematics and science teachers are not certified in these
fields in which they teach. It is estimated as high as half of the certified
teachers teach out of field.

The National Science Teachers Association Survey shows that of the
approximately 24.000 high schools, 7,100 offer no physics, 4,200 offer no
chemistry ccurses, and 1,900 offer no biology courses.

Some say if we make teaching more attractive we can get more and better
teachers. We have 2.4 million teachers with an average salary of about
$23,500 ane average starting salary of approximately $15,400.
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Lets suppose we raise teacher's salaries $2,00e a year. That will cost the
Nation 5 billion dollars annually, every year. Let's suppose we make a 10%
reduction in class size --that will cost another 5 billion a year. If we
bring school pay in line with other occupations requiring college degrees, it
is estimated that it would cost 50 to 100 billion a year--twice the cost of
all Federal education programs.

Status and Trends in Science and Mathematt,s Education.

Nation at Risk. In 1983 The National Commission on Excellence in Education
declared that our Nation is at risk: our once unchallenged preeminence in
commerce, industry, science and technological innovations is being overtaken
by competitors throughout the world. They identified education as a
significant factor for this and said that if an unfriendly foreign power had
attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational performance that
exists today; we might well have viewed it as an act of war. They came to
this conclusion based upon some of the following findings:

o some 23 million American adults are functionally illiterate

o average achievement of high school students on most standardized tests is
now lower than 26 years ago

o college SAT test scores demonstrated a virtually unbroken dec/ine from
1963 to 1980

o there was a steady decline in science achievement scores of 17 year olds
from 1969 to 1977

o between 1975 and 1980, remedial mathematics courses in public 4 year
colleges increased by 72% and now constitute one quarter of all mathematics
courses taught in those institutions

o average test achievement of students graduating from college was also
lower,

Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology.
Also in 1983, the National Science Board Commission on Precollege Education
in Mathematics, Science and Technology wrote a report, "Educating Americans
for the 21st Century". The Commission concluded that the Nation that
dramatically and boldly led the world into the age of technology is failing
to provide its own children with the intellectual tools needed for the 21st
Century. The Commission noted that alarming numbers of Americans are ill
equipped to work in, contribute to, profit from, and enjoy our increasingly
technologit'al society. They observed that far too many emerge from the
Nations's elementary and secondary schools with an inadequate grounding in
mathematics. science and techhology. As a result, they lack sufficient
knowledge to acquire "-he training, skills and understanding that are need
todey and will even more critically needed in the 2Ist Century.

The Commission defined a national agenda for improving elementary and
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secondary science education in mathemattcs, science and technology. They
spel-ed out a plan of action for all sectors of society and detailed a 12
year plan that would provide all youth with a level of mathematics. science
and technology education that would be the finest in the world, without
sacrificing the American birthright of personal choice, equity and
opportunity. They estimated the costs to the Federal government for the new
programs for the first year to be $1.51 billion.

The Underachieving Curriculum. In 1987, an assessment was made of U.S. School
Mathematics from an international perspective called the "Underachieving
Curriculum" A survey of eighth and twelfth grade students in the U.S. and
seventeen countries were surveyed. In the U.S. the achievement of the
Calculus classes, the nation's best mathematics students, was at or near the
average achievement of the advanced secondary school mathematics students in
other countries. (In most countries, all advanced mathematics students ta)e
calculus. In the U.S.. only about one fifth do).

The achievement of the U.S. precalculus students was substantially below the
international average. In some cases the U.S. ranked with the lower one-
fourth in the Study, and was the lowest of the advanced industrialized
countries.

The report concludes that a fundamental revision of the U.S. Schoul
mathematics curriculum, in both form and substance, is needed. This activity
should begin at the early grades of elementary school.

Science Achievement in Seventeen Countries. In 1988. "Science Achievement in
Seventeen Countries: A Report of preliminary results from a 1983-86.
Multinational Study by the International Association for Evaluation of
Educational Achievement" were published. The survey focused on ten year old.
14 year old, and the final year of secondary school. The U.S. ranked below
average in Physics. Chemistry. and Biology.

The Mathematics Report Card. The Educational Testing Service(ETS) in 1988
published two significant reports: one on mathematics and one on science. The
"Mathematics Report Card: Are We Measuring Up? reviewed mathematics
achievement in the 1986 National Assessment of Educational Progress(NAEP).
Some of tho pertinent statistics cited are:

o one out of three major corporations already provides new workers with
basic reading, writing, and arithmetic courses.

o if current demographic and economic trends continue. American businesses
with hire a million new people a years woo can't read, write, or count.
Teaching them how...wfll cost industry $25 billion a year for as long as it
takes.

o the cost recent international mathematics study reported that average
Japanese students exhibit higher levels of achievement than the up 5% of
American Students enrolled in college preparatory mathematics courses.

ETS reviewed the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP! in
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mathematics for 9. 13. and 17-year old for the years of 1973. 1978, 1982 and
1986. The report says that assessment findings show both encouraging and
discouraging trends. There were improvements in performance occurring across
a wide segment of the population, especially among Black and Hispanic
students. However, this good news, they say, must be tempered by continuing
concern over the generally low levels of performance exhibited by most high
school students and by the fact that the majority of improvement shown
resulted from increased performance in low level skills.

The Science Report Card. ETS also published "The Science Report Card: Trends
and Achievement Based on the 1986 National Assessment" which reviewed the
science results. The trends for q, 13, and 17 year olds across five national
science assessments from 1969 to 1986 reveals a pattern of initial decline
followed by a subsequent recovery at all three age groups. They report that
to date. the recoveries have not matched the declines. At age 17 student
science achievement remains well below that of 1969.

The trends suggest that a majority of 17 year olds are poorly equipped for
informed citizenship and productive performance in the workplace, let alone
post secondary studies in science. More than half of the 17 year olds appear
to be inadequately prepared either to perform competently jobs tht&,.. require
technical skills or to benefit substantially from specialized on the job
training. Only 7% have the prerequisite knowledge and skills thought to be
needed to perform well in college level science courses. They conclude that
since high school proficiency is a good predictor of whether or not a young
person will elect to pursue post-secondary studies in science, the
probability that may more students will embark on future careers in science
is very low.

They -eport that despite recent gains. the average proficiency of Black and
Hispanic students remains at least four years behind that of their White
peers.

A World of Differences. At recent report publish this year. "A World of
Differences: Report of an International Assessment of Mathematics and
Science", is a multi-national study of 13 year olds based on test items drawn
from the mathematics and science components of the NAEP surveys. The U.S.
U.K., Spain. Korea, four Canadian Provinces. and Ireland participated. The
U.S. placed last in mathematics and in the lowest group in science. Korea
scored the highest on ooth tests.

Computer Competence. ETS, in 1988, published their results of the First
National Assessment of Computer Competence. They found that computers are
primarily used to teach programming and little else. The achievement scbres
in this area are not too good except for those who also have computers at
home. Even with an estimated two million computers. 78% of the 7th grade and
87% of the llth grade never use computers to solve science problems. In the
7th grade 62% and 77.9% of the Ilth grade never use computers to practice
mathematics. The report notes that America' prominence in the world economy
rests to a large extent upon its technological competitiveness. We are not
longer, they say, so much a nation riea in industry as a nation rich in
infOrmation. Our future industrial strength depends on how effectively can
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use carmter-based technologies.

Science for All Ame- Ins. Several of many positive actions are now underway

that deserve notice .he American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS)(1989) initia,, sn effort through reforu in science education. The
report, "Science for ..11 Americans (Project 2061) is an attempt to establish
a major !,Indergarten-through high school reform and synthesis of the school

science curriculum. Its aim is for the improvement of the ability and
capacity of the educational system to send forth citizens who are "science

literate"

Curriculum and P-sluation Standards for Mathematics. The "Curriculum and
Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics" (1989) is a very significant
report. Tte National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) initiated a
Commission of the major professional and mathematical associations to create
a coherent vision of what is means to be mathematically literate in a world
that relies on calculators and computers to carry out mathematical
procedures, and a world where mathematics is rapidly growing and is
extensively being applied in diverse fields and to create a set of standards
to guide revieion of the school mathematics curriculum and associated
evaluation toward this vision. The rel.ort is the outcome of the Commissions

findings and recommendations.

National Science Foundation Programs.
While the prize purpose of this presentation was to review some of the
demographics and the status and trends of the most recent reports in science
and mathematics education as they relate to the work force, I would be remiss
if I did not acknowledge that much is going on at the National Science
Foundation aimed at international competitivanes and meeting the nation's
human resource requirements. The National Science Foundation has initiated
programs to create supercomputer centers and a high speed n ork that will

connect all centers, and will soon be available to all unive ities

throughout the country. This year high school students are also carrying out
research at the Cornell University supercomputer center. Engineering
Research Centers have been established to work on developing fundamental
engineering knowledge to enhance international competitiveness. Science and

Technology Centers have been established to work on multidisciplinary
problems related to competitiveness.

Our science and engineering education programs are revitalizing science and
mathematics at the school level. We are developing new mathematics and
science curriculum at the elementary and secondary levels of education. We
have several Teacher Enhancement Programs to assist teachers in keeping up
with recent developments in science and mathematics. We have a Young
Scholars Program to permit high school students the opportunity to work with
scientists. Our Informal Education Program focuses on out of school learning
in mathematics and science. And our Applications of Advanced Technologies and
Research Programs support work that focuses on innovatien and fundamental
knowledge for teaching and learning.
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Summary and Conclusion.
In conclusion, It is clear that since the publication of the "Nation at Risk"
in 1983 and in spite of legislative action and educational reform, the
performance of our educational system, as a whole, has not significantly
improved. And even if the current systems ere improved, they still may not be
responsive to the needs and opportunities of the 21st Century. It is not
that education is not changing; it is. However, it not changing fest enough.
It i5 becoming increasingly clear that with rapid changes in science and
technology and the rapidly Changing composition of cur work force that
measures of heroic proportions must be made if education is to be responsive
to the challenges we face. It will require new thinking as innov,Itive as that
going on in all fields of science and technology if we are to be competitive.

It is evidelt that the problems of the economy, science, technology and
education are highly related. Science-driven innovations spur the economy
and create new jobs and new industries. Technology increases productivity,
but requires a more skilAed professional labor pool with e broader education
and greater famillarity with the toold of science. There is and will
continue to be a shortage of scientists. Currently it is being filled by
foreigners. Ruch like the national deficit and trade imbalance it is not
clear how long the world will permit us to import their best and brightest to
work on our problems. We must develop our own human resources. International
cocpetition for global trade will depend not only mn discovery of new
innovations, but the speed with which that knowledge is transmitted through
our educational systems to create a highly skilled workforce. It is clear
that the future will require a major restructuring and retooling of our
social, industrial and educational institutions.
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Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Dr. Molnar. I think we will do a quick
on-the-spot survey, since I see six students in the rear. Are you,
what, 11th graders, 12th graders, 10th graders? How rnady of you
have taken every math and scien4e course that your school offered?
That's pretty good, a pretty good survey.

Do Jour schools offer calculus? Beyond calcu!us? How many had
elementary teachers that you believed were quite knowledgeable in
the teaching of science and mathematics, quite capable? Some were
and some weren't. I think that's part of the problem.

Yes, Dr. Molnar?
Mr. MoLNAR. I'd just like to mention that there are some out-

standing gifted and talented students that are participating. This
year at the supercomputer center at Cornell, we have high school
students who have competed in the superquest to do research
projects that would require the use of the supercomputer.

It's not significant that they're using a supercomputer, a very ex-
pensive and valuable tool; what is significant is that the subject
areas that they're studying are not represented in the undergradu-
ate or high school curriculum. In other words, they're so remark-
ably different at a different scope. But there are some outstanding
students. The foundation also supports the president:al awards in
math and science for teachers.

It is extremely elating to work with those. I've helped organize
those meetings, and we had some outstanding teachers throughout
the country. The situation is that everything is changing. Educa-
tion is not static. It's a dynamic situation, and these problems must
be attended constantly.

Mr. GOODLING. One last question: How many of you had comput-
er training in elementary school? How about secondary school?

Thank you very much, Dr. Molnar.
Our next panelist is Dr. Shirl Gilbert, Deputy Superintendent,

Indianapolis Public School System, Indianapolis. Jim had to go
back to his office for a scheduled meeting. So if you would like to
proceed.

STATEMENT OF SHIRL GILBERT, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT, IN-
DIANAPOLIS NJBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, INDIANAPOLIS, INDI-
ANA

Mr. GILBERT. Thank you, Mr. Good ling. First, may I share with
each and every one of you that it is a signal honor for me to be
able to sit before you this morning and share several critical issues
which I know must be considered by policy-making bodies across
this country if we're going to stem the tide of mediocrity and illit-
eracy which is streaming out of our elementary and secondary
schools and urban centers across this Nation?

I bring you greetings from the 55,000 boys and girls of the Indi-
anapolis public schools, from its superintendent, Dr. James Adams,
and from its board chair, Mr. Steven Hyatt. I appear before you
this morning, representing 25 years of urban public educational ex-
perience: 5 years as an elementary teacher in the St. Louis Ban-
neker group of schools and the Pruidigal Project in St. Louis, Mis-
gouri, 3 years as principal and assistant principal of that same
building, the Carlene Szthool, and 17 years in various and sundry
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administrative positions at the central officethe final 12 or thelast 12 being at the highest executive levels of public, elementary
and secondary education in our Nation: 6 years as superintendent
of slhools in East Chicago Heights public schools in East ChicagoHeights, Illinois; 4 years as superintendent of schools in the Peters-
Eurg, Virginia, public schools in Petersburg, Virginia; and the past.2 years as the deputy superintendent of the Indianapolis publicschools.

These years in the vows of urban public education in our greatNation has given me a view rind a perspective of the system whichI hope has prepared me to share substantively with you this morn-ing.
I must share that I am somewhat disappointed, as this is my firstopportunity to speak before an august committee of Congress andto speak on an issue about which I feel passioaately, and which Ifeel is one of the most important issues that -He must face in theNation today; that being education, especially as relates to publiceducation and particularly to urban public education.
Finally, I come before you from my position as Chairman of the

Superintendent's Commission of the National Alliance of BlackSchool Educators which counts among its membership some 96black and brown superintendents from urban public school systemsaround this country.
Their numbers include the superintendent of: Memphis, Tennes-

see; St. Louis, Missouri; Atlanta, Georgia; Dayton, Ohio; Chicago, Il-linois; Compton, California; Dallas, Texas; Portland, Oregon; Bir-mingham, Alabama; Detroit, Michigan; East Orange, New Jersey;Gary, Indiana; and many other urban centers across this Nation.
The focus of my sharing with you this morning will spotlightthree areas: one, funding; two, teacher and administrative training;and three, legislative/mandate sensitivity.
Mr. GOODLING. I'm sorry, would you repeat the last one?
Mr. GILBERT. Legislative/mandate sensitivity. I want to presentto you this morning as a practitioner and from a practical perspec-tive as an administrator who is presently and currently trying todo all that can be done in an urban system to give young peoplethe preparation they need to compete in life.
I often use compete and competition in opportunities to speak,and I always want to differentiate between competition on the foot-ball field and the basketball court. I'm talking about competitionand the ability to be able to compete on the world stage and in lifeas they leave the halls of academia at the high school level and,hopefully, at the college level into the future.
First let's talk for a few minutes, if you will, about funding. Cer-tainly, as has been chronical to you in the testimony of Dr. Molnar

previously, there is no panacea in throwing dollars, millions, evenbillions of dollars at these issues; but certainly there is a need tobegin to take a look at how we are utilizing the dollars we areusing and try to assess the extent to which additional dollars insome focused areas might be able to help us to do a better job ofdelivering high level instructional services to boys and girls inurban, big city public school systems across this Nation.
First we need flexibility. It is unfortunate that despite the factthat millions, even billions of dollars are doled out from Congress
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to elementary and secondary schools systems across the country,
that all too often these dollars are tied to red tape and limitations
which preclude, prevent c ar opportunity to be able to utilize these
funds in the most advantageous way for boys and girls in our
school systems.

I want to share with you a recent experience which grew out of
my effort to initiate an innovative, I think, and potentially success-
ful program in Indianapolis rlesigned to help the poorest perform-
ing youngsters in the Indianapolis public schools to have a better
opportunity to be able to be successful educationally.

My staff and I, over the summer, dreamed up, if you will, a pro-
gram that we clubbcd the curriculum enrichment rooms. We
wanted to take the bottom of the academic achievement spectrum
in grades four, five and six, and create in certain identified build-
ings where youngsters were at the bottom of that academic spec-
trum academically and put them in what we called academic weigh
stations.

We wanted to pull them out of the mainstream program, put
them in a aongraded program designed to have no more than 16
young people, a hand-picked teacher and a hand-picked teaching
assistant with high interest, low level materialsbecause these
young people were three, four and five years behind in their ability
to be able to read and compute at the level commensurate with
their age and stage in schooland over a period of no more than
24 months with a 12-month review of where they areso it's a 2-
year program maximumwith a review for every youngster at the
end of the first year of how well they're being able to take advan-
tage of this highly academically enriched program.

We would focus in this program only on reading and math in the
main with our desire to have these young people to remediate poor
skills sufficient to be able to compete with their contemporaries
back in the appropriate grade level to which they would be as-
signed.

These programs required us to renovate some classroom spaces
because we wanted to paint them differently than the other classes
in the room, because we wanted these young people to be proud to
be a part of this EER program and not to feel, as often youngsters
feel in Chapter 1 and other remedial compensatory programs, that
they are "the dummies" and that they need some special effort on
the part of the school to help them to be successful.

Rather we wanted to have people to be proud to be in these class-
rooms, so we wanted to paint them a distinctive color, different
from any other color in the building. We wanted to purchase for
these classrooms additional and different and colorful and exciting
furniture and equipment. We wanted to select, on a hand-picked
basis, the best teachers we could find to go in who understood that
all kids can learn and that kids do what you expect them to do in
terms of what is going on.

As we searched for ways to fund this, it met all of the criteria for
funding through Chapter 1 programs, so we sought out our Chapter
1 administrators and specialists in the system. We worked with
them to write the proposal to be included in our rlapter 1 grant to
go to the state. We forwarded that innovative, creative program as
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a part of our Chapter 1 request for 1989-90 to the State Depart-ment of Education in Indiana.
What we got back a few days later from the State Department

people was that our effort to implement this program reflected asupplanting of the middle part of general fund monies for thesystem and therefore was ineligible for Chapter 1; but that if wewanted to pair these classes with a similarly situated general fundclass, but half the students in each, we could do it.
Well, the reason that we turned to Chapter 1 in relation to theseprograms was because we did not have sufficient funds in the gen-eral funds to oversee this kind of program and wanted to use sup-plemental funds that we got from the Federal and the state govern-ments to underwrite these.
We went over and we talked to the State Department people aT.-1we tried to convince them that, in fact, this was a program taathad the potential to have these young people to be successful, andthey agreed that it was an innovative program inconsistent withanything 'lley had seen before, and they thought it had all the in-gredients to work, but that we could not use Federal funds to un-derwrite it.
Ladies and gentlemen, that is the kind of inflexibility that pre-vents us from doing the kinds of things we need to do to help theseyoung people to be able to benefit, especially young people in urbancenters who come with all of the demographic baggage which pre-vents them from being able to be successful in school.
There are only three things that are different between young-sters who are in urban and suburban schools who do well, andyoungsters who are in urban schools who don't do well. My young-sters, 60 percent of whom would be characterized as minority and/or disadvantaged and/or poor, and they are both black and whiteand brown, come to the Indianapolis public school system withouta self-concept or without a self-esteem that allows them to evenfeel they can be successful.
They come with very few opportunities to have been successfulover the four or five years of their life as they enter kindergartenand/or first grade, and they come with nobody celebrating that, infact, they are meaningful human beings. They come with an expe-riential deficit that prevents them from being able to take advan-tage of the instruction in the classroom or to make the transferfrom what's going on in that classroom to real life learning.
I always want to make an example of that so that everybody canunderstand what we're talking about when we say an experientialdeficit that urban kids bring to schools. I have about 7,000 kinder-garten and/or first grade kids. I have to use both because in theState of Indiana, kindergarten is not mandated, unfortunately. Somany of our youngsters don't come to school until their first grade.We have about 7,000 kindergarten and/or first grade kids whocome to the Indianapolis public schools every September. Betterthan 70 percent of those 7,000 young people come having neverseen a real live elephant in their life. They come having never seena real live elephant in their life. Now all of them have seen ele-phants in the book or the magazine or on television and they werethis big. They thought they could step on them and kill them.
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Then they come to school. They get a fabulous teacher in first
grade and/or kindergarten. I have many, many fabulous teachers
in first grade and kindergarten in Indianapolis. They do a good job
of teaching these young people the concepts big and little. When
they get through teaching those concepts, these little people, these
young 6-year-olds understand big and little. They know what's big
and they know what's little.

Some of our teachers are resourceful and they go find, Mr. Good-
ling, beach balls in Indianapolis. It's tough to find a beach ball in
Indianapolis because there's not too many beaches there, but they
find beach balls in Indianapolis. Then they go pull out for their
kids a bolo bat or bolo bat ball and they use these manipulatives of
the great big beach ball and the little bitty bolo bat ball to teach
these kids, using those manipulatives, what the concept of big and
little is.

The next day they pull out the reader for these young people.
You know, in the first grade, the kids can't read so they have big
books. A big book is a big replica of a little book that kids use, but
the teacher uses it in front of the class. She holds it open. She
points to the words and she reads and teaches kids by association
what those words mean.

She pulls out a big book and opens it to the first story and the
first story in the big book is about the circus. The first line of the
first story in the big book says, "Down the street came the big, big
elephant." They understand what street is. They understand what
down is. They know what big and little is because they got taught
that yesterday. But they are immediately confused because their
only experience--

Mr. GOODLING. Excuse me one minute, Doctor. Before the young
people leave, I should ask one other question. How many of you are
going to be teachers? Therein is our problem.

Mr. GILBERT. It certainly is part of it. They are immediately con-
fused because while they understand what big is, the elephant that
they've seen, they thought they could step on and kill. They've
never seen a big, real elephant so they can't make the association
between this word big and this thing they know about that is an
elephant.

They're confused. That confusion that happens in every first
grade class in Indianapolis every year is replicated thousands of
times every week all year long in their first, second, third and
fourth grade years because they have this experience deficit.

Therefore, the longer they stay in school, the farther they fall
behind because we are unable to accommodate the deficit that
these young people bring to school. The third thing that is different
between youngsters who perform and youngsters who don't is the
fact that their parents are involved and understand the importance
of education.

Parents, in many instances, always say school is important.
Young people decide what's important not based on what parents
say but based on what parents do. We have worked real hard in
Indianapolis to try to help parents understand that it's important
that they do some things with relation to education to help their
young people understand how important it is.

,
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I advocate all over town as I talk to parents that if you do onething, the scores in Indianapolis will go up. If I got every parent inIndianapolis to do this one thing, then the scores would go up. Thatis, ask the kids every day whni they come home from school whathappened at school today.
The first 200 times you ask the kid what happened at schooltoday, they are going to tell you nothing because that's whatthey'i.e used to saying. They don't think you really want to knowwhat happened at school because you don't spend any time talkingto them about school or visiting school when nothing is wrong.On the 201st or the 215th or the 307th time, they will tell youthey made 85 on the test. It is important that parents know whenthey finally get an answer from this young personthey will getan answer eentually if they keep asking. I keep telling peoplethey have to persist with them and keep asking that even thoughthe kids are saying nothing.
Now don't make a big deal on them saying nothing. Don't tellthem you know something happened. Leave it alone. Don't fuss atthem because they won't tell you what's going on at school today.Eventually they will tell you they made 85 on the test.
When they do, you have got to celebrate their success. You've gotto celebrate that, in fact, something good happened at school. Thendo something special for these young people. What that does istake advantage of human nature, what we know about the affec-tive reality of being a person; that is, to have somebody celebrateyou if somebody does something special for you because you didsomething that they wanted you to do; that you're tendency is towant to do that again because you want them to treat you like thatagain.
So the affective nature of schooling, that we haven't spent anytime teaching parents, must become a reality if we're going tomake a difference. The funding realities of all these things are thatthey cost money to implement because they're beyond the realm ofwhat is the usual and customary responsibility of schooling, that ofdelivering high level instructional services in reading, math andlanguage arts and the other courses of the curriculum.So it is important that we have some flexibility so we can usesome of these funds that heretofore have been categorically tied tored tape and limitations in ways that would be more creative andmore innovative, that would speak to the real issues that are inher-ent in our success in school today.

Second, I want to share with you that there's a real unwilling-ness in the general populous of urban America to fund schools asthey have been funded in the past. Schools, as you know, have beenfunded on the backs of folks who own property in this Nation inthe local communities in which the schools exist.
In the suburban and parochial and private situations, whetherfunding sources or that and other strategies, but where kids per-form academically at a higher level than they do generally inurban America, there is less of a resistance to pay those taxes thatare necessaryor the tuition in the case of private and parochialschoolsthat is necessary to educate those kids.
When you find an urban AmericaIndianapolis, Chicago,Boston, Baltimore, Miami, Los Angelesthat the number of people
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in those communities who are impacted )37 youngsters who are in
the public schools is diminishing year after year after year after
year.

There is a reluctance for those who have no vested interest, they
think, in the schools to continue to pay more and more and Snore
taxes to support those schools. So Congress has got to be more sen-
sitive to the fact that there's an unwillingness on the part of urban
America to continue to fund schools as they have been funded in
the past.

We've got to find other sources of funding of schools. We've got
to begin to help states to use funds that they have come up with in
the last 10 to 15 years like lottery funds. State lottery situations
are blazing across our Nation. We just, a few months ago, approved
it in the State of Indiana. They always, as they try to sell lotteries
to the populous, include education as one of the benefactors of the
lottery.

I want to tell you that I was in Chicago for 13 years before the
lottery and after the lottery, and very little of the lottery money in
Chicago, which is now 10 or 12 years old, goes to the schools in the
State of Illinois. My guess is that that will happen in Indiana, Ala-
bama and Mississippi and in Oregon unless Congress begins to take
some positions that would allow some incentives to the states that
would be willing to use some of those billions that come in the lot-
tery processes for the funding of public schools and public educa-
tion.

The third issue I want to deal with with relation to funding has
to do with our trying to look at some new funds coming into urban
America from the Federal Government. It has been historical that
the Federal Government does not fund public education. It's a lo-
cally-funded and state-funded institution in our Nation.

Those things that come from the Federal Government have been
designed in the main to compensate for inequities that have hap-
pened over time with relation to public education and to serve as
incentives to cause state and local governments also to compensate
with relation to that.

It's time now for the Federal Government to start using its
muscle to provide Federal incentives to help these unwilling com-
munities to understand that they must fund these public schools in
this Nation. It's time to tie Federal funding coming into the state
to the state's willingness to fund the schools at a higher level than
has been the case before.

You and Congress very successfully were able to convince state
governments that you wanted to change the speed limits on the
highways and byways of this Nation from the 70 and 75 they were
several years ago to the 55 and 65 they are now. You did that very
successfully by tying the Federal monies that go to the states for
transportation-related issues, roads and public transportation and
other federally funded programs that go to the states, to their will-
ingness to change those speed limits.

You, as I'm sure I don't have to share with you, were able, in
every state in this union, to cause the powers that be in the states
to change those speed limits from 70 to 55 without exception. We
want you to use those same kinds of muscles as Federal incentives
to states to begin to take another look at the level of funding that's
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going to elementary and secondary schools in each of these states.We think that you certainly have the clout to do that. We would
admonish that be one of the things you look at.

We also want to suggest something new. A few years ago we hadsome things called urban enterprise zones. In those urban enter-
prise zones we did all kinds of great things. We forgave taxes toinvestment entities and individuals who were willing to build and/or invest in these urban enterprise zones.

We paid people incentive grants in order to help us to develop
economic programs that would help to revitalize central decaying
cores of urban cities. Those things, again, were successful utiliza-tion of the muscle the. Congress has as the National body which
oversees the operation of this great Nation.

We want to propose to you that we have some urban education
zones. In these urban education zones, the same kind of thing hap-
pens that happened before those who were willing to support urban
enterprise zones. In these urban education zones, we would suggestthat you would forgive Federal taxes and that you would present
incentives to states to forgive state taxes to entities who were will-ing to invest in the improvement of urban education in those areas.We would suggest that you also assist, in the point that Mr.
Good ling made just a few minutes ago as the young people left the
session, us in recruiting the best and the brightest teachers to theurban centers of this Nation. We think you can do that by puttingin place, in these urban education zones only, grants that wouldallow BA degree teachers, first year who are coming out who wantto get advanced degrees, grants to allow them to get their degrees;but in return for that they must teach in an urban education zone,and they must give to that urban education zone their considerable
skills for some limited period of time, five, ten, whatever is consist-ent with the best and brightest among you who put together these
kinds of legislative packages and programs for our Nation.

We would suggest that you could assist us in generating newfunds for urban public schools. You could assist us in recruitingteachers and developing programs through incentive monies thatwould go into these urban education zones designed to make themmore attractive for individuals who otherwise would find otherplaces more desirable to teach and to learn and to grow and toinvest.
We would suggest to you that it's important that we address thissituation of youngsters coming to us with experience who show

deficits, that there needs to be a compensatory program specificallygeared to giving youngsters experiential opportunities to leavetheir community and leave their school building and go out intothe larger world and sce an elephant and see the many otherthings that will allow them to make the transfer from what's going
on in the classroom to real life learning.

We need some Federal incentive dollars to convince folks that wehave to do that. In every one of the superintendencies that I've
shared with you beforeIllinois, Virginia, and now IndianaI findmyself in trouble as I advocate for big dollars to go into field tripprograms, because I understand that urban poor and minority and
disadvantaged kids who come into those systems need to have their
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experiences accommodated, their lack of experiences accommodat-
ed.

Until we begin to do that, these youngsters are not going to be
able to make the transfer from what's going on in the classroom to
real-life learning.

Of course, I could talk about the maintenance of the funds that
are still out there. We, of course, want to maintain the Chapter 1
funding. We want to maintain the Head Start funding. We want to
maintain the First Start funding. All of those things that have
proven to be successful educational strategies for America we want
to maintain, but we've got to begin to look at some other strategies
for helping these urban systems to be successful.

The second of the three areas was teaching training. I spoke just
briefly to educational grants for advanced degree completion for
those people who are willing to work in urban enterprise zones. We
also need to focus some attention on our teacher preparation, our
colleges and universities, who are not doing the kind of job that
needs to be done to prepare urban teachers.

I graduated from Perdue University. That is one of the most
prestigious universities in this country, but they did not prepare
me for dealing with the realities of urban public education. They
taught me to deal with mainstream American situations that are
not reflected by what's going on in Boston, Massachusetts, that are
not reflected by what's going on in Chicago and in LA.

We've got to help folks understand that there are some cultural
and some historical realities. There are some learning-style and
teaching-style issues that have to be addressed if we are going to be
successfui in delivering high-level services to minority and poor
and disadvantaged youngsters in urban America.

We need to put some moneythe Federal Government needs to
put some money in training of administrators and teachers in the
urban and affective realities of public education.

Finally, we need to have the Congress to be sensitive to the legis-
lative actions and mandates which they send down the pike or they
cause to be sent down the pike by the states because of actions that
you take.

One very quick example is a law in the books which was just
passed five or six years agoit was a part of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Actwhich requires that every individual who works in any
agency covered by that act must be paid time and a half and/or be
given compensatory time for all hours over the 40 hour minimum
or maximum work week that is a part of the act.

Now that seems to be a pretty harmless piece of legislation and
certainly has helped many people who have been coerced and in-
timidated into working long hours and not being paid anymore
than they usually would have been paid during the regular 40 hour
work week. We understand the thinking behind the legislation and
certainly it was something that was needed because many, many
people were being prostituted by employers who were not given
them their just due.

What that has done in public, and maybe perhaps even private
and parochial education, is that we have people who work for us as
counselors who also are football coaches. When they work as a
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counselor, their salary is one rate. When they work as a football
coach, their salary is another rate.

We have found that we are in conflict with the Federal law when
we don't pay that counselor the same rate of pay and even time
and a half when we have him work for us after the working hours
as a football coach. It is not as much a problem in the certificated
area, in the example I just used, as it is in the noncertificated area;those people who come to us and who do not have educational de-
grees and who work for the system.

One would beand I say a teacher assistant who works for us inthe daytime, assisting a teacher in a classroom, but as a football
coach in the afternoon and who will, because of the football seasonand because of the time it takes to work with a football team, work
12, 15, 20 hours over and above the 40 hour work week that is apart of his regular operation.

What we have had to do in Indianapolis is cut off every last oneof those teacher assistants who were also football coaches after
school because we could not afford to pay them time and a half andeven double time on Saturday when the game happens for their
coaching activities, even when they were willing to do that at theregular rate of pay. The law says they can't have that latitude todo it at the regular rate of pay.

We need Congress to help us, not in this case by giving us moremoney, but by having sensitivity to the problems that some of thelegislation that you send down causes urban schools in terms ofwhat's going on. We have lost hundreds even thousands of hours
per month of voluntary time that good thinking people who careabout kids have been willing to give us because we cannot afford to
pay them at the time and a half or double time depending on whatday it is. They can't, per the law, volunteer their time to theschools.

Now I understand when that piece of legislation was under con-sideration, there was some discussion of excluding public education-
al systems from that provision of the law, but it never happened
before the law was enacted.

So it has caused a very serious problem for urban public schools
with relation to our effort to do what we need to do for kids andhave the dollars that we need to do it. So that's one that doesn'tcost you any money, but it certainly is consistent with our need foryou to help us.

I want to close these brief remarks this morning by sharing withyou a story that I often share as I speak to educators and those
responsible for education and those who look to education for deliv-
ering quality services to kids across this Nation.

It's a personal story, and it goes back to my early years as a
young person, 10, 11, 12 years old in St. Louis, Missouri. As is thecase now, when I was 10, 11, or 12, I wanted to be an individualwho was a leader among and between the peers that I interactwith.

So I lived in the 4300 block on Delmar in St. Louis. In this block
there were hundreds of kids who were my age, 10, 11, and 12. We
played a game that I always talk about because usually people canassociate with it because everybody played this game as a young-ster. We played a game called hide-and-go-seek.
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I always wanted to be the caller when we played hide-and-go-
seek because the caller was the leader of the game. So I wanted to
be the caller. I figured out a wayI don't know how I did that. I
have been trying to figure out how I did that so I could do it now
that I always was able to have the folks to elect me as the caller.

Anyway, most of the time I was the caller. I found the biggest
tree in the alley in the 4300 block on Delmar. I hid my head, Con-
gressman Hawkins, and I said, "Last night, night before, 25 robbers
at my door. I got up, let them in, hit them in the head with a roll-
ing pin. All hid?" Then I said, "Ready or not, here I come."

I tell that story all the time because I want to make the point
with people that I'm talking to and certainly want to make the
point with this august body, even the Congress of the United
States, that sooner or later every last one of the seven or eight
thousand high school seniors in Indianapolis are going to graduate.

Sooner or later every last one of the millions of high school stu-
dents in this Nation are going to graduate or otherwise be put out.
When they graduate they are either going to be ready or not.
Those young people who are ready gre going to get jobs, they are
going to go to the service, they are going to go to college, they are
going to prepare themselves to become contributing members of
this society and to take all of our places.

If they are not ready, ladies and gentlemen, I want you to know
that not a single one of those millions of high schools students or
the seven or eight thousand that I have in Indianapolis is going to
starve. Not a single one of those young people who graduate or are
otherwise put out are going to starve.

Those young people who are not ready are going to hit us in our
head and take our money. They are going to break in our house
and steal our microwaves. They are going to steal our cars. They're
going to do whatever it takes for them to be able to sell those
things and to otherwise move them and get money to be able to
survive. They're not going to starve.

So I share with everybody on the American scene, whether they
be a direct recipient of public education in this Nation at the ele-
mentary and secondary level or whether they go to private or paro-
chial schools or their youngsters do or Ikhether they have nothing
to do with schooling because their young people have either matric-
ulated above and beyond those levels, every person in this Nation
has a vested interest to help urban American public sc...00l systems
to be succeosful; because if they don't, if you don't, as members of
Congress, nelp us in some of the ways that I've shared and others,
and I'm sure others much brigh6er than I will bring to you, we're
going to have millions of boys and girls out here who are not ready.

They're going to be hitting millions of us in our head and break-
ing into millions of our homes and stealing millions of our cars.
The quality of life in this Nation is going to deteriorate and dimin-
ish. It's not going to be a very good place to live.

So we have a vested interest in making sure that these massive
urban systems that are becoming more and more black and brown

1.1c1 poor and disadvantaged are able to deliver high quality serv-
ices to these young people such that they can compete not on the
football field, not on the basketball court but in life. If they don't,
we're going to be sorry that we didn't.
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I've enjoyed talking with you for these few minutes. I hope that Ishared some things that will give you some food for thought. Welook forward to hearing from the Congress and the vineyards ofpublic education in the days, months, and years to come.Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Shirl Gilbert followsl
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Testimony before the
Committee on Education and Labor

- U.S. 110113e of Representatives

Shirl E. Gilbert II

rallttin21-..allsiitrasastaraistzt

First =ay I share that I see it as an honor to be able to sit with you this
morning and share several critical issues which I know must be considered by
policy makers at all levels it we are going to stem the tide of mediocrity and
illiteracy which is streeming out of cur public ele=entary and secondary schools
in the urban centers across this nation.

I bring yell greetings fram the 55.000 plus students of the Indianapolis Public
Schools. and from its Superintendent. Dr. Janes A. Adamc. and Board Chairnan, Mr.
Stephen Hyatt.

I appear before you this morning representing twenty-five (25) years of Fatale
school experience including:

Five (5) years as an elementary school teacher in the-
St. Louis, Hissouri Public Schools, in a school (Carr-Lane
ilencetry School) situated in the Pruitt-Igoe Public
Rousing Projects.

Three (3) yea:s as assistant principal and principal of
'the same school.

Seventeen (17) years as a central office ae-rioistrator,
Twelve (12) years of which has been at the highest
execrative levels of three urban public school syste-.

These years im the bowels of urban pablic education in our great nation, have
given me a view and a perspective of the system which I hope has prepared re to
substantively share with you this morning as we delve into the problems, issues.
and challemges facimg us as we reflect upon the educational reform movement.

Finally. I came before you franc? position as Chaim= of the Superintendents'
Commission of the National Aallance of Paack School Educators which counts among
its membership sone ninety six (96) Black urban superintendents from such places
as Nemphis. Tennessee; St. Louis. Missouri; Atlanta. Georgia; Baltimore. Maryland;
Dayton, Chip; C2Licago. Illinois; Compton, California; Mlles. Texas; Portland.
Oregon; Blraiaghaa, Ala.-A; Detroit, Michigan, East Orange, Itrer Jersey;
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Gary, Indiana: and =any =any other urban centers around this cation.

The focus of =y sharing this =orning rill spotlight thre ::itical areas!

I.) FUnding

2.) Teacher/iraimist-ator Training

3.) Legislatave mandate sensitavity

ansliza
I.) Flexibility

The historic inflexibility and red tape which ac=cmpanies 4eAer-', ,unding

as a roadblock to creativity and the i=ple=entation of programs which

=arkedly improve the delivery of instruction. 3ust this past Septe=her.

re in Indianapolis, experienced an exa=ple of the federal guidelines

limtirg cur ability to structure a Chapter I progra= in a ray which

wculd have provided a substaatively =ore effecteve preps= plat than

that which the letter cf the guidelines required.

Mny I share the suhstance of that situation with you. WC in I.P.S. bad

developed a program which was designed to serve the poorest performing

youngsters in the third, fcurth, and fifth grades as identified by the

echieve=ent test data required by Chapter I eligibility criteria.

The program. MAIM= EiRICOI3T RCOMS.ras structured to

take the poorest performing students and put them in a hc=ogenecus

claserccm, with the best teacher we could identity, a pupil/teacher

ratio of no =ore than sixteen to one, specially selected =aterials,

and a physical envircs=ent which vas bright and colorful and very

different from the other classrco=s in the tuildimg. To this

situation we added a hard-picked para-professional, instructional

=aterials reflecting high interest and law level content, as well

as unique instructional and support =aterials designed to allow success

aad generate interest, and to prcnote improved self concept and self

awareness.

The proposal was very cempreheasive and well received by the state

depart== officials who reviewed atd approved these proposals for

expenditure of federal cc=pensatory education funds. Despite these

facts, the supplanting limitation was evoked and vs were informed

that since this program vas not a pull-out pros:Nom and vas a stand

alone self contained program, that we could not i=plement it with

federal funds unless we count the student enrollment of each in half

and funded the second half in a similar class semag tbat vas
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funded rith general fund:: generated at the local education agency
level.

This position espoused by, the state officials, even then appealed
and discussed in a hearing, vas not changed. We are presently
implementing the program ii a vay which raters dovn both the
impact on the numbers of students served and the affective issue
of self esteem due to the unique nature of the progeam if
structured as originally designed. The listrict's lack
of faads precludes our reptcating the effort in like class
roc= in each building, and the eupplanting interpretation
prevents cur provision of tlis powerful program to all the
students +rho, by virtue of their pc= performance, are eligible
to be served.

This is just cne example of the difficulty ve im the educational
arena find as ve seek to nse federal funds to meet the needs of
urban city yourgeters vhn are often poor, Black. ane behind. aid
who wild benefit great]y from nose flexibility in the use of
these funds.

2.) Genera twrillinghess to fund Urban Schools by the local community

Le has been the vise over recent years, the local funding mechaniars
have not favor's increased direct taxes or indirect allocation of
monies to lc-al school districts. Wore often than not, local tax
payers anedor state legislators have been unwilling to provide
increesed funds, partially due to the perceptions that the schools
were net as good as their cowl', suburban, private and parochial
counterparts. These perceptions. while seemingly sound. are based on
the faulty premise that all things are equal between and among these
different educational entities, which as each of you knows is not
tr,e.

It is ny tmovirg that the federal government could substantively
break this log-jam of school funding by creating incentives which
would make it economically feasible for the states to fund schools.
andlor for individuals to invest in schools and benefit through
federel tax relief, in one of tro ways:

a.) Federal =date of higher levels of allocation based
on a formula tied to same accountability standarea.
Eligibility for each a mandate to kick-in would
be justilicaticn of a fundUg short-fall vithin
outside limits set in the legislation. This mandate
would be enforced thnough withholding of federal
education funds for all states and municinalities
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whose school systems qualify and are approved for

participation. similar co the federal withholding
of transportation fun,l7 from states unwilling to

reduce the 70 mile per sneed limit co 55 mph.

during ehe energy =fees. I feel we are in an

educacien crises which dmetates such action.

b.) A more innovative approach to incentives would be the

establishment of URBAN EEWATICN ZCNES akin to this
=a-- earlier use el: urhan =nes. in

which in return for investment in blighted and
less desirable areas of the namion's cities. =perste
enti:iss and individuals received can breaks and other

incenrives. The URBAN Ea:CA:ICH ZCNES would similarly

allow tax relief or reductien in return for
lave:tr.-ant in urban education through municipal bend

purchase and/cr other investment vehicles including
direct allecatien to schcols to underwrite specific
program initiatives. with a minimum amount of investment

which rust be achieved co qualify for the tax.incentives.

3.) Experiential Dollars

Mach cf the research on the education of urban mincrity and poor

youngsters suggests, experiential deficits on the part of these

students contributes sabstantively to the problems of poor

acidemic achievement which they exhibit. In order to address this

issue. on point, we must begin to accemmodatc these deficits through

field trip experiences, which allow the students to make the

transfer from the classroom to real life learning.

Categorical federal funding, which would support this most costly

but necessary component in the education of these youngsters.
which would assure that this roadbleck to learning (lack of experience)

would be removed or at least diminished in the mix.

4.)M:sinter:once of fanding levels in all compensatory areas.

I: is absolutely critical that the Congress not retreat from its

earlier position on levels of funding for such programs as:

Chapter r
Head Start
Even Start

:2 24

Effective Schools
Hagnet/Alternative Schools
Categorical Special Education
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Recent congressional legislation indicates that the cavaitment
to these funds and their previous funding levels is soft, and is
senedng a horrendous message to thosi of us in the urban
educational arenas, especially in the face of the push for
vouchers and their 'more acceptable' subterfuge casaCE,

T.sasrhst/Adainiarratar_iralning

Given the facts that not only are urban school systems underfunded, they
are also understaffed, both in terms of number of staff
available and willing to work in the urban centers, and in terms
of those who are teaching andior administering in these schools
being knowledgeable of the strategies 'and techniques which are
effective with youngsters who bring the demographic baggage
which they bring. We would suggest that the federal government
get involved in helping urban school systems attract the
best and the brightest teachers and a0-,inintrators to the cities.
We think thi: can be accomplished in two ways:

1.) Through categorical grants to retrain urbaa educators
presently employed in these systems, either through
university-based programs or through system-based
in-service designed to better prepare them to meet
the affective as well as the cognitive and
pedagogical needs of these youngsters, or

2.) Through the awarding of federal educatioa grants
for advance study, beyond the BA level, to first
year echication graduates who are willing to teach
or nevly appointed adadnistrators who axe willing
to administer in a school system desigmated as an
URBAN EDUCATICH 206E. These awardees would bare
had to be in the top quarter cf their last
graduating class, and be considered a good prospect
for the nee position.

Lestialatimailaadamisniaitaxitz

There is a real need for House and Senate sensitivity to the
effect which sons legislation has on the operation of
urbsui public school systems, and to take action to exempt
schools, where and when appropriate, from the provisions of
said legislation,

24-386 - 90 ... 8
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Cte case in point is the negative effect vhich some provisions
of the Fair-Labor Standards Act hive on schools and school
systems' ability to use the voluntary services of regular
hourly employees to assist vith such activities as after
school clubs, athletics, evening tutorials, and other
educational support activities which assist the system in
meeting the needs of its students. The requirement that to
hourly employee may 'cork beyond forty (40) hours per veek
vithout receiving either pay at time-and-a -half or compensatory
time, precludes, either because of lack of funds or inability
to support subs in their absence or get along vithout them,
our ability to provide for the instructional services
or extracurricular activities vhich are needed.

Suwry

It has been a real pleasure and an honor to have this opportunity to share
with you these thoughts relative to the status of educational reforms and
cur efforts to meet the needs of urban youth. My hope is that some of
the thoughts and ideas vhich I have shared during the last hour will be of
somm assistance as you and your colleagues seek legislative solutions to the
myriad problems which face the nation, and especially thit schools of the
nation, If I can elaborate on any of these issues and/or ideas, I will be
more than glad to talk vith any members of the committee or the staff at
ytur convenience.

In closing, may I share my sincere appreciation for this opportunity to
speak here today, and I steed ready to ansver any questions which my
comments may have generated.

Presented November 14, 1984
To the Htuse Education and Labor

of tht Congress of the United States
Rayburn House Office Wilding
Washington, D,C.
Shirl E. Gilbert II, Ph.D.
Indianapolis, IraismA
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Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much, Dr. Gilbert. Anybody have
any comment? Oh, I see my chairman is back. Any comments for
either Dr. Molnar or Dr. Gilbert?

[No response.]
Mr. GOODLING. Dr. Gilbert, I don't know whether you have ever

had the privilege of hearing Drew Brown, Lt. Drew Brown.
Mr. GILBERT. I have.
Mr. GOODLING. I was going to say we had him here yesterday and

it was a moving experience. I was going to give you one of his
flyers if you hadn't.

Mr. GILBERT. We just had him a few months ago in Indianapolis
with our Black Expo program as well as in three or four of the
schools during that week. So, yes, I am very familiar with Lt.
Brown.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, may I thank you for assum-
ing the chairmanship today. It should alternate anyway, but I wish
to express my regret, certainly to Dr. Gilbert, for not being present.

I enjoyed what part of his testimony that I heard, and I certainly
look forward to reading his statement. I assume that a prepared
statement has been rendered. I want to express gree appreciation
for the work that he's doing in his own particular -hool system.

Mr. GILBERT. We have talked to your staff and win make avail-
able our document We also will share that with the superintend-
ents of this Nation, the minority, the black and brown superintend-
ents of this Nation who are part of the National Alliance of Bled.
School Educators.

I will leave here this afternoon for Portland, Oregon, to attend
the National Conference of the National Alliance of Black School
Educators and to talk about the issues of urban public education.
We will share the testimony that we've given to you today with
them, too.

Mr. HAYES. Could I, Mr. Chairman, just raise one question with
Dr. Gilbert before he leaves? He mentioned something that relates
to funding in the public school system which has been very trouble-
some with me. I've talked to certain members of the state legisla-
ture about trying to do something about being able to monitor the
funds that werepeople were told in the State of Illinois that come
through the lottery system.

How can you audit to get an agreement on an audit? Do you
have any suggestions as to how these funds are being used? There
seems to be some reticence on the part of membersit's a state
programto really dig into this and expose what apparently is
wrong with the way the money is being distributed.

Mr. GILBERT. Those of us in public education are very concerned
about the fact that the state powers that be across this Nation
have used the apple pie and motherhood issue of education to con-
vince their constituents to vote for these bills that have allowed
the lottery.

When the lottery has come into euistenre and been in existence
for a period of years in states where that is the case, we found that
a very small amount, if any, of those dollars, in fact, are going to
public education.

The justification that the state officials are using is that the lot-
tery goes into the till, the general fund till for the state. The state
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gives the schools state grants for education. Therefore, the lotteries
are contributing to the state grants.

But if you do an analysis of the state grants that came to the
local educational entities before the lotteries and the dollars that
come to the local education entities after the lottery, you will find
that there is, in most cases, very little difference in the percent of
dollars sent down the pike.

So we say that despite the seeming justification that comes as
they explain away the issue that we raise, that, in reality, the per-
cent of dollars that have come into the local educational institu-
tions are no higher than they were before the lottery. Therefore,
the lottery, in fact, is not advantageously impacting local schools.

Mr. HAYES. I would venture to say that the greater portion of the
funds in the State of Illinois that go into the lottery system come
from the poor community. They are lined up to play the lottery
hoping to escape.

Mr. GILBERT. Absolutely, and it is not happening. We would sug-
gest that this committee and other committees of Congress that
impact dollars use the kind of incentives you used to lower the
speed limit of this Nation and sayyou cannot get Chapter 1 dol-
lars at the state level.

You cannot get other Federal education dollars unless you're
able to show us that, in fact, these lottery funds are mitigating in
behalf at a higher level than they have in the past of these local
school systems.

Congressman Hawkins, I'd like to propose thatand I've talked
to your staff about thisthat at some time in the not-too-distant
future, we have an opportunity to sit down with this committee
and/or with your colleagues from the Congressional Black Caucus
through the superintendents of this Nation, who are a part of the
organization that I represent today, to talk about this issue of lot-
tery and others issues that are impacting urban public education.

Unless we can get a handle on this, ladies and gentlemen, we are
going to have more young people coming out of these schools who
can't read, write and compute. It's going to decrease the quality of
life in our Nation. I'm sure you don't want that, as we don't want
that. It's time now.

I appreciate and respect the fact that you have decided to have
this seminar to begin to look at what's happening out in the vine-
yards of public education and let us who are out there talk to you
with relation to these issues. We appreciate that.

We look forward to continue interacting with your staff about
the possibility of bringing some members of the committee or some
members of the Congressional Black Caucus together with some
members of the Superintendent's Commission or the National Alli-
ance of Black School Educators to talk about, at the superintend-
ent's level, some of the issues that are inherent in our being able to
do what you want us to do; that is, prepare kids who can compete.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, I have one question for Dr. Gilbert. I
think I came in when you were discussing urban education zones.
Are you saying that whole cities like Chicago and New York, Los
Angeles, should be declared urban education zones; or are you talk-
ing about some experimental projects within these urban areas?
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Mr. GILBERT. Certainly, I would and the superintendents of the
commission would be supportive c f our looking on a pilot basis or
something like that. We're talking about, in the long term, desig-
nating cities, whole cities, where the fiscal support for the schools
has deteriorated, where it is impossible to have teachers who are
salaried in a competitive arena with their suburban counterparts,
where we have been unable to provide facilities, repair and mainte-
nance, that needs to be funded and other kinds of issues.

We've declared those kinds of school systems urban enterprise
zones to attract corporate and individual contributions and invest-
ments in return for a forgiven of some Federal and/or state taxes
such that we can infuse the dollars that are necessary to do the
kinds of the things that need to be done without coming with our
hands out to Congress.

We know that there's a bottom to the congressional money
barrel. So we think there are some other ways to get monies into
the local school systems. One of the ways we think is consistent
with your urban enterprise zones, designate some urban education
zones.

These zones would attract investors at the corporate individual
level. It would also allow Federal grants to teachers who would
teach in those areas for some specified period of time; and in
return for that, be supported in their efforts to get higher degrees
or to prepare themselves for future contributions to the education-
al spectrum.

We think that is a viable strategy for beginning to address the
funding issue without Congress having to come up with more dol-
lars as an entity for schools. We'd like to talk with you further
about that. I'd like to bring some of my superintendent colleagues
who also are in these urban systems and dealing with these fiscal
nroblems and the limitations which come when you cannot fund
what needs to be funded.

Mr. OWENS. Do you presently have any written material on that?
Mr. GILBERT. I have included it in my written statement.
Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, for fear that silence may be

misunderstood, may I indicate both to Dr. Gilbert and the others
that this symposium is so structured that we agreed that we would
not intervene in the remarks of the witnesses. On other occasions, I
would be very pleased to communicate with Dr. Gilbert and follow
up on some of his suggestions.

Because of the limitation of the symposium, what we :lad in
mind was not to interrupt or modify or in any way comment on the
remarks really of the witnesses so that we would then get, we
hope, an unbiased presentation from the witnesses. I wasn't so sure
that that was thoroughly understood.

Be it good or bad, that was at least the purpose of the symposi-
um. I think it's been followed rather carefully up to this point.
Thank you very much.

Mr. GOODLING. I understand that Dr. Marland has the flu. So I
would ask that his statement be included in the record.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Sidney Marland follows:]
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Hr. Chairman; Mr. doodling; Members of the Committee. My name is Sidney

P. Harland, Jr., for over 20 years a superintendent of schools in suburban snd

urban locations, then U.S. Comissioner of Education in the early 70s, then

President of the Collage Board. I am now more or less retired.

Thank you for inviting my comments and susgestions as yOu address the

opportunities to improve all the schools and the education of all the children

of this country.

Hy brief stateunt offers no world-shakins solutions; it attempts to

suggest a procedure for your action. It will make reference to Ure extended

proposals for Wore from others, one of which, authored by Dr. Kenneth Hoyt

of Kansas State University, is appended.

The Coemittee is correct in observing that "This nation has spent the

last 15 to 20 yesre experimenting with ono reform movesent after another." I

must acknowledge that I have been a participant, as well as, sore recently, a

critical observer in some of these attempts at reform. I would caution the

Coemittee that In the past thirty years a number of federally initiated

attempts at reform have borne good fruit, and should not be dimissed. Yor

temple, % take note of the morsous impaci generated by an earlier President,

who also enJoyed the title "education president"--Lyndon Johnson. The work of

the Gardner Task Porte, under LW, set in place the very substantial reform

implicit in Titles I, II, III, IV, and V of the 1960s which remain in force

today, albeit under different names. As a member of that Task Force over 25

years ago, I command to you that model for legislative vision and creativity

as you awl about the present mission of a new and large reform of education.
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Among other federal initiatives that have changed the face of education in

America Ony cued count the establishment of SAMMIE street; the services to

the handicapped; the very significant student financial aid seasures of the

1970e. In short, soee federally legislated reform have worked, and you

should take courage from the record.

I call particular attention to the Gardner Task Force noted above, as a

model to be considered by the Congress and the White House in designing bold

new iritiatives for our education system in the 1990s. One must first find a

John Gardner, or ecual--perhaps John himselfand give his a year for

intensive application to the mission, well fortified with wise and creative

collaborators. Something approaching the scope and sweep of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1965 could emerge from such a process.

Anything less is likely to be nets patchwork. When LIIJ put John Gardner to

work 25 years ago, the President had a full purse. Regrettably President Bush

does not.

Another effort at reform, of which I have intimato knowledge, was the

Career Education Incentive Act of 1977. By a virtually unanimous vote of both

Houses of Congress, tinder the bipartisan leadership of Congress:ten Perkins end

Quie and Senators Pell and Hathaway along with many others, this legislation

changed the schools, at least for a tine. The law and its funding were erased

by the ensuing administration. Nonetheless, to this day, some IS yetts after

the career education concept was introduced by tha Office of Education in

1971, und with no federal funding at all after the initial allocations, the

concept of linking education end work, uoder whatever name, remains a viable

force at all levels of instruction, and for all learners.

The following preamble from the Act (P.L. 95-207) will refresh the

Members of Congress:
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Sec. 2 Ills Congress declares that --

(1) a major purpose of education Is to prepare every
individual for a career suitable to that individual's
prefsrence,

(2) career education should be en integral pert of the

Nation's educational process which serves ea preparation
for work,

(3) career education holds proaise of leproving the
quality of education and opening career opportunities for
all students by relating education to their life
aspirations, and

(4) educational agencies and institutions (including
agencies end Institutions of elementary and secondary
education, higher education, adult eduzation, employment
training and retraining, end vocational education) should

maks every effort to fulfill that purpose.

Purpose

Sec. 3. In recognition of the prime iaportence of work in

our society and in recognition of the role that the schools
play In the lives of all Americans, it le the purpose of thie
Act to modal. States and local educational agencies and
inetitutions of postsecondary education, Including collebora
tive arrangements vitt) the appropriate agencies and organiza
tions, In making education de preparation for work, and as a
scans of relating work values to other life rolcs and choices
(such as featly life), s aajor goal of ell who teach and all
who leern by increasing the escheats they place on career
awareness, exploration, decisionmaking, and planning, end to
do so In a sinner which will promote equal opportunity In
making -.rear choice. through the eliaination of bias and
stereotyping In such activities, including bias and stero
typing on account of race, sex, age, economic status, or
handicap.

Those who are charged with formvIsting new law in support of education

should rswine the just-published study by the American Association of School

Administrators: estructuri America's Schools. On page 13 of the study,

economist Noyelle ThIstry is quoted:

0 We are moving into en era In which the traditional separation between

working and learning is diseppearine, with learnins becoming increasingly
integrated into a person's worklife. 0

As we weigh tbs very large expectations from our schools and colleges,

and acknowledge their shortcomings, It is suggested that those who will write

new law revisit tbe shortlived Career Education Incentive ict (P.L. 93-207)
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and draw upon its massage for future initiatives. It could be a skeletal

frame on which to build a new and larger initiative. As we enter this final

decade of the century, fresh and demanding issues surround our society and,

therefore, Congress. Some of these issues con be addressed in new

comprehensive education law that finds its headwaters in NI. 95-207. (Bear

in :Rind that the single, simple message of that law was the systematic

articulation of academic learning and occupational development for all.) A

new comprehensive education law could embrace the following:

I. The search for a system of National Touch Service.
2. The American family, especially the disadvantaged family.
3. Early childhood education and child care.
4. The prospective shortage of skilled worksa in the face of

international industrial competition.
S. The growing concern and interest in education on the part of our

business and industrial community.
6. The fact that of the 21 million new jobs to be created between now

and the year 2000, over half will require some form of post-secondary
education.

7. The fact that 5 of every 6 ASV workers between now and 2000 will be
wosien, minority individuals or immigrants--aany of whom are now
under-served by our education system.

Among the issues raised above that bear upon the future effectiveness of

our education aystem is the American family. Of ell the underlying reasons

for short-fells in our school:: the most critical is the changing American

family. If all children in school came from middle or upper class caring

families, supportive of the schools and valuing education, providing a healthy

and secure home, with one or both parents actively engaged in the child's

growth and development, the schools would have few problems in providing

excellent services. As Harold Howe of Harvard, and formar U.S. Commissioner

of Education wrote recently,

11

The eget significant educational institution in the lives of all of us,
particularly in tha early years, is the family. . Poverty gnaw* at
the capacity of families to be familise. Tbe high correlation of poverty
with the behaviors we deplore sem tba young (drugs, dropping out,
delinquency, Irresponsible sex) le no coincidence. '

p
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Surely the schools cannot directly redress poverty in famines. But the

&Ovals ars the only universal social iustrument for reaching fsmilies.

Daunting ss the task may be, if we ore truly to address the root of our

education problems, the schools must find nev ways to reach the failing

finalists and intercede in behalf of the children. Not only *cadmic learning

Ls the issue, but health, nutrition, occupational development, and basic huxan

values are part of the problos, and essential to the solution.

Note the words of Marian Wright Edelran, president of the Children's

Defense Fund, also from the new AASA study:

That one out of every three children in a young featly now officially

does not have enough to live on should shame us all. . . . It should

also scare us all. These are the children on whom we must rely to be the
workers, loaders, parents, taxpayers, soldiers and bops of the 21st

Century. V* are getting them off to the worst possible inert.

Finally, let us look at the place.of business and industry in whatever

new foras the schools of Merle* will take. It is asserted above that

busies:, and industry are ready and willing to join with educators in solviug

our deep problems. (Note the exaaples eat by H. Ross Pergt in Texas, Willita

Woodside (Sky Chef), David Kearns (Xerox). Part of their notivation is

undoub:ndly altruistic, but they are even more pragsatically moved by the

grave demosraphic numbers they ccaprehend, including the huaan resources

needed to drive our scodoey in the years ahead.

For decades we have given passing attention to the idea of "partnerships"

between schools and businesses. They have not been true partnerships with

shared authority, shared responsibility, shared accountability. Building upon

the concepts of career education (and setting said* its details and even its

naa4), a bold new approach to education reform should engage the business

coomunity as equals with educators. This relationship is defined by Kenneth

Hoyt as collaboration--a larser order of magnitude than the present loose
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6

affiliations called partnerships. The attached paper offers an outline of

sugtested legislation under the title "Business-Education Career Development

Collaboration Act."

The concerns of the Committee on Education and Labor gre timely; the need

Is urgent; the ducators are ready and willing, for the most part; and our

society cries out for solutions.
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Mr. GOODLING. Then we would hear from Dr. Thomas A. Wilson,
Special Assistant for Development, Coalition of Essential Schools,
Brown University.

Dr. Wilson?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. WILSON, SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR
DEVELOPMENT, COALITION OF ESSENTIAL SCHOOLS, BROWN
UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Mr. WnsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. It is an honor for me to be here also. It was 26 years ago
this fall that I taught at Cordozo High School at 13th and Clifton
in a special project aimed at urban education then. That was a
very important experience and shaped the rest of my life and
career.

In addition, I am particularly pleased to be here with this com-
mittee, who has the boldness to ask the big questions. It is very
easy in education to get fuzzy when the questions get big or to go
so specific that you don't see the context by going small.

When I think of the big questions, it may be a little bit like Dr.
Gilbert's elephant. I think of a story a friend of mine told about
her son and his first day at school. David was very excited, as was
the whole family. He went off to school. When he came back, his
mother asked him, "How did you like school, David?" He said, "Oh,
it was fun. We had juice and we sat in a circle and the teacher had
us make crayon letters. I liked it, Mother."

"Well, then you must be looking forward to tomorrow?" His face
fell, and he said, "Oh, do I have to do it again tomorrow?" This is a
historic time in American education. Much is going on.

I have just come from the second annual fall forum of the Coali-
tion of Essential Schools which was held last week in Newport,
Rhode Island. Over 800 people came. Most of them teachers, most
of them teachers associated in some way with the coalition or very
curious about what the coalition was about.

They brought with them superintendents, state administrators
and principals. It's hard to catch some of the excitement that was
generated by that group as they talked for three days; small
groups, large groups, mostly in unorganized meetings as they were
learning and sharing their experiences in trying to make schcol
work.

I come from the Coalition of Essential Schools and have included
with my statement a number of the documents about the coalition.
Probably the one that is the best to start with is the gray book that
is at the end of the statement, this one (indicating), which we call
our prospectus.

In here you will find what we call the nine common principles
for change in schools. These are not formulas. They are ideas.
These have been carefully thought out, came cirectly from Ted
Sizer's study of American High School, which took place between
1981 and 1984.

What they asked school people to do is rethink, to work together
in that school to rethink the basic assumptions of schools. The
principals, as you see, require thinking like, what is really the pur-
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pose of this school and how do we focus it so the purpose of this
school is to help young people learn to use their minds well.

It asks teachers to think about teaching not as imparting knowl-
edge where students sit for 85 to 90 percent of their time while one
adult talks to them, but that the teacher becomes a coach and the
student becomes the worker.

I think we all know from our experience either in our own lives
or in teaching that it is when people work and are engaged that
they learn. It is also a key principle that has been supported by
research on learning as well.

We have 52 schools in 20 states that have been working with the
coalition, some for 5 years. These schools are spread. There are a
number of very large urban schools including Welbrook in Balti-
more, Central Park East in New York, and Hope High School in
Providence.

We have also joined with the education commission of the states
to form another project that overlaps the coalition project called
"Relearning." Relearning works with states and expands the vision
from just the high school through the district and the state bu-
reaucracy. The idea is that the change has to happen at the
schools. The rest of the administrative structure needs to find ways
to support that That's very different than what happens now.

The initial states that have joined Relearning are New Mexico,
Illinois, Arkansas, Rhode Island, Delaware, and Pennsylvania.
When a state commits to join Relearning, the governor and chief
state school officer have agreed to support the project both with
leadership and with dollars for around ten schools in that state to
begin the transition process that the Coalition of Essential Schools
is about.

This is just one effort, an important one, I think, but just one.
There are many efforts, some sponsored by universities, a lot spon-
sored by the business community that are working hard to change
and to make American schools work again.

It's interesting, as I think there are two or three features of the
reform movement this time that are important in trying to figure
out is this one going to work or do we just have another fad, an-
other wave of reform that results in not much in terms of what
happens to kids.

One, as we in the coalition, people are asking the basic questions
such as you are. We have to start with the big questions, and we
have to find simple answers that lead to clear action. It's clear that
when there's so much wrong that you have to keep fixing it and
keep adding this program and adding that program, most of which
don't really have the impact that the adders hoped, that something
is wrong that is bigger than can be solved by band-aid programs.
How we think about school and how this Nation sees school is what
we need to address our attention to at first.

The other thing that is fascinating about this round of reform to
me is that it's a blameless critique, unlike the reform efforts I was
involved with in the sixties and seventies where the first thing you
said was who was wrong. The school was wrong. The parents were
wrong. The kids were wrong. The Congress was wrong. Somebody
was wrong. Then you try and build something out of that which
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always became just a partial program because it just was solving
one part of the program.

This time there is much more self-reflection on the part of the
various stakeholders in American public education. People are re-
flecting on what they can do and not blaming others. This has re-
suited, I think, in a much more productive atmosphere and gives us
some basis for hope :-...s we turn to the basic question.

The question is, will this be another fad or can we make it lead
to real change in the words of the committee that will result in im-
proving all schools for all children. From my sense, and it's from
one particular experience, of course, I think we have a real shot at
it. I think that it's a very small probability-20, 25, 30 percent
but in the history of American education, that's incredible odds
that we have a shot at making really significant change in the
functioning and purposes of the school system.

I would like to consider now with you what seems to me to be
some of the important issues for Congress and what other ways
that Congress can provide leadership to this national effort.

Probably the first is what I've already mentioned, the blameless
critique and the need for collaborative action. The business commu-
nity is much more heavily involved this time. I've just been read-
ing announcements these last two or three weeks of major gifts,
major plans being aimed towards schools.

The business community is also saying, hey, this is a long time
deal. This is not one we're going to solve in two years. We'll make
a lot of fanfare, do it, and get out. A lot of business leaders, not all
but a lot are saying we are in this one long term and we're talking
ten years.

It is the support of collaboration between the various parties,
teachers who are the key folk that are there at the point where
kids learn or do not learn. Parents, administrators, Congress, all
have to be working and working as closely together as possible. I
think Congress can play a particular role in providing support for
collaboration among all the parties.

Probably the toughest for all of us and for Congress is to turn
the slogans, slogans that we all believe in, slogans that really
sound right when you say them, to turn those slogans which are
good answers to some of the big questions, but to turn them
thoughtfully into simple answers, into simple ways of approaching
that then generate new and much easier agendas for moving for-
ward.

I would like to discuss three of these now. One is all children.
Another is all schools. The third is what do we mean by improve. I
think we must first get clear what all children means. It means
every child without exception. It means the kid who's hyperactive,
the kid who's a pain in your classroom. It means the poor kid, the
rich kid, the minority kid, the majority kid, the girl, the boy, the 5-
year-old, the 18-year-old. All children means every single kid.

Here comes the tricky part. To teach well, you need to engage
the mind of your student. The tricky part is, the fact is that every
single one of all of thoie "all the children" have a unique mind and
a unique way of getting meaning and going about their lives.

Oh, yes there are patterns. There are patterns from age, pattern
from sex, pattern from community experience. When you get down
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to the bottom line of what a teacher needs to do, you have to treat
each child as a unique person. Why is that the tricky part? It's
messy. It's sloppy. It's inconvenient.

It will be much more convenient for those of us who worked in
policy and thinking about new programs if you could group kids
and say, for all kids like this, we do that. You can't; it's not true.
Each kid is unique and requires a person to work with them in
that way. That is inconvenient for all of us.

Let's think about all schools sort of in the samo way. We must
first look at each school. Let's look now for good schools, which is
one of the things that Ted Sizer was doing when he was doing the
study between 1981 and 1984. It took him a while, but he came to a
verj simple idea, which is right. No two good schools are exactly
alike. They aren't.

There's a very strong attempt in a lot of American comprehen-
sive schools to go the whole waterfront, every course, everything
you could ever think of that people want. There's a lot of similari-
ty. But when you look at the good schools where kids are learning,
look at them hard, they aren't alike. There are some ways that
they're different.

That makes sense when you think about it because the kids are
unique. If the school is working well with the kids, it is unique. It
has a different group of teachers. It has a different community in
which it rests. It has a different group of students.

A part of being a good school is the ability to deal with the
uniqueness in developing your program. A good school respecs its
students, its teachers, its community. The way you respect is to un-
derstand their uniqueness.

When we think about improve, I think we probably raise the cen-
tral reason for school reform. A school's first purpose is to help stu-
dents learn to use their minds well. The purpose of school reform,
of redesign, of restructuring is to make that happen better to im-
prove that. That makes it a little easier.

We think that everything should be explained and justified in
terms of this response. It gives a coherent whole, it gives a purpose
to both schools and to our efforts as we work to make them better.

What is necessary for student learning? Let's think about some
of the characteristics of schools that may need to be changed. I've
already mentioned one. Now 85 percent of the time a student is in
school, an adult is talking to him or her, not engaging him and her
in discussion, talking to. The research is very clear and consistent
on that. You don't learn when you're being talked to probably
more than five minutes.

That's one thing to think abopt. Hod do we get teachers working
in different ways? What is the' way we learn? We learn when we
are engaged. So lei's see the teacher as the worker who is plan-
ningthe teacher is the coach working as a football coach or a voc
ed teacher/coach who knows what the performance is, who has had
considerable experience and a lot of young people trying to do that
performance well and knows how to help them and support them
and challenge them.

That's coaching, where the student becomes the worker not the
teacher, where the student's job is to figure out the puzzles, the



contradictions, the dilemmas, the ethics that exist in any problem
that they will discuss.

So I think this area where we need to keep the focus that the
central mission of our reform work is to improve student learning
is one where Congress can be very clear about. It will have, I think,
a very strong effect.

I would like to turn now to some more specific things that have
occurred to me as ways I think Congress can help ensure that the
very large reform movement that is currently sweeping our coun-
try really does something and doesn't just wash out as another fad.

There are several specific actions, some a little bit like what I
just said but a little bit more specific. In the discussion that's going
on now about national goals that has come from the president's
summit, I think the concept should be broad and pushed strongly,
that we do need national goals, but what we need them to do is to
provide a national framework and not a prescription of what
schools and communities need to do.

What schools must do is work some of that out themselves.
That's the way you're going to get engagement. That's the way
you're going to get it so you will have many more of the young
people you asked if they were going to be teachers coming into the
classroom, because the school becomes a place where important
things happen to teachers as well as to kids.

I think the national goals ought to be clear about what the
Nation expects schools to achieve, the results it expects, again not
in specified terms but this is what this Nation needs from its
schools. That kind of statement is what we need in the national
goals. I would think that you folks can be a powerful force in put-
ting that into the national discourse about the goals.

One of the four points of the summit compact between the gover-
nors and the President was about restructuring. Our project is
grouped into that area of restructuring. We don't always like it,
but that is where we are grouped. I think, again, it's very impor-
tant for us all to keep our eye on the ball.

The purpose of restructuring is not to move the organizational
furniture around, to have elected school boards rather than ap-
pointed school boards or different type of administrative structure.
That can come second. The first purpose of restructuring is to
change what happens in classrooms.

That's the point where kids learn or do not learn. With that focal
point clear on classrooms, it them makes a lot of sense to begin
asking how do we support that. How does the school as an organi-
zation, how does the government structure around it, how do the
regulations and important responsibility that states have for educa-
tion, how do we shape all that so it supports what we know to be
the focal point which is student learning and to increase the re-
sults?

It seems to me as part of the blameless thingI'm going to be a
little bit presumptuous in this, I thinkthat Congress, too, like the
rest of usand Congress has done some of thisought to reflect on
your own role in American education and what is it you do, what is
the leadership you provide, what is the legislation you pass, what is
the funding you make, and are there any ways that can be changed
to ensure the results of student learning?
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I don't know, as I don't know enough about that to even suggest.It would be very presumptuous for me to even try. I think thatthat's an important mood, a reflective mood, a thoughtful mood, amood that says what do I do that has impact on schools and howcan that be changed to get to this goal of increase in student learn-ing.
As the Nation goes about this restructuring and recksign, onearea that is clear that cannot be supportedas I personally thinkthat most schooling should be supported pretty much by the statesand local communitiesthe one area that is particularly difficuk is

the research and development area where new ideas need work
that is not really the businees of any particular school system butis really a national agenda.

One of these areas that I think is most important is the workthat is going on, the rethinking that's going on about assessing,
about accountability. How are schools held accountable? How do
we know when students are performing? Can we get somethingthat is more accurate than our current standardized tests to meas-ure authentic student performance?

How does that work out in terms of holding schools accountable?
Is it just through funding that we have a mechanism to make them
accountable? Are there other ways? I think the notion that schools
must be accountable to the parents, to the kids, to the teachers, to
the community and to the Nation is a crucial one. I think a lot ofour measures that we have for assessing that now are very weak.The final thing I would suggest is that Congress can honor therisk takers. One main corporation two weeks ago announced awhole new funding program for schools that took risks. It looks tous, from our work in the coalition, that the schools who boldly step
forward and try to do a lot of it at once, knowing it was difficult,
knowing they would have problems, knowing they would make mis-takes, are the ones that have been most successful.

I think this body can do a lot in furthering the national debate
and in honoring at all levels, particularly teachers, those who takethe risks because that's the way we're going to get changed. That
will lead to improvement of all schools for all children.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement ofThomas A. Wilson followsl
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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps it was how badly schools have been performing or perhaps it was the call
for a new vision of what students must be able to do for the United States to
remain competitive. Whatever it was, the current reform movement has raised
basic questions about how schools in America should be kept. Many educators,
businessmen, parents and politEal leaders are saying, "This time we must get the
assumptions right. Anything else is tinkering and will lead us to frustration."

HOW TO IMPROVE SCHOOLS FOR ALL CHILDREN

More than at any other time in the last hundred years, we have a shot at creating
significant educational change in this country. Much is going on at many levels.
We are more focused on the central point the place where kids learn or do notlearn is with a teacher in a classroom. We are more able to see that significant
change for classrooms does not result just from legislation, or from disseminating
programs judged a success somewhere else, or from administrators issuing edicts
from the top. Rather, better learning happens when a teacher becomes more
successfil in engaging a student's mind.

Another positive note on the current status of reform in America: People in ourschools or trying to help schools change are less likely to blame others for the
problems and more likely to say, "Let's get going. We must take risks. We will
probably make mistakes. We got time to get it right this time, because it could
not be worse than what we now have." To paraphrase RJR Nabisco's CEO Louis
Gerstner, "Let's build the ark rather than curse the rain or analyze the flood."

Much activity has been generated at all levelsby the current wave of reform.
How can we make sure it will not tum into another educational fad, but become a
genuine way to improve all schools for all children.

First, we must be clear what about what all children means. It means
every child, without exception. Not bright children alone, not
underachieving children, not minority children, not majority children, not
rich children, not poor children, not docile children, not hyperactive
children, but all children, every single one.
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Every child is different when it comes to learning. Every child. There are
common threads among all children, common experience or common stock
or both together will lead to common themes, but the bottom line is that
each child is unique. To teach is to engage a childl. mind. To do that well,
you must accept the inconvenience of it all and fmd that child's unique
qualities of mind. We must then say "all children" and mean it and then act
on the inconvenience that good teaching starts with the individual child.

In a similar way, to think about improving all schools we must first look
at each. No two good schools are just alike. Agood school respects and
buildson and directly engages the particular strengths of its students,
teachers and the community in which the school rests. While there are
common themes, properties between good schools, part of what makes a
school good is its ability to build a program that considers the unique
nature of its students, teachers and. community. All schools can be good
schools.

Second. We must keep the focus on the central reason for school
reform a school's first purpose is to help students learn to use their
minds well, and the purpose of school refonn is to improve that.
Evetything should be explained and justified in terms of this purpose. That
is obvious and easy to say. But, in fact, it is not easy when it is taken
seriously because it requires changes in many of the ways we currently
keep school. It changes how teachers relate to students, how time is used
by students, how knowledge is defined, how district and state regulations

function.

Congress can play a leadership role in keeping the national discourse

focused on this purpose.

Third. We should set national goals as a framework for the discourse.
The goals ahould say that the nation has high expectations for mults from
schools in terms of student learning. But those goals will not be helpful if
they prescribe what schools must do. That would let educators, policy
planners and school people off the hook othaving to deal with the
inconvenience of the fact that children and schnols are unique in ways that

are important.
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Fourth. Restructuring is one of the four points of the Charlottesville
compact. Some people think of restructuring as making changes in the
school system such as changing from an appointed board to an elected
board. Others see it as changing what students' experience in school. Too
often in the past we have moved the funiture of the school system around
and then been surprised that little or nothing happened to improve student
learning. When the concern is all students and all schools, we must start
with the focus on student learning and how teachers and schools can
support and challenge the minds of our children. From that focal point we
should then turn to the furniture of the system and organize it so that the
student learning is indeed enhanced.

The Congress can provide important national leadership by clarifying the
dialogue and siding with the position that restructuring must be tied to
results in student learning.

Fifth. Congress will play an important role through its institutional and
individual leadership and by the legislation it develops that affects schools.
You can find ways to insure that funding and legislative decisions are made
in concert with the focus on improving the performance of all students.
You can support and honor the risk takers at all levels.

And you can sponsor new national research and development efforts that
will support this reform and keep it focused on the central purpose of
improving all schools for all students. Perhaps, the most important of
these is the development of new methods for holding schools accountable
and for assessing student performance.

MIN
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APPENDIX B

Essential Schools' Performance: Some Preliminary Figures

Some half dozen Coalition schools have been involved in theirEssential Ili& School programs for longenough three to five years to report on the performance of their students. The figures beloware
listed in comparison with other relevant information provided by cky school officials. These are obviouslypreliminary, yet they are encouraging.

1. Attendance and Drop-out Rates

Central Park East Secondary School:
Central Park East Secondary School attendancerate, 1988-89: 91%
New York aty Public Schools official attendancerate, 1988-89: 79%

Central Park Zest Secondary School drop-out rate, 1988-89: 0%
New York City Public Schools offidal drop out rate, 1988-89: 26.8%

Hope Essential School:
Hope Essential School attendance rate. 1986-88: 87%
Hope "regular" Iligh School attendance rate, 1988-89: 78%

Hope Essential School drop-out rate, 1987-88: 9%
City of Providence official drop-out rate, 1987-88: 44.9%

Thayer High School:
Thayer Essential School drop-out rate, 1988.89: 13%
Thayer Ffigh School (pre CES) drop-out rate, 1980-81: 10%

University Heights High School:
University Heights Essential School attendance rate, 1988-89: 75%
New York aty Public Schools official atrend".v.o rate, 1988-89: 79%

Univasity Heights Essential School drop-out rate, 1987-88: I I%
New York a:y Public Schools official dropout rate, 1988-89: 26.8%

Walbrook Essential School:
Walbrook Essential School attendance rate, 1988-89: 92.1%
Walbmok "regular" High School attendancerate, 1988-89: 74%
City of Baltimore School System official attendanceratc, 1988-89: 80.5%

Walbrook Essential School dropout rate, 1988-89: 1.8%
Walbmok "regular" High School drop-out rate, 1986-87: 23%
City of Baltimore School System official drop-out rate, 1988-89: 11.1%

Westbury Essential School:
Westbury Essential School attendance rate, 1988-89: 96%
Westbury "regular" High School attendance rate, 1988-89: 91%
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2. Academic Performance

2

University Heights High School:
In 1989. only 33% of incoming college freshmen in New York possessed a reading level qualifying

them to take college classes. After completing the fast stage of the UniversityHeights Essential
Prcgram, 77% aUniversity Heights students reading level qualified them to take college classes.

1989 Degrees of Realms Power Exam (national rest): University Heights Essential School students
scored in the 73rd percentile, an increase of 5 pcints from 1988.

Essential School students earned an average of 3 credits more per semester than in their previous

schools.

Thayer High School:
1986 California Achieve:non Test Scores, grades 7-10: 49th percentile.
1988 California Achievement Test Scores. grades 7-10 e 58th percentile

Walbrook High School:
Overall average Maryland Functional Thu scores (out o( a possible 100 points):

Walbrook Essential School: 90.3
Walbrook "'regular" Mgh School: 72.92
Baltimore School System overall high school scores: 75.42

Westbury High School:
Westbury Essential School: 82% of ninth graders passed TEAMS tests
Westbury "regular" Mgh Schock 61% of ninth graders passed TEAMS tests

3. Discipline

Pleasure Ridge Park High School:
Pleasure Ridge Park Essential School discipline referrals, 1986-87: PleasureRidge Park Essential

School students comprised 20% of the junior class and generated only 14% ofjunior class
disciplinary referrals to assistant principal's office.

Westbury High School:
WestbutY Essential School discipline referrals. 1988-89: WestburyEssential Schcol students

comprised 143% of school population and generated only 3.75% of overall disciplinary referrals

to assistant principal's office.

4. Pursuit of Higher Education

Ho_ a High School:
Hope Essential grAduatrs, 1988.89: 90% went on to higher education
Hope High School graduates, entire school, 1988-89: 45% went on to higher education

Thayer High School:
Thayer Essential School graduates, 1988-89: 55% went on to higher education in 1988-89
Thayer High School graduates (pre-CES), 1980-81: 10% went en to highereducation

University Heights High School:
University Heights Essential School Graduates, 1988-89: 88% went ..1 to higher education
New York taty Public School graduates, 198889: 80.6% went on to higher education
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3Walbrook High School
Wa Ibrook Essential School graduates. 198849: about 50% wan on to higher education
Oty of Baltimore Scheel System graduates, 1988-89: 11.1% went on to higher education

5. What might these numbers mean?

The figtnes presented above are the beenning ofour systematic research and data collection effort.
These numbers, which were repotted by schools and distncts, show no particular statistical
sophistication. We have used cfficial numbers from school systems even though we bow that some
researchers have shown them to be too optimistic. As se continue to take stock of the progress of the
Essential Schools. we will both gather more numbas adflsceesthplleazionswuh greaterconfidence.

Whale dem figura do DC! atteMpt to express all of the habits, values, oaf interests found in
Eyemial School studaus. they oo sketch bow students at some Essential Schools art faring in
comparison with their peas. Essential School stidents axe showingan interest in their schools: mom
anima going to school more regularly than their peers in terabs high schoals. Not only do they
seam to ba gettinF there in significant numbers. but Emastial Schoot art taking mcce classes
and doing tams m those classes. Once in school, exy are scentrmg float time in the classroom and
less in the assistant principal's office. ELeential s...hool studentspose fewer discipline problems than
their regular school counterpurte. binally. accordingto the figures describing hie..er education
aondance. their interest in cdonation appears to last beyond the walls of tbc EssentialSchools.
Fstelefcal school graduates we attencEng institutions of higher alto:axial in greater numbers than other
graduates. This last obsavation is pahaps tbe most telling, kr it suggests the habits sod interest in
education that Essential ssnocl students cony with them.

Encouraging though the above figures are, their significance is limited. Good attendanceis only
the begittteing of the bade; standardized test SCOMS do act really show what students have mastered
nor what challenges they art prepared to undertake in the fixture. The real =Aare of these students
will he gauged by their habits of good thinking.

Schools Cited:

Central Park East Secondary School, 1537 Madison Avenue, NY . NY 10029, Deborah Meiee,Dimace

Here High Smoot, 342 Hope Street, Providence, RI 02906, Pent Gounaris, Principal

Pleasure Ridge Park 'Ugh School. 5901 Greenwood Road, Pleasure Ridge Park,KY 40258, Charles
Miller, Principal

Thaya High School, 43 Parker Street, Winchester, NH 03470, Dennis Linky, Principal

University Heights High School, University Avenue and West 18Ist Street,NY, NY 10453, Nancy
Mohr, Principal

Walbreek High School, 200 Foothill Avenue, Baltimore, 24:ID 21223, Samuel Billups, Principal

Westbury High School, 5575 Gasmer Road. Houston, TX 77035,Dr. Shirley Johnson, Principal

November 13, 1989
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APPENDIX C

COALITION OF ESSENTIAL SCHOOLS
MEMBER SCHOOL LIST

$CH(XN,

Springdale Illgh School

NEdPeninsula Illgh School

Avon fligh School

Nova Blanche Forman School
Nova Eisenhower School
Nova Middle School .

Nova Iligh School
University School of Nova University

Metro Illgh School

Jefferson County Public Schools
Doss }Ugh School
Fairdale Illgh School
Pleasure Ridge Park IEgh School
Seneca High School
Mayme S. Waggener High School

Portland iligh School

Bryn Mawr School
Park Heights Steer Academy
Walbrook High School

Massachuems: Andover High School
Brimmer and May School
Massachusetts Advanced Stuslles

Program (Milton Academy)

Missouri: Parkway South High School
The Whitfield School

New Hampshire: Thayer High School

J PCATION

Springdale

Palo Alto

Avon

Davie
Davie
Fon Lauderdale
Fon Laudadale
Fort Lauderdale

Cedar Rapids

Louisville
Louisville
Pleasure Ridge Park
Louisville
St. Mathews

Pordand

Baldmore
Baltimore
Baldmore

Andova
Chestnut Hill
Srilton

Manchester
St. Louis

Winchester
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APPENDIX E

POTENTIAL RE:LEARNING SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS
AS OF 8/15/89

SCEES21.

Arkansas: Fayetteville IEgh School, East Campus
Hippin IEgh School
Orntral Ifig,h School
Melbourne /Bgh School
Sheridan Junior LEO School
Central Iligh School

Delaware Caesar Rodney Jr. IEgh School
William Henry Kiddie School
Laurel Ceztral Kiddie School
hliddletown :Ugh School
Brookside Elementary School
Cristiana Iligh School
Hod&sttn VccaConef Technical IBgh School
West Park Place Ekromtaty School
Seaford Middle School
Wilmington IEgb School

Illinois: North Male School
Ana/Jonesboro High School
Camentersville Middle School
York Iligh School
Elmwood IEgh School
Malta High School

New Mexico: Sante Fe Public Schools
Silver Qty Public Schools
Tatum Public Schools
Zuni Public schools

Pennsylvania: Bellefont Area School District
Central Bucks School District
Elizabethtown IBgh School
Low= Dauphin School District
Eastern Lancaster County School District
New Hope-Solebury School District
Philadelphia School District
Tyronc Area School District

Rhode Island:
Central Falls High School
Narragansett Elementary School
Narragansett JrJSr. High School
Rhode Island School for ::le Deaf
Mary V. Quirk School

=AIM
Fayetteville
Hippin
Little Rork
Melbourne
Sheridan
West Helena

Camckn-Wyoming
Dover
Laurel
Middletown
Newark
Newark
Newark
Newark
Seaford
Wilmington

Alton
Ana
Carpentersville
Emhurst
Elmwood
Malta

Sante Fe
Silva Qty
Tatum
Zuni

Bellefont
Doylestown
Elizabalttown
Hummelstown
New Holland
New Hope
Philadelphia
Thom

Central Falls
Narragansett
Narragansett
Providence
Warren
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APPENDIX F

PRIVATE FUNDING FOR THE COALITION
OF ESSENTIAL SCHOOLS AND RE:LEARNING, SINCE 1984

L Grants made directly to the Coalition / Brown University

George L Alden Trust
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Chutes E. Culpeper Foundation

lbe Danforth Foundation
Drown Foundation
Exxon Rlucation Foundation
General Foods Fund
Klingenstein Fund
Edward John Noble Foundation
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Southwestern Bell Foundation

IEL

/r 11. 0./ 1 .1 tr IIj 1 1 1 1, st. ete, 11 1

Carnegie Foundation
Exxon Education Foundation
Southwestern Bell Foundation

jr. I g. 1, I I lIJIJIl I s 0,11 Id 1 "IN 11 I 4 .1

Aetna Institute for Corporate Education
Cabot Foundation
Champlin Foundations
Coca-Cola Foundation
Exxon Education Foundation
Ford Foundation
Goldseker Foundation
Hazen Foundation
Hearst Foundation
Hearst Foundation
Hewlett Foundation
Rockefeller Family Fund [anonymous donor)
Anne Burnett and Charles Tandy Corporation

2 5 4

New England Region
New Hampshire and Texas
Rhode Island
New York and Texas
Texas and New York
New York
Maryland
New York
Rhode Island, New York, and Maine
New York Region
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Texas
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APPENDIX G

RELEARNING: STATE-LEVEL ACTIVITIES

Re:Leaming intends to accomplish its gad of changing thenature and structure of
schooling within paniaipating states by having selected secondaryschool faculties and their
principals, schoordistrict and state education and govanment leaders redesign the teaching
and learning saivities in schools and their supporting administrativeoperations and policies
following a set of essential principles.

Specifically, to join Re:Learning, the governor, chief state schoolofficer and other
appropriate leaders make a five year commitment and agree to involve and support about 10
secondary schools as they redesign according to the Coalition principles, but in ways they
see appropriate for their students and community. The slue is expected to ensure that each
participating school has about 150,000 per yea to devoteto redesigning their schooL
These funds, which may come from state, district and/orprivate sources, will support staff
planning and school-initiated staff development activities neededto restructure.

The state also commits to hire a highly skilled school coordinator who will be t ained by tbe
Coalition to support and work closely with the schools as they undertake their changes.
The coordinator will assist each participating school with restructuring and serving as a
continuing "critical friend." He or sbe will also organize workshops, bring teachers from
different schools with common coocans together, trouble shoot withdistrict and state
officials and represent the group to the and the media. In some states, the
coordinator is located at a university to link Re:Learning to higher education and bring
Re:Leaming concepts into the education teachers and administratom in others, the
coordinator is located in the state deportment of education.

As the school changes proceed, ECS works with two groups in each pi/at statea
locaVsate cadre and a steering committeeto determine bow to realign the administrative
and policy aspects of the full education system to support the type of changes being made at
the school level. Although the work being undertaken by the schools involved in the
Coalition is a driving force for the actions of these groups, they will be attending to other
restructuring efforts going on in their state as well.

The local/state cadre's purpose is to be the "think tank" for determining the administrative
and policy actions that will best support the fundamental changes that ars being made in the
schools. In each pilot state, the cadre is composed of a carefully selected group of people
who represent the range of perspectives neededto develop the snategically effective
options. Typically, the following types of people are include& teachers, principals,
superintendents and local board members actively involved in school redesign, university
faculty and leaders, state department of alucation senior staff, community and business
leaders, legislative and gubernatorial staff, accreditationagency staff and members of other
agencies closely related to die education system. Thesepeople are selected to give the cadre
high credibility in the state.

The cadre helps develop a shared vision in the state of what a redesigned education system
should look like. The group also is responsible for analyzing existingstate policy to
determine if it appropriately supporis the school changes and developing new policy that
would be more effective. Of particular interest to cadres now are issues of accountability,
assessment, teacher certification and the structures of district and state operations. As they
consider policies, Re:Learning gaff attempt to keep them focused on what will encourage
better pedagog".cal approaches. Policy must createa dynamic climate in which educators

2 7:5



rinanwred in their efforts to create schools that can respond to society's unrelenting
for ever better educated people. It is to this challenge that the cadre mustrespond.

The steering committee includes the governor, chief state school officer, higher education
officer and others such as key legislative leaders, the state board chair and business leaders.

It focuses on' how to adjust specific ;solicits to ficilitate the choices made by the cadre and

schools and how to east the public in the continuing pressure for improvement As the
public comes to understand the purposes and perspective of Rel.earning, the task of
leaders will be greatlfeased. Policy makers confront me same problem with the public that
schools face with policy makersa lack of understanding of the climate that promotes the

best in education.

A reseacher in each state is developing a way to gather, analyze and communicate
information and ideas back to the schools, cadre and steering committee. The researcher is

typically located at a university in the state.

°0 revr-,0
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Thomas A. Wilson
Special Assistant to the Chainnan/Development
Coalition of Essential Schools
Brown University

Mr. Wilson paduated from &awn College with a BA. in English (1961), from Howard
University with an MAT. (1965) and from Harvard with an Ed.D. (1970). After two
years' teaching with the Peace Corps in the Philippines and one year as an English teacher
m Washington, D.C., Wilson worked at a number of positions researching, evaluating and

binning plot programs in urban education, including Upward Bound at Harvard and
Metüo and the PathWays Project in Boston. He was a founder and President of the Center
for New Schools in Chicago (1969-78). He worked as Director or Principal Investigator on
a number of school reform research projects, including research on Metro High School end
a study of change in urban schools. He came to Brown in 1984 and joined the Coalition in
1988.

While Wilson has extensive experience with the management of urban education initiatives,
most of his work has centered on considering the relationship of research to change
projects. Mr. Wilson is also certified as a fundraiser by the National Society of Fund
Raising Executives and is a member of the Board of Directors of the Rhode Island Chapter
of NSFRE.
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What is Re:Learning?
4A2soigssaityursuougsmssrusraneiresosairsimestsAvro-rti - 1--rtI,'.r.e,-Aitei

The nation is at a critical point in education
reform. It is crucial that the focus stay on
thoughtful changes that will greatly improve
student learning. Too often students are
passive recipients of an education that stems
to result more from the education system's
rules and procedures than from the needs and
challenges of student learning. Too many
talented, competent tenzhers are forced into
narrow situations in thei: schools which
compromise good teaching.

Teachers need a working environment that
challenges and suppoits them as they engage
students, personalize instruction and improve
their own understanding of what they are
teaching. Administrators and policy makers
can help create a constructive environmer by
putting priority on the best of learni ng bran
students.

Re:Learning is a major national effort to
answer the call for redesigning the total school
system. It is grounded in the belief that school
redesign efforts must focus on the primary

ipose of schoolingto hep all stidents learn
to use their minds well and must include the
total education system from schoolhouse to
statehouse.

Re:Learning deliberately does not have
finished models of the perfect redesigned
system. Those must evolve from the hard work
of committed students, teachers,
administrators, ralicy makers and community
members. Re:Learrung seeks to stimulate and
support redesign work at the school, district,
state and national levels.

Re:Learning unites the Coalition of Euentisl
Schools (Coalition) with the Education
Commission of theStates (ECS) to work with
people in all parts of the education system to

make this vision a reality. Re:Learning
schools join the Coalition. The states and
districts in which they are located agree to work
with ECS on redefining policies and
procedures to stimulate and support the
schools' efforts.

The Schools
A Re:Learning school agrees to work at the
difficult task of adapting a set of nine common
principles to its own unique situation. The
principles were developed out of a &clear
study of American high schools led by
Theodore R. Sizes, Coalition chiuman. (A full
explanation of the principles can be found in
the Coalition prospectus.) The experiences of
tome 50 Coalition schools over the last four
years support the value of these principles as
a framework for local school redesign. The
principles are:

Intellettual focus. The school should focus on
helping students learn to use their minds well.
It should not attempt to be"comprehensive" at
the expense of its central intellectual purpose.

Simple goals. The school's goals should be
simple: that each student master a limited
number of essential skills and areas of
knowledge.

Universal goals. The school's goals should
apply to all students, although the means to the
goals will vary as those students themselves
vary. School practice should be tailored to
meet the needs of every group of students.

Personalization. Teaching and learning
should be personalized to the maximum extent
feasible. To that end, a goal of no more than
80 students per teacher should be vigorously
pursued, and decisions about curriculum,
allocation of time, and choice of teaching



materials and their presentation must rest
unreservedly with the school's principal and
staff.

Stu dent.as.worker. The governing metaphor
of the school should be student4s.worker,
rather than the more traditional teacher.as
delivererof.instructional.services. A
prominent pedagogy should be coaching, to
provoke students to learn how to learn and thus
how to teach themselves.

Diploma by "exhibition." The dipionia
should be awarded upon a successful final
demonstration of mastery an exhibition of
the central skills and knowledge of the school's
program. The familiar progression through
strict age grades and "credits earned" by"tunc
spent" in class will be unnxessary.

Tone. The tone of the school should explicitly
and self-consciously stress values of u nanx mus
expectation (1 won't threaten you, but I expect
much of you"), of trust (until abused) and of
decency (faimess, generosity and tolerance).
Parents should be treated as collaborators.

Staff. The principal and teachers should see
themselves a. generalists first (teachers and
scholars in ,,eneral education) and specialists
second (everts in one particular discipline).
Staff shoulo .xpect multiple obligations
(teacher.coun .elor.manager) and commitment
to the entire school.

Budget. Ultimate administrative and budget
targets should include a totei student load of
80 or fewer per teacher, substantial ume for
collective staff planning, competitive staff
salaries and a per.pupil cost no more than 10%
above that of traditional schools. Inevitably,
this will require the phased reduction of some
services provided in many comprehensrte
secondary schools.

9

The School Commitment

Re:Learning schoolsjoin Coalition schoo:s
in working to put these principles into
practice. The school faculty must choose to
participate as a Re:Ltarningschool.
Faculty members are then given time for
extensive study, planning and visits to other
schools, all in support of their work to
redesign the school based on the Coalition
principles.

Each participating state has an in.state
school coordinator who is trained and
supported by the Coalition to assist
Re:Learning schools and serve as a "critical
friend." The coordinator organizes
workshops, brings teachers from different
disciplines together, troubleshoots with
district and state officials and represents the
group to the public.

States and Districts
District and state leaders in a Re:Learning state
work on changes in administration end policy
that respond to and suppon the work of the
schools.

Some of the policy areas that might need to
be changed include school and student
assessment, teacher certification, resource
allocation, management, leadership,
graduation requirements and support systems
for teachers and schools.

Re:Ltarnine does not propose model policy
statements tor states. Just as the school
principles must be worked out at each school
to take full advantage of its unique
characteristics, so, too, a state's education
policy must be worked out by those responsible
in each state. In working toward redesigned

C.71
C.71



policy end administrative practise, state and
district leaders use these pnnciples:

Build a new vision of education. The public,
business and stste leaders and education
professionals should build a new shared vision
of how the states education system should
work to insure thst all students have an equal
opportunity to use their minds well through
meaningful teaching and learning experiences.

Organize on behalf ef student learning. The
roles and responsibilities within the education
system and the manner in which resources are
allocated should be redesigned to support the
best learning for sllstudents, not bureaucratic
or political interests.

Create new working relationships.
Colleboratioe, shared leadership and mutual
responsibility should terve as the model for
working relationships throughout the
education system.

Develop a culture of learning. Adults
throughout the system should come to see
themselves as continual learners and
problem.solvers rather than purveyors of
"right" answers and standardized solutions.

Develop coherence and meaning In all
trallORS. Actions, information and data must
be focusod on moving together toward the
shared vision of a new education system. Too
often the education system is so bogged down
with information and actions in bits and pieces
that meaning is lost.

Act with mud for people. Long- and short-
term actions to rebuild the education system
should be batenv.d in ways that treat people
with dignity and respect.

rs (`lu )

The State and District COmMitinent
In Re:Learning states, a cadre of highly
respected people from all pasts of the
education system initiate the building of
a shared vision of education. They help
guide the systemic administrative and policy
changes this vision implies. Mc cadre
helps design a policy environment that
reflects the changes in Coalition schools as
well as reform efforts throughout the state
education system. ECS provides assistance
to the cadre.

* A steering committee of state leaders
focuses on actual policy changes and
communications with the general public.
This committee, again waking with ECS.
includes the governor, chief state school
officer, business and other leaders who work
to promote policy changes developed by the
cadre and to enlist the public support
necessary for fundamental changes in the
statc's education system.

Participating states make a fivoyear
commitment to Re:Learning. They agree
to assure finanei,1 support for fundamental
redesign of approximately 10 secondary
schools following the Coalition's common
principles. A iffiest amount for uch school
would be 550,000 per year. A substantial
part of the funds would be newer realloated
public dollars. A portion could be raised
from businesses or other private sources.

States also agree to hire an instate school
coordinator to assist the schcols and connart
with the Coalition and ECS. In addition,
states establish a documentation ard
communication approach in cooperation
with university faculty members and others
to determine adjustments that need to be
made in the state's strategy.

The Nation
The national component of Re:Learning
supports the state-by-state and school.by.
school changes. The national discussion on
education purposes and reform hts a major
impact on the extent and quality of school

Re:Lcaming participants contnbute
to the depth and quality of that discourse.

A national study of Re:Leaming is planned.
Accountability to the public at the school, state
and national levels is vital.

The Players
The Coalition of Essential Schools, based at
Brown University, is a school-based effort that
advocates schools becoming places thet better
help students use their min& well. The
National Association of Seconder/ School
Principals and the National Association of
Indeeendent Schools sponsor the Coalition.

The Education Commission of the States is a
nonprofit, nationwide interstate compact
formed to help governors, state legislators,
state education officials and others develop
policies to improve education. Forty-cight
states, the District of Columbia, American
SAMOS, Puerto Rico and the 'irgin Islands are
members.

Six states Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois.
New Mexico, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island

were the first to join Re:Learning. Others
are joining as the effort continues.
For more latormatioo about Re Leaman& coma
Beverly Andenoo, Education Corarmalos of the States.
MO Weds Surat, Suite NO, Drover. Colorado10295,
303430.3631; a Theodora Sint or Robert McCarthy,
Coahhoo ol Eatathal Schools, Box 191,1, Blown
Unireruty, Prorideoce, Rhode Island 01912.
40146343$4.
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CHAP1 ER 1

Diverse Practice, Shared Ideas:
The Essential School

THEODORE R. SUER

No Two GOOD schools are ever quite alike. No good school is exactly the
same from one year to the next. Good schools sensitively reflect their
communitiesboth the students and teachers within the school building,
and the wider neighborhood it serves. A good school respectfully ar
commodates the best of its neighborhood, not abjectlyplaying whatever
tune any particular special interest group might demandbut sensibly,
balancing the claims of national values with those of the immediate
community.

A good school is the special creation of its own facultyits teachers,
counselors, and administrators. These are its "permanent" folk. Students
and their parents come and go, but a good school's core of veteran
teachers and administrators make the difference. A school has character if
its key facultyits senatorsfeel collective responsibility for it, take its
standards and its style seriously, and prot.t :t its reputation.

Such a commitment arises only when a faculty feels a sense of author-
ity and control over its own school. Thus, just as a good school properly
reflects its community, so too does it particularly show, and boldly, the
convictions of its central staff, convictions that carry the authority of
people who know that the school's reputation rests squarely on their
judgment and strength.

If these conclusions about good schools holdand they are widely
shared among thoughtful school people and researchers who have looked
carefully at successful schoolsdoes this mean that there is no such thing
as a good "model" school? The answer has to be yes: There is no such
thing as a distinct, detailed blueprint for a fine school any more than there
is such for a successful family.

But just as with families, while not exhibiting precisely similar config-
urations and traditions, good schools do share powerful guiding ideas,
principles that are widely accepted even as they take different practical
forms when a particular group of people in a particular setting shape them
into day-to-day expectations and routines.

It is for this reason that the Coalition of Essential Schools has advanced
its work as a set of commonly held principles rather than as a "model"
for schools to emulate. The Coalition is, in effect, a process, an unfolding
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among a widely diverse group of schools of structures, routines, and
commitments appropriate to each which are consistent with our shared
principles.

There are precedents for this approach: the best known that of the
group of schools in the Progressive Education Association's "Eight Year
Study" of the 1930s and, more recently, the wide variety of Head Start
programs that first sprang forth in the mid 1960s. The Coalition schools
do not work in isolation, and they borrow from each other. The purpose
of the collaboration is to spark a sustained conversation about what the
commonly held ideas might mean and how a variety of communities
might assist each other in finding their best practical expression. Coali-
tions give strength in numbers, fortitude at times bf pressure. And for
policy makers, a variety of schools provides a rich source from which
ultimately to draw conclusions about the practical utility of the rhared
ideas.

The Coalition of Essential Schools rests on a simple set of "common
principles." Most are stated in deliberately general terms. Most are very
familiar, hoary old chestnuts of pedagogical commitment. Only two are
specific, again deliberately so as provocations and restraints: no teacher
in a Coalition school may have responsibility for more than 80 students;
and the per pupil expenditure should not exceed that at comparable
neighboring "traditional" high schools by more than 10 percent.

Only one of the common principles (the first) rests primarily on
ideologythat of a democratic faith. It posits that in a democracy all
citizens must be able to use their minds well, and must be able to function
thoughtfully as critical patriots and effective members of the society, its
communities, and work force.

The Nine Common Principles

The principles are as follows:
1. An Essential school should focus on helping adolescentslearn to use

their minds well. Schools should not attempt to be "comprehensive" if
such a claim is made at the expense of the school's central intellectual
purpose.

2. The school's goals should be simple: that each student master a
limited number of essential skills and areas of knowledge. While these
skills and areas will, to varying degrees, reflect the traditional academic
disciplines, the program's design should be shaped by the intellectual and
imaginative powers and competencies that students need, rather than by
"subjects" as conventionally defined. The aphorism "less is more"
should dominate. Curricular decisions should be guided by the aim of
thorough studtnt mastery and achievement rather than by an effort merely
to "cover content."
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3. The school's goals should apply to all students, although the means
to these goals will vary as those students themselves vary. School practice
should be tailor made to meet the needs of every group or class of
adolescents.

4. Teaching and learning should be personalized to the maximum
feasible extent. Efforts should be directed toward a goal that no teacher
have direct responsibility for more than 80 students. To capitalirP on
personalization, decision: about the course of study, the use of students'
and teachers' time, and the choice of teaching materials and specific
pedagogies must be unreservedly placed in the hands of the principal and
staff.

5. The governing practical metaphor of the school should be student-
as-worker, rather than the mu..: familiar metaphor of teacher-as-
deliverer-of-instructional-services. A prominent pedagogy will be coach-
ing, to provoke students to learn how to learn and thus to teach
themselves.

6. Students entering secondary school studies should be those who can
show competence in language and elementary mathemadcs. Students of
traditional high school age but not yet at appropriate levels of competence
to enter secondary school studies should be provided intensive remedial
work to help them m..t thm standards. The diploma should be awarded
upon a successful fmal demonstration of mastery for graduationan
"exhibition." This exhibitiov by the student of his or her grasp of the
central skills and knowledge of the school's program may be jointly
administered by the faculty and by higher authorities. The diploma is
awarded vfhen earned, so the school's program proceeds with no strict
age grading and with no system of credits collected by time spent in class.
The emphasis is on the students' demonstration that they can do important
things.

The tone of the school should stress values of unanxious expectation
("I won't threaten you but I expect much of you"); of nust (until
abused); and of decency (the values of fairness, generosity, and tol-
crane:). Incentives appropriate to the school's particular students and
teachers should be emphasized, and parents should be treated as essential
collaborators.

8. The principal and teachers should perceive themselves as generalists
first (teacher and scholars in general education), and specialists second
(experts in one particular discipline). Staff should expect multiple ob-
ligations (teacher-counselor-manager), and demonstrate a sense of com-
mitment to the entire school.

9. Ultimate administrative and budget targets should include, in addi-
tion to total student loads per teacher of 80 or fewer pupils, substantial
time for collective planning by teachers, competitive salaries for staff,
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and an ultimate per pupil cost not to exceed that at traditional schools by
more than 10 percent. To accomplish this, administrative plans might
include the phased reduction or elimination of some services now pro-
vided students in many traditional comprehensive secondary schools.

The Coalition of Essential Schools

Many schools have long refluted these principles in their practice.
However, if these ideas are taken seriouslyif they are followed with
determinationmany school routines, even ones of long and almost
unquestioned status, must give way. What Seymour Sarason has aptly
called the traditbnal "regularities" of school are seriously challenged by
these principles.

Criticism is not enough. Coalition schools are moving beyond criticism
to the development of new and more effective "regularities," ones which
serve youngsters and teachers better by adhering more closely to accepted
Coalition principles.

More than 50 middle and high schools have joined the Coalition since
its formal inauguration in September 1984. Although all of these are still
"in-the-making," rrany general observations about their efforts can now
be expressed.

First, it is clear that the nine common principles necessarily act in
combination. If one is pressed without the others, it will be smothered.
Pushing hard toward a pedagogy of "student-as-worker," for example,
inevitably affects the curriculum, which in turn affects the daily schedule.
The synergistic quality of school practice so tellingly illumined by Sar-
ason and others is readily evident in the work of our colleague schools.

Second, the significant and sustained support of the faculty is critical.
In practice, this does not mean the enthusiastic embracing of all the
Coalition ideas by every last faculty member. It does mean, however, that
a significant and veteran minority of teachers, combined with the senior
administrators at the school, must be committed to move ahead, even as
other faculty usefully express their skepticism, by serving as "critical
friends." The leadership of the faculty can neither be reluctant nor
impatient. Reluctant folk make poor adventurers, and changing anything
as complex and as commitment-charged as a school must be done care-
fully, slowly, and patiently. At the same time, it is clear that a few
persistent saboteurs can demoralize and muffle the energy of any school.

Some Coalition schools started with a school-within-a-school pattern.
an "Essential high school" as part of a larger unit. There are virtues in
this approach, as it allows the small group of most committed teachers
considerable freedom to move. Visible programs emerge quickly. How-
ever. hazards arise in the inevitable "we-they" character of the approach;
Essential school-within-a-school teachers and students are inevitably
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compared with the rest, and jealousies Annerge from real or imagined
inequities.

Evolving a careful and necessarily long-range plan of "turning" a
whole school on Coalition principles at once carries its own sorts of
hazards. One is the invisibility of much progressand politics likes
quick, visible results. Another is the difficulty of taking into account the
synergistic quality of the school; everything important affecting every-
thing else makes turning a very large and complex high school exceeding-
ly difficult.

Easiest of all, perhaps, is the founding of a brand new high school, a
pennanently free-standing institution with its own building, or an inde-
pendent unit within a larger education complex of some kind. The found-
ers can gather to themselves congenial colleagues as the school grows,
and, if it is a school of choice, an equally congenial student and parent
body. The debits of this approach are both the strain of starting an
institution from scratch and the absence of traditions and ritualsthose
expectations which, when sensible, give steadying ballast to a school.

Third. the planning for a restructured program takes substantial, unre-
mitting effort and emotional energy. Much planning by a significant core
of the staff during summer months and during the academic year is
necessary, and both time and arrangements for daily or at least weekly
meetings of the key faculty are essential. Even the most carefully worked-
through summer plan will need adjustment within weeks of being
launched, and the time and personnel necessary for the continual assess-
ment of progress and the changes it suggests must be built in. Most
reformers outside the schools fail to recognize this need; there are well-in-
tentioned "restructuring" efforts even today which provide no assistance
either to the principal or the faculty of a school that wishes to ay ambi-
tious change.

Redesigning a school is one thing; the reshaping (retraining) of its
faculty is quite another. Staff deve.oprnent (an ugly phrase, implying a
passive, clay-like faculty) is critical. It must arise from the teachers'
sense of their own need and must be planned over a substantial period of
time. The traditional "one-shot-five times-a-year" staff development
days are a mockery compared with me work required for the redirection
of teachers' and administrators' responsibilities (and attitudes) that seri-
ous restructuring requires.

Fourth, the Essential Schools movement is first and foremost a move-
ment in pedagogy, in the relationship between teacher, student, and the
subjects of study that bring them together. For example, the aphorism
student-as-worker/ teacher-as-coach affects everything, from the way the
school adheres to the expectations of both teachers and pupils to the
nature and seriousness of staff development. Few recent efforts in school
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reform have started with the teacher-student-subject relationship, much
less from pedagogy. Indeed, the importance of pedagogy is heard in few
"reformist" quarters, and rarely from national c mnissions. Theexperi-
ence of Coalition schools that appear to be making progress, however, is
already clear: Get the relationship of the youngster with the teacher right
and subject matter and all else eventually will fall into place.

Fifth, the differences among youngsters, vaguely apparent to per-
ceptive teachers, become clear when faculty-student ratios drop. Varying
learning styles, differing motivations, rapid or sluggish rates of learning,
and mom all impinge on Coalition teachers. Getting the ratio down is one
thing; using the practical possibiliry of serious personalization is a new
prospect for many teachersa happy luxury, but a troubling new respon-
sibility.

Sixth, a school reform effort that arises from a set of ideas that a school
faculty must carefully fashion into appropriate practical form rather
than a describable practice that is to be implementedis an unfamiliar
one in many communities. Accordingly, such an effort requires special
political protection. School board members, superintendents, local busi-
ness and political leaders, and the regional press all have their parts to
play. The difficulties that Essential schools encounter do not end merely
with the nature of the reform approach, but also in the inevitable clashes
that arise from the setting of priorities by the Essential schools' planners.
If thoroughness and the use of their minds by students is a truly serious
goal, many traditional and usually pleasant school practices will have to
give way.

Choices must be made, and some parties will inevitably be aggrieved.
The politics of subtraction is the most difficult of politics, and the politi-
cal supporters of Essential schools-in-the-making must be staunch and
patient. This implies thorough understanding on the part of parents and
other influential members of the community of what is being attempted. It
demands that the school make the argument that the risk of doing nothing
exceeds the risk of trying something new, that most "good" schools are
not nearly good enough.

-A final source of support is "critical friends," not only among the
outsiders, but among colleagues in Coalition schools. Serious restructur-
ing must be accompanied by a constructive peppering by knowledgeable
people, friendly but persistently challenging. The very existence of these
folks provides a running sort of accountability, and good allies. Their
known presence strengthens the venturesome, and doubters both within
the school and without are reassured that fair-minded critics are involved.

Seventh, Coalition teachers need great confidence in the subjects they
teach. Often the compromise necessary to push the faculty/student ratios
down is for teachers to work somewhat beyond their own specialties, with
standards maintained by collaborative teams. For example, a humanities
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team is made up of teachers of English, social studies, fine arts, and
foreign languages, with some members teaching several subjects. Quality
control is maintained by specialists in each area. To teach somewhat
outside one's field sanding off the rust on one's English background if
one is, say, an an teachertakes self-confidence and a willingness to
expose one's inadequacies to the critique of other teachers. This is often
threatening.

The vigorous protestations against teaching out of area that one hears in
many schools mask both the narrow preparation provided teachers in
colleges and universities and a basic lack of scholarly self-confidence. (It
always strikes me as odd that high school faculties insist on greater
specialization than do, for example, graduate faculties of law or business.
Is scholarly quality only calibrated by past &mai study?) Schools in the
Coalition have found that summer institutes are necessary to help teachers
broaden and deepen their subject matter preparation. This priority must
be reflected in any staff development plan.

Eighth, sustained and steady administrative leadership, particularly
that of principals, is crucial. Coalition schools in communities where
superintendents and principals have come and gone suffer intensely: in
power vacuums the status quo flourishes. Constructive change requires
leaders who have the vision and ability to assemble and hold teams of
colleagues to the difficult task of trying to fmd a better way to school
young people.

Finally, there must be a clear sense of the goals of an Essential school:
the goals for the students, the teachers, the administrators, and the school
as a whole. A prime vehicle to drive this goal-setting is the "exhibition,"
the demonstration by a student that he or she understands a rich core of
subject matter and, equally important. con use it in resourceful, per-
suasive and imaginative ways. Few schools in recent years have ever tried
clearly to articulate what students should be able to do to deserve their
diplomas. We all tend to retreat into the familiar evasionsCarnegie
units, seat time, and years of coverage.

No exercise can be more difficult for a faculty than that of addressing
what the student should be able to do to deserve to graduate and none can
be ultimately as liberating. Only by being clear about those general
qualities that students must ultimately display can a faculty derive an
educational plan, one that gives priority to helping the students achieve
the identified strengths. Once wisely cast, such "exhibitions" can be the
basis for sensible accountability, a measuring stick of quality that tran-
scends the trivialization now reflected by our familiar quick-and-dirty,
low-cost, paper-and lencil tests.

Goals must be clear not only for students but also for the school as a
whole. This requires a plan, one that details the necessary shifts in
staffing, staff development, planning, the documentation of the project,
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and the resulting budget. Without a planeven if it is creatively ten-
tative, subject to constant revisionEssential schools will flounder.
There is frustration enough in taking the common sense of the nine
common principles into account without compounding it with vague
direction.

The Coalition of Essential Schools promises no panacea, no quick
model that can be put into place. It promises only an honest return to the
basic questions about schooling, about growing up, about learning, and
about teaching. It promises a hard, but ultimately libe:ating struggle for
school folk, not only to forward their work in a setting that squares with
the hunches of generations of successful teachers, but also to see
youngstersparticularly those for whom traditional schools seem to have
given up--perform in extraordinary ways.

The Coalition's Essential schools-in-the-making already signal prom-
ise in this regard. None of us wishes to make strident claims at this point,
but we are convinced that when the basic ideas we share are rigorously
adhered to, the world of schooling improves both for youngsters and for
teachers.

The model of the Coalition school is, thus, not a generalizable model at
all. Rather, it is an approach that leads to an idiosyncratic model for each
community, a unique representation of what is best for that setting and its
people and which is consistent with some powerful, old-fashioned ideas
about learning and teaching. Patience, courage, and an endless sense of
humor are required, but the promise is there, rich and increasingly vis-
ible.
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righe Coaht ion of Esse nt lalSchools is
an extension of A St udy of High Schools, a n
inquiry into American secondary education
conducted from 1981 to 1984 under the
sponsorship of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals and t he National
Association of Independent Schools. As
part of its findings, the Study identified five
"imperatives" for better schools:

Give room to teachers and students to
work and learn in their own, appropriate
ways.

Insist that students clearly exhibit mastery
of their school work.

Get the incentives right, for students and
teachers.

Focus the students' work on the use of
their minds.

Keep the structure simple and flexible.

The rationale for these im, anves is
detailed in the first of the Study's three
publications, Horace's Compromise: The
Dilemma of the American High School (by
Theodore R. Sizer, published by Houghton
Mifflin Compar.y, 1984). Simple though
they may at first sound, these commit ments,
if addressed seriously, have significant
consequences for many schools, affecting
both their organization and the attitudes of
those who work within them. It is these
consequences that the Coalition addresses.

cI
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Established in 1984 as a high school.
university partnership, t hc Coalition of
Essential Schools is devoted to strengthening
the learning of students by rcforming each
schooPs priorities and simplifying its struct ure.
Brown University joined in this partnership
with schools that are diverse in character,
geographically dispersed and representative
of both the public and private sectors. Each
school evolves a plan appropriate to its own
setting. What Coalition schools hold in
common is a simple set of principles that give
focus to their effort.

The Coalition has no specific model to
"plug in," and we reject the practice of top-
down standardized solutions to school
problems on the simple ground that such
demonstrably do not work. Schools are
fragile places and gain their stability from
often subtle accommodation to the needs,
character, strengths and weaknesses of the
communities in which they resale.The heart
of fine education is the constructive
confrontation of able teachers and willing
pupils a joining that cannot be mass
produced. It emerges from deft and sensible
adaptation, school by school, even classroom
by classroom, and from a commitment to
learning that best flourishes when students
and teachers feel a strong sense of ownership
of their particular schools.
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The Common Principles that provide
the framework for our collective endeavor
reveal an ideology about schooling and
learning that places "personalization" high
on the list of imperatives. A personalized
education ts one wlare students are known
by the adult professionals in school. In most
schools, making this personalization a reality
will require the restructuring of many
institutional features. The teacher-topuml
ratio, for example, must be lower than we
typically find (one teacher to no more than
eighty students is our recommendation).
\Who more manageable number of students,
teachers may be expected to orchestrate
cla ss activities more imaginatively finding
various ways to call upon student initiative
2nd ways to place students IMMe routinely in
the role of the inquiring scholar and hard
worker.

Such a vision, of course pre-supposes
email .ims of education. We main:ain that
th -. focus of a secondary school program
should be on helping students to use their
minds well and that a high school graduate
should have the ability to show his or her
knowledge and skill to "exhibit" mastery

in a variety of areas deem,:d important by
local and external authorities. This suggests
that the high school diploma should signify
genuine compet ence, specifically in t he areas
of reading, writing and fundamental
mathematics. These Essential Schools that
we envision should also be places wnere
decency prevail% where sccial and professional
relationships are typified by tolerance,
generosity and fairness. This is the
philosophical bedrock of the Coalition as
spelled out in the Common Principles that
follow.

4

THE COMMON PRINCIPLES

I. The school should focus on help 1.6
adolescents to 140MM use their minds well.
&hools should not attempt to be "compre-
hensive" if such a claim is made at the
expense of the school's central intellectual
PurPosc.

2. The school's goals should be simple:
that each student mastc r. a limited numlarr
of essentsal skills and areas of knowledge.
While these skills and areas will, to varying
degrees, reflect the traditional academic
disciplines, the program's design should be
shaped by the intellectual and imaginative
powers and competencies that students nerd,
rather than necessarily by "subjects" as
conventionally defined. The aphorism "Less
IsMore" should dominate:Curricular deassons
should be guided by the aim of thorough
student mastery and achievement rather
than by an effort merely to"cover content."

3. Theschool's gods sheuld apply to all
students, while the means to these goals will
vary as those students themselves vary.
School practice should be tailor-made to
mee: the needs of every group or class of
adolescents.

4. Teaching and teaming should be
personalizedto the maximum feasible extent.
Efforts should be directed toward a goal that
no teacher have direct responsibility for
more than eighty students. To capitalize on
this personalization, decisions about the
details of the course of study, the use of
students' and teachers time and the choice
of teaching materials and specific pedagogics
must be unreservedly placed in the hands of
the principal and staff.

t.,
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5. Thegoventing practical metaphorof
theschoolshmadbemsdowas-tiorker, rather
than the more familiar metaphor of teacher.
as.deliverepof.instructienakervices. Ac.
cordingly, a prominent pedagogy will be
coaching, to provoke students to learn how
to learn 2nd thus to teach themselves.

6. Students entering secondary school
studies ate those who can show competence
in language and elementary mathematics,
Students cf traditional high school age but
not yet at appropriate levels of competence
to enter secondary school studies will he
provided intensive remedial work to assist
them quickly to meet these standards. The
diploma should be awarded upon a successful
finaldanonstrasion of inasteryfor graduation

an "Exhibition." This Exhibition by the
student of his or her grasp of the central skills
and knowledge of the school's pregrtin may
be jointly administered by the faculty and by
higher authorities. As the diploma is awarded
when earned, the school's program proceeds
with no strict age grading and with no system
of "credits earned" by "time spent" in class.

e emphasis is on the students' &mai-
m:don that they can do important things

7. The tone of the school should
explicitly and self-consciously stress values of
unanxious expectation ("I won't threaten
you but I expect much of you"), of must
(until abused) and of decency (the %slues of
fairness, generout y and tolerance). Incentives
approprate to the school's puticular students
and teachers should be emphasized, and
parents should be treated 23 essential
collaborators.

273
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8. The principal and teachers should
perceive themselves as generalists first
(teachers 2nd scholars in general education)
and specialists second (experts in but one
putiLular discipline). Staff should expect
multiple obligations (teacher.counselor.
manager) and a segue of commitment to the
entire schcol.

9. Ultimate administrative and budget
targets should Include, in addition to total
student loads per teacher of eighty or fewer
pupils, tubstantialtimejorcoUective plrmning
by teachers, competitive salaries for staff imd
an ultimate per pupil cost not to exceed that
at traditional schools by more than ten
percent. To accomplish this, administrative
plans may have to show the phased reduction
or elimination of some services now provided
students in many traditional comptehensive
secondary schools.

Any list of such brevity and specificity
begs for elaboration, and it is this elaboration
which will first engage the enerxesof each of
the Coalition schools.Theprocess of designing
programs and putting them into glee will
take several years, and the inevitable
adjustments then required will consume
some years after that. Due to its cmnplexity,
school redesign is a slow and often costly
business. And due to the need to adapt each
design to its own constituency of students,
teachers, parents 2nd neighborhoods and to
create a strong sense of ownership of it by
those who are involved, this redesign must
be largely done at the level of the individual
school even as that school adheres to the
principles and standardscommon among the
Coalition schools.

IND
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PROJECT ORGANlZAT1ON

The Coalition of Essential Schools
(CES) is cwsponsored by the National
Assocaation of Secondary School Principals
(NASSP) and the National Assoc:anon of
Independent Schools (NAIS). lts small central
staff is assocaated and housed with the
Education Department of &own University
an Providence, Rhode Island. The chaarman
of the Coalition is Theodore R. Siter of
Brown University.

The schools in the Coalition are selected
by the Coalition staff upon the advice of key
officets of NASSP and NAlS with four
Criteria in mind:

I. Ditersity is ampcxtant: The Coahtson
mill be enriched by the aSSOCiat ion of differing
schools u rban, suburban and f enl, pubhc,
independent and parochial; east, west, sout h
and north; small and large; with a variety of
student bodamandcarnmunifies.11usdaveruty
%all strengthen the validity of those aspects
of OUf work which appear to succeed.

2. The schcola involved must unequiv.
ocally agree with the common principles of
t he Coalit ion. This does not mean that these
principles are not changeable over tame:
indeed, the Coalition schools' experamew
tation will surely lead to adaptations. Nor
does it mean that schools have to emphatite
all equally. What it does mean, however. is
that there is a secure, tf mph, common
platform upon which our partnership rests.

t
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3. The schools must Wye the moral,
professional and ft n ancaal support to proceed
with thc inevitably difficult work that flows
from the ccmmon sine:pies. Again, nothing
as perfectly sure an this life:governing boards
change, money d ries up or becomes a vailable,
leaders depart and others a r nye. Yet we seek
as firm and specific a commitment from
governing authorities as is feasibk and for
blocks of year f rather than one year at a tame.

4. The schools must have committed
leadersand staffs people interested an the
protect and, if skeptical, constructively so
Reluctant folk make poor adventurers.

The primary focus of the Coalition's
work wall be at each site, with &warn
Unwersity.based and regional staff playing a
suppotting role. Each partner in t he Coala eon,
includin the central staff, is financially
autonomous, responsible for its own affairs
and thus never fiscally dependent on one
another. For financial oversight, the
Coalition's central budget will be under the
aegis of Brown University. Each oi. the
participating schools' budgets will, of course.
be under the oversight of ats own governing
board.

2 ,I. 4



OBLIGATIONS OF COALITION
SCHOOLS

Significant restructuring of any school's
priorities and organizations is an arduous,
often politically hazardous business. Much is
at stake: the work must be done carefully.
Planning cannot be rushed. Resources mug
be available. Governing authorities must be
patient. Participants must accept the fact
that all tt it istnedmay not work successfully.

Accordingly, governing authorities of
schools ming the Coo !mon must commit
thentselves for at least a four-year period,
must agree to give their school's leidership
the authority needed to proceed and must
allocate or raise the funds required to support
their orojec t. These commitments should be
clearly made at the start of the project in
writing, both to their school's leadership and
the Coalition% chairman.

Clear agreementsbetween theindividual
Coalition xhools and their governing author-
ities (for example, a supenntendent acting
on behalf of a Board of Education) on the
control of program quality and the specific
responsibilities and authority of higher-level
staff are essential, in advance.

All the Coalition participants must
agree to candor and to discretion: successful
collaborative work requires openness and
opennva only develops when there is trust
among colleagues. The participants must
agree share information fully and to work
with ale central staff to permit the fullest
possible public descript ion 2nd analysts of the
Coalition's wr
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Project financial costs will vary among

schools, but all of the following categories of
need must be addressed.

1. Planning: Staff, in appropriate
numbers and for a suffizient period, should
be freed from existing obligations in order to
develop their school's plan and support for it
in their community.

2. Support for the principab The
school's key leader should be gwen extra staff
support to cover important routine duties,
allowing him or her to focus intenstvely on
the project's concerns. This principal should
have a discretionary account of funds to
allow him or her to aCt quickly on unantic-
ipated needs the project at the school may
have. aerical support should be available to
prepare and keep the records and reports
that the project will properly expect.

3. Obligations during the project
dev lopmenu Fu nds are essential to forward
the nitial wotk of the project and fot the
continuing planningandevaluationobbgations
of the faculty, including during the summer
months.

4. Travel: Funds should be available
for travel and lodging at meetings of the
Princils' Council; for visits of s:aff to other
schools in the Coalition or to other relevant
school sites; for staff to attend summer
Coalmon-wide programs; and for special
meetings that may arise involving memlers
of governing boards or other participants in
the project.
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5. On-site Coalition meetings: While
Coalition partners will pay for their own
travel and lodging expens.rs, other costs
(such as meals)of meetings held at a particular
site should be carried by the host community.

6. Consultants: Each school should
have funds for consultants of its own choosing,
drawn from among experts beyond the
Coalition partners. Each school should
consider establishing an approps tate rela.
tionship with a neighboring college or
unniersity,gwing it access to resources there.
Each school should arrange for and fund
whatever specific evaluation of its program is
expected by its governing authority.

7. Materials: Fu nds should be available
fo: the purchase of books, CutriCulunt SCts,
separts and =liar materials as required by
the project.

8. Renovation: If modest renovation
oi space in the school building is need& to
accommodate the psoject, this should be
lunded.

C' '''' r 'e u
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OBLIGATIONS OFCOMITION ST 'iFF

The principal obligations ol the
Coalition staff are to provide intellectual
leadership ....d professional support for the
project The direction of each school remains
Uflequiocally in the hands of kcal authorities.
The Coalition partners are autonomous
colleagues in a federation of schools with
common goals

The specific obligationsof the Coalmon's
central staff fall into four areas:

(n-sneeonsuleatior.:Visits to Coalition
schools will be made by central staff at the
request of the principats involved and as the
staff deems necessary. These visits could
involve help with planning, observation (and
subsequent feedback), staff training and
assistance with fundraisuig and piblic telanons
(such as reporting on the protect to state
regulatosy authorities).

Off-sire coordination: The central
obligation of the Brown.based st aff mem bers
will be to observe, analyze and write to
encoura r a continuing discussion among all
partners in the project on its progress, its
successes a nd probl ems. Thi s writing will not
only be in conve n t ional "newslet ter" A yle, it
will also be in the form of field notes or
analyses of general issues that bear on the
Coalition's wotk. Its key purpose is con-
structive provocation.
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Meetings of principals and cent r -1staff
are to be held periodically. Central staff will
arrange for an annual meeting of a national
AdviscryCornmittee (made upo( experienced
scholars of educational change and the
executive officers of NASSP and NA1S).

Central staff will organize training
sessions for the staff of several or all of the
Coalition schools. The focus of these sessions
will be on the traii g of teach:a-trainers:
central:toff will focus their effons at prepanng
local teachers themselves to direct on-site
workshops for their collues.

OutTeach: Central staff will arrange for
periodic publications some internal to
CPS, some for wider audiences and for a
final report on the Coalition's work in the
form of a book or books. A general newsletter

titled "Horace" wed be periodically
prepared and sent to all interested parties
Staff studies will circulate among the partner
schools.

Enduatioru Central staff will arrange
for a general evaluation of the Coalition's
collective work under the supervision of the
Advisory Committee.
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Individuals and schools interested in the
Coalition should contact

Theodore IL Ste(
Education Deportment
Brown University
Box 1938
Providence, RI 02912
401-863-3384

Those wishing to review t he background
inquiry of A Study ot High Schools in
addition to fiorace's Compromise rnayconsult
The Shopping Mall High School (by Arthur
G. Powell, Eleanor Pazrar and David K.
Cohen) and The Lan Little Citadel (by
Robert L m pel). All the Study's volumes
are published by:

Houghton Mifflin Company
2 Park Street
Boston, MA 02108

1
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Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much, Dr. Wilson. I'll turn it
back to you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. I think we benefited greatly
from Dr. Wilson's testimony. I think he's thrown out a lot of chal-
lenges. I suppose it's up to us to accept the challenges.

I'm just wondering if at the end of this symposium, Mr. Chair-
man, whether or not we will be able to actually implement some of
the very fine ideas that have been expressed. 1 certainly hope so.
We probably won't do it this year, but perhaps during the recess
between now and spring, we'll have an opportunity to draft legisla-
tion of a bipartisan nature to advance a cause to which I think a
lot of individuals have contributed, a better understanding of the
problems and what we should be doing.

I think the committee is deeply indebted to Dr. Wilson and the
others who have been on the agenda of this symposium. I also look
forward to this afternoon, which I understand will close out this
symposium.

You and I didn't need anything extra to occupy our time, but I
think it's been very worthwhile. I think today and yesterday we
have hJard from some of the very outstanding individuals. We are
deeply appreciative.

Mr. GOODLING. We are adjourned until 1:30.
[Luncheon recess.]
Mr. GOODLING. We would like to begin the afternoon session of

the symposium. We would first call Dr. Raymond Melton, Director,
National Academy of School Executives, The American Association
of School Administrators.

Dr. Melton, as you probably understand, we're in a listening
mood for the last couple of days. We don't have questions; we're all
ears. We expect you to pr3vide all the answers to correct all the ills
that are in public education at the present time.

That's not a small assignment, but I'm sure you can handle it.

STATEMENT OF R AYMOND MELTON, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF SCHOOL EXECUTIVES, THE AMERICAN ASSOCIA-
TION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
Mr. MELTON. As a former superintendent of schools, I think you

probably know that there is no single answer or no one has all of
the answers.

What I'd like to do is address my rema, ks based on experience
that I've had with the American Association of School Administra-
tors, as we've gone out into school districts and conducted what are
known as curriculum audits.

A curriculum audit is an independent management view of the
quality control in school systems. AASA began this service a couple
of years ago to provide school districis with an opportunity to take
a very close intense loo' at themselves by people who come from
the outside to see the degree to which they're meeting their own
axpectations, goals, objectives and that there's a congruence be-
tween what they say they're going to do and what they actually do.

We look at several different standards, as we call them, in a cur-
riculum audit. The first of those standards is a control standard.
Baskally, what we're looking/or is a degree to which a school dis-
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trict is in control of itself. Can it control its resources in terms oftime, people and money in order to accomplish its goals and objec-tives?
The thing that we've found in conducting these audits through-out the ccuntry, in both large school districts, small school dis-tricts, rural, urban, suburban, is that for the most part school dis-tricts are lacking in the control area in terms of their policy devel-opment, in terms of how well policy is implemented, carried out bythe administration, how thoughtful it is in terms of the schoolboards and how much policy is distributed down through the super-intendent, through other lined administrators to the ultimate lineadministrator in a school district, the teacher.
We look for things, as I said, like the policy. We look for curricu-lum policy because it's the curriculum policy which basically pro-vides the framework that will ultimately depend on what studentslearn. For the most part, school districts don't have curriculumpolicy. They may make mention of it, but rarely is there any typeof a framework that guides administraL:on in terms of what theyare to do and to also provide school boards with entices as to howwell they are doing.
School board members cannot speak fluently in terms of whattheir mission is for curriculum instruction in a school district.Some administrators can't either. I believe that in my opinion indoing these audits, that there is a definite lack there in terms ofwhat school boards and administrators and communities combinedto set out for themselves in terms of goals and objectives than howthey allocate their resources in order to accomplish that.
Basically, what we find is that school districts have a budget thatis a rollover budget. There are no priorities established in thatbudget. So it's business as usual rather than any type of a pro-grammatic allocation of resources that will lead to some type ofproductivity over time.
In looking also at school districts through a curriculum audit, weare also looking at the degree to which a school district providesdirection for students. In this particular instance, we would belooking to see whether or not there are clear established goals and

objectives for kids.
Now this runs maybe counter to some of the current thought onsite-based management or decentralization or something like that.Ultimately, it's the responsibility of a school district to provide forthe common direction of learnirgs for kids and then to see thatthrough their powers vested in them by the states and their localcommunities, to see that those goals and objectives are, in fact, ac-complished and to hold administrators responsible and accountablefor that.
There is very little direction provided by school districts in termsof goals and objectives for kids in a global sense. You might find itin textbooks which basically is the curriculum in most school dis-tricts. You find it written into some curriculum guides which arerarely effective management tools.
Hrwever, what we would be looking for in any school districtthat is productive and in any school district that has control of itstime, people and money would be a common set of goals and objec-tives that wo-ild provide an overtll direction. It would be like a
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common set of goals and objectives for General Motors or the Ford
Motor Company, for IBM or any other major corporation.

That's one of the things we look at. In most of the communities
that we go into, the school corporation is the largest corporation in
that area. It has the biggest budget. It hires more people. It has the
biggest publ::: transportation system. It has more facilities and
more land than any other corporation in that community. There-
fore, it's a very complex organization. It requires a sense of direc-
tion from the top which would allow it to meet its goals and objec-
tives.

We also looked at the degree to which the schools districts pro-
vide direction to teachers and to administrators in terms of cur-
riculum. Since it is called a curriculum audit, we are very con-
cerned about what is actually taught. Again, we're loolOng at the
teacher as the ultimate line officer in a school system.

We are wanting to see the degree to which school systems pro-
vide concrete direction ft,- teachers to follow so that ultimately the
goals and objectives of the district are accomplished. For the most
part, what we call curriculum guides are very poor management
tools.

We would expect to find a curriculum guide that would provide
very specific notations for teachers on the amount of time to be
spent on suggestions for implementation in the classroom, for how
specific objectives are being assessed and by what instruments, how
other resources are to be brought into the instructional setting.

I know I am talldng at a level of specificity here in terms of what
goes on in schools, but this is what we find when we actually go in
and take a very hard look at what school systems are doing. We
are not as interested, for the most part, in what the states are
doing, although they definitely have their role.

In many cases, it's the state that's providing the curriculum. In
many other cases, it's the states of TexP.Q and California that are
providing the curriculum through texttook adoption. So they have
their roles as well. In our view of it in terms of actually being in
schools, in going through classrooms and buildings, talking with
administrators, board members, community members, students,
and others to determine what the curriculum management system
is and the amount of quality control, we base our views on the fact
that there is little actual direction that takes place in those school
systems.

We would also expect to see a level of consistency in school pro-
grams across districts. For example, we look at what we call articu-
lation, horizontal and vertical articulation of the cuniculum so
that there's Equity in the curriculum for a child, regardless of what
school he or she may attend within a district.

We do find that there are equity differences in school districts
because of where a mom and dad may live or because of perhaps
their socio-economic status. So one of the things we report upon are
the equity differences in school systems and make recommenda-
tions on how they can correct that.

We also look at the rigor of the curriculum and the degree to
v.liich the district is able to meet the expectations of the communi-
ty. We look, for example, if there are AP courses, advanced place-
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ment courses provided, which is one very clear indices of the rigorof a curriculum.
We also look, of course, at standardized tests. However, standard-ized tests, I think, have been overemphasized in this country to thedetriment of schools, primarily because standardized tests look atachievement. They don't look at learning.
So we have boys and girls who graduate or who are in ourschools right now who can read and write, add and subtract, butthey don't know how to fill out a checkbook. They can't read amap. They can't do common things normal to everyday life. Sothey haven't learned anything, although they have a lot of factsavailable to them. That's what, basically, achievement measures,facts. It's not real learning.
I believe that the emphasis on standardized tests and our, per-haps, overemphasis on the competitive natun of that witn othercountries and ourselves and school districts within states andschools within school districts has worked the detriment of whatreal teaching and learning is about.
We fmd that teaching has become a rote and mechanistic type ofa process because teachers are so concerned about how well theirchildren are going to perform on a standardized test, which may ormay not even conform to the curriculum that they are supposed toteach, that teaching loses a lot of its life, its liveliness, its vibrancyand its creativity.
So you find a lot of teachers in these school districts with far toomuch lecture, far too much in terms of ditto masters that kids areto fill out or worksheets from workbooks as opposed to making cur-riculum come alive.
I want to spend just a moment talking about curriculum, becausethe proliferation of curriculum in the past 15 years has basicallydeluded the ability of schnols to deliver something well. In manycases, when we do a curriculum audit and we look at what teachersare required to do, and we look at all the courses and all of thevarious subject. area content that teachers are to deliver and theamount of time required to deliver that content, we find that thereis more required to deliver the content than there are minutes andhours in the day or days in a year.
So we keep adding on curriculum to the teachers and to the ad-ministrators. Yet weI know of no instance where curriculum hasbeen removed. I know of no case where school board or state legis-lature has said we will no longer teach this because we think it'smore important to teach this.
Lengthening the school day or lengthening the number of daysin a year is probably not the answer to that. I think what is morelikely the answer is for schools to be able to focus on what it ischildren need to learn in order to be productive citizens and thento be able to do that exceptionally well.
I believe that the dilution of the curriculum has meant that wedon't do very many things very well anymore. There just isn't timein the day to allocate resources in order to do that.We look at the kinds of feedback that a system uses. With astandardized test and the other types of tests required by statesand those locally adopted hy school districts, school districts are ba-sically data rich and information pcur. They have far more data
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than they know what to do with. Rarely do they know or have the
skills as to how to translate that data into information for decision-
making. So that's one of the things we look at.

We look at skills of principals, for example, and their ability to
be able to disaggregate test data and then use it at the local level
with teachers to improve instruction. We look at the various fac-
tors and indices which make up a school district in terms of stu-
dents on free and reduced lunch, on socio and economic status, on
dropouts, on other types of things to see what is it that school dis-
tricts really do with all this data and information that gets dropped
on them.

Basically, they do very little. Test results come in from a State
Department or from some other agency. The standardized scores
are ripped apart and sent out to a principal, and it's up to the prin-
cipal as to what he or she does with those test results. So, again,
they're data rich and information poor.

We also look at productivity over time in these school districts.
We want to see because in any human enterprise, in any corpora-
tion, we want to see the extent to which there is some degree of
progress being made for the amount of money that's being spent.
As costs go up, you would expect to see in an organization that's
improving itself and making decisions to improve itself a path that
would lead to increased productivity.

As a matter of fact, productivity means you get greater outputs
for the same or less input from strictly a management point of
view. We also are looking at school buildings. I know one of the
things this committee is particularly interested in are school build-
ings.

My review of school buildings around the country during curricu-
lum audits, where we go in and look at everything from the boiler
room to the classrooms, PE facilities, restrooms, everything, is that,
for the most part, they are in pretty deplorable shape.

School districts have not had the money or allocated the money
for preventative maintenance plans. You have leaking roofs. You
have poor wiring. We all know of the asbestos problem, which is
not the fault of the schools probably at this point, but it's still
there.

We have school systems who, for example, don't allocate funds to
change the filters in air conditioners so the filters get clogged and
they burn out a motor. So they replace a $2,000 motor instead of a
$2 filter; that type of thing.

We find that tz.achers and administrators are extremely creative
in how they can use buildings at times. They do eAeptionally well
in making do with what they have. School districts have simply not
had the funds or allocated the funds, whichever way you want to
look at it, to keep up with the growing deterioration of the school
buildings themselves.

We are also confronted, I think, with a design of school buildings
nowadays which basically isr't a whole lot different than the
Quincy-graded school in 1848. rrimarily, the school designs that we
see right now are the same traditional kinds of design that we
were all used probably when we went to school. They're a little
fancier. They may have carpeting and air cone" .-ming and better
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lighting and soundproofing and that type of thing, but, basically,
they are not designed for learning.

They're designed for old-style, lecture-style teaching. There's noflexibility built into it. So teachers and administrators are forced tomake due with what tney have. The expedient thing to do is teachlike we've always taught.
We also fmd that school boards are somewhat reluctant to raisetaxes for school buildings unless it's to build a new building. It's

popular to do that. It's not popular to close buildings. It's also notpopular to try and retrofit buildings or to upgrade buildings tomake them adequate learning sites.
Another area that I'd like to comment on is just teaching. In mytravels and in doing curriculum audits around the country, I'vehad the chance to observe and talk with literally hundreds ofteachers who are actually in the classroom doing the work. It is myopinion that teachers, for the mo3t part, do an exemplary job withwhat they have.
There are many school systems in the country who do not allo-cate enough resources for teachers to actually do their jobs. I wasrecently in a district where they raised more money at the schoollevel from selling candy and cokes and doing other fundraising

kinds of activities than they collected from local taxes. That wasthe only way the principals could actually collect enough money tobuy paper, supplementary materials and other types of needed sup-plies for teachers so that they could do their job.
So I believe the teachers actually do a very creative job. I think

administrators assist them the best they can. We have many ad-ministrators who are not prepared to be instructional leaders. Theyare very good at managing a building, even if it's a deterioratingbuilding. They are very good at perhaps manipulating a budget andkeeping track of pencils and textbooks, but most administratorshave never been trained to be instructional leaders. That is notpart of preparation programs.
It must be learned from other kinds of sources. Therefore, wecall upon principals to make instructional decisions, and we callupon them to be instructional leaders and to do things they're nottrained to do. That is not to condemn administrators as maybe asmuch to condemn preparation programs, maybe even the American

Association of School Administrators itself, since we do representschool administrators.
Rather to say that there's a lot to be done out there. There areno simple answers. There's a definite answer. There's a definiterole for the State Department of Education in the states. Part ofthat role is quality control. Part of the role of the Federal Govern-ment is quality control.
It is not the purview, in my opinion, of the Federal Government

to mandate programs in schools or the state government, unless itis something that comes directly from the legislature, and then itshould be fully funded. I think those kinds of decisions must comevery carefully. I think rather, and probably a more practical ap-proach for state and Federal level is to look at the concept of qual-ity control; how do we ensure that local school districts and state
departments, for example, are, in fact, carrying out the mandates
of the state and the goals and objectives of the local district.
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Of course, that's also a role of local administrators as quality
control, to make sure that there's congruence between what is
written, what's taught and what's tested and if there's unity
among those three things.

The state government also, of course, has many other roles. The
one area, I think, where states could move would be in the area of
quality control. I absolutely applaud states such as Kentucky and
New Jersey who have had the courage to step out and say when
local control fails, the state must do something.

I think that in some of the districts that I've been in to audit, it
was absolutely mandatory that that occur, mandatory for boys and
girls, regardless of local politics, regardless of bad feelings that are
created between local people and state people or regardless of any-
thing else. For the education of the young people in those districts,
I think it's been a good thing.

I would encourageif I were talking to state legislatorsstate
legislators to seriously consider the same type of legislation wnich
would put some teeth into a state department and truly give them
a quality control type of a function. Unless there is legislation, ob-
viously, it's not going to happen.

Without something like that, there's little motivation on the part
of local boards and local administrators and local teachers and
local communities to move if they are, in fact, not doing the job. In
some cases, a few cases, fortunately, local control is not working. In
that case, the state must step in.

At the Federal level, obviously, the Federal Government has al-
ready established its role in terms of some programs in special edu-
cation and other areas. I believe, too, that the Federal Government
has a role in terms of quality control and in terms of identifying
exemplary practices and seeing that those exemplary practices are
made common practice.

I know that the government has tried to do that betore, and
those efforts have been somewhat lacking, to say the least, in
terms of the ability to do that. I'm not sure what the 3olution is,
but I think a role that is vitally needed. There are very good things
going on around the country.

There are exceptionally bright and talented teachers and admin-
istrators and school board members and community members who
are actively involved in their schools and doing very good things
for students. Those things can be identified. They can be taught.
They can be transferred to other school systems.

It's a responsibility of state and Federal Government, I believe,
and a role that's part of quality control, to provide that kind of a
service and to obtain and create the methods and the means to
assure that that happens. Otherwise, too many are going to be just
left to muddle in what has been called the sea of mediocrity.

Also, I want to just comment, since I brought that up, that state-
ments like that, in calling administrators the blob and other
things, other type of finger-pointing activities by state and Federal
Government officials, does nothing to help the situation, to raise
the productivity of schools and to make kids learn more. Rather,
what it does is to belittle, to deemphasize and basically cut down
on the very thing we're trying to achieve.
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I would strongly encourage state government and Federal Gov-ernment officials to stop that type of a banter, because fingers canbe pointed all over the place. Excuses can be made for anything.There are enough excuses to go around. There's enough blame togo around. To continue pointing fingers at teachers or pointing fin-gers at administrators or pointing fingers at school boards doesnothing.
Basically, what I would like to see would be state and FederalGovernment combining with local communities and local govern-ments and local school boards in identifying what it is we need todo in a local community to assure that we have an educated citi-zenry and then to do it, to do the things that are necessary andprovide the resources in a collaborative kind of way rather than acompetitive kind of way, to assure that that happens.
Without that type of collaboration, all there's going to be is frag-mentation. As soon as you fragment the types of programs thatyou're doing, you are also going to get fragmented results. Frag-mented results will not lead us to where we want to go.Thank you for your time.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much. I was very concernedwhen I heard him say most administrators are not trained to beeducation leaders. I'd hoped that had changed, but apparently ithasn't.
When he talked about quality, I have a jacket I wear aroundhome that says, "Quality or Stop." I got that from my companythat has all of their employees wearing T-shirts and jackets thatsay, "Quality or Stop." I don't know whether they get anythingproduced or not, but that's what it says.
Our next panelist this afternoon is Dr. Stephanie Robinson, Di-rector, Education and Career Development, National UrbanLeague. Welcome to our symposium. Apparently, your mode oftransportation was better than the two before you.
Ms. ROBINSON. I WM lucky.
Mr. GOODLING. We welcome you to our panel.

STATEMENT OF STER'HANIE hOBINSON, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAND CAREER DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE INC.,NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Ms. ROBINSON. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members ofthe committee. Thank you very much for inviting the NationalUrban League to participate in this symposium. Today I'm going totalk about what I think is the missing link in the chain of educa-tion reform, and that's community and parent involvement, morespecifically community mobilization for education change.I have some prepared testimony that I have submitted to you,but I am going to highlight some of that. Before I do, I want to talka little bit about the National Urban League and its 113 affiliatesso that you will know about us as an organization.
We have, as I said 113 affiliates in 37 states and the District ofColumbia. We are located in 39 of the 50 largest school districts inthe country. We serve 21/2 million African-American students andfamilies in our communities. That's about 1/3 of the African-Ameri-can students in the public school system.
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In 1986, the Urban League made education its national initiative
and a priority program area. Since that time, we have involved all
of our affiliates in community-based education support programs
designed to improve education of African-American students, the
outcomes for those students, by providing direct services such as
tutoring, mentoring, guidance and test-taking skills, early child-
hood services and parent involvement.

We've raised over $15 million to support these efforts from pri-
vate and corporate sources. We have moved to a level now that we
are looking at ways to mobilize large and broad coalitions of groups
on a local, state and national level to advocate for policies and pro-
gram changes that will benefit our constituency and, indeed, will
benefit the public school students of this country as a whole.

The missing link, as I said, in the chain of reform is of communi-
ty and parent involvement. It's like the weather; everybody talks
about it and it's been identified as a serious need, but nobody has
really looked at ways in which it can really affect change.

However, there are school systems and communities, which I'll
talk about, that have mobilized constituencies for educational
change. The need to establish an informed and involved constituen-
cy is there because institutions are not going to change. School sys-
tems are not going to change. The previous speaker talked about
the needs in public school systems.

What we have to do is not only work within the system to make
those changes but provide people in the community, parents, com-
munity groups, with the information they need so that they can
push for the changes externally and support educators in their ef-
forts to change.

Broad coalitions that advocate for the interest of all students are
absolutely essential. There are specific conditions that need to he
evidenced or in evidence where mobilization efforts can be success-
ful. It's no accident that the cities that are experienchig some
progress in educational reform are cities where there has been sig-
nificant community involvement.

Now, I'm going to talk about some specific cities, and they are
listed in your testimony. The characteristics of these cities where
successful, broad-based coalitions have been formed and where
there has been movement are as follows. They have staff people.
They have people who are designated as persons whose job it is to
mobilize and inform community groups.

They have established specific goals for themselves as coalitions,
as entities. They know where they want to go in education reform.
They have fund-raising capabilities. They have information dis-
semination capabilities. That's critical.

We, in the Urban League, have a long history of forming coali-
tions and mobilizing communities. One of the things that we're
finding in our efforts to mobilize communities for educational
change is that unless you have timely and relevant information,
unless you canlike the previous speaker talked about, data in
school systems needed to be turned into information so it can be
usedwe also, on the outside, those of us mobilizing for education-
al change, need to have data converted to information so that we
can use it to inform the public so they in turn can use it to orga-
nize the change.
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I'll speak more specifically about that. Not only do you have tohave the data, but you have to have a way of getting it to people.You have to have information dissemination or you have to have ameans of getting to the press, into TV, into radio announcementsand so forth.
The leadership has to have negotiation skills because we're talk-ing about coalition building and mobilization activities. We're nottalking confrontation. When you talk coalition building, the peopleinvolved must know how to negotiate for change.
There must be a way of monitoring all of this outside of the orga-nization. In other words, there must be a monitoring effort in-volved in all of this. Now, as I indicated, the Urban League has es-tablished education as a priority. Each of its 113 affiliates has beeninvolved in some education activities.I want to highlight a few that have, I think, resulted in somechange in the way education is delivered in their communities andto provide an example of what I've said. In Springfield, Ohio, thelocal Urban League led an effort to change the way people wereelected to the school boards so that more African-American andother minorities could participate in the school governance process.The leadership in a class action suit was provided by the localUrban League. The results have been that there has been morerepresentation of minorities on the school governance, on theschool board.

The interesting thing about this case study is that while theUrban League was advocating for this change, they were also work-ing collaboratively with the school board, with the children in theschool board, with the parents, providing services such as tutoringservices and guidance services.
Now this dual activity took no small amount of skill, negotiationskill, and skill interacting with school boards because if you'resuing somebody and at the same time trying to work with them, ittakes a lot of skill to do that. They did it. I think it is an examp'.aof what can be done on the advocacy level to change the school gov-ernance and to change the involvement in -^hool governance.That's one of the things that mobilizing communities for education-al change seeks to do.
I think you've probably all heard about Miami and some of thethings that are happening in Dade County. Dade County has imple-mented the school-based management plan in a specific feeder pat-tern in that school district. They were able to implement that be-cause of the involvement of the total community. The local UrbanLeague went to the school board, established a committee, workedwith the school superintendent, provided information to parents inthat district, provided training to parents.
So when the school superintendent decided on the school-basedmanagement plan, he had a group of constituents outside of theschool system who knew what the purpose of the school-based man-agement activities were, had been informed about the objectivesremember we talked about how you had to have goals and objec-tiveshad been informed of the objectives. So we were ready tosupport the efforts in the school-based management plan.I think the move toward decentralization of schools and school-based management is critical that we have the capacity to inform
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and mobilize parents on the local level so that they will know how
to be involved and they will know the issues that they need to be
advocating for.

Another example in another school district that has been cited as
moving toward education reform is the Pittsburgh school district.
Again, the local Urban League and other community groups were
very much involved in forming coalitions, in bringing in the busi-
ness community, bringing in the higher education community and
not only working with the coalition but seeing to it that that infor-
mation got to the constituents, the local constituents, the local con-
sumers of education, that is the parents.

I want to talk a little bit about Chicago and what we're doing in
Chicago. As you know, Chicago is experimenting with or is imple-
menting a major decentralization -fort in its schools. In order for
that to work, the parents and those involved in those local school
committees must be informed and must have the kind of knowl-
edge about school governance and curriculum and administrative
procedures and exemplary prc....-rams that they need in order to
make informed decisions.

How are they going to do that? One of the ways is that the local
Urban League has been involved in providing training for the local
school governance committees in Chicago; not enough. We don't
have enough of the resources to do the job that we know could and
should be done, but it is a start. It has, I think, demonstrated what
can be done with coalitions and mobilization for educational
change.

Now I want to talk a little bit more specifically about what hap-
pened in Rochester. Everybody has talked about Rochester, the
City of Rochester as being on the forefront of educational change.
There were some things that happened in Rochester prior to the
superintendent announcing his major referm efforts.

There was one event that kicked off the whole Rochester educa-
tion reform. I will share that with you. The local Urban League,
early on in that city, sought to honor the graduates of the city's
high schools with some scholarships. They went to the school
system and said, give us the names of the students who are eligible.

To their horror, they found an infinitesimally small number of
students who were eligible to receive the awards. That lad them to
begin to look at why this was true. They "len began to gather data
on the school system, data on school achievement, formed a group
called the Neighborhood Task Force.

That led to a series of events that I'd like to kind of inform you
of. First, there were five phases in the Rochester education and
reform. I call it the pre-referm commi lity mobilization activities.
The first phase was an information-gathering phase, as I said,
where the local Urban League and other community groups began
to look at what exactly was the situation with the students in the
schools.

They involved in this process the school unions, the school ad-
ministrators, as well al outside groups. That's a very important
actor. They launched a series of speakouts, education speakouts in
the broad segment of the population involved in these speakouts.

It is important to note that these speakouts were organized such
that they would not dissolve into just complaint sessions. They
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were organized such that they came out with solutions as well as
identifications to problems. That was a very important phase of
that mobilization activity, the identification of the problem and in-
volving broad segments of the population teachers, students,
unions, teacher's unions, church groups, all in these speakouts.

The speakouts were televised by the local televisior. I talked
about the media being involved. There was extensive press cover-
age. Phase four of the speakouts led to a series of town meetings in
different sections of the town. Also, in these town meetings, the
participants included parents, educators, clergy people, busint.-ss
persons. Again, they were structured to be solution-oriented.

They began to talk about the fact that education in this commu-
nity was everybody's problem. So everybody had to be involved in
the solution. So there was a groundswell of activity and a kind of a
marshalling call to action. Out of these town meetings, school
action committees were convened and an extensive report was
issued, a city-wide task force was formed, community roundtables
were held.

There was a business task force, an edu-action project which was
the business task forces effort to monitor the implementation of
business-related activities in the schools. There were foundations,
colleges, churches, human service agencies who joined in the initia-
tive. It all culminated in a call to action and recommendations for
educational change which are being implemented now in some
form or another.

Now we've learned some things about this mobilization effort,
but I wanted you to get a sense of complexity of the involvement,
of the community in Rochester. It is one of the factors a really
believe that has led to Rochester's being able to do some of the in-
novative kinds of things that they have done.

Now, there are some specific characteristics of all of these activi-
ties that have given them some assemblance of success. The com-
munity-based education organizations advocacy coalitions in these
cities all had access to pertinent information. They had the ability
to analyze their findings of this information and get it out to the
people that needed to be informed in a timely fashion.

They had regular cor munications and positive working relation-
ships with school and city officials. It didn't mean that they didn't
come to conflict at certain times over some issues, but their regular
communication and their negotiative posture made it possible to
work through the conflicts that arose and the conflicts that are
still arising, I might add.

They also hadall of these cities have multiple channels for ex
ternal communications and a constant way of feeding information
into the process and getting it back to the people who need it to
make their positions known and to advocate for change.

Here I might say that this issue of information is one thing that
you can do, that the Federal Government can do to make informa-
tion more readily available to those of us, the CEOs, who are work-
ing in the area.

As you have already established the Education Research and In-
formation Clearinghouses, the ERIC centers, these ERIC centers
have a w-salth of information. It is information that we need, but it
is not available to us because of the way it is housed, the format
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that it is in, and because of the lack of resources that the centers
have to work with groups and to make the information available to
us.

So there are ways that we could talk about that would make
these centers and their information much, much more relevant and
useful to those of us who are working in this field because informa-
tion is key to this process, information and timely use of it.

We've learned from Rochester that we have to mobilize all of the
stakeholders in this process and that the participation of parents
or parent surrogates are important. When I talk about parents, I'm
talking about community groups, such as ours, that act on behalf
of students whose parents may not be able to mobilize, to be mobi-
lized.

Another thing that we've learned is the necessity for constant
outside monitoring of this process. So that, I think, gives you an
example of how community mobilization, I think, works for educa-
tional change. We think, in the Urban League, that there will be
no significant education change unless there is the involvement
and the mobilization of communities in this process. As I said
before, I think this is the missing link.

Before I end, I want to talk a little bit about also the idea of
choice in all of this, of choice for improving education. As an educa-
tional practitioner, I worked in a school district that you may have
heard about, Montclair public schools, that has had a choice pro-
gram for some time. I was involved in the implementation of that
choice program.

I think choice alone, as a way of improving public education, is
ineffective. I know that the controlled choice programs and the
other recommendations can only work under certain conditions. If
choice is going to be a factor or used to improve public education,
there are certain other conditions that have to go along with it.

There has to be, in the district, a plan for improving education
service delivery. There has to be a plan for improving curriculum.
There has to be a plan for improving the teaching, the way teach-
ers teach. Theee has to be a plan for improving buildings, if that's
a factor, and there has to be a plan for and a commitment to in-
volving a total community in the process.

Choice plans, if they are going to work and if they are going to
be equitable, cost a lot of money. The cost is incurred because there
needs to be very specific administrative oversight in order to make
sure that all kids and parents get an opportunity to be involved in
choosing the schools and the kind of education .ogram that is ap-
propriate for them.

You have to have this commitment on the part of the local
board. It has to be a commitment on the part of the administration
to make those resources available to the school districts where
choice is a factor.

The Urban League has been involved in each of the choice meet-
ings that have been held around the country. We will be, at the
end of those meetings, issuing what we feel is a statement concern-
ing the only conditions under which parental choice is acceptable
as a way of improving the educational service delivery in this coun-
try.
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Mr. Chairman, it's been my pleasure and a challenge to work
with the National Urban League to support the efforts of our local
affiliates at the state and local level to advocate for policy change
and changes that will benefit all of our students.

*I think the public school experiment that we have in this coun-
try is like no other. The school district that I referred to had 8,000
students but 27 different languages, 27 different languages repre-
sented. We had to educate all of those students. It's unlike any
other, I think, school system in the world that tries to do that.

We, I think, know what to do. We have the evidence of what
works in public education. The previous speaker talked about Vie
same thing. I would reiterate and support his contention or his
comment that the role of the Federal Government should be to
help identify those strategies that are successful in improving edu-
cation and not only identify but provide incentives for those strate-
gies to be replicated throughout the country.

In closing, as I said, I think that educators in the general popula-
tion, we know what to do. We know what. improved schoolswe
only need the will and the money to do it. I'll close by sharing with
you our National Urban League statement, and that is, "Working
together, we can make a difference."

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Stephanie Robinson followsl
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am pleased to have the

opportunity to appear before you today to describe the progress of recent

initiatives undertaken by the National Urban League and others to build local

capacities for the advocacy of educational improvement.

The National Urban League and its affiliate local network have a longstandi la

record of involvement with urban education. In 1985. the National Lrban League

began a major initiative to significantly improve education (see APPENDIX M. As

a leading organisation for the interests of urban life and particularly in the Ines

of the minority groups which populate the nation's cities. the Urban League is in

a unique position to help foster educational improvement through communiti, action

and public advocacy.

In recent years. the public spotlight has been cast dramatically on the

shortcomings of public education with the most harsh focus frequently cast upon

urban schools. The list of serious problems confronting public education has

become a familiar and disparaging litany, dropouts. low student achievement, teen

pregnancy, dwinaling financial resources, deteriorating school buildings. shortages

of quality teachers. etc. The agenda for improving education is quite full for all

education institutions and even more demanding for the nation's urban communities.

Left ur.attended. these issues hold Liu e consequences not onIN for thr

futures of mi 'ions of children, but also for the economic, social and political well

being of the nation as a v. hole. The business community, perhaps much more than

other entities, has become increasingly aware of the vital link between a u ell-

educated citizenry and the country's stabiliti and growth. Business leaders lodge

I
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the frequent complaint that adequately educated and trained 2mplovees are in

short supply. They particularly are coming to view the health and security of

cities as directly correlated to their enterprises' opportunities for success.

However. although the corporate world is slowly awakening to the acute

needs and pivotal importance of education, especially urban education, business

interests alone will not generate the level of support and movement needed to

propel education to the forefront of the nation's attention. A wider coalition of

community interests focused directly on education is crucial to effectively

addressing the current array of complex challenges.

Yet, to a large extent, urban education is isolated from the forces that must

be mobilized if today's schools are to surmount their problems. As a recent Rand

Corporation document, The Federal Role in Education: A Strategy for the 1990'10

states:

"Schools have tco many liabilities to be attractive to ambitious
politicians, cost too much to be popular with business and taxpayer
groups, involve tco low-status a group of professionals to attract the
attention of the academic community and provide services that are too
low quality to retain the middle class patronage. The result is that
central-city schools are isolated from the mainstream of civic, political
and economic life. Left to their own resources, they will become less
well-funded, more controversial, lower quality and more segregated by
race and income.**

Desniie the ore% ailinq isolation of the notion's urban' schools. there nre

promising examples of how community interests can be marshalled on behalf of

schools. Another recent Rand Corporation study. Educational Progress: Cities

Paul T. Hill. The Federal Role in Education: A Strategy for the 1990's. National
Center on Education and the Economy, 1989. p. 7.
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Mobilize to Improve Their Schools.1 describes the consensus building approaches

undertaken in six cities which have resulted in both improved educational services
and.a broader base of political support for schools.

For example, Atlanta schools, once racked by divisive racial problems, are
building a strong base of community support. White flight to the suburbs and a
lengthy desegregation fight, which included a court mandate to hire a black
superintendent, took its toll in terms of low morale amo.nt staff and low
expectations for students in the seventies.

As the new black superintendent, Alonzo Crim began the tough task of
rebuilding the system first by positioning himself as an advocate of all children.

black and white, and second by personally campaigning for community-based school

reform among the city's power brokers. He tapped P tlanta's powerful corporate

and university base and called upon minority leaders from churches and small

businesses to accomplish goals which were identified through community-wide

polling. Crim left the Atlanta schools in June, 1988.

Although the schools still face serious problems, his efforts snored up the
system's foundation and built commitment among school board members and
business and higher education leaders to pursue continued improl ement.

In Pittsburgh. leadership for system-wide improvement surfaced among the
city's business and civic organizations, as well as the teachers' union, in the early

-Arthur E. Wise, Paul T. Hill and Leslv Shapiro, Educational Progress: CitiesMobilize to Improve Their Schools, The Rand Corporation, January 1989, p. 46.
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1980's. Tension over desegregation, declining test scores, white flight, and teacher

strikes prompted open Board conflict. On becoming superintendent in 1982.

Richard Wallace garnered support for long-term priorities that emanated from a

comprehensive needs assessment and extensive public input. He then translated

these priorities to curriculum and staff development reforms and sought financial

support from corporate and community leaders through his membership in a

regional business and civic organizatIon.

Cincinnati schools, struggling with many of the same problems as Atlanta and

Pittsburgh. Bye also realized district-wide progress as the result of strong

community-based involvement. Corporate giants such as Proctor and Gamble and

Kroger are committing time, expertise, service, and resources to improve schools

and influence state aid legislation.

In addition, Memphis, Miami, and San Diego, the three other urban school

systems included in the Rand study, have made significant strides toward district-

wide school improvement. In each of the six systems, community mobilization,

support. and involvement have played a key role in initiatiag and sustaining

progress. In each of these six cities, civic, corporate, and educational leaders have

rekindled a genuine interest in and enthusiasm for school reform. As a result, a

strong consensus on long-term educational priorities has ignited and continues to

b fdelvc I.% %.idel% and readth available information abnut student pei formene, .

the community's needs, and school resources.

Studies of community mobilization efforts reveal that successful erganizations

of this nature share se% eral traits. Among these are:
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o at least one full-time staff member
o clear and specific goals
o a well-developed fund-raising capability
o issue-research capabilities
o information dissemination vehicles
o negotiation skills
o skill in monitoring and assessing government or local agency

programs

The st.ccess of these efforts also depends on an ability to relate its local
concerns to the "bigger picture" of national affmrs, a characteristic which
sodologist Janice Perlman has labeled "issu,...zrow th from neighborhood to namon."
Equally important to the productiyits C..f community mobilization attempts are
access to support networks that provide appropi late training and technical
assstance and coalition building with other such groups and supportive third
parties.

In Washington. D.C., two organizations which have met with considerable
success in improving the Disti ict of Columbia Public Schools mirror mans of these
traits. Parents United for the D.C. Public Schoo1 :. and the Washington Parent
Group Fund both have had a substantial impact on local public education.

Parents United's mission has primarily been to increase the school system's
budget and to channel these funds to the most glaring areas of need. Through
fact-finding and analysis, the organization of parental pressure, and orchestration
of awareness campaigns. Parents United has contributed to results such as smaller
classes, a full day pre-kindergarten program, testing of incoming teachers,
elimination of a residencs requirement for teachers. increases in textbooks and
supplies arid faCilltleh Oupt enivnts.

The Parent Group Fund supports parents representing 50 schools to pros-1de

enriched educational experiences and in securing basic repairs. L,ervices and
resources from the school system. In its eight-year history, the Fund has drawn
major fiscal support for these schools and has equipped parents in its member
schools to take an assertive and proactive role in improving their children's
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educational environments.

In a recent self-assessment, these organizations identified some major
factors which have led to their accomplishments and are essential to their
continued effectiveness:

o Access to pertinent school data and a sophisticated ability in
analyzing data and presenting findings to a variety of
audiences:

Regular communications and interactions uith the organization's
sunort base as well as positive working relationships with
school End city officials: and

Multiple channels for external communications: media releases
and "events:" op-ed articles and feature news items: a regular
radio segment testimony at public meetings and hearings.

One of the more ambitious and far-reaching examples of community
mobilization on behalf of urban education has been the recent work conducted in
Rochester. New York under the leadership of the local Urban League.

In 1985. the Rochester Education Initiative was launched with two primary
objectives: "to inform the total community of the crisis of low academic
achievement within the public school system and to involve the total communitA in
a set of strategies to correct this problem."

The initial plan included fiNe phases of actiy10. First, meetings involing
religious, neighborhood. fraternal, business, human ser.ice and governmental
organizations were held to gain uide support for the initiative. As a result 62
community interests endorsed the goals of the initiative.

Phase II comprised thni e ducation sprakouts. 1 i.e.nts. edurators alit:
students were the focus of each of these meetings which helped garnnr additional
awareness and support for the total effort. The Urban League thei. sporw,red a
conference with community leaders from a broad cross-section of interests IPhase
IIII. The outcome of the conference was the development of an action plan to
"address the problem of the large and growing number of young people uho are
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failing in our city schools."

In Phase IV, neighl-whood organizations and settlement houses were enlisted
to act as lead agencies in setting up a series of 12 Town lleetings. An intensive
media campaign was mounted to advertise the meetings and video highlights of the
earlier speakouts were used to stimulate discussions. At the town meetings,
initiative leaders proposed the formation of "school-based action" committees,
comprised of parents educators, clergy, business persons, students and community
residents. These committees were designed to seive as the means for adoressing
and resolving issues of student performance and educational accountabilit.

The School Action Committees were convened by the school principal and a
community volunteer and charged with the Job of undertaking at least one project
which they felt would substantialb improve student achievement. Fact sheets .,ith
pertinent school data on attendance, discipline and academics were provided to
help the committees identify specific areas in need of attention.

As a follow-up to the formation of the committees, the Urban League created

a City-wide steering committee to meet periodically and serve as a forum for the
School Action Committees to shere information about their projects, to identify
resources needed for the prs-ijects and to explore the proJect's replication
possibilities. The Urban League also secured local foundation funding to hire a
staff coordinator to provide continuous technical and organizing support tf... the
com mittees.

In addition to the school-based committees, a number of other oversight,
advocacy and service programs were begun. These included:

A (sit Y-Wide T9.4k Fnrrn: Thiq group renyesentine Jl seemnnts
eummutu1 Ls 'Cell to \equal' veport In March 19R6. The I.vport
included specific actions on behalf of education to be taken by
virtually every group, agency and organization in the city of
Rochester.

A Community Roundtable: This group was estabhshed to serve as a
mechanism for monitoring the implementation of the "Call to Action"
recommendationu and for communtcang and coordinatine actwthes
initiated in response to the task force report.
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A Business Task Force: Through the Rochester Chamber of Commerce
and the Industrial Management Council. this group of private sector
representatives was formed. This task force released its study of
business involvement in education as part of the "Call to Action"
report, urging the private sector to undertake partnerships with
schools, market the importance of education, offer job placement
assistance, help train school personnel and provide management and
problem-solving support.

Edu/Action Project: As a result of the business task force efforts,
this project was begun with a full-time director to monitor the
implementation of the business-related recommendations in the "Call to
Action" report

Marketing_Eitucation Task Force: Top communications experts in
Rochester Joined forces and initiated a major print and electronic
media campaign extolling the theme. "Rochester runs on brainpower

Better education is everybody's job."

Center for Education Development: CED is a nonprofit organization
established to bring private resources to the schools. The center has
administered "mini-grant" awards to schools for enrichment activities
and innovative programs.

Foundations, colleges, churches, and human service agencies also joined in
the Rochester Education Initiative. The school district enacted several of the "Call
to Action" recommendations. Literally thousands of Rochester citizens joined in
this massive support effort for the public schools. The flow of resources to the
schools was so great, the system had difficulty absorbing all of the fisca 9nd
human support.

These efforts drew national attention and Rochester was often cited for its
potential as a model community for urban school reform. Howe%er, bj their own
admission, the community and school leaders believe the clamor and praise may
have been somewhat premature.

Budget cuts in 1988-89 forced the school sj stem to abandon its dropout
prevention programs, lose attendance officers. cut aid for earl% Intel vention
kindergarten programs as well as funds foi school-based planninit and parent
involvement.
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Additionally, after its initial strong start. the Center for Educational
Development is unable to find the financial support to continue its mission. The
Education Round Table has yet to assume the strong monitoring role for which it
was established. Compounding these problems is a deterioration in the relationship
between the teachers union and the school system. Although disheartening,
these instances of setbacks and tension have not laid the initiative to rest. The
promise of change has not diminished: however, the initiative leaders have
experienced some lessons in the complexities and time required to institute
meaningful school improvements.

One such lesson has been the need for external monitoring systems to
carefully oversee the implementation of improvement measures and plans. Another
has been the recogniticn that without a strong parent education component,
parents are unlikely to offer the full participation win, h is so critical to the
improvement efforts.

In a proposal to establish the Rochester Center for Citizen Involvement in
Education, an entiO designed to provide both independent monitoring and technical
resources for parents, the Rochester Urban League described these hard-learned
lessons:

"Indeed, Rochester's confidence in its own institutions' capacity :or
reform may account for its neglecting the development of outside
monitoring systems. It has given little attention to building the
community-based institutions and structures that will assure that the
reforms will remain true to their goals... 1Furthermore,1 without a
strong parent education and support effort, low-income parents are
not likely to feel comfortable in school-governance forums."

The Rochester Education Initiative offers stirring testimony to the
possibilities of community-based action and advocacy for school improvement. The
effoi t also demonstrates the compleitN of the school :efoi m pt ocess .And the ke
obstacles which often lie in the path of school improvement.

The successes and pitfalls to community wjbihzation movements are borne
out in the Rochester experience as well as in the other previously mentioned cities
which are mo'inting strong broad-based efforts to improve their schools. These
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cities have shown the promise and e.....y positive results whkh can come from
concerted advocacy and coalition-builaing strategies. They also provide indications

of the key cc .nents needed for successful work in this area. Determined

leadership, dem sternal and external communications, external monitoring of plans,
fac' -finding and analyais capabilities are repeatedly cited as among the most
critical factors for success.

We can summarize what we have learned from the experiences of these cities.

It seems clear that certain ingredients are essential for comprehensive urban
school reform. Among them:

o mobilization of all stakeholders -- business, parents. educators -
- for the purpose of establishing a positive climate for reform
and devising a recovery plan which key sectors support.

o pan ticipation of parents in the affairs of their schools and the
education of their children.

o monitoring the implembntation of reform to assure that it
penetrates the classroom and benefits kids.

Some aspects of educational reform are primarily the responsibility of
educators themselves. But the three key tasks enumerated above must be
performed by informed. sophieticated external entities which enjoy the support
and respect of all major community sectors.

Clearly, schools must be reestablished as an essential central concern of the
entire urban community and of the nation. Unfortunately, at present the requisite
leadership in articulating the needs of schools and mobilizing disparate -- and
often competing -- community mterests has not emerged or been clearly identified.
A recognized adv ocate and distinct "voice" on beh..lf of urban education is greatly,

needeo.

The need for advocacy and community mobilization on behalf of education
becomes even more apparent Ashen the composition of the nation's urban centers
is considered. Urban sc.hool districts serve large numbers of poor. Afr'can
American and other minority students and their families -- the very groups which
often have the greatest educational needs and the least clout and means to address
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those needs. Who then can speak out forcefully for these citizens' educational
concerns', Who can also serve as a catalyst for focusing diverse community
interests into action on behalf of better urban schools?
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APPENDIX A

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE KoIJCATION INITIATIVE

In response to the current array of educatiinal proi.Zams and the failures of
educational systems to provide quality education for a large segment of the
minority student population. in 1985. the Urban League leadership passed the
Resolution on Public Education (see Appendix B) which called upon each affiliate to
del. clop et,irect service and ad. ocac2. programs which emphasized. communit

mobilization. systemic change, academic assistance and student suppert services.

As of today. all 113 Urban League affiliates have launched Education
Initiative programs or support activities for the improvement of academic
achievement in their local communities. The various programs have directly served
more than 60,000 students. The affiliates have raised more than $15 million dollars
in support of these programs: an additional 53.5 million in scholarships for urban
students have been awarded under the initiative's auspices.

The National Urban League has undertaken a number of additional activities
in support of the Initiative. A Superintendents Task Force was formed to assist
affiliates develop formal collaborations with school systems. The American
Association for the Advancement of Science. the world's largest federation of
scientific and engineering societies supports the initiative by providing technical
assistance to affiliates in math and science program development. Additionally, the
Education Testing Service recently began a five-year program to help affiliates
develop services to increase student access to post-secondary education.

The Work of Affiliates
t.nder the auspices of tile Education e. more than 300 programs to

increase the academic success of urban students have been launched. These

efforts range from after-school tutorials, career counseling. dropout and drug
abuse prevention programs to the more comprehensive community-wide mobilization
undertaken in Rochester. New York.

12
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Examples of other affiliates' advocacy and coalition-building work are:

o Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: This city's Initiative effort is multi-faceted,
including major programs involving local churches, the business
community and parents. The Parent Involvement Program was designed
to increase parental action with the schools; the Pittsburgh Urban
League doveloped a parent training model based on this program which
Ls now being disseminated to all League affiliates.

o New Orleans, Louisiana: This city's Urban League has focused on
building wide community support for increased school funding and for
identifying needed educutional reforms. In September 1988, the Urban
League of New Orleans convened a major conference of educators.
administrators, union officials, teachers and corporate representatives
to develop educational improvement recommendations. The resulting
"Diamondhead Report" outlined concrete and detailed recommendations
to be considered by the Louisiana state government.

o Norfolk, VirInia: Another example of community mobilization is the
Norfolk Urban League's Educational Task Force which is comprised of
55 key city leaders representing various segments of the population.
The task force has held numerous community "speak-outs," set specific
goals based on their data gathering activities and launched a series of
action plans for improving Norfolk's schools.

o Seattle, Wasdington: The advocacy activities of this affiliate are
directed toward addressing the over representation of Mrican American
students in disciplinarY actions, special education classe s. and low
academic courses. This Disproportions lity Task Force is a major effort
to increase academic achievement and promote equal opportunity in the
Seattle Public Schools.

_
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APPENDIX B

A RESOLUTION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION

Adopted in 1985 by the National Urban League Delegate Assembly

WHEREAS more than 60): of all black public school students in the country attend
school in a community served by an Urban League affiliate.

AND WHEREAS. the Urban League Movement has gathered to celebrate 75 years of

service it is fitting that it pause to develop and support a movement-wide prorram
that will involve et Iry Urban League affiliate in an all out effort to improve
educational achievement among black public school students.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that:

o An initiative be implemented in every Urban League city by September
1986;

o Said initiative will respect the diversity which exists among Urban

League affiliates;

o A Plan of Action be developed over the coming year which will focus on
public school students in grades pre K-12;

o Advocacy to improve the delivery of services from Public School
Systems to increase the achievement levels of all black students will
continue to be the lynch-pin of educational activities throughout the
Movement.

LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED THAT:

o In addition every Urban League will provide supplemental educational

services to a specifically targeted group of students;

o Such services be designed and implemented so that after a five-year
period there will be significant, measurable results;

o The National Urban League and each of its 113 affiliates pledge to use
their human and fib. al resources to this effort.

By THIS ACTION, LET IT BE KNOWN that this thrust reaffirms our recognition that

a basic strength of the Urban League Movement lies in its ability to mobilize people

to demonstrate concern for people.

FURTHERMORE, this is a call to ell black people to assume far greater responsibility
for the educational destinies of black youth.

14
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Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much, Dr. Robinson. Thank youfor being here early also.
Ms. ROBINSON. You're welcome.
Mr. GOODLING. Has Dr. Hoyt arrived? I see Mr. Shanker has ar-rived. Do you need a moment to catch your breath or are you readyto participate?
Mr. SHANTLEB. I'm ready.
Mr. GOODLING. Well, Mr. Chairman, I'd like you to know that Isaid to both the Secretary of Education and the Secretary of Laborthat Mr. Shanker may be the leader educator in the countr:y. Now,before he tries to buy a cup of coffee with that, be sure ru have 50cents with you because it will take that, too.
We welcome you here. This is a symposium where you do all thetalking. We do all the listening. Hopefully, then, we will be moti-vated to do more than listening and talking during the next year'ssession of Congress.
Do we have a vote? I guess we better recess. That will give him achance to catch his breath. I'll give him the 50 cents for the coffee.
[Recess.]
Mr. GOODLING. Now, if we can have quiet in the hearing room,we are still involved in a symposium. We have two presenters. Atthis time, we will hear from Mr. Shanker.

STATEMENT OF AL SHANKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. &TANKER. Thank you very much for this opportunity to
share some thoughts with you on what's right and wrong in termsof what we're doing in education. I'd like to concentrate on severalmajor items.

First is the fact that basically we do not have in this country a
very intelligent system of testing measurement and assessment.We do have one. The national assessment does tell us in terms ofvery broad scope what we're doing nationally.

I know that we had new legislation which will now permit statesto buy in on that. That isn't really enough. It seems to me that it'svery important for us to know how individual school districts andschools are doing and indeed how individual students are doing.Aside from the national assessment, the only thing that we havein this country are standardized multiple choice tests. These multi-ple choice tests do not tell us anything. For example, typically adistrict reports that this year 61 percent of its students are above
average, but last year 59.3 percent of its students were above aver-age.

We watch that number go up and down like a bunch of idiots.What does it mean? What can our kids do if 62 percent of them areabove average? Can they write letters? Can they read a good news-paper? Can they handle an argument? It doesn't tell us anything.Aside from that, we have something in the schools called curricu-lum alignment. Curriculum alignment is a fancy word for gettingrid of those things in the curriculum that aren't on these tests.Nobody asked the question whether the tests are any good orwhether what we're throwing out is more important than whatwe're keeping.
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So we're allowing the tests to narrow the curriculum. Since none
of these tests involve writing essays, they all involve looking at five
choicesa, b, c, or dwe develop classrooms where the teachers
are constantly getting kids to passively try to recognize something
instead of actively organizing their thoughts, developing an argu-
ment, trying to persuade.

In other words, if you were to think of what you want kids to end
up with in an education, none of those are represented in what one
finds in multiple choice tests. Now I'm a very strong supporter of
testing.

I do not believe the American people should spend hundreds of
billions of dollars without finding out what we're getting for our
money, both in terms of finding out what we're getting for our
money and also figuring out whether we need to make some
changes from time to time because we are doing things right or
how to find ou 'i. what is right or wrong.

I think that that is a key issue as long as we don't have adequate
information out there. The results of the national assessment are
shocking. Only about 3 percent of our 17-year-olds who graduate
are able to write an essay or a letter, 3 percent.

If you go to a two-step simple arithmetic problem, I guess not
simple because it's two steps, but something like, "Mary Lou bor-
rowed $800 at 9 percent annual interest. How much will she have
to pay back at the end of one year," I think it's about 4 percent of
the graduating youngsters who are able to do that.

These results are quite devastating but they are kind of anony-
mous because they are national results. I think it would be very
useful and it would get us to understand how significant are the
changes that we need to make. So let me move to a second point.

There are two bright spots in education. One is that when you
look at these results, you find that there are almost no total illiter-
ates. Second is that there has been very substantial progress on the
part of minorities over the last 20 years.

Twenty years ago, there were fewer blacks and hispanics still in
school at age 17 than there are today. Twenty years ago, the typi-
cal black or hispanic youngster who was in school was eight years
behind his white colleagues. Today there are many more blacks
and hispanics. You would expect the scores to go down when you
had a lot of the previous dropouts now staying in school, but in ad-
dition to keeping more of these kids in school, they're doing better.
They're only four years behind, which is a tremendous amount of
progress.

I, for one, while we can't directly prove it, would say that pro-
grams liks Head Start and Chapter 1 have had a positive effect. If
we.we-..1 not to limit them to a small proportion of the target popu-
latm , we would make progress even more rapidly because there
aren any other wonderful--

I mean, there's probably greater drug use today. A family struc-
ture that's less putwhen you try to look for other reasons why
this might have happened, it's hard to find other positive things
out there. So that's a second point.

A third point is that there is very, very substantial evidence that
the overwhelming majority of youngsters are not able to learn in
schools the way they are now organized. That is, most adults can't

208
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sit still for five hours and listen to somebody talk and get verymuch out of it. Most adults can't do that; certainly kids can't.
Now these schools were built at a time when we didn'tthat is,

this structure was developed at a time when we didn't need very
many educated people. In 1940, only 20 percent of the kids in this
country graduated high school; 80 percent dropped out. I don'tthink we had a word called dropout because there was a differentworld for them to drop into. If we got 20 percent to graduate high
school, we said, "Fine. That's enough."

It used to be, when I was in elementary school in geography, welearned that one of the great resources that a country had was alarge supply of inexpensive and unskilled labor, when we had thedominance of a factory system.
So things have changed very rapidly. What we need are alterna-tive ways of reaching youngsters. Now a lot of these youngsterswho don't make it in school, the fact that you can't sit still andlisten to somebody all day long and get much out of it, doesn't

mean that you're stupid. There are a lot of people who later are
successful. A lot of people who are dropouts or who did not do very
well in school turn out to be very good at all sorts of things.

We need schools that allow kids to learn different ways. We werenot able to do that until very recently. In the sixties, when theytried alternative ways, it placed such an tremendous burden on theteacher to figure out what to do in five different corners of theroom for five periods a day that most teachers could not creategood materials. Even the ones that did, burned out very quickly.
Today we've got technology. We've got lots of videotapes that areinteresting. Weve got computers. We've got audio tapes. We've got

simulation games. We've got all sorts of things. There really is noexcuse for a traditional classroom dominated by talk which doesnot work for most youngsters.
Let me point out that even in European schools, this talking

system does not work for very large numbers of kids. If you wantto keep schools that are essentially kids sitting still and quiet and
teachers talking all day long, then you must have tracking. I'ra notin favor of tracking. I think it runs counter to what we want to do
in public education in America which is to put all kinds of peoplewho are going to live together later in life together in a classroom.If you're going to talk to the kids, then you've got to separate outthose kids who are able to listen to big words and who are able tofollow you if you speak rapidly. Think of it this way; there are stillsome one-room schoolhouses in this country. Now one thing ateacher would never do in a one-room schoolhouse is stand in frontof the class and talk to them all day long because there's not muchyou can say to the first grader and the eighth grader and the fifthgrader that will get them to learn.

In a one-room schoolhouse, the teacher might sit with a firstgrade kid and say, "Mary, play with these blocks and see if you canarrange the letters," and then sit with a second grader and thenhave the eighth grader help the sixth grader and the sixth
graderhave them help each other. If you have a classroom with awide achievement disparity, that's what you would do.

Yet, in a typical class that we have in eighth grade, you mightreally have a one room schoolhouse. That is, they are all eighth
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graders and they are all about the same age. You might have some-
body who's functioning at the first grade level, second grade, third
grade, fourth, all the way up.

Now if you want to talk to these kids, you really have to sepa-
rate them out in terns of fast, slow, medium. If you're not going to
separate them GutI would oppose separating them out as counter
to what the purpose of public education is in this countrythen
you've got to get away from forcing the kids to learn at the same
rate and at the same time and the same way. You've got to take
individual differences into account.

Now that leads me to another item and that is that we do not, at
the present time, have a system in place or even a great many ex-
amples of different ways of doing it. One of our problems is that
we've all gone to the same kind of schools. -3 all sat there. We
listened to the teacher talk. In a sense we feel that because we suc-
ceeded that way, why can't the other kids succeed. If oiily they
would sit and listen, everything would be fine.

We need to encourage experimentation with new ways. The
secret to success in education is how to get students engaged and
involved. Education doesn't occur when people are passive. The
easiest thing to do is make believe you're listening. Kids can do
that. Audiences can do that.

Kids have to be engaged. Most of them are not engaged when all
we have is talk. Just as we're moving over from the old fashioned
factory system to new ways or organizing people, even in facto-
riesI mean, the new factories have teams of people. They rotate
jobs. It's different than the long assembly line where the isolated
person is always doing exactly the same thing.

We need to encourage experimentation and have careful assess-
ments and evaluations of new structures. That will be very diffic-flt
to do because none of uswe don't have any models. We're really
asking people to invent a new kind of school, one which does not
exist.

We need to have encouragement for that. Now that's where, I
think, the school choice issue comes in. I think that choice as a
method of trying to get schools to improve is not a very intelligent
way of doing it. There's no evidence that if you had widespread
school choice, that the choice would be on the basis of what's better
educationally or would result in a net plus.

I do think that if you encourage experimentation, you have to
allow choice because some parent may prefer one experiment
rather than another. It's unfair to force a parent to have a child be
part of a program that the parent doesn't believe in.

I also believe very strongly that developing new models is very
painful. It's a lot easier to come in, sign in, pull out your notes
from last year, polish them up a little bit. You've done it before
and your comfortable with it. It is not easy to get people to do
things that are very substantially different.

I think that we need a system of incentives in our schools, not
the old individual merit pay. There's nobody that really has that
now. I haven't see anybody that has got any faith in it. I think that
what we need are some kind of incentives that would reward an
entire school, the faculty of an entire school, not on an annual
basis because you can't change an institution in one year.
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If you tell people that you're going to reward them for doing
things in one year, they're going to do the same things they're
doing right now a little faster. If you want to encourage people to
experiment and to fundamentally change, they're going to have to
make mistakes. They're going to have to believe that they have
enough time to make one mistake and two and three and ultimate-
ly to find a better way of doing it and to recover.

So you need a good time frame. You'll need a good system of as-
sessment if you're going to base rewards on improvement and
achievements because whatever you measure is what you're goingto get. If you've got the idiot standardized tests, everybody will
spend every minute practicing these tests instead of practicing
thinking and writing and things that are much more important.

I think that it is important to encourage everyone to participate
and to give that extra effort and to develop some sort of an entre-
preneurial spirit in terms of trying new things, to have some
stakes, the kinds ofwe're moving now, many schools, towards
school-based management and decision making; that's all fine.

The decisions that one makes when nothing is at stake, those de-
cisions are quite different then when something is at stake. In
other words, if nothing is at stake, then I don't want to offend mycoworkers. The chances are that the only thing I'm going to agree
to are those things that are matters of consensus.

On the other hand, if something is at stake, some sort of substan-
tial award at the end of a period of time, then I think we're going
to take it much more seriously. We'll probably be willing to take
more risks, although prudent risks because we don't want to end
up with the whole thing in shambles.

Now I would say that a system that encourages some form of co-
operation within the school and competition among schools wvuld
be healthy provided that every school has an opportunity to win. I
am not proposing a system in which the school with the best scoresat the end of the period time wins. If the school with the best
scores this year has the sare kind of achievement five years from
now, they haven't moved that school at all. I'm talking about rec-
ognizing and rewarding schools that make substantial progress.

So you could have a school that's rock bottom right now that
brings the kids from rock bottom substantially up, that school
would win; whereas, the school that started on top and remained'
on top and didn't move at all would not win. In other words, I'm
talking about rewarding added value and not rewarding just being
where you are right now.

I think that these are the key features of a program. You need
an intelligent system of assessment, one which helps you toevery
system of assessment intervenes in the system. There's no suchthing as an independent thermometer. Whatever thermometer youstick into the educational system is going to change the way thesystem works.

Standardized tests get people to narrow the curriculum. They get
people not to get kids to write essays because there are no stand-
ardized essay examinations. They get them to be accustomed to
this passive type of learning, but you need a good system of assess-ment.
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We need to fully fund those programs that have been targeted at
minorities and the disadvantaged because the evidence is pretty
good that they've worked. We've made some very good progress.
Let's make more of it and let's make it faster.

We need to encourage experimentation and ways of engaging
children, different ways of organizing teachers outside of self-con-
tained classrooms, team work among teachers, team work among
kids, use of technology, use of volunteers, use of interns and resi-

dents, outstanding college students who are willing to give some
time.

We're going into a period of time now where we're going to
havewe're approaching a tremendous labor shortage. There is ab-
solutely no way in the years aheadthere is absolutely no way for
us to fill 2.4 million classrooms with competent teachers.

We're not producing that many people coming out of college that
can read, write and count. If the schools got all of them, and if we
didn't send any to medicine or nuclear physics or Congress or law

or dentistry or any other field, if we decided that all the people
who can read, write, and count go into teaching, we still wouldn't

have enough.
Therefore, we need a different system because the self-containing

classroom will doom millions and millions of kids to be locked in a

room with a person who should not be in the room with them. We
need to move more toward a hospital type of model where there
are doctors and there are nurses and there are paramedics and
there are X-ray technicians and thei 3 are volunteers and there are
interns and residents.

We've got to make sure that every youngster has an opportunity
to have access to somebody who is really an outstanding teacher.
You're not going to get 2.4 million of them. We don't have them. So

we've got to get ourselves out of the mindset that a school looks
like a building that's got 122 rooms in it. You send those kids into
122 rooms and put a teacher in each one. As long as we have that
notion, we're doomed. It's not going to work.

It worked at one time when we were getting 20 percent of our
kids graduating high school and about 6 percent were going on to

get an education beyond that. We had enough people waiting in
line for teaching jobs in those days, and we were getting people
from the top 5 or 6 percent. It's not true now. It's not going to be
true in the future.

Just like in any business or industry, you can't deny reality. If
you're in business today and you think you can run a company and
you're going to get the same number of engineers or mathemati-
cians or you're going to get the same number of machinists and
tool and dye makers five years from now as what you can get
today, you're wrong.

Those businesses are going to have to adjust. They're going to
have to figure out different ways of organizing theh normal busi-
ness. It seems to me that that's something that ought to be on the
front burner. We are not going to be able to do business as usual.

The business as usual that we've been doing in the schools has
shown that our current school structure is a failure. You can get
more teachers to stand in front of the room and speak better,
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maybe, but that doesn't help you with the majority of the kids whocan't listen for that long a period of time.
We need a fundamental rethinking. Essentially, we need asystem which encourages intelligent experimentation, which doeshonest evaluation which will allow us to keep the things that workand dump the things that don't work and to get people to really beentrepreneurial and to put the kind of effortand it's not justeffort. It's not just sweating time. It's breaking a lot of traditionalrules and relationships and barriers. To get them to do that, youneed a system of incentives.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Al Shanker follows:]

1
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November 13, 1989

TO: U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Education & Labor

FROM: American Federation of Teezhers, AFL-CIO

Attached are several speeches and statements of AFT President
Albert Shenker outlining the union's program for school
improvement and a critique of the problems of our existing
school system.

At a later date, these materials will be condensed in a
statement for the official hearing record.

opein02/aflcio
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IMMO TEE IDDEIT alLST/CICP

Delivered by Albert ineicer
President, fresrlaa rederatioa or Teachers

at Moe QuEST leg

July 21, 1989
lisehlastcsi, D.C.

Ytu are, in a way, the easiest audience fcr new and user/hat radical

ideas --and, in a way, the moat difficult. You are people who take

ideas seriously; mast people in educaticn don't. You're people who've

created ne4 ideas; meet of pm have stuck your neeks out -- ycu've

risked and experimented. So it's easy to stand before this group and

come up with sceething new because that's utat you're doing all the

time. But you're also a difficult audience because ycu have tried very

hard and in many cases ycu've got a lot to show for it. Many of you are

from districts that we have read abcut -- or will read abcut socn. So

ycu're likely to feel that we don't have to talk abcut hcw to make

radical changes in schools -- that if other people elsewhere just do

what ycu're doing, a lct of very significant iacrovements can be made

withalt any radical change.

And it's trae that significant change is taking place. Five years

ago, very fed people were talking abcut restructuring, and fewer were

doing it. Now, many more are and will be. But "restructuring" has also

become cme of those has weds; to shoo ycu're with it, you have to say

ycu're reetructuring year school. For the moot part, it's lip service;

probably 99 peroant of the people uto say they're restructuring their

schools are lying. Ftr the moet part, what's called restructuring is

nothing but the old status 2sdresaed up with a nedwa-d and maybe a

feo different procedures. A meeting like this about aehcol reatruc-

turing that attracts 4,000 pecple adght seem like a sign that the Wnole

5
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system of public etucaticn is about to change. We look like we're part

of a mess movement. We've come from all over the country and all kinds

of different places. But when you start counting the 16,000 school

districts in this country, and 100,000 schools, and you ask, "In had

many of those places is anything significant happening?" ycu see that

real change is practically nonexistent. The number of schools and

school districts that are restructuring is very small.

So the question that I want to address today is had can we turn the

scattered efforts to trarsform our schools into a mass movement? We

know restructuring can happen in school districts where they have a

walderfUl union leader and a wonderfUl superintendent who have been

workirg cooperatively, as well as a sipportive community. EUt how can

we make it happen in places that don't have all these things ieing for

thee How can we get ordinary people -- not the supertumen types, the

heroes, but ordinary people -- to do the right thing? That's a job that

almost any system has. It's not a question of finding exceptional

people. Yeu can always find a few exceptions. YOu knad -- the people

they make movies abcut, the ones who work miracles. But watching a

miracle worker perform isn't much help unless the perscn can shod ils had

to do it. So the question I'll be deeling with is ilhether there is a

way we can turn school restructuring into something that everyone can do

-- and can carry on. Because continuity is also part of the problem.

Even in places where steady change is taking place, I wonder abalt

the fUture of some of the things we are doing. What will happen when

the superintendent leaves? What will happen when the school board

changes? What will happen when the union leeder leaves? How deeply are

the changes rooted? How auch are they institutionalized? And had auch

are they the result of a fortunate set of circumstances that will be

-2-
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with us for a while and then will end up as a historical footnote about

this noble experiment that tock Nice towards the end of the 20th

century?

My own experience with trying to bring about change has been

eomething like one of those old preachers who used to go from town to

town. They'd get a lot of people at a meeting and talk about the wages

of sin and give them a picture of the lives of those who abandoned sin.

At the time, everybody in the audience wculd be enthusiastic and a

believer; they'd all be thinking they weren't going to sin again. Bat

when the preaCher comes back the next week, he finds they've all gone

back to their usual ways.

I know that all of ycu who have tried and who are trying -- and even

those of yea who are very successfUl -- know how hard it is to bring

about change. Tdu know hcw meny people yoa've got to talk to and the

compromises ycu've got to make -- and you know hew mach it takes oat -I'

yo.a. So I think the issue of how we can get large numbers of pecple

do this is a key issue.

Now, beftre I go into the subatance of hew we make change scick,

I've got to discuss, to stress, something many of ycu have heard me talk

gait before -- the abyamal level of student achievement in cur

schools. I have to do it again and again because I have a feeling that

ome of the mmin ram= there isn't mach change in oar schools, the

reason that we -- unions, school boards,
superintendents, teachers and

others --are not swing faster and moving more radically is that we

dcm't reelly know or want to knew cr don't believe how bad things are.

We tell ourselves that things are bad only in those place., with at-risk

kids, 30 all right, let's do something over there.. And if things can be

shz.ped up a little bit here, let's do it. But why change the entire

-3-
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system unless we have to? That's the way people are, they don't change

things unless they feel they must. So it's important that we know

intellectually -- and that we have a gut feeling about -- had urgent and

how bad this problem is.

Looking at results for 17-year-olds on the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP) should give us that sense of urgency.

RemsdOer, I'm talking aboat 17-year-old kids who are about to graduate

from high school. The dropouts have dropped out, and we ncw have the

70-75 percent who are still there. More than half of them are about to

go off to colleges and universities. So these are the siccesahl kids.

The aseee.TMents divide students into fcur or five categories:. In

the bottom category are the people you might call totally illiterate,

totally inrumerate. And the good news in American education is that we

have almost none of those; moat people can read some worda and they can

handle same numbers. In the next two categories are people who have

mastered the basics. They can follow same simple ;mitten material,

answer some specific questions about it and make some generalizations,

tut not much more. They can add and subtract and multiply and divide

whole numbers. The good newa here is that the majority of in-school

17-year-olds can perform at thia level, a level that corresponds to utat

we used to think of as late elementary school or meybe 7th-grade work.

The fourth level is what the national assessment usually calls

"adequate.* I wouldn't call it adequate --and I don't think you would

-- but, after all, the national assessment is flaided by Congress, and if

they gave this level some sort of a bad rime, a lot of people would be

after them. Achieving at this level means writing a simple one- or

two-paragraph pesuaeive letter that deals with a single idea like

convincing someone to hire you. It doesn't have to be perfect; it can

3 1 8
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have sole spelling errors in it and 30e0 grammatical errors. Yet only

20 percent of these 17-yea?-olds can write this kind of letter. In

math, being;adequate meann being able to compute with decimals, frac-

tions and percents something ycu should knad way before ycu enter

high school. Yet only half of the gradating, "success011n 17-year-olds

can do this kind of math.

Tbe top category is the one utere ycu can understand a piece of

technical writing or scmethirg like an editorial in the Wed York Times

or theliall Street Journal; you can write a good letter of a page or two

talking abcat yourself end why ycu should be hired, cc about something

eLse; and you can solve a multi-step vertal problem in mathematics --

nothing very ommplex, ncohing required, really, except some algebra and

arithmetic, tut ycu :an read the problem and carry cut the steps to

solve it. So. what percentage of kids reach the highest level in the

United Ste,:es? Only about 6percent can do a math problem like the one

I descrtced; 4 percent can do the writing eample; and 5 percent can read

a pieae of writing comparable to an editorial in a good newspaper.

That's it 4, 5 or 6 percent of those 17-year-olds wbo are still in

school. And the results are no better for science, history or

literature.

How does that compare with other countries? I'm not going to deal

with Japan because that's a different society, a different culture.

Let's talk stout other democratic, industrial countries like England,

France, Germany, Holland, Belgbal and Sweden, that have cultures similar

to cur own. They don't have a national assessment like curs, tut they

all have either national or provincial examinations for entry into

college. Theee are nod' harder exams than cur own. Some of them
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take days. They involve essays, problems in math and science -- they

are hard. Every single kid who does well enough on these exame to get

into college in those countries -- and scme who don't go to college --

would be in the top category of the '21tiona1 Assessment of Educational

Progress, probably even higher.

Hui many is that? Well, in Great Britain, where they have the

smallest percentage, 15 to IT percent of their students pass examina-

tions more difficult than the NAEP as compared with cur 4 to 6 percent

who attain the highest level in the NAEP test. In Germany it's about 27

percent. In other words, these other oountries produce at least four or

five times as many students at the highest achievement levels as we do.

KW, let's look at only one inplicatico of these countriee' perfor-

mance, the issue of teacher quality. Every teacher in Germany ccees

from a group of students who perform at the level of the top 4 percent

of American students. That would be like having all American teachers

--not some, tut all -- coming from cur top 5 or 6 pwcent of students,

the ones who go into nuclear physics, medical "esearch, to name tut two

fieldm.

Many Americans are very satisfied with their schools because they

see their Children going on to college; 55 percent of cur high school

graduates do, whereas by European standards, only about 4 to 6 percent

would go. But people compare their kids with the kids down the road and

the kids next-door, and they feel that their kids are doing a little

better than the neighbor's kids -- and that's as far as they go. They

don't realize that their kids are going to college only because the

colleges don't have any standards. They don't stop to think that if we

follaied European standards, few of their kids wculd see the inside of a

college. And they don't see that the overwhelmIng mejority of our
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students who go to college are getting their elementary school, junior

high school and high scnool education in college. That is what we have

to internalize. That has to become part of cur gut understanding about

the necessity for change.

When European countries unite in 1992, they're going to fonm a

single economic bloc and we're going to face competition from a United

Eurcpe in addition to what we now have from Japan, Korea and Singapore.

We're also going to have to deal more with Canadian competition. I want

all of US to think about what is about to happen to our future as a

country if education systems in other countries produce as many as 30

percent of students who can function at a level where maybe 5 percent of

cur students can ft:notion. We have to ask ourselves hcw long our

muntry will tolerate it -- and how long we can survive. We need to

start with the understanding that what we have now can't continue. And

the longer it continues, the heavier the price we will have to pay.

It's like borrowing: While you're spending the borrowed money, you

might feel pretty good. But when you start paying back, the more you've

borrowed, the longer it takes to set it straight. And that's true here,

too. The signs that something is going to change are clear. And I hope

enough people in education cut there will see them because fear is a

great motivator. If ycu don't think so, just look at one of the

American Express television ads.

In resent yeers, the country has moved to deregulate various

industries. We saw airline deregulation and the deregulation of

telephone service, just to name two. And we heerd tco that people

should be allowed to innovate. But Wring this time we had a big bock

of regulations called reform thrown at us in almost every state. And

the m(Isage was: "Even though we think everybody else can do a better
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job if the government doesn't tell them what to do, we'd better give

people in educatico very careAll instructions or they'll get it all

wrcog."

But now we have many other signs that we'd be crazy to disregard.

Last yeai*, the state legislature of Illinois passed a bill to reorganize

Chdcago's schools. Similar proposals are being considered for other big

cities like Detroit and New York City. The Chicago reform sets up

boards of educatico for every school in the system -- boards with a

parent majority. These boards will have the right to hire and fire

principals, who will be employed on three- or four-year performance

ccotracts. This means, of course, that boards will be able to tell

principals, if the principals want to keep their job, what the cur-

riculum should be, what books to use, which teachers should be spotted

for removal, and so forth. These boards with parent majorities are a

signal that our present school boards, administrators and professionals

are not trusted to run the schools.

And then there's the choice movement. And what is that saying?

It's lugislatures saying to parents, "Look, we told the professionals

and the sehool boarda what to do, tut they'll probably muck it up. So

the least we can do is give you the right to get out from under and go

elandlere to rescue ycur kid. And maybe if you all leave, that'll shape

them up." I don't think it will work that way, but that's the measage

of this choice movement.

And then there's educational bankruptcy legislatico permitting state

edUcation departments to take over school boards and districts. That's

another sign. The movement for tuitico tax credits is also gaining more

popularity -- though more at the atate than the national level.

Wisconsin will have a major move for vouchers this year supported by the
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governor, which will include vouchers for nonpublic schools. Kansas

City has a new court case asking for voudhers for black kids to attend

private schools. And don't bet any money that the current Supreme Court

will take the same positions on the separation of church and state that

previous Supreme Courts did.

Another alarming sign is coming from Margaret Thatcher's Great

Britain, where the parents in any state-run school can vote to remove

the school from the public systen and operate it as a parent-run, pub-

licly fUnded private school. That reform tock place in England last

year, and I can tell you some Republican governors expressed a favorable

view of this reform at the Republican Conference of Governors in penver

last year. By the way, once a school has "opted cut," the board of

governors the parents elect has fUll control; no other legpl or

contractual or other relationships are in force.

A recent, front-page article from the Wall Street Journal (June 27)

suggests that businesses discouraged by the lack of good results are

rethinking their aid to public sehools. Some nad seek broad change --

like yemr -round schools and contracting cut teaching. Business may even

run their on; schools. A Chicago malition of 50 ccapanies has already

opened a private, Wition -free, inner-city school. The sponsors,have

pledged to show the same amount of money as the public schools do but

with mAch better results.

A number of months ago, a former vice-president of IBM, Jack

Bowsher, who had been in charge of IBM's internal education provams,

spoke to the AFr Executive Council and gave Us a picture of how business

would vied what's needed in education. He told us that if the folks at

IBM had a factory that was producing computers, and if 30 percept of the

computers fell off the assembly line while they were teing marmfactured
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and 95 percent of the computers that were produced didn't work most of

the time, the last thing in the world IBH would do wOuld be to run the

assembly line another month a year or another hour a day. Their move

would be to rethink the whole process.

And that's what we need to do. Otherwise, we'll end up like the

frogs in an experiment I heard abcut recently. If you put a frog in a

pot of cool water, the frog will enjoy it. If you start raising the

temperature, the frog will say, "Gee, it feels nice and warm here." And

if you just keep heating up the water slowly, until it reaches the

boiling point, the frog wi'l never jump cut. It will be boiled to

death, without realizing there's any danger because the frog will have

slowly adjusted to the changes in temperature until it's too late. And

that's the spot that we in American public education seem to be in.

Hone of these threats to public education is happening very

quickly. But the heat is being raised in Chicago and it'o being raised

in Chelsea, Hass., where a school board has decided to turn over a

public school systen to a private institution, Boston University, for a

period of ten years. What is the message of John Silber, Boston

University's president? He says school boards are corrupt and incom-

petent and that the union and the school management don't care. Silber

oays the way to run schools is to give them over to a tough guy like

him, who %mot bother with open meetings or be subject to conflict of

interest laws or cceply with public interest rules. He's going to show

everybody that if you hand over a school district to somebody who has

dictatorial powers, that person can really get results for you.

Silber's interest is not Chelsea -- ne first tried to take over Boston

and other school systems -- he's really interested in showing US that

the way we run cur schools is fUndamentally wrong. Just get rid of the
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school board and the public interest laws, push the unions out of the

way and put somebody in there who can get the same powers as somebody

who owns a business. He'll shape up everybody. Well, we're either

going to jump while we feel the water getting warm or we are going to

become frog soup.

So, let's talk about bringing about change. Teachers and admini-

strators, school board members and state superintendents -- everybody

resists change. But schools are no more resistant to change than any

other institution in our society. People don't change unless they have

to. And they usually make the smallest change that will keep them

oomfortable. You can understand that. If I'm a teacher, I have a

certain set of books, a certain set of lessons, a certain set of tests

and all sorts of projects that I do with my kids -- things I've

developed over a period of time. Then, somebody comes along with a

totally new method. I know what I'm doing now, but I don't know if I'm

going to be able to adjust to the new system, and I don't know how long

it will take for me to be as good at the new one as I am at the one I've

developed over the years. I also don't know if all that work that I'll

have to put in will be worth the difference. I don't even know whether

this new thing has been researched by anybody or whether it's just the

prodOct of the latest superintendent trying to get his name in the

newspapers for being innovative. So by nature and experience, there is

an awful lot of resistance to change. The question is what can we do to

bring about substantial improvement.

The history of collective bargaining gives us a hint. We had

oollective bargaining in a number of places before there were any

oollective bargaining laws. And we probably could have gone on like

that forever: Wherever we had a strong union and strong union
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leadership and management that was willing either to agree to omllective

bargaining or cculd be rushed into it, we'd have had omllective

bargaining in theae places. But hew much collective bargaining would

there now be if we'd done it that way and hadn't pursued collective

bargaining systematically? Much less. We got collective bargaining

because we created a system, a system thrcugh law, which changed

everything. It spread collective bargaining to places where it

otherwise would not have taken root, and now teachers in half the states

in the country enjoy collective bargaining.

The question is what kind of system can we create now to

inatituticualize school restructuring? Because we can't wait for change

to happen place by place, we need to create a system that will make mass

change happen.

I think the answer is to adapt some of the principles that inform

cur economy to our schools.

Fce many years, thrcughcut the wceld, tdo philosophies about how to

make people work effectively have competed with each other. One of

those philosophies, the free market or capitalism, Is what we have in

this country. The others are the command economies -- we knew this

system as ccemunism. Ccarend eooncedes are planned from above. An

economist free such a system might compare his system and ours in terms

like these: "If you control things from above, ycu don't have a lot of

waste. In a market system, you'll have eight different outfits making

mooting autcembiles. Scam of them won't be any good. There's a lot

of waste --wasted effort and wasted materials. A free market system

can't week. In a command economy, everything is planned, directed and

coordinated by the government, and certain people do certain things.

This eltminates waste. Everybody is paid pretty much the same, and this
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eliminates the injustices you get from sane people earning a lot and

others earning less."

The debate over the merit of the two systems went on in many

countries, including our adn. But we live in a fascinating time in

world history, when it seems that this debate is turning into a chorus

of approval for the market apprcech. The leaders of the communist

countries who said you don't need economic incentives to get people to

work -- they're all standing up saying, "We were wrong. CLr command

systems don't work. They don't produce anything." Because no matter

hew much you plan from the top, no matter how many accountability

systems you create, no matter how many inspectors you put in, no matter

how many little award programs you set up to reoognize outstanding

workers --no matter how many pecple you send off to the gulag as

punishment for not working hard enough -- the system doesn't work.

Pussia will produce less wheat this year than it did in the last

year of the czar. And I'm not asking for a restoration of the czar --

my parents came this way. But it doesn't wcrk. And they are new all

calling for perestroika -- for restructuring. Look at the farmers in

Chdna who couldn't feed themselves. But ten years ago, when the party

basses said to the farmers, "All right, you keep what you grow; you keep

the wheat, the rice and the tcmatces and just pay a tax on it," all of a

sudden a syatem that didn't prodJce anything produced enough to feed all

of China and parts of the rest of the world, as well.

A market system has a lot of problems, but in the long run it gets

people to be innovative, it gets people to be entrepreneurial, it gets

people to be creative. I'm not saying the ally thing people ever think

about in life is money; there are other important incentives. But I am

saying that no system really works where money isn't one of the major
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incentives.

What does that have to de with encouraging school restructuring?

With hod we can change cur system SO WO produce results that are

substantially better than the cm we are getting today? If you

believe, as I do, that cur schools cperate like a emend economy and

show all of the defects and limits of commend eoonomies, then the

rejection of coanand economies by all these ccuntriee has ouch to tell

Us about changing our schools.

And so I have a few ideas about putting some of the market forces

I've been talking about to work in cur schools and using incentives for

students and teachers. They are not perfected ideas. In fact, I!ci call

them educated guesses, but I'm very committed to them. When they're

criticized, modified to some extent and tried cut, I believe they'll

work. And if you don't like the incentive system I'm proposing, then

come up with a substitute. But remember, we do not have a choice of

keeping what we have right nog. The choice is John Silber, tuition tax

credits, parent board-- radical privatization on the cne hand, or

something else that we'll have to come up with on the other. And it

eheuld be a pmerful enough model to sell, perhaps to the president of

the United States, perhape to Congress, and if not there, to governors

or to local ccemunitiee and to businesses.

First: student Ancentives. Many reports and the experiences of a

couple of million teachers tell us that most students do not work very

hard. Ito exesption is the 5 or 6 percent going on to elite colleges.

Students are bored; they're disengaged; their biggest queetien is, "Do I

have to de this in order to pass?" Why is that? Are they more stupid

than students used to be or more stupid than European or Japanese

studente? Are they lazier? I don't think so. And most of them do
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not lack parents and teachers who tell them, "Work hard, study, and that

will mean something to ycu later on in life. Look what yeu'll be able

to do. Look weuit your uncle did or ycur cousin or that perscn we saw co

television."

But you knew semething, kids are just like adults) they do exactly

what they have to do in ceder to get what they want -- get a job or go

to oollege. And they're mart: Kids kna4 taey don't have to do

anything to get into college except gradUate from high school. Once

upon a tine, when colleges required foreign languages for admissicn,

kids took foreign languages. When they required a certain level of

proficiency in mathematics, kids attained that proficiency. NW that

moat colleges don't require dIch at all besides money, kids are not

beccadng proficient.

Kids who are going into the work force right after high school knew

the sane thing. John H. Bishop ("Why the Apathy in American High

Schools," Educaticnal Researcher, Jan.-Feb. 1989) pointed cut that the

diplenm matters to then, but nothing else does. They kmod that the cnly

thing an employer will aak is, "Did ycu graduate from high school?" But

it makes no difference to the employer whether that kid attended school

regularly or not. That esployer never aaks the school hew hard the kid

larked or whether the kid took three years of mathematics and a year of

physics and a year of enemistry cr a uhole bunch of soft courses. And

the kids know that. They kmad as soon as they go out to get a part-time

job at McDonald's. McDonald's doesn't ask them about their attendance

record or had well they're doing. McDcnald's doesn't ask them for a

letter of reference from their teachers. McDonald's just says, "Ccce on

in and week." And the kid who is a straight-A student gets exactly the

same salary as the kid who Is flunking all his courses.
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We're teech-ag our kids that school doesn't count. And when they
a

leave school to get a permanent job, they have,etaiily the same

eaperience. Employers do not ask for high school transcripts; they do

not first give jobs to those students who worked hard and did well in

school. And if you were an A- student and you're hired the same day as

socoboe/who did almoat nothing in school, you'll both get the same kind

of job and the same kind of salary. So students learn there is no

.connection between being good in school and getting a good job and good

pay. And just in caae some kid doesn't get it, his friends will tell

him, *Hey, why are you doing your hAmmemic? Are you a nerd? You don't

hays to do that. It doesn't count far anything.*

There's another hiring pattern in this country that intensifies the

problem. James Rosenbaum, a sociologist at NcrUnteetern Univeriity,

points out in a paper for the Departsent of Labor [*Empowering Schools

and Teachers: A NW Link to Jobs for the Non-College Boerne] that many

ccapanies that offer the best jobs don't hire high school graduates

until they're 24 cr so. They want kids to sow their wild oats with

other employors. This, too, servee as a disincentive to high school

kids because it forces those whn have done well in school to compete for

the same poor jobs as kids who've dona poorly. And these buzinewses, if

they would hire people right out of school on the basis of excellence in

school, would get themselves some very good exployeee and provide an

impertant incentive to students in school.

I go to a lot of business meetings, and people in the business

=amity often ask ne what they can do to help schools. The answer is

they can do what buainesses in many other industrialized dcamcracies

do. In England, in France and Germany and Holland and Belgium, if you

did well in school, you're the first to get the apprenticeship or the
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job, And if ycu did well in school, you'll be started at a higher

salary than a mediccre student, not at the same salary. Every mother

and father, every teacher, should be able to tell students that working

hard and achieving will get them a better job and get them a job sooner.

Our business ccmmunity needs to do the same thing. They need to go

beycnd adopt-a-school programs into a fim and laig4erm partnership

with hign school.% And the American Federaticn of Teachers intends te

encourage businesses to do so. We intend to meet with the National

Alliance of Business, with the Bmainess-Higher Education Forum, with the

Chamber of Cocmarce, with the Committee for Econcmic Development, with

the Business Rmandtable and with the unicms. And we'll tell them,

"Loac, you're ceeplaining about the kids you're getting -- about the

fact that they den't knew any math, that they can't read, that they have

poor work habit& Well, ycu can help. Ycu can sign an agreement with

oar schools to hire people cn the basis of hcw well they did in schcol,

taking into account the rcoommendations fnom the teachers that those

students had. You can help restore the authcrity of teed:hen: in this

coantry by allowing teachers to call you and tell ycu abcut cutstanding

students and their job qualificaticns.

"And you can be publIc aboat it. Bat oat posters. Put it on ycur

statioaery, just 83 you would say you're equal opportunity oePloyers."

Why not say ycu're an "excellent-student employer?"

The =tools' role in the system will be to provide employera with

infcrmation that is accurate and timely, transcripts, for example. Bat

how:many high schools cculd get a transcript to an emplormrwithin cne

or two days? Three weeks is probably more like it, but an eaployer

isn't going to wait three weeks to hire scmebody. Andwhen the employer
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finally gets the transcript, can he understand it? Schools will have to

get as reliable about providing transcripts for employers as they are

about providing them for oolleges. They will have to rethink their

transcripts so they provide information employers need and in an easily

underst.cod form. And they will have to learn to provide them within a

very short period of time.

Sdhools will also need guidance counselors who would be in charge of

linking students with employers. And to make sure they understand the

world of woic, theac counselors should be selected with the help of the

business coemunity. That's what was dome in a fest schools working with

the Bost= Compact, and it should be done all over.

The mull will be a systemwhere every student uto is not bound for

college knows that his effort, his habits of work and his actual

accomplishrents in school will mean the difference between being the

first or last to get a job and between getting a job that's low-level or

cue that's more interesting, that pays more -- and that leads to

something. Such a syatem would have a tremendous impact, and we will

elplore with the business coanunity both voluntary and governmental ways

to establish it.

I should point out that this systeawill be especially in:octant fee

minority students. As we all knew, there is still a lot of discrimi-

nation cut there. Many minority students have felt that, even if they

did well in school, theywould be the last to be hired. And that

feeling has turned them off from making much of an effort. All this is

about to change. We are entering a period when we will have a

tremendous labor shortage, me 30 severe that employers will not be able

to turn darn applicants just because they don't like the color of their

akin or their ethnic background. If these applicetts are qualified,
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they will get promoted, have opportunitiee. If not, they will languish

in deed-end jobs. We need to get the messzge to ndnority youngsters

that the world is changing and that, if they have the skills to fill the

jobs, they will get them. The system I've been suggesting here will

help convince minority students about the importance of doing well in

high school.

NW I'd like to talk briefly about the colleges and their relation-

ship to this. I think that no one should enter college who is incapable

of doing college-level work. That happens all the time now, and because

kicisimow they can get into college no matter hod poorly they do, they

don't do much. Every mother and father and teacher in Japan, Great

Britain, France, Germany, Holland can say things to students that we

can't honestly say: "If you don't learn this, and if you don't do this

very, very well, you will not be able to go to college." I think we

ought to be able to say that, tco.

I certainly am not calling for going back to a time when 5 or 10

percent of high school graduates went to college. That isn't the

point. We want to make oollege open to everyone. Right ncw,

unfortunately, it's open to everyone who can afford it. The mein thing

that keeps people out of college today is that they don't have the money

to go. We shoald get rid of a system that keeps kids who are not able

to afford it oat of college. Any kid who is able to profit from college

ougit to be able to go whether he can afford it or not. EUt college is

not the place to get ycur elementary or high-school education.

Nad, I don't umnt to abandon the kids who do not go on to oollege.

They should have a lifetime sum of money where they can continue their

edacation and continue to develop their skills. It should be possible

for them to qualify later to enter college. But the possibility of
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going to college is an extremely important incentive for youngsters, and

it doesn't work very much anymore. Except for those who go to elite

institutiam, most kids now know that the standards they have to meet to

get into college are not very high and they meet those minimal

standnrds, and that's it. Students need to kmor that they have to do

more than that to get into college. And then they'll do it. Colleges

shouldn't be allowed to admit students unless they have met certain

standards.

Another advantage our competitor ccuntries have is that their

national or provincial educatica systems give them a defined curriculum.

Teachers knad what needs to be taught and what's teeted; their students

know what's expected of them. But we as a initial haven't sat down to

figure cutwhat students should knad and be able to dd. We have a

fragmented system in which 50 states and 16,000 separate school boards

separately determine hw much and what kind of math and science a peraon

gets and what the curriculum and textboOks are. To the extent we have a

national curriculua and standards, they are what the private textbook

and testing companies set. And because they're in the business of

pleasing their customers and their customers have a hcdge-podge of

!nterests and demands, our standards are very, very lad.

Cur teachera are therefore given huge course syllatuses, utich

=Min much more then a class can posaibly cover. Teachers %to try to

follow them faithfully find they're simply stuffing facts into students'

heeds. That's no good, so teachers muat select. Rut select what? Wnat

are the mein ideas that are essential to cover? What should students

kmcw and be able to do? There probably isn't a teacher around who gets

that kind of guidance, even though teachers' work in the classroom is

now being adnutely regulated and preaeultad by others. If we have no
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national goals, then we have no central ideas about what every student

needs to know, and teachers have no basis for selecting which topics

they must cover and which ales are optimal. Teachers should be free to

exercise judgment about methods, but we need to agree abcut a canon

core of knewledge.

Another major difference between us and these other countries is

that we use multiple-choice tests to assess proficiency and they use

lots of essays and problems. Students being prepared to answer essay

questions get a very different kind of education, a better education.

We had these same kinds cf problems with standards for teachers and

teacher testing. To solve it, the National Board for Professional

Teaching Standards,was established, Which is putting together the

teaching knewledge base and developing standards for what proficient

teachers shculd know and be able to do. Why can't we do the same for

students? iftri not establish a board to set standards for what students

should knad and be able to demonstrate in various fields -- English,

math, science, social studies, art, music, and so forth -- and create

new assessments to test hod well students meet these standards? Then,

students who sat for these natimal exams -- they wtuld be voluntary, of

coarse, and students could take as many or as fed of them as they wished

cculd say, "I am a nationally board-certified student who has

achieved in the following fields." I think millicns would want that

kind of national reoognition, especially if it were valued by employers

and colleges.

The tests would be voluntary, but they wculd have a tremendous

impact en what schools wculd teach. The realtation of schools and

districts wculd en the line. Schools work hard to get their students

to dowel). on tests when they knew students' scores will be caapared
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with the scores of their peers in other schools -- look at the way

schools struggle to raise student grades on those idiotic standardized

tests that are cut there now. But this student assessment would include

essay questions and not just multiple-choice. It wculd involve oral

preaentations, pertfolios and demonstrations. Schools teaching to those

kinds of tests would be very different from the ones we nad have.

Naticaal goals for students and intedligent exams testing those

goals could bring about significant inprovement in student achievement

by giving students some well-defined incentives. We can say to them,

"What you do in school counts. If you don't meat certain standards,

you're not going to go to college. If you do meet thoae standards, you

will, regardless of money. So work hard and we'll help you." We can

say the same thing to those who are not going to college: "The courses

you take, the grades you get, yar work habits, your relationships with

your teachera and your fellow students -- all of these thinga also will

determine what kind of job and salary you get when you gracklate froc

high school."

Now, let's get to the tougher question of incentives for teachers,

and, indeed, incentives within the entire edacational system. People

have been playing around with Ulla idea for a lcag time, and their

theory was right; it's just that the way they wanted to execute it was

wrong. Look at the idea behind merit pay, for example. Sane people, of

course, wanted merit pay so they could reward their friends and pianist:

their enemies. But a lot of people said, "Lock, you need incentives in

the system. Unlesz you have financial incentives, moet people will not

be as motivated aa they could be." That general propoaitica is correot

even though the way they tried to create incentives was wrong.

People who are talking about choice plans today are doing the same
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thing: They are trying to create incentives. They're saying, "Hey, if

a given school is really lousy, and if all the kids' parents pull the

kids mt, that's going to create a problem for the faculty there.

Maybe the faculty will try to promote greater changes if they're about

to lose all their customers." There's nothing wrong with that

reasoning.

There are problems with choice. For instance, will parents move

their kids mainly on educational or on other grounds? But there's

nothing wrong with the basic notion that incentives and disincentives

change people. WO can reject traditional merit pay and sOMO specific

chodce proposals because they're totally flawed and at the same time

recognize the validity of incentives. It'S easy just to say no or point

cut problem with an idea, Mt we need to propose some totter way of

providing the incentives and disincentives that these schemes offer.

For example, uhen Boston University made its Chelsea offer, we went

to a lot of wonderfUl people and asked them to help us. We said, "It's

terrible to turn over a school system to a private entity that imista

on doing away with basic democratic rights, rights of public access, of

disclosure and participation." Most of them agreed. They told,us they

didn't like giving up all these things any more than we did tut that the

kids in Chelsea were getting such a lousy education, they were ready to

accept anything. We in public education are about to bring the American

people to the point where they are going to take some desperate measures

-- not because they like them tut because they decide there's no other

choice and they can't allow kids to be sacrificed any more.

So when President Bush announced his $500 million per year uerit

schools plan, I was encouraged because he didn't talk about merit pay,

tut, instead, about a merit schools plan; he seemed to be talking about
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incentivea for system-wide dhange. In fact, I liked that term because

when Florida was involved in a merit pay fight, our own people -- Pat

Tot-Mlle and our state federation, Florida Education Asaociation/United

-- actually helped to develop a Florida merit schools plan, which still

is in effect and which was in many ways the forerunner of the

5chool4oa3ed management and shared decision making that we see in Dade

County. But it seem that Buah has nothing more in mind than one of

theft recognition programs where, you know, a committee -- or some state

officials -- leek around for schools that seem to be doing well, and

thoae schools get a plaque and a little bit of coney.

A program like this won't de any harm, but it's not going to bring

about any major Change, either. The President's piza will recognize

1,520 teachers eaCh year out of 2.2 million. But I believe that any

management book will tell you that in order for an incentive plan to

work, the prize has to be big enough to be worth the effort. And people

have to have a fairly decent Chance of getting it. I mean, you might

pay a dollar or two for a lottery ticket when you have practically no

chance of winning the $3 million prize, but you're not going to Change

the way you work -- and your whole life -- because of it unless there i$

something wrong with you. So you need a prize that's big enough and you

need a fairly good Chance of getting it; otherwise, meny people simply

are not going to pay attention. Preaident Budh haa the idea of

incentivea -- just like the Choice and merit pay people do. But hia

paan isn't going to move the system.

However, President Buah oould take oertain elementa of his plan and

reshape them -- and then he would have something that would sive him the

place in history he has said he wants as the "education president." He

would be able to radically transform and vitalize America'a public
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schools and turn them from a bureaucracy, a top-down, Soviet-like

coarand system, which clearly isn't prodacing results, into a cometi-

tive market system that will unleash the energies and the talents and

the genius of all the people who are in it.

Hdd would this work? Right now, President Bush could say that the

$500 million a year is endagh to give every teadher in the country

$250. Well, that wouldn't do very much. Mad, we would take it if he

gave it to us, tut I wouldn't tell him that it was going to accomplish

very mall. On the other hand, let's just suppoae for a moment that we

are going to give that money -- we'll find some fairway of doing it --

to all the staff in 10 percent of the schools. If we did that, we'd

have dbout $2,500 per school staff member per year. That's not bad.

But / don't want to give anybody a prize after one year. One year

is not enough time to rethink what :fou're doing in education. It's not

enough tire to change ycur habits and try something new because, chances

are, when you try something new, it won't work and you'll have to try a

second thing, which also might not work, and a third thing. So by the

time a year is over, you might have tried three things that didn't work

and you'd be in the same shape as if you'd continued doing what you were

doing in the first place which also doesn't work. You need a long

enough period of time so people feel that, "Hey, I can take the first

period of time and try thing; -- experiment, listen to people, go to

QUEST calferences, bring SOW of these people with interesting ideas to

our district, get people to try little experiments in one part of the

sdhoca, and so forth."

So let's take that $2,500 available each year and, instead of

spending it each year, let's inveet it -- not in a savinga and loan

association -- but someplace where it earns interest and is safe. And
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after five years it will be $15,000. That means all the staff in 10

percent of the schools will get abaut a $15,000 prize after five years

--a minisum of $15,000 -- and I'll talk about why it's a minimum in

just a moment.

The goal will be to have schools enter this merit schools coapeti-

tion as a team that is trying to bring abcut the maximum possible

improvement in sbadent achievement over the five-year period. After the

first five-year period is over, we'll start again -- there'll be another

five-year period, and so on. We'll set up the coacetition in such a way

that a school's chances of winning are not affected by hew well or

poorly its students are achieving at the beginning of the five-year

period. lhe point,will be value added, hew much isprovement a school

makes, so every school will have an equal chance of winning. The school

where, right now, the whole place ia falling apart will not be competing

against the V* schools in the country. It will be ccapeting against

otner schools like itself. All of that can be worked cut.

The next thing we'll have to do is set up an assessment process. We

may have to create a new one or we can take some wortbihiic exiating

aseessments that aren't exactly what we want bat they'll do until we can

do better. The assessment should concentrate on real things, thinp

that we value like the ability to read a decent bock, to write, to

engage in a discusaien of an important national or international issue,

aet up and solve a physical problem and show the mathematics behind it.

These Shand be things that involve thinking and doing, not just

answering maltiple -choice questicem. And the aseessments should take

place culy every five years, and it may even be done on a sampling

basis. These issues will have to be wcrked out, and they are solvable.

Eut unless we get the assessments right, we'll get the incentives wrcog;
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people will be working towards the
wrong things, the same narrad tests

we mostly use today.

Here's one way the merit schools plan can happen. The President

gets on television and tell., the country
about his vision of perestroika

in American public education, a competitive market system within cur

schools. And then he'll remind people
that preaidents and the federal

government don't run American schools; states
and school boards do.

He'll say that he's prepared to create this *500 million per year fund

for the merit schools oovetition, and he'll also set up the group to do

the assessment. And after he lays art the plan and talks about the MO

million per ye!? flana, hell urge neople in every community in the

country parents, teachers, administrators and busineas people -- to

a* the school board and the union in their school district to ratify

participation in the competition. Nobody goes into the competition

except voluntarily, and they can enter only if the school board and the

union wee.

Uhat's involved in ratification by
the hoard? Well, there is no

point in setting up a competition
to inprove the schools if the schools

have to go on following the mime rules and regulations they are

following now. They'd be forced into doing exactly what they're doing

ncw. If these rules and regulation.,
were working, um wouldn't need a

competition; if they caltinue in force, we can't have one.

So first the school board has to agree to release the participating

schools from all board rulee and regulations, except those governing

health, :safety and civil rights, and let the people in those schools

decide hoe to run them.

But changing rules and regulations won't help if you don't control

the money, so the board mist give the participating schools control of

their school budget. And that's not all. Each year, the school board
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will turn over 5 percent of the administrative and central office nudget

to the schools, unless they already happen to run a very lean ope.'nt,,on

because they won't need to spend that money to regulate and impect the

schools. My reasoning?

Back in the early 1960s when Martin Mayer wrote The Schools, h... said

that there were more supervisors, administrators, inspectors -- more

central office administratice -- in Ned York City than in all of

France. Dais was not an opinion; he documented iC. Many, cony of the

natice's school systems have by now gone the same way -- and just as

businesses are going the other way. In some l:rge companies today,

there's cue manager at headquarters for every 5,000 eaployees. But in

many of our large school districts, there's an average of 560 students

per administrator, which probably translates into one administrator for

every 16-20 teachers! Sounds like there's some room for shrinkage --

especially when you conaider that the main job of the central office

bureaucracy is to watch the people on the front line in schools. But

especially under the merit schools plan, that won't be necessary any

more (I'll explain why in a moment), and as a result, individual schools

will have a substantial amount of additional money from the central

tureaucracy to use, as they work to improve themselves.

Finally, achool bcerds will need to agree to public school choice

plans. Why? Individual schools participating in the merit schools plan

are likely to be very different. The staff in one school might want to

experiment with cooperative learning; in another, they'll be eeger to

use more tedhnology. But sCUO parents are not going co like uhat the

staff in their neighborhood school are doing because it's different. If

emough parents run to the board, the board will start issuing rules and

regulations again, and the schools will be all the same again. So it's
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impertant to make sure that parents don't have to send their kids to a

school where they hate what's going on; they should have a choice. And

that's why the school board won't have to watch your school any more --

why they won't have to hand down regulaticms and euploy all those

inspectors. Choice meanithey wcolt have to worry about making all the

schools the same because if parents ere unhappy, they'll be able to take

their kids cut and send them to anOther school, cae that suits them.

So that's what school boards would have to agree to as a condition

of participaticm. New what atout the unions? They'd have to agree to

grant wuivers of contract provisions to the teachers in the partici-

pating schools if those teachers decided that a particular provision got

in the umy of what they wanted to do to improve the school. The ally

contract provisions that would be off limits to the teachers would be

thoee dealing with health, safety and civil rights.

Say, for instance, one of the competing schools needs a math teacher

and it siaply can't find one. The staff might decide to take some of

the tudget amd try to win back a great math teacher who left to work for

a local =muter company. They might have to pay him a little -- or a

lot --more than he got tefore, which might not be allowed by the

overall union contract, but they'll be able to get a waiver and.do it

because they decided it's necessary to impeve their school, to win.

The faculty may also start worrying about the couple of teachers who

are pretty weak. It mdght have bothered theta before, but there was

nothing they cculd do aboat it. After all, they didn't hire or promote

these week faculty. But nod it's really going to bother than because

the performance of every member of the school team will be important to

the outcome. So they'll protebly get organized to help cut teachers who

need help and, if necessary, help thee find nco-school employment -- and
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before yell know it, many, many schools will have a peer review and

intervention program like the one initiated by the Toledo Federation of

Teachers.

The aanunt of money I menticned earlier was a mdninum of $15,000,

bat it cculd be more. Many school boards wca't want to give up their

direct involvement in cperating the schools. And many teacher unicas

will say they dca'twant to do it. So maybe ally half the schools in

the country will decide to enter. If half enter, the prize will be

$30,000 instead of $15,000. If ally one-quarter of tne schools enter,

the prize will be $60,000 per individual. In other-words, when ycu

enter, you wat't really know hew big the prize will be. It cculd be as

mud' as $150,000 or $200,000 per individual, bat it can't be lower than

$15,000.

Crazy? A lot of pecple ata going to say so, and Lhey'll raise a lot

of questions, many of them legitimate. Had aboat the school that

figures out had to get a lot of its lowest scoring students to quit in

order to win? Or the one that entices some high-scoring students from

other schools to come in? Fcrmer Governor of Georgia Lester Maddox once

said that the only way to improve the prisons is to get a better class

of priscners. So ycu might get some schools that try to reduce liabil-

ities instead of adding value, because we all knad that competition and

market system my bring cut the bad as well as the good in pecple.

Obvicusly, there will have to be a very careful monitoring of this,

with stiff penalties for cheating -- this meri. schools plan wculdn't

tolerate the kind of official cheating that gees at new rcutinely in

districts over, say, standardized teat scores reperting. And there will

be other problem* besides monitoring for cheaters. What do ycu do with

teachers who are ally there during half the time of the merit schools
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pretending there aren't problems and questions to address.

Eut please remember that we do not have the alternative of keeping

cur present model of edleation. We're going to get parent boards

telling us what to do or John Silber dictating or a private company, but

we aren't going to hold on to the current
model; it's going to be aban-

doned because it doesn't work. And we'll either get some fcrm of

radical privatization utere it's likely that schools will be run even

more like an authoritarian factory s;stem where teachers will be treated

like assembly-line workers following other people's orders, or we're

going to have a school that's run by teachers and principals and other

staff who ere closest to the kids -- with accountability and parent

choice, because we can't ask people to turn the schools over to us

witnout having these safeguards. They've got to be sure that we're

trying to do the right thing. And we are going to be trying to do the

right thing because there's a lot in it for US --and not just finan-

cia14. It's the test hope we have of teachers teing treated like

profw.sionsls aril being able to grow professionally and being able to

concentrate cn student learning instead of cn all those idiotic,

destructive, nmi-edocaticnal things that nal intrude on teaching md

leerning every day.

believe that it's essential for a nat:onal merit schools plan to

be voluntary; the federal government
can't coerce a local sehool cr

district to participate. But I con also imagine a plan in whiCh there

wouldn't only be winners, there'd also be losers. The most miserable

schools cught to be closed. Mudr students could te dispersed to other

schools or the failed school could be reopened with 9 ned plan of

emeation devised by a new school staff -- that has happened before. I
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can even imagine the staff of winning schools taking over the failed

school, in the same way as a successfUl company may take over a firm

that has failed, But teachers from the failed school should be beck on

the hiring line explaining to schools that are considering hiring them

why the failure of their previous school wasn't their doing. And many

of them might even be hired by their old school, now reopened and run by

the people in the successful schcol. After all, a successfUl business

that takes over its failed competitor often hires the competitor's

employees bemuse they have talent but it wasn't used. I can imagine

all this because we have to face reelity: There are failing schools and

people won't or shouldn't take it much lamer, especially not the

faculty in those schools bemuse, more often than not, they are

powerless to barn around that situation, a situation that victimizes

themes well as their students.

We have to reserve those issues for now because participation in the

merit schools plan must be voluntary if it is to get off the gramd and

succeed. And the more volunteers there are, the more successfUl it will

be and the fewer failing schools we will have because for the first time

the people in schools will be able to do something about the problems in

their schools instead of merely following the tired and failed prescrip-

tions of distant bareaucrats OP legiSlatOrs.

SO what are the chances that this merit schools praposal will

happen? Well, a great deal will depend on you. There's a chance that

the President of the United States will pick this up. And if the

President doesn't, it may be that members of Congress will say, Mat

sounds like a gcod idea. We won't put 3500 million into it, but we'll

pass some legislation that will allad 2 substantial number of

demonstration projects." There's a chance that the tcp people in the
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business ccamunity will support it because they'll say, "This looks like

the same system thatwelve got, the one that works for this ccuntry in

other areas." It may be that a couple of govern-rs will like it and

try it in their State. Or a consortium of districts eight get together,

pitch in $250 a year per school staff member and do it voluntarily. Gt

some private foundaticn might say, "This is terrific. We will set it up

and offer it to this community.* Or you could even do it in some large

cities. I strcngly believe that in one fcrm or another, or one place or

another, this is going tatuvisen.

Ncw, utat happens to the unicn? I was at a meeting recently where

screebody got up and asked, may shculd a school bcerd do this? Utat's

going to happen to the board?* And I said, "Well, linat's going to

happen to the unicn? Everybedy is going to have to Change. ihe role of

administration and management is going to2 change and so is the role of

the union."

Certainly cur aim knows how to change. It has changed, it has

taken cn new rolen and taken great risks because we kncw how trcubled

public educaticn is and we are °omitted to it and will help save it.

So many of ycu here teve done that and become stronger and more

attractive to your ambers fcr it. And what I'm talking abaat is not

very diasimilar from what the United Autolkorkers is doing in the Saturn

Project. For tile first time, workers end asnagecrent will be involved in

designing thewbole process. For the first time, workers will be

working in teem ineteed of isolated ca the useably line. And these

workers will be paid less cn an hourly basis than other workers because

they'll be involved in quartmqy profit :baring. So if the car sells,

they'll make more tWin other workers.

They'll be stacking in teenn, partly because ycu meke a better
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product that way and enjoy your work more, and partly so they can help

out a colleague who isn't working so well. If he doesn't shape up,

he'll get a charo-s on another team. But if he can't make the grade on a

number of teams, he'll be out.

When I asked my friends in the UAW, "Had can the union be involved

in getting a union member out, instead of just protecting him?" they

said, "If we keep people who can't do the work, none of us will have a

job. And we won't have a union, either. Because more and more Japanese

cars will be sold." We are talking atcut the fUture of public education

in this country, just as the UAW and GM are talking about the Dature of

the automobile industry. And when you're in a life-or-death situation,

you do things that you otherwise wouldn't do because you don't have to.

The issue is survival.

We can't predict exactly what will happen if we pursue the reforme

I,m calling for. But I can guarantee there will be a role for the

union. For one, we know that the ally places where there is real reform

going on ncw are districts where there's a strong union. It couldn't

have happemed otherwise. And it's also the case that there will still

be issues of unfairness and discrimination, questions of testing,

Supreme Court decisions, etc., for the union to handle. And the union

will be araand to he:p people in the schools compete -- to give them

information and training and make sure the rules are fair. The need for

the union.will be greater. But things won't be the same -- and yet

that, going to be true whether we take this step or not. The question

is whether we'll chooee to act or simply let things happen.

The chances we'll be taking will be very mach like the chances that

we took with collective tergaining. We took a big chance then. There

we were, a small minority union, and we came cut for a system that gave
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etelusive representation to the majority union in a school district. We

did that when we had 50,000 members
in the whole United States of

America. It was very gutsy and it was very risky. I don't think anyone

hem today is sorry we took that chance. Had it's ttme for us to take

some risks again. And the stakes this time are suh bigger. They are

the fUture of public education in cur country.

Last year, I visited Poland twice. Poland, yoa know, used to be the

bread boicet of Europe. Now, as the result of its comnand economy, it's

very pow. When I came back the first tine, I read a little item in the

Wall Street Journal. At first, I thought it was a Polish joke, tut it

WaS a real interview with a Polish econcest. And I quickly realized

that it wee also an American education joke. So please translate.

The reporter who iS inter/teeing the eel:midst aucut economic

conditions in Poland asks, "Do ycu think it's really poesible to lift

the Polish economy fnos thia terrible state of povrrty to a state of

promperity?" And the Polish economist
answers, "Yes, I think it is.

As a eater of fact, there ara two ways to do it. There's a natural way

and there's a miraculous way." The
reporter aMes, "Well, all right,

what's the natural ware "Tho natural way," aeye the econcsdat," would

be for a band of angels to
descend from heaven and lift Poland into

prosperity." "If that's the natural way," the reporter asks, "what's

the mliaculms way?" And the economist answers, "The miraculous way

wculd be if the Poles did it themselves."

We have no band of angels to lift cur schools into effectiveness.

And it wtuld indead be a miracle if we did it ourselves. But a miracle

is W3 ally thing we can count on.

Thwit you very such.

EXD
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As the nation's governors prepare to meet with the Presiient, I
am pleased to offer the APT's views on the state of pub:..c
education today and on the course of action we as a nation
should take to solve our educational crisis. A proper review ofthis situation would take far longer than these few pages willallow. Nevertheless, I can outline a framework of the issues
and thinking that I believe should underlie the President's
Education Summit. Our views reflect the experience and ideas ofour union's 710,000 members and the input of many others in the
educational community, in business and other sectors. I hopethese thoughts prove useful to you.

...0a National Coale and Standard.

o We are the only industrialized
country that does not have a

national/regional/state curriculum. We have had an
education reform movement for six years and still have not
focused on the issue of what we want students to know and be
able to do .

o By now, states and districts have fat books of curriculum
guidelinen and behavioral and skills objectives where the
essential and the trivial are indistinguishable. It is
impossible for teachers to cover all this in a meaningful
and coherent way. Consequently, teachers have to decide
what's importantand, too frequently, the textbook and test
publishers decide for them. We minutely regulate how
teachers teach, but in the main do not care what they teach,
so long ma it fits with the standardized multiple-choicetests.

o We need to do just the opposite: Develop a national
consensus about what students should know and be able to
do--leaving enough room for states, localities and
individual schools to respond to the diversity in our
nation--and quit regulating how teachers teach.
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...On Assessment and Accountability

o We cannot have a meaningful system o: assessment until we
know what we want students to know and be able to do, and we
cannot have meaningful accountability until we have decent
assessments.

o If assessments act as incentives--and they do--then what we
have is a system of incentives that encourages schools to
concentrate on low-level skills that can be demonstrated on
multiple-choice tests. Until we produce better assessments
that encourage and measure the development of knowledge and
skills that are important, we will continue to relegate the
vast majority of our students to low-level learning.

o Good assessments can't be done on the cheap. There is a
national role for the support and development of better
assessments. There is no other way that we as a nation can
know how well we are doing and where and why we are falling
short.

o Public school choice may have its benefits, but it is not a
system of accountability, as the Administration seems to
believe. Substituting public school choice for national and
state leadership on education reform, assessment and
accountability would be a dangerous mistake.

...On School Infrastructure and fechnologr

o Many of , ir schools, especially those in inner cities, look
more like crumbling, dangerous warehouses than places of

learning. Government support for capital improvement is
much needed.

o According to the Office of Technology Assessment, education
has the lowest level of capital investment per worker of any
industry--about $1,000 per employee--compared to an average
of $50,000 per worker for the economy as a whole, and
$300,000 per worker in some high-tech industries.
Technology and productivity go hand-in-hand. Yet our
schools' main technology is still "chalk-and-talk."
Technology goes beyond computers in the schools (which many
of our inner city schools don't have anyway). There is a

national role, perhaps through public/private ventures, in

helping bring our schools into the 21st century.

...On School Bureaucracy and &emulation

o In the 1960s, Martin Mayer documented in The Schools that

New York City had more education administrators than the

whole of Prance, and New York State more than all of Western
Europe. There is every sign that this situation has become

worse. Most recently, this top-heavy bureaucracy was
highlighted in a Peat Marwick report on the D.C. schools.
Less than half of American education dollars aro spent on
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services for students in the classrooms. What is happening
to the rest? It's time for the states and local districts
to take an accounting of where our education dollars go.
American industry has dramatically pared down its
administrative overhead and flattened its hierarchical
structures. In a time of competition for scarce resources,
and when all the research demonstrates that those who work
closest with kids know what works best, it's time to rethink
our school bureaucracy and financial allocations.

o Schools are being over-regulated into paralysis and
mediocrity. Despite the frequently good intentions of many
of these regulations, many of them have negative effects.
We should review all local, state and federal regulations
concerning education for their effects on kids and on the
learning process. -But we must be careful. Such a review,
and possible deregulation, should not undermine hard-won
civil rights gains; they should advance them. Nor should
this lead to a situation where resources and services
intended for needy children do not reach their target.

...0m tb. Professionalization of Teaching and School
Management

o Because teachers are closest to the classroom, and know the
needs of the school and its students best, they should be
given the authority to make decisions affecting their
school. School-site decision-making and school-based
management must be supported and developed.

o Teachers should be provided greater opportunities for
professional development. This should include participating
in training programs, conferences, seminars and other
activities related to the needs of their students and
schools.

o Teachers should be appropriately compensated for their
expertise.

o Because this nation is facing a teacher shortage, education
should be organized more like other professional
undertakings. The teaching staff should be able to rely on
technology, classroom aides, field volunteers and students
helping students to get the job done.

...Oa t3se Molt of the federal government

o It must be recognized that schools cannot solve all
problems. Unless the basic needs of children are
satisfied--food, health, and nurturing--even the best of
schools are helpless. Other sectors must share
responsibility, in areas such as prenatal care, health carer
drug abuse prevention and treatment, social services, etc.

24-386 - 90 - 12
_
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o The federal government should increase funds and support for
programs such as Head Start, Chapter 1 and Early Childhood
Education.

o The federal government should increase its commitment to
research and evaluation, such as the National Assessment of
Educational Progress. Education has by far the lowest level
of investment in research--only 0.025/4 of its revenues--one
hundred times less than the average for the economy as a
whole, and 80 times less than the average business firm. In
an enterprise the size and importance of education, it is
ludicrous to spend so little on new knowledge and on finding
out the bang we are getting for our bucks.

o The federal government should provide research support for
the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.
This board, made up of teachers, business leaders, and
public figures, is cur most promising hope for improving
teaching standards and attracting and retaining high-quality
professionals. Research funds are needed to develop
professional standards and assessments.

...Oa Incentives Altering President Bush's Merit Schools
Progras

o This nation will not see the breadth and depth of education
reform that we need unless we have major incentives for
rethinking and reworking how we conduct schooling.

o We should invest for five years the $500 million proposed by
Prznident Bush for merit schools and invite every public
school to participate in a five-year, national competition.
The winners would be the ten percent of schools that
achieved the greatest improvement relative to where they
began. The whole school community (from bus drivers to
master teachers) would share the reward--an estimated
015,000 per staff member and possibly higher.

o School boards would be required to give each participating
snool total control over its budgt and the right to waive
aLl regulations xcept those regarding civil rights, health
and safety. Unions would have to grant participating school
staff members the right to waive contract provisions.

o As for the students, employers should offer btter job
opportunities snd higher starting salaries to students who
worked hard in school. Employers need to rtop complaining
about poor quality and give studnts A reason to achieve.
As things now stand, employers only ask if a student has
graduated. Important questions such as how well the student
did or what courses were taken are rarely asked. A good
grade in a soft elective has the moral equivalence of a
poorer grade in a rigorous subject. This is something that
can be done right away at little cost and with a positive

effect. Students need to know that school counts.

2 54
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o Similarly, colleges should offer admission only to students
prepared to do college-level work. Any student qualified to
enter college should be allowed to do so. Money should not
be an obstacle. But achievement needs to count.

2!i15
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Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much. I'm glad you reviewed that
at the end because I took two and a half pages of notes and you
indicated that I did pretty well with those notes.

Anything, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAWKINS. I have nothing, only to express the appre-

ciation of the committee. I think Mr. Shenker, again, has shed
light on a lot of subjects, challenged us to do a lot of things. With
his help, we will try to do them. Thank you.

Mr. GOODLING. That ends the symposium unless Dr. Hoyt has ar-
rived from Kansas. Anybody out there want to be a Dr. Hoyt?

[No response.)
Mr. GOODLING. Then I guess that's the end of the symposium. If

Dr. Hoyt arrives, then we'll meet with him after the mark-up;
won't we, Mr. Chairman?

Chairman HAWKINS. Yes. I, Mr. Chairman, indicate that there
was some mistake in the time, that 3:30 was mentioned in one
report and 3:00 in another. Perhaps the members are advised that
3:30 may be the time. However, we will try to get a quorum as soon
as possible. It certainly shouldn't be later than 3:30.

I think Mr. Shanker thought that he'd brought all of these
people in. He was very excited, I think, to see so many and so was
I.

[Laughter.]
Mr. GOODLING. After the others who testified before, I imag-ine--
Chairman HAWKINS. We will attempt to get a quorum as soon as

possible. The committee will then convene.
[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional material sOmitted for the record follows.)

2Fi7
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Testimony Prepared For Presentation To The Committee On
Education and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives

November 15, 1989
by

Kenneth 8. Hoyt, Ph.D.
University Distinguished Professor of Education

Kansas State University - Hanhetten, Kansas 66506

W. Chairmen and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for allowing me to appear before you. I hope that the thoughts on

educational reform I want to present here will be of some use to you.

Every major call for educational reform during the 1980s is rooted in

America's need to compete in tha international marketplace. Each procleims

that other nations' educational systems better prepare students for work.

Yet, none of these cells hao emphasized a "careers" epproach to reform.

Instead, they seem to assume that, no matter hew indirect, whatever reforms

are proposed will, somehow, help meet this need.

Few of these reform propooals even acknowledge, let alone emphasize, the

fact that, between new and the Year 2000, 3 out of every 6 new U.S workers

will bo women, minority persons, end/or immigrants. Still worse, even fewer

center their reform proomle around the need to correct discrimination

throNgh providing equity of both educational and occupational opportunity to

etch persons. I have documented these needs in two previously published

papers and respectfully request permission to insert those papers into the

record of these hearings.

Two basic approaches to educational reform exist. One is structural

(program) change. The other ie process. (people) change. The decade of the

1980s hae been devoted almost exclusively to proposals for structural

change. Such changec can be considered in four categories including:

f: p,
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Category 1: Individualizing the tescher/learnIng process. Examples of such

proposals include:la) performance eimluation; (b) computer assisted

instrmtion; (c) ungraded schools; (d) merit pay for teachers; and (e) open

entry/open exit school eyetems. Each of these proposals can be described as:

(1) expensive; (2) potentially very powerful; mnd (3) in dire need of strong

RAD efforts before being implesented on any widescele basis. Ons or sore

will eventually be needed if America is to compete in the international

marketplace. None le yet ready for nationwide implementation.

Category 2: Doing mere. Examples of such proposals include: (s) extendirg

the length of the school day 4nd/or the school year; (b) raising high school

graduatiOn requirements; and (c) increasing the number of credit hours

required for teacner certification. To the extent the current system le now

working, doing more can be expected to produce incremental but not dramatic

gains. To the extent the current system isn't working, adding more almost

guarantees that it won't work again!

Category 3: Re-organieng the current system: Examples include: (s) open

enrollment options across school district lines; (b) magnet schools; mind (c)

year round schools. While procedures for Laplementing such procedures are

available, knowledge regarding how to solve the many other problems each

creates is not. It seems clear thet no proposal in this category is now

reedy for natiormide adoption.

Category 4: Educational Revolution: Examples include: (a) privatization of

the education system; (b) changes in the teaching/learning process based on

brain-based learning theory; and (c) abandonment of local control of

education and adoption of atate and/or Federal .control. Before any emch

.;
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drastic changes are made, much more research evidence must become availeble.

To make such changes without such hard evidence is to run the rlsk of making

things worse, not better.

I now want to turn to the topic of process (people change) approaches to

educational reform. TI ere are three basic reasons why process approaches to

reform should precede and Uen accompany structural changes including: (a)

process approachea are much cheaper and, as a genoral principle its

advisable to see how mich can pined from the least expensive approach

prior to deciding to try mote uxpensive aneo; (b) process approaches to

change were validated extensively during the 1970s - i.e., be know how to

make them work now; and (c) unless educators themselves decide to change

-1.5., unless process change occurs - it Is unlikely, that any structural

change imposed on educators will work very well or very long. Process

approaches to change are worthy of such more serious consideration than Lhey

have received during the 19s.

Process reform proposals include those aimed at such things as:

(a) motivating pupils to learn - and teacher,: to teach. The most exten-

sively validated (but, of cource, not the pia. ) way of accomplishing this

goal is through emphasizing relationships between education and work. To do

so haa been well docusented as a powerful source of educational motivation

by both pupils and parents (Elea & Gallup, 1989; Hutchinson & Reagan, 1989).

We need both pupils end teachers motivated to work harder. If this is to

happen, each needy to be convinced there is good reason for doing so. We

Inow how to do this.
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(b) _e_maesizing the importance of increasing educational productivity. In

part, this peens adapting private sector approeches for increasing produc-

tivity to educational settings. In part, lt involvee'heiping students

acquire and use productive work habits. IF America's schools are to produce

graduates who will be productive members of the occupational society, we

suet begin by providing youth with productiv work habits While they are

students. Unproductive students became unprodictive employees. The concepts

of "student as wdrker" and "teacher ee workqr"..both need to be eephasiied.

(c) acquiring desire to work as s means of increasing self_esteem and

ccmtributing to socielx. lhere are still many sore people looking for "jobs"

than looking for "work". Pupils Can be provided with personally meaningful

teak values without, in any way, reeortini to Imposition of the "mark ethic"

of earlier times. Such valuee should become an important part of the total

cersonal value system end include valuse involving unpaid volunteer work as

call ss paid employment.

(d) 2.111_glin career awareness, career exploration, and career decision-

asking assistance to_youth. These efforts should be led by well qualified

career devlopment specialists end involve ths entire school staff, parents,

and the broader community. Professional career counselors have been

regarded as part of the problem end/or ignored by 29 mejor reform proposals

of the 19S0s trice as often as they have been regarded as pert of the

Solution. I hsve dosumented this in en earlier pmper which I respectfully

request be made part of the record of these hearings. Career coLmmolors have

important roles to ploy in educational reform.
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(e) estribliehing and operating truly collaborative working relationships

between the education system and the broader community. Theca include both

parents and the private sector. Process approaches to educational reform

musL be community efforts. Thay cannot be successful if only educators are

involved. The kinds of Industry-Education Councils recommended by the

National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation are badly needed.

The merns of establishing and successfully operating such Counci!s ere well

known. To date, they halve not been widely used. This has been a mistake.

The last of these approeches requires further comment. The 19E08 saw two

ma,!or kinds of educational change efforts inelnding: (a) the educational

reform movement; and (b) the private sector/education system "partnership"

movement. Unfortunately, these two Important movements largely ignored each

other. It is time to join them together. To do go effectively demands that

educational reformers accept and endoree process oriented reform approaches

as necessary prerequisites to structural reforms. It also deriands that the

'partnership" movement during the 1980. be largely recognized In a failure.

Too many phony "partnerships" were created. True "partnerohips" call for

joint responsibility, joint authority, and jr.int accountability. Too few of

these were created during the 1980s. Both of these conditions can and

should be easily corrected.

To illustrate what I have In mind, I have prepared a rough draft of possible

Federal leglastion aimed et a process oriented approach to educational

reform. I have entitled this "THE BUSINESS - EDUCATION CAREER DEVELOPMENT

COLLABORATION ACT OF 1989". I respectfully request that this be inserted

into tho record of theoe hearings.

3G2
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The need for educational reform is growing - both from the standpoint of

heerica's need to ccmpete in the international marketplace and from the

standpoint of tho need to provide equity of aducetionsismd occupational

opportunity fp women, minority persons, cersons living in poverty, persons

with handicaps, and immigrants. To meet such needs demand, that process

Oriented approaches to educational change be implemented now. Such changes

should pe regarded es necessary but not as sufficient for meeting America's

educational reform needs. Thus, it is equally essential that strong support

be provided for the kinds of research end demonstration efforts required to

acquire the know-how needed for structural approaches to reform. if done

together, America will make substantial progress in achieving needed

educational reforms auring the 1990s.
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The Career Status of Women
and Minority Persons:
A 20-Year Retrospective

KENNETH B. HOYT

Twento rears after the assassin.tion of the Reverend Dr Marton Luther
King. Jr and the resultrng nots. it seems fitting to recall the actions of
the Natronal Career Development AssociatIon (NCDA. then SVGAthe
Natrona Vocational Gurdance Assecatice) and to assess the Impact of the
various resolutions and commissions upon our proles:mut commitment
to extend milts m career development planning and sermon to a/I in-
dnidualsancludmg women and minorsty per. ms.

At the Amerman Personnel and Guidance Assecistion (A PGA) conveor .

bon in Sprol MSS. the ARCA Senate adopted a ionnal resolution corn.
mining APGA and each of its dMsions to "actions desrpred to reduce
and. es entualls . eradicate ramsm." Subsequently, the NVGA Commission
on Education. EmPlonnent. and Racism wasestablished and NVGA coop

missicned Dr. Joseph Semler to write a special paper outhning probkms
of Blacks in area development. That paper v,13 published as a special
supplement to tIm Vocational Guidance Quarterly tn 1969 (Semler. 1969)

At the SVGA Delegate Assembly in Lis Vegas the following year, two
related hntone actions took place. The fint was a presentation by the
NVGA Commission on Education. Employment, and Racism of a cery
strong proposed NVCA poky statement on racism. Based on arguments
that delegates had not been given sufficient tone to study the statement.
ft was not adopted and the Commission was asked to prepare pokey

statement kr late: consideration (SVGA, 1969 I cut find no reference
that this statement was ever considered by a subsequent SVCA assembly.

Kenneth S Hoyt is a Unkersity Distingashed Professor, KAMM State
Unfunny, alarthottan. Phis arnde s a recision capapereuliLledSringMf
Equity of Opportunity for C beCtiOp.rat 10 Air presented at the
Notional Career Development Anoetation convention luncheon meeting.
Chkago. Illinois. Hardt 32, 1943
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At the 1969 NVGA Delegate Assembly meetmg. the SVGA Committee
on the Occupational Status of Women was elevated to cOmonsiSiOn status
and Esther Matthews was named as Chair. NVGA commItted Itself to
the endscation of both v asns a..d racism.

Now-20 yean laterthree questions need to be addressed (a) To
Out extent has NVGAINCDA Implement-xi these commItments?(b) To
what extent do sex and race buses still exis as major obstacles to crony
in career development? and (c) What should be NCDA's prionton to
bring equIty of opportunity in =ea development to alla

TO WHAT EXTENT HAS NVGAINCDA
IMPLEMENT/11 NESE COMMITMENTS?

Although there are a number of ways to measure the commitment bs
NCDA to foster equity in career development Re, conventoon presets.
talons, lobbying efforts. commission activities. N% GA Week materials.
and so Fort't I have chosen our professional Journal to be the prune
anchcator in mswenng this quesnon. The period of time invoked covers
Volume 17 (begraning September 1963) through Volume 34 of the Vo-
carload Guidance Quarterly and Voluros 3$ theOnnmg September 19661
of the Career Development Quarterly 1 began this task by cliscevenng
and then studying the contents of every article I could Sod on ma step
trotspIng and on racism in career devekpment publashed In Volumes
17-35.

In doing so. I discovered an opportunity to obtain an even broader
perspective. In Volume RI of the Vocational Coldanee Quarterly. G
Thomas Pompton (1972) published a content analysis of Volumes 1-19
By subtracting from the numbers showed in his tables those referring to
the contents of Volumes 17-19, it was posfible to examine the NVGAr
NCDA official Journal beginning raith its very first volume through Sep-
tember 1937. Table 1 shows the comparison between the first 16 volumes
lad the next 19 weluMeS ODOCrIT.nj ankle' dealing with sex Or racial
bias.

When the conteats of Volumes 1-35 are categorized In terms of the
numbers of articles concerning Blacks. women, and other minorities, it
Is clear that (a) the percentage of articles concerning Blacks is three times
logher for Volumes 17-35 than for Volumes 1-16, for those articles con.
caning sex stereotsping, ttr percentage more than doubled. (b) the
percentage of ankles concerning the area develop.nent of minority
persons other than Blacks has remained almost nill over 3$ volumes of
VCQ/CDQ, (c) A 10 to ! ratio of articles concerned with sex bias as
compared to articles concerned with racism existed In Volume 1-16. Thss
was reduced to a 4 to 1 ratio In Volumes 17-35. but still (d) the number
of articles on sex bias for Volumes 18-35 has averaged I + per Issue
whereas the number of articles or racism has averaged only about one

NI MLR etleaariotort 0.1MISPar I MOO MO Kt. 37 an
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TABLE 1

Number of Art Was on Rees nr Sex Bles
Wear Development Published In the Vocational

Guiding* Quarterly, Volumes 1-34 end the Caner
Cevelopment Cu iderfy, Volum* 35

Vann. 1.1$ WIMP traS
Category Nvnyber Parcont Number Percent

Total 775 100% 634 100%

[awls
Nom. Oar

6
35

nt%
4 5%

22 2A%
10 ern

Cow Masonry 0.5% 0 8%

Noo Town. PO another category that ha caSsC "Woonan and Othoor". Ha dao
othsr- to melt.% -such groups as the egad and monomial other than

&HY Homan of these grew* have bun Otacad In Me "Other Mcnontr catsgOrY
Savarst sonanchces rail eatineriza and Int the sondes mewled to I. Volumes 17-
35 can Ss secured front the author likosmont HaS. Kam*. Stara Untrowsory. men,
mu" KS 06500

per year Usine number of publrthed artscles as the criterion. NCDA has
devoted much more effort to reducing sex stereotyping than to overcoming
r scum in career des elnpmen t since 1968 Clesrly, however, both topics
have been emphasized.

%That tspes of Modes on s minus aspects dses stereotyping were pub-
hshed in Volumes 17-35 of VGQICDQ? Of the 88 total. 70 were pri.
manly concerned with reducing =optional sex stereotyping for non-
minority. non-poor women 1 classified these into the knowing ategories.

I Mere Is a problem": 3 articles
2. "How big is the problernr. 7 articles
2. -What do we know?". 32 articles

K-I2 girls. 8 artleles
Women college students. 9 articles
Adult women: 8 uncles
Non-age matters 7 articles

4 -Suggested things to de 14 articles
5 "What has been proven to wockr. 14 articles

K-12 girls 9 articles
Women college students. 0 articles
Adult women 5 articles

Has NM CDA Mowed through on its commitment towork toward
hely creanselors und:ntand and work mort effectively with tte Issue
of occupatioes1 sex stereotyping' Using the content of the articles pab..
Balled over the last 19 ye:xi that are identified here allows us to answer
'Yet to this question. With 32 unpublished articles aimed at increasirg
understanding and 14 alleles evaluating a pprokbes to reducing ses Ater.
eo4ping in Career development, progress has Certainly been made.

204 050 Wtt tkolterlOsT COSATIMer vet. 77

1Vbat tvces d articles on racism were published In L'olumes 17-35"
using the same categories devised for classifying articles on sex stereo-
typing. the following numbers were derived

I. Mere problem" 0 articles
2. 'How big is the probkin": 4 articles
3 'What do we know" 16 artteles

Bled. K-12 youth in general 6 articles
Black women and girls. 5 articles
Non-Black manority persons 5 articles

4 'Suggested things to dc: 4 articles
S "What has been proven to work" 3 artscles

Hone presumes that publishing unbsased inSormation about scow ca-
reer dmeloprnent practices can hrte beneficlal effects on the attitudes of
counselors and, therefere, affect port,. ely Ar crican society as a whole.
these 24 artteles suggest that "YA GA/NCDA has. through its official your.
nal. made some contnbutions towanl reducing racism in America Com-
pared to the publication record on Re stereotyping. however, this record
Is far below what may have been eraisioned when the ;PGA resolution
to eradicate racism was passed fa 1968

SEX STEREOTYPING AND LABOR
FORCE PARTICIPATION

Career dm elopment prceessionals represent only a yery small portion of
either the causes of or the cures ;sr sex stereotyping and racism in career
development At this point, a breeder perspective seems necessary 1 will
attempt to provide an objerthe view regarding stereotyping and racism
by citing both gnsitive and negative illustrathe national statistics.

Positive signs that some progress has been made in reducing occupa.
Ilonal sex stereotyping can be seen in many statistics

I. The percentage of married women working outside the home or
actiyely seeking work Ys ho have pt lehoisl children has increased
from less than 19%in 1960 to nearly 52% in 1981 (Wham T. Grant
Foundation. 1988)

2. The percentage of women In the total labor fame has grown from
39% In 1972 to 65% in 1986 (Fullerton. 1967).

2. Se. en of every 10 women ages 25-54 were in the labor force in
1356: this is expected to increase to 8 a. 10 by the year 2000 (Ful.
lerton. 1987)

4 Between 1970 and 1980. the percentage of women in professiooal
rad managerial jobs virtual:, doubled (Hcsigkinson. 1985).

Toe PAM torstsCalitat WARM; Kola st.5 rott. 21



3. Between 1975 and 1965. there was a 17.5% Increase in the number
of women receiving bachelor's degrees and a 4.7% decrease kr men
(American Council on Education. 1964).

& Between 2977-1963. the slumber of female proprietorships in-
creased at an animal rate of 2.9%. five times fester than the rate kir
men (NaNcnal Orpnbation for Women, 1965).

Nevertheless, the limited participaPon of women in many occupations
suggests the need for continued efiirts by career development specialists.
The task of reducing see stereoevrring In career planning Is Illustrated by
the Miming figures

1 In 1985. women represented only (a) 2% of the membership of the
U $ Senate and 5% of the House ol Representatives. (b) less thin
2% of school supenntendents and 9% of college presidents, (e) 10%
of full professor,. and (d) 5% of top menthes in American corpo-
rations (Shaffer. 1966)

2. At least 75% of jobs In the higher plying professions are still held
by men lEhdart & Sandler. 1967).

3. The Macneill rate (not employed. In whool. or in the mitts& Snr
non.WhIte 20-24 year old men was 27% in 1963. but for nonAThite
women it was 43 6% ISmith. Walker. & Baker. 1987)

4 In 1978. one studs found that the average weekly earnings of male
high school seniors holding pad-time Nibs was $72.79 Per week
compared with $57.25 per week for female !ugh school seniors (Lew.

is Gardner. & Setts. 1983)
5 The college educated woman In 1983 did not receive as much money

in wages as man with only a high school diploma(Women's Bureau.
1985)

& Women continue to be overrepresented in occupations glowing most
slowly, and underrepresented among those growing fastest (Kutsch.

er. 1987)

Although few could argue the propositton that women and men should
receive comparable pay bar comparable work should women and men be
represented in an equal percentage of employment in al! occupetions?
Probably not. bemuse most observers would expect that sex chfferences.
edited to interests and vocationsl needs. exist. Should men and women
in a given occupaton be represented proportionally among top positions?
Here, the answer is obviously 'yes

RACISM AND LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

Although it is difficult to make chrect linkages between racism in America
and the number, of minority persons employed In particular occupations.

on ng Wan emeritus cuartikyr sumo tsas not. SY

the figures cited below concerning educational levels are not encouraging
because education and occupational atteinment Are so closely related.
Yet, the following indicators can be used to illustrate that some progress
has been made:

I. In 1984. 788% of Black youth between the ages of 23-29 had com.
pitted high school. this Is an increase of almost sevewfold from only
11 6% in 1940 (William T. Grant Foundation, 1988)

2. The propoitial of Black high school dropouts has decreased from
32% in 1973 to about 20% in 1983 (William T. Grant Foundation,
1988)

3. Mthough there voll be an ovens11 Increase of 19% in the site of the
labor force between 1986 and 20096l, the percentage Increase for
minority persons will be stall greaterincluding +29% for Blacks.
+74% for Hispanics, and +70% kr Ana/Pacific Islanders (Kona.
er. 1967).

4 By the year 2003, Blacks are projected to compose OYU 17% of the
labor face increase, Hispanics to compose 24% adds Increase. and
Asians to compose 11% lEutscher. 1967)

5 The proportion of college graduates among young Blacks has risen
700% since 1940 (Wetzel. 1987)

6 Between 1975 and HAS. the actual numbers of Blacks enrolling in
college increased In 212.070 (American Counnl on Education, 1968)

On the negathe side, statistics such as the following must be comic!.
(red

1 'The percentage et Black high mixed grarluates enrolling in college
has declined from 29 2% In 1971 to 22. 1% In 1988 (American Council
on Education. 1984) It seems, however, to have Increased slightly
in the recent past (New data thOw.. 1038).

2. Whereas the percentage change (from 1975-76 to 1984-85)In num-
bers receivIng bachelor's degrees has risen +21.9% kr Hispanic
men and +114 3% for Aslan/Pachlc Islander mesh It has actually
decreased by 10 2% for Black men (American Council on Education.
1983)

3 Public school enrollment figures show that. whereas 16 2% of pupils
are Black only 2.9% of teachers ire Black Conversely, whereas
only 72.2% of pupils are non-minority Whltes. 89 6% of teachers
are 14Isite (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1987).

4 In 1988, the unemployment rate for high school graduates ages IS-
19 was 40 6% for Blacksmore than three times the 13 8% rate be
Whttes (Amencan Council on Education. 1988)

$ In 1954, 14.114 of 18-19 year old ',lack youth were unemployed.
In 1965. 35% were jobless (Smith eta., 1987)
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2. A total of 25% ofaS young adult Black .nen have never held *job
(National Alliance of Business. 1987)

7 Both Blacks and Hispanics are overrepresented in the slow.growing
or declining occupations. but underrepresented in the fastest grow-
ing a-romans (Eutscher. 1967)

8 When 1968 and current figures were compared, the percentage of
Blacks unnnplo:ed in 1968 was almost double the percentage of
Whites Bs 1988. it had almost tripled FStill separate; 1988).

9 In 1986, the unemplosment rate for Blark hies school graduates
was one fifth higher than the rate for White high schcol dropsuts
(Wetzel, 1967)

When the negatne and positive indicators are compared with respect
to minonts participation in employment and higher education. It is not
reasonable to S. that progress has been made On the contrary. one can
conclude that minority persons in the Labor force are worse off today than
the, were in IS6S

The continuinghith incidence of pro ertvamong minority groups seems
to be a km culprit here Consider the following statistics

1 The percentage of Blacks !king in poems was three times as great
as the percentage of Whites in 1969 and is now almost four times
as great FStill separate: 19810

2 In 1965 66% of Black children. os er 70% of Hispanic children, and
nearly SO% of all White clukiren in female.headed households 'bed
in poverts (Committee for Economic Devebpment. 19k7)

3 Students from poi families, regardless of race, are 3 to 4 limes
more lade to drop out of high school than those from more affluent
householch (Wetzel, 1987)

4 Sir of every 10 Black families maintained by young adults under age
25 are comprised of motherland their young children. Their median
annual income is 42% less than that of White &males In similar
circumstances (Wetzel, 1987)

5 Children from poverty backgrounds ore (a) more likely to fall behind
in school, (Is) less likely to be in the labor force. and (c) when
emplosed. more likels to have !ON er earnings (Wetzel, 1987)

WHAT LIES AHEAD IN PROVIDING

EQUITY IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT?

Recently, I presented some documented figures concerning the probable
nature of the workforce in the year 2000 (Hoyt. 1988) I would hke to
summarize some of these statistics In a way that may clarify some of the
major problems facing us These figures include the following.

205 00 until ittMOItiert CutATUtY rwrOt

1 Five of every sit new labor market entrants between 1986 and 2070
will be women, minoritv perms, or Immigrants

2. A substantial number of the 21 million newsobs expected between
1986 aod 2000 will require more education than those now existing

3 Women aod minonq persons continue to experience discriminatton
In terms of gaining full access to educational and career preparation
programs Thus. On the average. they On expect to encounter dig
(levities In gaining access to "high tech jobs requiring advanced
education

4 A total of 90% of die 21 million newiobs will be in 'twice producing,
not goodslooducing. industries. The greatest numbers of jobs will
be available fn low wage occupations such as cook, maid, sales clerics,
and janitors. It is these Jobs that are most likely to be available to
women and minority persons. Unless corrective actions are taken,
the percentage of minority persons and women living in poverty is
almost sure to increase in the years ahead.

5 A tots! of 75% of all workers wlso will Ise employed in the vear LOC
are in the labor force today Thus, upward mobilits opportunities
will be se, erely limited for the large numbers ofmarnen and rolnonty
persons who will be entering the labor forte.

6 hisnoritv Youth tend to be concentrated in large urban school dia.
filets whose facilities and educational offerings are, on the overage,
inferior to those In affluent suburban areas In 23 of the 25 largest
cities in America, minority students now comprise a majority of the
school population

Statistics such as these, when comfstned v4th those presented earlier
in this article, convince me that the task of bringing equity of career
opportunity to women and mlnority persons vnll become incveasingly
deteult between now and the year 2000 The changing nature of the
occupational structure Is out of step with the limited edumtiznal equity
for these new labor market entrants Equity of educational opportunity
is a prerequisite for equity of opportunity In the world of work.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NCOA

TO ENHANCE EQUITY OF OPPORTUNITY
FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT

To solve the probkma outlined here wci'd obvicmly extend far beyond
the ability of career development professl4u1s. Faced with the enormity
of the problems, what should NCDA s to help solve them? An attempt
will be made here to provide a rev aned answer to this question

It seems appropriate to remints ourseNes that the vocational guidance
movement originated as a veh iek for social reform (Stephens. 1970). Social
reform efforts are nothing new for NCDA. Sink& (1977) outlined five
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approsches career development professionals could take to change society

includmg ones aimed al clients. environments. the counselor's employing
inaitutien or sgency. pransional associations. and IndMdrul actions us
*citizen. His suggestions remain pertinent today and should be reviewed

All of Sinki's suggestions carry the Unplication tiro career development
mansion& should be *direly Involved in producing sad Wing new
knowledge to reduce lax end stereotyping. It it dear. from reviewing
NCDA's professional Purnal. dut we lame rnore *bout bow to reduce
bias end sterrotyping than most couoselon use In practice It I. equally
clear that much, much more needs to be resesrched.

The review of Volumes 111-35 of the vcorop Marl some of our
most obvious needs for mere research efforts apparent. For example. In

spite of the huge Infix of Asians/Pacific Warden In recent years. not a
single ankle W3, found reporting on career development for members
of thls important minority population &tenth we are told that there
tall be more Hispsnam than Weeks In America by the 'ear 2403 (William
T. Grant Foundation. 1955). articles in our Journal concerning minority
persons are sail almost all concerned with Blacks. And. with an expected

1 5 million workers to be permanently displaced from their lobs cads year
by high technology (National Alliance of Business. IBM it Is &appoint.
In that only one article in Volumes 17-35 dealt with sewing this pop-
ulation Career development problems of older worlers of mideareer
changers. retired persons. and perscns with handicaps are grouing at a
ramd rate. Such problems have yei to be adequate], addressed in Mr

Journal
While far from adequate. both NCDA and breeder societal efforts to-

ward reducing occupationalser stereotypingsre movingalsesi at. steady.
ahhough not spectaculsr, rste. These eSarts must be continued At the
same time. it I. crucial that the top priority of NCDA now be turned

toward eliminating racism and poverty as negative factors in career de-

VelOpMent.
Helping poor minority personsboth youth and adulttin the career

development process I. the greatest challenge fxisg NCDA. These per.
sons will be smong the hardest to lelp Although they Le not a powerful

eoleical force and therefore cannot generate huge societal support for cur
efforts, they are human beings very much In need of csreer development
assistance. Bemuse we have much to learn before being able to meet
their career dm elopment needs, we are almost sure to be criticized for

the limited success of OW early efforts to help. Still, we must try.
There are Mae ICI be many who will point to the Increasing numbers

of women and minority persons experiencing greater success in today's

occupational society as evidence that problems of solsm end racism hoe
largely been solved. We must strongly resist such claims. Bemuse lane
have been able to bank: such problems successfully does not mean that
these forms dueled bias have been eradiated.

If skive weld service efforts will be requiredespeciany In large urban
mess Such efforts must este-rd to the entire community andInclude such

tie 7417.490711,0119711117 COPARIVO 10101199m94*

matters as pee-school programs, day GM centers, family services, and a
comprehensive program of educeional reform extending from the earliest
years through di of adult educattioo Cam*. career development
professionals have both a right end responatlity to become team mem.
bers In such efforts

Shodd NCDA attempt to take a more active re- lob login equity of
ccisortunity foe ctree7 cloPment to all persons? The waver Is 'yes."
Do we know enough now to begin? AVIA. the answer Is -yea' ME we
act to do what oeeds to be done? The. of course, I. the Ley question
Only you tan =Wei
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CHAD= Tam

Policy Implications of Selected Data from
Adult Employed Workers in the

1987 Gallup Career Development Survey
Kenneth B. Hoyt

Introduction

The 1257 Gil lup Cum Dertlopenent Sum (Gallup. 1907) coauuss
rto sets el =oiled tubule snipes. One is for the 1.026 nsemben tf the
tool ovine population suotted. The other is for a sub.sumple masking
of the 735 pence in the tool sample who woe employed full or full opus.
time.. Only weighted permute respotnes from the sub-sample arc discussed
in this chap= Tiro Gillup organization has melded tables ix determining
whethe or twe chimed perceaute damns an statistic* sirificsot at
the .03 level of onficteme. la ones to maze percentages into estimated
numbers awaken. she 2.6 =Ilion employed 1647 rou °legume ollaboe
Sienna 1757) subtracted from the iii4 million employed 16 and olate
(Wove & Inkssiewien 1907) makes an *wasted 109 0 raillke emplorod
adults lt Ion old or Mu.

la am' old* soptigroated =Ong methods and wrigtinat pennons
employed by the GtIlut orgualution. results of telephone aims aimed at
Leming tootdons oftespoodenc mast moan* inerpened nth gnu
outico. The say saell numb= in some of the Gillup utile afi defy Cats&
meal azterpretatisa. fue nomple. only 96 It:panic persons were included
among the D5 peens iatertirwed. Dna ill data retardant Kept= peaces
art. amenably. ignored in this (Input

runlet while the GIllup oroniutioo les provided ales foe uss in
determinant whediez oe acs doomed percentste dances aro societally

6

Or
',salient at thgrtel decadence. the table nenben tequue considee.
able inserptistion n used with email Gallup data. Finally. the Gillup

Itaft00 he pm:tided a means for testing statistical significance only at
el confidence. Thera is no easy way to tell d. fot rumple, the

50 lot nee used. curtly bow many differences =old be considered to bc
=tuns* sigrufroun. Witham the ow dast. only lunted interptetztions
of the finchnp reported by the Gallup Organ tauntarc pont=

Hulce cautions an kept eleuly in mind. Nimble annul poiroy ampl
canoes abound in these finduets The 20 question (to App.:mita A)ore
orgesized hoe amnia combo el epees of &coal and antromated cuter
development opoiences u percesed by tespondenu An initial effort wilt
be msde to specify what appee lobe opeoilly important f indings foe nth
gums= following this, some policy implications el these selected findings
will be discussed

Kinds of Education Important in Getting lint Fulinme jobs

One question modes t lass aught kinds el education and tsks=pop
dents to name all that sere important to them ta getting then fug full tune
job Masco ficolinp include.

IS 1% (an onmarod 19 7 million token) atoned high school vocational
education counts am imporuat to them an getting then fullnims
'oh No significant percentzge difference out noon male, (16 5.6) and
females (19 9%) oe between *lutes (17 9%) and Nuts (20 9%)
About < in 10 Ochtfa perceived then lugh school educates, ss amportue
an getting their feu full time iob adult 6 us 10 did not.
Vsghdy more workers (20 0%) considered courses designed to teach Duro
educatrocul skillu unpontat than did those who sud vocatsonal educatioa
courses tete importer< (lS 1%) to them in gents thee fire
Hort then one in feu. college graduates (27.5%) failed to andante the
colkgefuttheany pcograms they purrued woe important to them in get.
tins thou first full time Iota
Carte and when* protons were considered =portant ia getting first
full.tirne job, by a pennies largo percentage amen (33 5%) thus women
(296.01%%).) and by a moth lugo percentzge of arbiter (11 1%) thin Nub

Apprenticeship Ippon to be penny &cad* to ante males nth mere
than twice as high a percentage of males (123%) as !main (6.7%) and
almost three tunes u Nth a partner of when (l1 Sit) u bleb (4 5%)
rogoning the apprer:ceship vits impoetant an getting their fine &gnaw

o The military ten= els reported to be important by a much higherpet.
ceatzge of mon (It 6%) than *cons (1.2%) and ow as No a percentage
of blacks (134%) as whites (6.1%) in gontog then fine Nil urne Yon.

;Me y hopluanos II liscusooduldinsol amorous proems ol Me
woolorg at dosswoacatlny lords dock I is mas mom I mot unrogrinuid
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Current educatiooal reform proposth aimed at downplaying vocational ell.
atioo (Committee (0e Ecumenic DevelOpthale. 1956: Kea= 1931.Natioaal
Soma Bond. 1983) must be seriously questioraed. Gallup findings repotted
:byre dady intheate hagh school suarionl education comes lure ceentdered
inapeetant in gain than fast job loy =than amity's luckans. This tapir.
cation is further reenfoned by data (mod in response to soothes question
indnating chat 54 1% a respondents believe that high schools in then eom.
munny dame insuffsoent =noon to preparing students otoo do not go
on to college for jobs to etreas after high school gradus.ion GI so instroc.
tional item judged in tams a needing csoec :mown. %oatmeal educauon
ranked 03 in this rutional umpk a employed waken.

Polity Wham. oL A *Mfg WII0,141,170.1 u ',taut to btlp ALL
K-I2 pop& marmot etttuattoolonni tt4toosAps. Only 40% and mu
high school calms wen tmpottant to them in gaunt thug fun full..me
job Yet. "prepustion for work: whether thrwrh bun academie ot sena.
aortal edutation, is a bedrock goal Amerian K-12 publn eduatton fOt
all students. Two cleat needs appeu to ant. first. there is a need to kip
lugh school students bend undersand sod appreciate the many cap in whtch
Amenas K-12 publx schools prepare persons fot work. Second. there n also
2 need for Amencan educanon to do a beater ;ob of relaung education and
wont. Ideally. close to 100% a employed workers should percave then high
school educauon as important in preptsiog them foe suck Thae data suggat
that muda rem= co be dare before this ideal condition is even appeommated.

Policy lotplustalo Dtatotain au ittipttounnot wry giftwrap,:
toot& motuttion soon tag, putout: orb° ft.. titinutra fob: sot
norm toZegt dirt dionttaeccont c 'for kiwis': pout tutor
The surplus a college graduates in the laboe market that began in the early
1970s u expected to cornmue anal at least the year 2000 (Kutscher. 19117).
Then Gallup data rankest this finding. Mote than one an four of college
graduates in this sample filed to repat that the stills and knowledge they
gamed in their oolleie masa were imporunt in helping them get theit fins
job Only about half a employed college graduates in the Gallup sample
believe their stalls and abtlaties ace bang used 'Nay lull in their current
yobs. Data such as these make it appear hkely that many future college grad.
Tata sal also manna diffxulry findang personal meaning snd sausfaction
m their yobs. They should be helped to do so. College graduates repeesene
a pool of talons thst Moans cannot affoed to wsue.

PoIscylmplashos it4 Eltutyoloppoutuntykropttotscabtp own be
omit trafolitt both to stouts ono to wascouy peroot. Apprentkalup eon.
unties to be a viable snd valued way acqumng skills required for success
sn many occupttions. Mese dux clearly illustrate that the asailabtlny d this
opine) continues to be used much coca often by oonminoncy white males
than by tube:war x =any persons. A nationl pax" is needed alias
for an amuse app ocls to eliminate both saion and racism from Annus
pprenuceship system.

Poley lotgustio 93 Relstuordupt of ottlan7 notion to La aunt,:
lobtatinitoostion thostorbe curtail, mouthed for women, AttsCIVItO
/CO NOo or150n0 obar osakt. Me Gallup data concerning reported useful.
nets a training recessed in the milnuy setnce in securing first fullnine jobs
in the eivilaut occupationa nom raise a numbee c( troublesome lamb
quesoons. each a which holds scrams implations for posuble change in
n auonal policy Then questietts incInte the knowing (1) Can these Ganup
Cottony be satisfattoeily coat:vied simply by newing dens:tray:An data regard-
ing enlistroents in the marl faces vs presence in (be geoeral populatron)
(b) Ate women Maly le= hull than men to find the armed fertes supans
them with training use'ol in occupattons they choose to enter after kanng
the armed forces? and (c) Are nowninoncy what: males an the armed forces
more lately than block males to take advantage attar new G I Bd1 °pp=
saki thus causing their cnalun eaupattons to be less tatted to traaning
emend an the rend forces' With about one million rnOns now members
a the anned force, (Weuel. 1987). these betonse important research vet.
Uons to Me.

What }Cods of Carta Development Assistance
Have Beets Sought By Workers?

1Nes rePoning data for font a the 20 questtons found In the dankd
tabt.in analysis help answer this question. Signifatant findings include'

In tarns of how workers first got started in then present Career or yob.

The mon common tray (38 5%) was through making a telous thosee
and following a definite plan. This held tnie for meo (39 3%). for swam
(37.5%). Lot *lutes (39 1%). and for Nuts (32 0%) in about equal per.
ethnics. It also held nue for all levels aeduation out yeah some definite

percentage dtffinences. For example. college graduates (15 2%) were much
more likely than high school graduates (50 I%) to hate foam starred in
their present carat Of job by =king a eOracsOUS choke and followwg
'dime plan. The difference n statistically nindiant.
Mites (24 6%) vete ewe it likely to report getting yawn! by -chance

thrummed* than were blacks (l2 6%)whetas Mutt (tS 4%)..tie age
as likely to be tolluenced in theu cholas by paten ts!relatua than were
whites Differences are not nausucally sigroficant.
Mon than twice as high a percentage a blacks (26 4%) as althates (11 7%)
reported they took 'the only yob mailable In additton, those teeth a Iugh
ichool education (191%) a less (27 1%) woe sly:radiantly mote apt than
colleie graduates (3 6%) to report this as true for then.

in terms of these 1987 Gallup data. an estimated lOts million employed
wotkers including about I of 10 men (9 5%) and women (104%) as well as
about I a 10 WOtian from each level of valuation tepotted themselvesas
ntaing help in selecting, changioi. or obtaining a yob Nuts (7I 7%) were
amost 2% times as lahly as whites (8 9%) to say they need tath help

When asked to identdy sources respondents hare gone to at some point
in exit ltres in tams a seeking career help or advice-

9
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fewer than one m frx (17.2%) aported they haa ainht adsesnce from
school a college counnion. Drts woo true far males (36140). for kudos

(0 7%). foe whstes (166%) and for blacks(21.4%). The only exceptioes

wee kr waken in the WO age anx (32 I%)and far college gado:*

(29 1%).
The co/kge graduates (25 7%)were moo than ts6-asiitalpas !ugh school

graduates (12A%) to have sought help from %hod orafar COIMSLIOLL

Of those wbo mese hdp from couneloct almost as high a percentage

used ota obtain help from school at coder c.sinselors (17.2%) as frac

employment senire counselor) (07%) lad Orate employment spates

(9 9%) combared.
About one in duce (32 7%) reported they had gone to no mune ix help

or Mom in cures development with no nod-scant &Scrams Iceman men

(39.7%) and ',me. (29 4%). bat differenca do oast between *tures

(94 I%) and blacks (203%) and between college graduates (279%) and

lugb school dsopours (413%) oo that responses.
Onle 2 2% indicated thq had gone to a compute:lied ax.er anformation

system fat help in thawing or changing jobs. No dilatant chi:fames
appeared for any of the subgroups responding to thisfad.

Respondents mat ammonly (41.2%)saught help from tuch self-doected

&denies as !kW) aitia, reading denied ads. sudior ukang WILMA

unentones. While dm VII the angle most common sauce fot every sub.

gtoup. st was tool by a =sadden* lugher percentage of whores (42 2%)

than blacks (50 3%) and by a iv:xi-sandy grata pacenuge of college

(SIMI ;'14o)." (13 642
In terms of the pears of cropkned waken who expect to rem= in

their current jobs duet year; from now. =pones found in the tabular data

analysis inthato
Almost 4 in 10 etCplord 1101kaa-approeisast* 42 9cosIlito adults -

alai to law that earns jobs sometime within the naa (lux gun.
About 59% et employed 'Axis mete to leave theu tunasjobs sometime

within the oat duee years maimed Inds ordy about 37% of whines.

A iliandy higher patellar tf thee WhO apal to kne their NINO(

jobs anciapate they .11 task this dusge (20 7%) 'a oppozd to bang

forted to change by atonal circumstances 6%) This Is consistent foe

both men (19 0%)sal worsen (22 6%) as well as for bothwhites (20 0%)

and blacks (24 2%).

Fblay fupbutionsf c. Al Lust annech goaGry cur it &Ill.

tutu shwa it nude dwnlabk in ?mos+ NOTsitena6s: collsge a to those

tefo do. This callakea mortal of the resent situation asindicated in these

Gallup data that aose (a) area development muff reported as greatest wat

*ducts whn Iowa°, attended tolkge whde (2) areadevekpmenr anstome

reportedly snort used by dose who dire attended college. This peadrtial
notation should na be slowed to cothinsie. This is not Ott a =poor,
problem. Etta by the yeat 7010. mon employed totters wall and no mote

30

dun a :ugh school educated (Rumba. 1937s. De Forgown Hoff. 19$3).
Elam to coma the CLIME( &psalms Cala begm dusing the K-12 school
years and toners& through dle adult wading ,rts. I as persons withast four
yea college/university degrees whose arca dockyrest needs most regnant
stemma

Pang laplannon 07. Well .17.1 soenulor et/sea:on progosno
amp is netee,1. VOA the Were I Government dad, sodennue
coo of denrkpag aid no4ntnunegdurnan. grasses perm: olconn-
Woe :outgo el or pazont entInng to bum. commute proforsonal cow,
osanseke3 Fetes dun one in foe employed workers report faring sought
caner development assistance from school or college counselors. It seems rm.
sonsbk oa =tax that. had respondents pawned eoureelors as able and
armhole to help mat then clan dad:promo needs, many more than 17%
would have sought them am lf ths stnuoption has raWity. there LI La ob.
mous need ea income the Kuhl emphasts on career deseloPmenun =react
education programs aimed at preparing permits to btaaral nhoo/ andler
college counselors. Pedigo and Sawya (1936) data indarating that melt an
iatretat has occurred in the kse decade Is =dared by the Colktp finding
data 11-24 yeas olds (32.1%) sx mice as lady to haw sought advsce from
.thool or college cannelon as are 26-40 scu olds (16 7%). Father endence
whrth. us a some, serve IS corroborate these Gallup data tan be seen in the
following fats

The Councal fix the Aerrednatatm of Counseling and Related Eduesuonal
Programs (CAMP) adopted a "Isfe.Styk sod Cures Development Stan.
dud" in 1977 (CACRF2. 1977).
Dining the 19t0s. about one.fifth of counselor education ptograms have
increased the number of courses canal in urea development from one
to two (Wane. Scherman. & Hasa 3912).
Sum guidance superman. 41 both 1930 and in 19t3. ranked "cuter and
life planning' ahead of any other wthstantive content area of counselong
and guidance 21 a latiOf fan responability (Wentz. Cann. & Holt
19SH.
In 1901. the Amman School C0,10344X aosOalts0a (aSCA) made men
rbd 0" an efresal pnoricy (ASCA. 1934

WI, much retrains to be done befote *smog counselor education programs
adequately reflect the gent need fat taxa development laatatae seen in
the findup 'Allis sum. These needs, as illeeted hese an responses to three
Gallup items ate strongly ree-4xced by reporna to tr21 anodes ican reported
lux in this paper showing the continutng senous needs for CUM develop.
=got assistance apetienced by employed adults in the workplace. Today's
ehoakolkge counselors sad those who educate them ate not now adequately
meeting these needs.

Neth of Employed Persons for Careen Information

As Doted ClAkf, the detailed tabular analysis provided by the Gallup
organindeo indscated that only 2 2% -appeosimacely 2 39 matron employed
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wy savice wu =portant to them in getting then fine full.woe job.

Dam= of ma nercentsge points ce tomer bot not =anis:ally sig.
stexant at the .05 kiel todude

A higher percentage of females (SI 7%) thse maks (69 5%) report -family
sodaor rebtecshipr art mom =port= than tithes Nock oe leisure:

Other differences of becwten 3 tad 10 percentage poi= iseludc

A loom percentage of ferada (25 7%) than males (35 3%) indicated they
would not try to get mom Mk:mu:on abut choices snail* to them if
they mold SMUT 0.1..
A Is.thel nactrAlte of cube 03.5%) dna Mader (26.0%) found college
and university programs important in man Wait first full.nme yob
A hchet pertentage of maks (14 1%) than ferns= (6.714) found appren.
neeship impenact in getting Weir fun full.time job
A lower percentage of miles (554%) thse feetuks (61.7%) belme mon
aloha need satifunCe in gang infnenunco needed townie meer Wanges.
A higher percentage of nub (5S.3%) thse featiles (50 4%) Averted co
periencing brie on no job sum. Foe each of the EX1I choices given M +is
item. a higher percentage of fenula than of males teported job suns.
A lugher perteauge of miles (17.5%) thse fenules (MO%) =poet that
'war is more on}teunt dun tithes 'Amily relatioathipi no leiture'

Wads =pert to differencu betwen blacks and *ban

A h.thee PCfrenfn= of hito (33.0%) then blacks (20 Imo rho sud they
needed arta development bdp during the lut yen reported teeking
annunce from a peofenicen1 counseloc
A higher percentage of blacks (72.3 %) dun whites (50 5%) reported thu.

tl could sun vim they would uy to get mon ad:maniocs about their
poundal Moms"

Differences of ten p statagepoincsenmoneut not stnistically ugnill.
eine at the .05 keel of confidence induck

A higher percenttge of lilatb (21.7%) thse whites (S 9%) teponoi need.
tog help in selecting changing. or obteaing a job doling We Lue yeti.
A higher perm:use of whnts (24.6%) Wm blacks (12.6%) found VISINC
arcunutancer wcful in finding Weis =cot job
A higher percmtege of blacks (16.4%) than white' (11.7%) repotted they
got muted an them present j.b by taking 'the only job Met IRS 112.111ble
A higher perceetege of whites (tit 9%) thse Meeks (72 4%) reported their
stalls and abilnics we being used "very *dr or lialy 'dr in their cur.
rent ;obi
A higha percentage of whim (42.2%) than blacks (50.3%) report wens
seitexected actrriath when sorinng belpailchcolieg reclining Wok jobs.
A higher pertcotage of whites (323%) dun blads (19 1%) report due'cob
lege and unircenty procreate sue imporunt to them in gaunt their fiat
full.tittIC job.

IS

A nigher percenuge of whites (624%) than slacks (45 2%) report they
Ye laxly tansy thcit pm= jobs *Nate mom blacks (13 1%) than vaults
(2 3%) report they -don't km: what is laxly to happen to them.
A higher percenuge of whites (34 5%) thto blacks (23 9%) upset that
'mon aduhr hart Acess to careet mfonsutkes.
A higher percenttie of blacks (51.4%) Wan whites (35 I%) mport that
-higher par would awe them to accomplish more at that pobs.
A higher manage of whites (97 1%) than blacks (77 9%) report they have
newt been asked to do anything on then jobs Wu they wandered to be
unethical ce
A Next paten:mar of b1acb (16.2%) than whim (6.3%) report that
leisure" is more imporunt to them than -vsocr oc-funslyirdwonshipsf
limner. -.0e was reponed as -coon umportant" by almost equal per.
=Ages of whites (14.4%) and backs (13 0%).
A beau percentage of blacks (57 1%) dun whore (46.3%)rcptet that high
=cob in then community dotit pay enough attention to emphatinng
carter preputoon fot all students.
A higher percentage of blacks (66 2%) thm whites (43 0%) renort tint
high schools in their community don't pay eotugh attention to prepanng
=dans to Meome informed citirens.
A higher percentige of tiado (66 I%) Mut whites (53 4%) report due high
schools in theit coma:army daft pay enough attention to preparing cu.
dents who do no. go to college boe jobs on arms elm gradultion.
A higher percentsge of blacks (45 5%) than whites (27 4%) report that
high schools in Woe community doeit pty enough anennon to prepuwg
students for college-

Other differences of between five and ten percentage palm include

A higher penentage of blacks (70 2%) than whites (60 5%) behest that
lugh =cob in that community don't pay enough If:Mild' tO develop.
in; =den& moral and educs1 chuacter.

hitt, Implzettatent Canna tffottt to arasesu mann no tItt work
plat ouzo dr Adder arengthenana repssia Considered euermilainly.
the nsne maples of sebstn cited thole pronde mules* indications that
set elsscnasination continues to operate in ways that deny women and glib
bill equity of opportunity fot mut dutloptrent. AU nine indicators we in
the &section of sqporting this condition. That it certainly not a chance
Of ClUIVICer. If if SA Winne, not imply a mainuming current efforts'
approach that is ailed EA by these fiodosza

Polo, Istithwttht ha Toppesontyaa tbt nowt II eon o trestfientt
sthennuerttost to the tethiploes vast cute os thltuntang must Etch of
the IS specific Wwwsions of eminent rarid )1:equines inlubiting Mloppoe.
rooky lot career denkpment of blacks is ioclictoise of Klima problems of
mina es Amman scour When conussted with flIC 21ftf Old= OW nubs
nth zebence to perceived gender inequis ies. die reed lot this pckerry
Consider the following asnunary of figures presented abom
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TABLE 24

lonshoro Pont-rya luqauy
Total No. in Gasp data
Nn Statistically Simile=
NO. With % &finances >10%
No. Da bens= 5% and 20%

Grath
9
2

1

6

ffsee

18

2

:7
1

These data lead to a maniocs that racial inequIty appeals to be an men
bad SOC1Ctii problem thinner development o( adult =ken than u gender
inem.stars. An goads-mot Lamm emts suppoeung this 0Leann:n01e72.
2988)-

With black chddren three wen 13 MAI CO li7C la ;mem as white
&Urea (Research & Poky Commsttee. CEO 2547). it is vital that skIlls and
thimes of blith +mien befall/ used asp= eta Maul effen m help there
move out et poseur IC Is duceuragsng and alumang to noce here a finding
that only about 7 in 10 blacks as opposed to 9 in 10 ohms feel rhea Ads
and :Iodides are nemg used "weir oe iaszl welr us then jobt It Is men
nun discouragutg to note that blacks are few tunes as apt as whites to report
then thilLs and abduses 250 bsint used 'not at all oelL Systematx. cemen-
ts= effor4 to duraver and mthze thalls and talents of mtnerny persons is
one way of vending equity of onts development opponunity to trucconcy
pen= It should be Iv:sued namely

It is owl that :Clemson be pu4 to how Maths can best be motivated
to be product:le in the workplace Endings hex mthuting that 1oheepsy
Is the most mmuog daunt fth Maths ChM be intapreted uung dna
reported earlus indexation that biseks are mere run twice as h'thly asohCes

uke "the only job maa,biefThat is. st so ndentanthlik why pen= forted
to uke 'the only job =gable may nos be mimed tonrd unng factors sn-
tmusc sn the pb u produetnity MOtIMOOS. There is no rum to believe or

0020000 when Prmided egon7 of meet opportunity. 010000600 to
be prothattne will be different foe minority persons than the nonsmineriry
penons.

Pokey lorpkuson 1114. A. swot Rea mu to fon. pootonthIst
nowt soonest aid artstonly troops &ma a prorstEns Its ll Nom of arm-
nowt ea now oirdoposort oppornonnts to worm and to tosoonry
mono The holey repro= abon CO thus section {amide ample Antra.
um that the outing educusen system is perceived by these respondents as
provdmg gnaw, opportune= to whitahnales than to either females or black
mks. This is comely comment nth research reported aster by others
(Garrett Park them 1927: Tina for Ronan, 1986; Weuel. IWO)

Al pus of this national poky. it should be recognued thst, bon= then
expressed needs for =intone tre gamut ''crue equal-should be interpreted
to man that. at present. nom ea berre educational and cather develop.
mem =stance be made :rubble to 0003011 stA to blacks than to wham/
malen Once true equity is attained, equal access to help should, of contse.
become available to all.

20

'bitty Itophoonost its. Elpendly moms, eforts skald be doraird
town/ Worsham refonn 1C4I ravel moan roman: Int oratbert
of Rid 'oath For five of the seven educational goals included m this Gallup
=my. signsficantly higher percentages ciblack dun of whine =pissed =kers
repoeted that 'non enough' was being dense by the sthcols in the cernmans.
ets where they Imo About 60% et both blacks and whites Creed that "nee
consgh' is being dont to mem the renummg rim goalsth . "deleSoping
=dents' mal and ethical character and ''ttaclung students how to thsnk.'
Foe seven et the eight goal% mote than 50% of black employed whets re-
ported 'not enough" is now bang done. 71.. StrUJUNI is especally critical
tn utbsn arms where. men in 2986. 21a 13 lugest school dss4Kts en-
rolled mare =verity than non masonry pupa& (A Nano. Prepared. 2986).
Recent statuucs mthating that meaty enrollments an the nth= 15 largest
sthool systems tange (tom 70% to 96% an nen mote surthng (MeCarty &
Carrera. 1988). The great need for massive rthoun et Arn(fICCS urban xbool
thstricts is the central thous of a mape Carnegie Foundauors special report
(Carnegse FOUSI4S1/011. 1933) and tfortfOCCOS journal nudes (Mast o( 1983)
Ample punficauen far such an emphasts as clearly yen In the findings et
this Gallup navvy

Concluding Thoughts

As n cell:bora= undertaken of the National Cana Development
Assonanon (NCDA). the Nam= Occupational In(ormatron Coordin aunt
Comma= (NOICC). 211.1 the Nanonal Center foe Research in Vocational
E9lucation (NCRVE). the 1987 Gallup Cunt Demlopment Sanm vas an
mnovatho and much needed din to assess other development needs ciadult

oaten. Thelely ureM and professionally sound data pthenng procedures
used by th: Gallup otprizanon has allowed findings for each qucsuon to
be interpreud in as donut a manner as nponsble &MO survey march

Only afdwssazorylstepenCedon a periodic basis soil se know the extent
to which progress is being nude toward better meeting utter dmeloprnem
needs et adult mothers. Here. it seems deniable to speedy addicsonal poky
matterl leading to male need fot rensson of the mu= data colketion
anstnunent. They ancludc

Subgroups of Hispanics. Attan.Paorst Islanders and =moon need to
be =dud. By the pas 2000. blacks Ire mead to be 8% et the embus
Lbw force. Hispanics 10 2%, Asian and others. 4 IV, (Fullerton. 1987)
Hispanics are Ameixa3 fasten growing ethnic group (Nsuonal Edith:non
Anociation. 2987). If. because of need to restrict the sat of the teal sample
to 1,000 persons ot less, members a these groups cannot be legitimately
tcpresented with Ns lute enough for deusted analysts. it may swell be
necessary to perform a series et independent sub studies. one kr each of
these important pepoluthns
There is In equally urgent need to include data fot adult imams with
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handkaj* to 1904. almost 11% of the elementary and seendul lchwl
population was sired by special Mumma) aeries for the handicapped
(Wand. 19117). The cue« de-K.4mm needs elsuch persons as they seek
to enter and compete excessfully in the lam font can be Mee met if
data comparable to those collected but are amiable on a cocUntung
penodz basis.
It would be highly helpful ck in brute revisaors el this data collection
instrument, the standard 10 mayor Bureau of tabor Statistics osipuipdf
employed wakes wat substicued fat the three =Tacked clissificaucas
used in thn insuummt. Theac three nes:, broad as to be ellittle practical
signifiance co career development profeisionals
Mote useful data would be generated if. in asking employed adults to make
judgments regarding the need for rdonn a- school systems in the commu-
mum where they Ike. (a) the Int of goals ins expanded so as to be more
comprehensive and (b) new paean vele added including one requesang
judgments about the contest MK-12 education and the other about tbe
Sn'lleillff el K-I2 education.
Is will be especially helpful if. in the future. suffitiendy large numben of
fullgune and parteitne wake could be included so that findmp from
these no subgroups could be compared. The percentage a jobs that are
permute emceed to fullekne seems certain to USSR.= markedly in the
ruts just ahead (Smith. T. Wallet G & Baker. B. 19S7). It seems reason.
able to :wpm that wee development patterns and problems will differ
for these no groups. lt will be Important to diirover whether or not this
n nue
Thc Keil usefulness of data regard:ng diseunination will be enhanced
If. in flume surveys the term 'erase dnesimimucti is defined accumely
As uscd hem this tam was defined methis.g -Ping prekente to waren
and to ItiaCSitiee That iS NOS-max duennunene Rather. it is simply
to follow ced rights lows
When asking respondents to indent their opiniocs reproling the impor.
ranee M secondary schools preparing persons foe work, it will be helpful

in fume sump, difettrittoon is made Wren pronding students with
general emplorbdory shilla sueful in my ammo., (cane education) and
specific entry level occupational skills (locationil education). Fedor to do
so is this nine, made dna impossible to interpe in a knowledgetble
maxim

The pan implications growing out el findinp identified here WC, in
pan, ones that proltssiond career di-Mop:tent associationskupnizations can
ID7fe towed Delia development lod subsequent unplemenution efforts,
to put, homer. these implications ate ones that must be communicated and
sold to ley decisionmakes in Federal/nate/local goiernmes, to bey leaders
in America's pinte sector. so pilicymakcn in education at both the K-12
sad posucconduy levels, and to the general pubbc.

NspA. NOICC. ond NCRVE have, by collecting these data, ecePted
tniplirdtcspocashiliuy for ping down 1.11 implementation pail: requiting the

help and =intact ef many other segments el society It will not be easy
Nor can it occur quickly Yean will be requited me time to begin is now
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Counselors and Career DevelopmentA Topic In Educational Reform Proposals:
A Selective Review of National Education Reform Documents

Kenneth B. Hoyt
University Distinguished Professor of Education

Kansas State University

INTRODUCTION

During the decade of the 1970s. the primary calls for educational reform came from the career
oducation movement. By the end of that decade, the need for educational reform was generally
accepted. As a result, the decade of the 1980s has witnessed a very large number of educational
reform proposals. As we near the end of this decade, this kind of effort shows no clear signs of
slackening.

For some time now, many counselors have expressed concern that the guidance and counseling
domain in generaland career guidance in particularhas received insufficient emphasis in the most
popular and most influential national calls for educational reform (Aubrey, 1984; Hohenshll, 1987,
Hoyt, 4935) The Basic purpose f ihis document Is to provide data useful to those wishing to tea' the
validity of such fears, with special reference to career guidance and counseling. To do so, a decision
was made to review the contents of currently popular national calls for educaticnal reform that center
around (1) the K-12 system structure, organization, and function (8 proposals), (2) the goal of
education as preparation for work (13 proposals), and (3) needs of one or more specific segments of
the K-12 student population (8 proposals) Each of these 29 reform proposals was picked, In part, on
the basis of whether or not it seemed appropriate to assume that the topic of "ea reer guidance would
be included within its contents. This has obviously led to a relative overload of reform proposals
placing primary emphasis on the goal of education as preparation for work. This purposeful bias was
inserted in an attempt to make the topic of "educational reform" most meaningful to career guidance
professionals.

The Data

The raw data used In reporting findings, conclusions, and implications from these 29 national reform
Oroposale appear In appendix A of this paper Each is numbered for purposes of refer. 'ng to it in this
paper Here, an attempt has been made to include specific re;arences to those reports in which the
terms "counselor." "counseling." "career guidance," and/or 'career developmenr appear. Where the
report has been issued by an especially powerful national voice, the report is referenced in spite of its
lack of attention to these termssuch as, when such organizations ignore counselors completely,
they are telling us something valuable.

Several of the quotes found in appendix A pertain to related topics in which some use of career
guidance professionals seems reasonable to a lticipate oven though that term per se is not found.
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FINDINGS

Appendix 8 summarizes the numbers found in this discussion. By studying this information, readers
ca n acquire a general perspective useful in considering implications of the specific findings rerirMd
here.

Findings are reported here for each of the three categories identified above in several subcategones
Including (a) the number of reports using any and/or all of the following terms. "counselor."
"counseling," ''career guidance." or "career development", (b) the number who call for an increased
effort in the guidance/counseling area. (c) the number whose comments regarding the guidance/
counseling area are negative, and (d) the number that make no mention of the guidance/counseling
area.

Of the ttreform proposals centering around K-12 education systems In general, 6 mention one or more
of the terms specified above. 01 these Six. one calls for 8n increase in counselors (5). three either
criticize counselors or call for major changesin the ways in ..hsch counselors are prepared and the
waysthey I unction (#2, #10. #11), and two mentioned counselors only in a noncommital fashion (1112.
#4) One or more favorable remarks about counseling and/or counselors can be found in three of the
live repOrtS (#5, #10, #11) Two of these 8 reform propesals WO, #29 made no mention of any of the
termsspecified above Thus. only 1 out of 8 of these national reports calls for more counselors without
also calling for major changes in the ways in which counselors are prepared and/or function.

Of the 13 reform proposals centering on education as preparation for work, esght mention one or more
guidance terms Of the eight. six call for increased efforts in theguidance and counseling area (#6, #7,
#8, 1111,1116, and #19) while two (111 and 1113) either criticize counselors or call for major changes in
counselor education and counselor role. Five of these 13 reports (#21, #22. it23.1124, #28) contain no
references to the guidance and counseling movement in spite of the fact they speak about career
development needs.

Of the 8 ref orrepropossis centering on needs of one or more specific subgroups, live (#3, #9, N24. #17,
and N18) either criticize counselors or 911 for malor changes in counselor education and counselor
role The remaining three proposals in this area (#25. 1126, #27) ignore the guidance and counseling
movement in their recommendalions even though many of the needs they believe should be met are
gusdance needs

In summary, some mention of "counselor: " "counseling," "career guidance." and/or "career
development' was found in 19 of the 29 reform proposals studied. Of these 19, 9 call for an increased
emphasis on guidance and/or an increase in the number of counselors. These nire appear to view the
guidance and counseling movement as part of the needed solutions in educational reform. Eight
otherscriticize the guidance and counseling movement and/or call formassive changes m the ways in
which counselors pertorm their duties Thus, these eight appear te view the guidance and counseling
movement as part of the problem to be solved by educational reform Two reports mentioned the word
"counselors" without making any recommendations The remaining 10 national educational «dorm
completely ignore the guir, e and cnunseling movement. It is as though this movement doesn't
exist.

Two additional lindings deserve mention here One is that five of these reform proposals 1. #6, #15,
#17 # lei :all for increased use of classroom teachers as counselors and/or for much closer counselor/
teacher working relatronships The other is finding net seven ol these reform proposals (NI, #3. #7, #8,
#9, #14, $118) call for viewing counselors as merer as of a comprehensive support services teamsuch
as, counselors are justified only when consideNd part of a broader team elfort, not when they stand by
themselves as simply one means of helping persons

2
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IMPLICATIONS

The guidance and counstling movemeat has not been completely ignored by the "educational
reform" proposals of the 1980s. Counselors can find some comfort in noting that In 9 of the 29
proposals reviewed here, an increased emphasis on guidance and counseling was called for. On the
other hand, when one observes that six of these nine favorable recommendations came from pro-
posals centering primary attention around educationwork relationships, the picture becomes
considerably less positive. Only one out of seven major proposals centering around general reform of
the K-12 education system supported an increase in counselors and/or an increased emphasis on the
guidance function. It Is equally distressing to discover that of those proposals centering on better
meeting needs of minorities only two of eight called for an increase In guidance and counseling.

Some of the reform proposals currently still most popular and/or written by agencies/organtzations
that the guidance and counseling movement needs as strong supporters are fourid in the list of those
who completely (or essentially) ignored the existence of the guidance and cou 'soling movement in
their reports. Examples of such agencies and organizations include the following:

1. U.S. Department of Education(both in its very first report A Nation at Risk and in its latest
report American Education: Making It Work).

2. Committee on Economic DevelopmentOn investing in Our Children: Business and the
Public Schools).

3. National Governors' Association(both in Time for Results and In Making America Work).
4. Education Commission of the States--(in Reconnecting Youth).

There is no way the guidanceand counseling movement will be able to grow as we wish it to so long as
influential organization such as those listed above continue to ig.iore this movement in their educe-
tIonal reform proposals. Each of these groups favors a "team" approach. None has, to date. Included
counselors on their proposed "team."

Both the emphasis recommending greater involvement of classroom teachers in guidance and the
emphasis on viewing guidance and counseling personnel as team members in a comprehensive
support services team have great implications for the guidance and counseling movement. It seems
highly unlikely that this movement can impact favorably on educational reform so long as it empha-
sizes primarily the importance of counselors and counseling. The prime avenues of hope appear to lie
in embracing the team concept where counselor efforts are only one segment of a much broader set of
attempts to be of help.

Counselors need to become more concerned about how much help comes to those they serve and
less cnncerned about how much credit comes to the counselor. The career guidance movement has
expended a great deal of time and energy during the 1980s In an attempt to convince decision mekers
that this movement should be considered a separate and unique program equal in status to any other
educational program. To do so, many leaders in the guidance movement have tried to picture
guidance ass "set of services" vs. guidance as a "program"asa conceptual choice counselors should
make This has been and will continue to oe counterproductive to the goal of involving the guidance
movement in the educational reform "bandwagon " if the guidance movement is to become ade-
quately and appropriately involved in educational reform, it must come back to its historical roots and
recognize that guidance is a program of servicesI e . to a recognition that the words "program" and
"services" fit together and are not antagonistic to each other. Guidance must fit In with the global
concept of support services if it is to find a firm place in the educational reform movement

Finally, it is clear that, when the 29 reform proposals chosen tor study here are examined, the singie
most important function reform leaders see counselors performing lies In the domain of career
guidanceIncluding assisting chents in educational decisions related to career decisions When
counselors are considered by educational reform leaders this appears to be the prime expectation of
such leaders Thus, career guidance is the domain apparently most opdin to counselors who desire to
become involved In educational relorm

3
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED EDUCATION REFORM PROPOSALS:
QUOTES WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL COUNSELORS

CI A nation at work: Education and the private sector. (1904). Washington. DC: National Alliance ofBusiness.

(p. 7) improving Attitude and Guidance " . . . Students need to learn realistic work attitudes and
behavior early in life ... long before students reach dropout age . . . students need vocational
exploration ... to understand and prepare for the world of work."

"Many employers blame poor counseling. ... Counselors need a much greater awareness of the job
market and training opportunities ... we must take the position that every teacher Is a counselor ...wemust focus on increasing the knowledge of teachers about the business community and careersof feted therein."

(P. 8) "Although business people stressed the Importance of parents and instructors in the counseling
process, they also Indicated they would like to be more involved."

k2 A nation prepared: Teachers for the 21st century. (1986). Washington. DC. Carnegie Forum onEducation a nd the Economy.

(p. 84) "High schools ought to take particular care in counseling poor and minority studenta to make
certain that they do not compromise their prospects for admission to four-year college and universi-
ties, by virtue of the courses they select ... good counseling Is indispensible for poor and minority
youngsters who often have few others to turn to for advice."

113 An imperiled generation: Saving urban schools. 1988) A Carnegie Fondation special report.
Princeton. N.J.: The Carnegie Foundation lor the Advancement of Teaching.

(P. 30) "The Transition Schoolwith Its attendant counseling
and guidance-1s, we believe, an ideawhose time has come."

(p. 32) "Flexibility depends heavily on good counseling. The school is. I or many urban youth, the oneinstitution that provides stability In a disintegrating community end, by operating in close alliance
with other social service and health agencies, the urban school can help at-risk students confront
problems that go beyond the academic."

NOTE: Of the eight basic proposals in their proposed "Urban Schools Program." counseling andguidance was not included (see p. 53-54).

t14 Bennet, Wm .1 (1988) American education Making it work. Washington, DC. Superintendent otDocuments.

(p 1) The only place the word "counselor" was found is on page 35 where, in describing "Hamilton
High School." he says. "Hanulton's drug counselor doesn't think its right to tell kids what not to do "

4
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15 Bayer, Ernest L. (1983). High school A report on secondary education in America. New York
Harper & Row.

(p. 131) "auldance: A Critical Need"

Where do students turn I or advice? The obvious place Is the guidance off:ce But often thir leads
to frustration. At every school we visited, the counselors were shockingly overloaded They had little
time to talk to students about career choices or even to stay Informed themselves."

"Voction0 students occesionally gat fragments of advice about job prospects. but, more often.
they are on their own. Although high school counselors seem somewhat more confident In helpng
students who are college bound. very often this means talking about how to gat into competitive
colleges."

"Gur conclusion. The American high school must develop a more adequate system of student
counseling. Specifically, we recommend that guldsnce services be significantly expanded. that no
counselor ShouId have a caseload of more than one hundred students. Moreover, we recommend that
school districts provide a referral service to community agencies for those students seeking more
frequent and sustained professional asristance."

113 Building a quality workiorce. (1988). A joint initiative of the U.S. Department of Labor. U .S.
Department of Education. and U.S. Department of Commerce. Washington. DC Employment &
Training Administration. U.S. Department of Labor.

(pp. 33-34) Under the needing "Strengthen Ou. Educational System." five (5) major recommenda-
tions ware made. In none of these were "counselors" or "counseting" menfioned.

(p. 35) Hare. eight (8) recommendations are made under the heading Improve Educational Oppor-
tunities and Performance of the Disadvantaged " Once again, the terms "counselor." "counseling."
"guidance:* or "career developmerr" cannot be found in any of these eight recommendations

(pp. 39-61) "Community Partnerships That Work." The following quotes come closest to being
related to counselors, counseling. and/or career development.

A. Prince George County, MD
.1. "The Advisory Council for Business and Industry established a Career Education Task Force

. . . which has now made recommendations on employability skills . . and . . . teacher
programs." These recommendations include the following:

. The school should Infuse career education programs throughout every grade level.
b. Ecch achool should have a fully staffed. fully equipped career center.

B. Cincinnati. Ohio
1 "The Taft Pioject provides Intensive assistancs in ... Improved counseling. mentoring.

tutorktg, =eller classes. and job programs."
2 Uncle. "Instructional Improvement." five strategies are included. One of these is listed as "a

reduced counselor-student ratio."

C. Portland. Oregon
1 Includes the STEP (Summer Training and Employment) Program. Of the three basic strate-

gies for this program. ono is listed as personal counseling" and "designed in part to prevent
teen pregnancies."

5
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#7 Business & education: Partners for the future (1985) Washington. DC Chamber of Commerce
of the United States.

(p 40) Under Starting a Business-Education PartnershipAhey say. "1. What can we do to better assist
non-college bound youth . work with guidance counselors to identify local employment
opportunities?"

NOTE: This publication reviews eight major education reform proposals, in none of these review
summaries Is there one word about counselors.

#8 Charner, I & Fraser. B (1987) Youth and work. What we know, what we don't know, what we
need to know Washington. DC William T. Grant Foundation Commission on Work. Family, and
Citizenship.

(p. 68) "Counselors need to learn how to establish linkages with employers ... thereby opening up
channels of communication between young people's school and work experiences. In addition,
school employment offices should offer students who are working or wish to work a full range of
counseling and advisory serviceS."

(p. 67) "Young people should have access to a range of information and counseling regardingwhat
to look for in a job: how to make the most of the work experience, what thetrade-offs are... how to
budget their time; how to handle their earnings . how to deal with pressures of the workplace. how to
recognize when and if work begins to interfere with other activities, and what to do about it."

#9 Children in need Investment strategies for the educationally disadvantaged. (1987) A statement
by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee kir Economic Development. New York.
Committee for Economic Development

(p 56) "Few large urban schools have adequate guidance staffs .. Disadvantaged middle school
students need much more in-school guidance than their more affluent peers, but they seldom have
adequate counseling It is important that low-income, minority youths receive guidance on
higher education and future careerS businesses can make a contribution throti, n volunteer career
counselors and mentorS "

(p 57) "In addition to the need for more qualqied guidance counselors, we see three specific areas
where tne guidance function for at-risk students needs to be =proved. (1) employment and career
opportunities; (2) postsecondary school placement, and (3) psychological needs and family
problems."

#10 Educating Americans for 0 e 21st century. (1983) Washington. DC The National Science
Board Commission On Precollege Education In Mathematics. Science. and Technology.

(p 41) "Guidance counselors play an important role in academic and career advising of studentS.
School districts must give special consideration to the preparation and responsibilities of those
persons who occupy such positions In addition to competence in the technical areas of advising and
counseling, guidance counselors should be selected and trained with appropriate emphasis on their
sensitivity and understanding of the Nation's commitment to abolishing discrimination based on race.
sex, ethnicity or socioeconomic conditions:'

6
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#11 Employment policies. Looking fo the year 2000. (1986) Washington. DC National Alliance of
Business.

(p. 7) "The workforce will require better labor market int ormation and improved counseling, testing,
and assessment services . Youth must be provided information on job opportunities as early as
juniorhigh so they can begin to explore careers. Equally as important, they need sound advice based
on aptitude tests and other assessment tools concerning those Job areas for which they may be best
suited ... Lack of career knowledge among youth ... contributes to poor work attitudes and Job
hopping and affects long-term earnings."

(p.13) "Beginning at the junior high and middle level schools ...an ideal time to provide counseling
that can Raab, a student's interests, aptitudes, and skills to the labor market.

(p. 15) "Individuals should have flexibility to choose services and training that reflect occupational
interests."

#12 Goodlad. John L. (1984) A place callcd school. Prospects for the future. New York. McGraw-
Hill Book Company.

NOTE. The words/terms "counselor." ''counseling." "guidance." "career guidance." or "career
development" appear nowhere in the index of this book. The only time "counselors" are mentioned is
as follows:

(p. 311) "The central concept Is that each house is to be characterized by its own curriculum,
students, faculty, and counselors "

(pp. 343-346) "Career education and the world of work" In this section. GGodlad suggests replacing
traditional "vocational education" with what he calls "experience-based career education" available
K-12 to all students and involving collaborative private sector/education system relationships. An
Illustrative quote is:

(p 344) "From the early years on. schools should and can play a useful role in the development of a
mature perspective on careers, career choice, and basis of career decision making."

NOTE: Even here, the words "counselor" or "counseling" do not appear:

#13 High schools and the changing workplace. The employers view. (1984). Washington, DC.
National Academy Press.

(p 32) "Career guidance should go beyond merely provioing information on specific fobs or
industries quite late in a student's school career Guidance should include academic, social, and
personal concert., as well as the cultivation of attitudes and habits conducive to success in the world
of work Students need to understand the work ethicthat work Is a central reality of lifeone that, in
addition to providing income, can pay well in satisfaction and self-eateem."

#14 McCarty, Joan & Carrera, John (1988) New voices. immigrant students in U.S public schools.
Boston: National Coalition of Advocates for Students.

(p 102) One of the six kinds ol "comprehensive support services" recommended is "ACCESS TO
COMPREHENSIVE VOCATIONAL COUNSELING."

7
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(p. 103) "A special Commission on Precollege
Guidance and Counseling of the College Board found

that counseling and guidance programs in the v.hools are often in a state of disrepair ... (and) ...those who most need quality counseling services
are often least likely to get it.... (We) support these

findings.... Additionally, action is needed to meet the special needs of immigrant students.For thesestudents, the guidance department may be a cricially important place .. . Availability of quality,
comprehensible counseling services for Immigrant stuaents is essential."

NOTE: On pp. 103-104. each of the eight recommendations of the College Board Commission onGuidance and Counseling Is listed followed by a specific supplementary recommendation for imple-mentation with minority youth.

e15 Sizer, Theordore. R. (1984). Horace's compromise. The dilemma of Me American high school.
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company.

(p. 137) "Counselors today act either as administrators, arranging schedules and lob and collegeInterviews and the like, or as teachers, coaching and questioning young people about their personal
concernS: Good teachers are good counselors, in that secend sense; students turn to them for help,
whether or not their titlesidentify them as 'guidance' people Most high school guidance departments
are overloaded with obligations, many of which are contradictory .. A decenteralized school, with
small acaderaic units hasless need for specializedcounseling offices, improved faculty-student ratios
make this possible. The administrative obligations now traditionally handled by such offices can be
placed directly under the principal. Staff members who are well trained in counseling and testing skills
can support the teachers in each small academic unit."

816 Smith. T.Walker, G., & Baker. R (1987). Youth aod the workplace. Second-chance programs
and the hard-to-serve. Washington, DC William T. Grant Foundation Commission on Work, Family.and Citizenship.

(p. 39) "The fields of counseling, education, social work and psychology are ample sources formaterials and ideas. These fields have not been systematically explored or assessed from the perspec-tive of second-chance programs . efforts to examine those fields for their lessons in second-chanceprogramming deserve support."

417 The forgotten hall. Non-collage youth in America. (1988). Interim Report. Washington. DC.The
Wm. T. Grant Foundation Commission on Work, Family, and Citizenship.

(pp 54-55) "School counseling is the wailing wall ofAmerican education. . Outsiders complain that
ills ineffective, biased, and a waste of money . Even school counselors admit that too much of theirtime is spent on paperwork."

"Short of a new profession, there are at least three other options for change One would be .. todouble the number of counselors . Second. there could be a redefinition of teachers roles ... so that
teachers assume a larger role in .. counseling . . students . The professional counselors role
would be to train and assist teachers A third approach would be to abandon the whole idea ofschool counselors and to locate counselors elsewhere

"One model employs lob training specialists in schools All of these proposals are costly .. Stilleach community will need to explore which can be implemented in place of the current paucity&relaibie counseling and information services

8
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#18 The forgotten half: Pathways to success for America's youth and young f amities (1988). Final
report. Washington, DC: Wm. I Grant Foundation Commission on Work, Family, and Citizenship.

(p. 8) Under largeted needs," the five needs of out-of-home youth listed include "counselIng"five
needs of at-risk 'amines include "improved counseling."

(p. 44) "In one study. . . teachers and guidance counselors were sought out only In relation to quito
circumscribed issues, those having to do specifically with academic performance or. often, substance
abuse."

(p. 44) "FOCUS ON YOUTH." a project of the Los Angeles Educational Partnership ... (includes)
counselors In 19 areas . . . schools get to know students and their families, make referrals to
community agencies and help out with special home or school problems.... In one high school.
students who participated in the program for three years had only a five percent dropout ratefully
thirty points less than the school-wide average."

(p. 124) Under "Pathways to Success" recommendations, 'improved counseling" is listed as one of
five needed "IndMdualized serv!ces."

(p. 133) Under "Ingredients of success In expanding educational opportunity." nine (9) elements are
listed as needed. One of these 9 is "individual counseling and life planning skills instruction."

#19 The unfinished agenda: The role of vocational education in high school. (1984). Columbus. OH.
The National Commission on Secondary Vocational Education.

(p 10) "We need comprehensive career guidance programs that will provide this Information ...
available to all students, covering all subjects, and leading to all occupations... . We cannot achieve
thls goal ... when counselors must deal ... with 400 or more students. Nor, unless counselors and
teachers cooperate ... to facilitate the career development of students ... unless counselors expand
their use of group techniques, computer-assisted guidance, comprehensive information systems, a nd
... counselors must serve as a resource to integrate career guidance concepts in the classroom."

SELECTED REFORM PROPOSALS THAT IGNORE GUIDANCE & COUNSEUNG

N20 A nation at risk: The imperative for educational reform. (1983). Washington. DC. The National
Commission on Excellence In Education.

(p 13) "Our goal must be to develop the talents of all tc their fullest. Attaining that goal requires that
we expect and assist all students to work to the limits of their capabilities."

#21 America's competitive challenge A report from the Business.Higher Education Forum. (1983)
Washington, DC: The Forum.

NOTE Nothing could be found here referring to "counselors." "counseling,' "career guidance.", or
"career development."
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M22 Investing in our children: Business and the public schools. (1985). A statement by the researchand policy committee of the Committee for Economic Development, New York: Committee forEconomic Development.

"Employers...decry the lack ol preparation for work among the nation's high schoo' graduates ...Many high School graduates are virtually unemployable."

(p. 3) "The central purpose of education Is to develop the potential of every student, regardless ofrace, sex, or physical handlcap:'

"One of the most important ways people can realize their potential is through productive andrewarding work."

In discussindexemplary efforts. one of those discussed Is "The Boston Compact." Among thefindings Is the following:

"A career specialist, who works for the PIC. and is paid with school department funds, is in nearlyevery high school, helping young people prepa're for, lind, and succeed in employment."

M23 Kerns. D. & Doyle. D. (1988). Winning the brain race: A bold plan to make our schoolscompetitive. San Francisco: ICS Press.

Nowhere in this major reform proposal is there mention of "counselor,* "counseling." "careerguidance." Or "career development." On "vocational education." the lollowing quote is illustrative:

(P. 4) "Lest readers think lhat I'm interested in vocational oduzation, let me assure yeti that nothingcould' be further from tne truth . . the last thing Xerox and other Ingli-tm..11 companies need
esvocational education. We need employees who are "liberally" educated . flexibility, adaptability.inventiveness, even playfulness.

N24 making America work: Productive people.
productive policies. (1988). Follow-up report 1988Washington, DC: National Governors' Association.

The words "counselor:* "counseling," "career guidance." and/or "career development " were notfound in this important report.

N25 Miller. S.. Nicolau. S.. Orr. M., Valdivieso, R . A Walker. G (1988) Too tale to patch.
Reconsidering second-chance opportunities for Hispanics and other dropouts Washington. DC'
Hispanic Po'icy Development Project

While no me Mon is made of the words "counselor."
"counseling," "career guidance." or "careerdevelopment.' the following quote is indicative of the fact that disadvantaged youth have what wewould call career development needs

(p. 45) "We wish to underscore the crucial need (tor youth, Grade 6Grade 12) to. (1) know whatkends of jobs are evadable and what skills these lobs require, (2) understand that they have to 'give'.I.e., work to learn, in order to 'get': (3) perceive that local business is concerned about theireducation and their skills: and (4) gam experience in working so they can see a relationshipbetween education and job opportunities and between hard work and success

10
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#28 One-third of a nation. (May. 1980) A report of the commission on Minority Participation in
Education and American Life Washington. DC. American Council on Education.

Nowhere in this eloquent plee for providing appropriate equriy of educational and career opportuni-
ties to minorities are counselors or counseling mentioned as one of the possible sources of assistance
to be tried.

N27 Reconnecteing youth: The next stage in reform. (1985). A report from the business advisory
commission of the Education Commission of the States. Denver, CO. Education Commission of the
States.

,
NOTE' Neither counseling and guidance nor counselors are menttoned in this report. However, on
page 17, the following list they call "indicators of growing youth problems" is presented.

1 Children In poverty Up from 16% in 1970 to 22% in 1985. Almost half of Black children and
one-third of Hispanic children live in poverty.

2. Drug and alcohol abuse - Up 60-fold since 1960.
3. Teenage pregnancy Up 109% for Whites. 10% for non-whites since 1960.
4. Unmarried mothers Up from less than 1% in 1970 to over 6% today.
5. Female headed households Up from 12% in 1970 to 23% in 1984.
6. Teenage homicide Up more than 200% for Whites. 16% for non-Whites since 1950
7. Teenage suicide Up more than 150% since 1950.
8. Teenage crime Arrrests up from 18% in 1960 to 34% in 1980 (18 to 24 year olds).
9. Teenage unemployment Up 35% for non-Whites, 60% for Whites since 1961.

Certainly, it seems reasonable to believe professional counselors could make some positive contribu-
tions toward alleviating these kinds of youth problems.

N28 The fourth R Workforce readiness. A guide to business-education partnerships. Washington.
DC: National Alliance of Business

Nowhere in this report could the terms "counselor." "counseling," "career guidance." or "career
development." be found.

k29 lime for results . The governors' 1991 report on education. (1986). Washington. DC, National
Governors' Association.

NOTE This historic and very significant document does not discuss the topic of counseling and
guidance nor the need for counselors of any kind The entire counseling and guidance movement is
ignored in this report.
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APPENDIX 8

INDICATORS OF THE PRESENCE AND NATURE OF COMMENTS REGARDING GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
FOUND IN 29 SELECTED NATIONAL PROPOSALS FOR EDUCATIONAL REFORM

Number Name of Report

"Counselor" Favorable Counselors
"Counseling" Call for Remarks Critical of In a Support Emphasis on
"Guidance" Increase in about Current Recommended Services Teachers u

Mentioned Romulus Counselors Practice Changes Teem Counselors

1 A Nation at Work Yes

2 A Nation Prepared Yes Yes

3 An Imperiled Generation Yes

4 American Education:
Making it Work Yes (BUT only in a "passing comment" manner)

5 High School: A Report on
Secondary Education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

6 Building a Quality Workforce Yes Yes Yes

7 Business & Education:
Partners for the Future Yes

8 Youth and Work Yes

9 Children in need Yes Yes

10 Educating Americans for
the 21st Century Yes . Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

11 Employment Policies: Looking
to the Year 2000

12 A Place Called School

-

Yes Yes

Yes (BUT only in a "passim ,:omment" manner)
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APPENDIX El (Continued)

"Counselor" Favorable Counselors
"Counselintr CaH for Remarks Critical of to a Support Emphasis on
"Guidance Increase In about Current Recommended Services Teachers as
Mantionsci Resources Counselors Practice Changes Team Counselors

13 High School and 49
Changing Workplace

14 New Voices

15 Horace's Compromise

16 Youth& the Workplace

17 The Forgotton Holt
(Interim Report)

18 The Forgotten Half
(Final Report)

19 The Unfinished Agenda

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Selected National Reform Proposals that Ignore Guidance end Counseling

20 A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform
21 America's Competitive Challenge: A Report From the BusinessHigher Education Forum
22 Investing in Our Children: Business and the Public Schools
23 Winning the Brain Race: A Bold Plan to Make Our Schools Competitive
24 Making America Work: Productive People, Productive Policies
25 Too Late to Patch: Reconsidering Second-chance Opportunities for Hispancis and Other Dropouts
26 OneThird of a Nation
27 Reconnecting Youth: The Next Stage in Reform
28 The Fourth "R": Workforce Readiness
29 Time for Results: The Governors 1991 Report on Education 1 ."...

Prepared by: K. Hoyt, College of Education, Kansas State University
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BUSINESS - EDUCATION CAREER DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATION ACT OF 1989

80Mck9round

A. The need for educational reform
has strong support among almost allsegments of society at the present time.

B. Prime basis of reform calls has been the need to produce graduates ablerom"; effective labor force participants as America seeks to compete in
the world marketplace. This means producing graduates with:
1. Basic academic skills
2. Productive work habits
3. Strong desire to work
4. Entry level specific occupational skills

C.48-4) takes most of thc $1+ billion
authorized under H.R. 7 as amended

("Applied Technology Education Amendments of 19891.
1. This proposal is to cover 8-1,8-2, &

8-3 using $100 million of the $1+
billion authorized for this legi-lation.

2. This proposal aims to replace those posts of H.R. 7 covering 8-1, 11-2,
& 8-3 with a new business-education

collaborative approach
D. Education reform proposals can be classifiod in two basic ways

1. Process change pro eels

SIP°

a. Theme are peo e change programs aimed primarily at increasing both
motivation an commitment to do.

b. They are relatively cheap

c. They are popular with almost all involved in them
d. They do.produce clear evidence of effectiveness when done right

2. Structurirchange proposals
a. These are sysr change programs aimed primarily at changing the
.basic ways in ich educational inatitutionsmre operated.

b. They include such things as: (1)
year-round schools; (2) competency

based instruction; (3) open entry-open exit education; (4) computer
assisted instruction; (5) raising graduation requirements; etc.

c. They are relatively ex nsive - (billions of dollars required)
d. They are controversia - some strong opponents can be expected

3. THIS PROPOSAL IS FOR "PROCESS", NOT "STRUCTURAL! CHANGE
E. H.R. 7, as now written, is now essentially an implementation program

aimed et serving vocational education students operating through formula
driven grants to States and, from States, to local school districts. It
assumes we know what works.

F. This proposal is-7817-rdemonstration piogram aimed at servins ALL
students that could be liFeraireriliner by the U.S. Department of
Education or through granta made to State Departments of Education and
then on to local educational agencies.

.

1. Both private sector & education system eligible grant applicanti -

2. One year (with 2nd & 3rd year continuing applications) - not 3 year-grants

3. Both business and educator participation required in development of
all grant applications made under this legislation.

4. Special provisions to be written in each title aimed at providing
equity of career opportunities for women, minority persons, poor
persons, and persons with htndicaps.

2 93
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G. The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) is ignored in this proposal
because of the complexity of including it. It should be pointed out that
this could be made a part of this proposal.

H. The Caria-pt of "YOUTH SERVICE-LEARNING" is ignored in this proposal
because of lack of knowledge regarding whether or not legislation will be
forthcoming in this area. It could easily be mede a part of this proposal
by emphasizing the importance of unpaid work as well as paid employment.

Goals of This Legislation

17777trirtnose to be served .

1. Develop strong work values leading to a desire to work
2. Acquire the general employability skills of successful workers

a. Productive work habits
b; Basic academic skilla
c. Skills in acquiring educational/occupational information
d. Career decisionmsking skills
e. Job eeeking/job finding/job getting/job holding skills
f. Skills in making productive use of leisure time
g. Skills in humanizing the workplace for oneself

3. Make reasoned career decisions based on self/occupational knowledge
4. Engage in work that is personally meaningful to the individual and

beneficial to society.
B. To contribute to educational reform through business/education collab-

orative demonstration programs aimed at substantially increasing
educational productivity through:
1. Increasing motivation of teachers to teach
2. Increasing motivation of pupils to learn
3. Adding expertise of private sector persona to that of educators

C. To demonstrate the values and valid ways of developing true business-
/education system collaboration involving

1. Joint authority
2. Joint responsibility
3. Joint accountability

Title It Business/Education Collaboration in Career Awareness and Career
aploration for K-12 Pupils
A. Background Perspective

1. Expertise of both private sector and education system is needed
2. Most current nianership" efforts aren't collaborative ones
3. Must t.egin in early elementary school years if adequate motivation to

learn basic academic skills is to be provided
.8. Purposes

1. To demonstrate problems encountered both in the private sector and in
the education system when ttempts to eetablish truly collaborative
programs are made.

2. To demonstrate the differing kinds of skills needed for quality career
awareness/career exploration efforts possessed by private sector
persons s oppooed to educators.

3. To demonstrate how truly collaborative career awareness/career
exploration programs evolve over a period of time in a given
community.

4. To demonstrate the differing kAnds of motivational appeals most
effective in helping both educators and busineas/induetry to value and
to participate in truly collaborative efforts.
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B. Eligible applicants include:
1. K-12 educational institutions
2. Private sector businesses/organizations
3. Consortia of business/education

organizations/associations
C. Funds eon be used for:

1. EstablisMng and oFerating business/education
collaborative bodies

2. Developing materials for use in collaborative programs
3. Paying expenses for operating training programs for teachers and' business persons abed at helping them become effective in working

together in true collaborative fashion:
4. Providing snail financial rewards to participating educators
5. Paying travel expenses of

participating business persons who work inthese programs in school settings
D. Proposals required to be

1. Jointly developed by private sector end education system
2. Approved by local K-12 Board of Education
3. Written so as to call for

a. Collaboration (joint authority/responsibility/accountability)
b. Strong evaluation component

c. Participatidn of ALL K-12 youth in the education system
4. Written so as to hold clear pstential for local support once Federal

demonstration funds have ceased

Title II: Parent Involvement in Career Development
A. Baaground

1. Hypothesis: Differences between Japanese and American pupils in
academic achievement, productive work habits, and desire to mork may
be duc more to differences

in parent/child relationships than in
tescher/child relationships.
a. In Japan, homework is routine - in America its an unusual event
b. In Japan, parents value education - in America, they criticize it

Z. Pupils consult their parents more often than their teachers or school
counselors regarding career plans. Parents need to know more about how
to help their children in career development.

3. Tne growing presence of the two-employed -woiker family has served to
a. Decrease the time many parents have to spend with their children
b. Decrease opportunities for youth to engage in unpaid work as part

of the home/family structure
B. Pur Iles To demonstrate how to encourage and help parents to beccme

eons ruetively involved in
1. Serving as positive occupational

role models for their children
2. Providing career awarenesa/exploration

activities for their children
3. Participating with children in holiavork assignments
4. Interacting with the education system in constructive ways

C. Tung:available under this title can be used fors
1. Desonstrating how to conduct effective parent/teacher workshops

designed to help parents and teachers learn how to work together in
homework programs
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2. Demonstrating how to conduct effective parent workshops aimed at
helping parents learn basic wilfs of helping their children in career

development.
3. Demonstrating how to develop helpful and appealing parent materials

both on homework and on career developeent
4. Demonstrating how to reward teachers who provide good homework

assignments to pupils and than follow through in grading the pupil's
work and providing parents with feedback

5. Demonstrating how to provide effective community based "homework
centers" for those youth whose family circumstances make it unlikely
that parents can participate in a highly effective manner ir meeting

, purposes of thia title.
D. Eligible applicants

1. K-12 school district'
2. Business/Education collaborative consortia.

E. Proposals required to be
1. Jointly developed as buslness/education collaborative efforts
2. Approved by local Board of Education
3. Written so as to

. Call for sound evaluation
b. On-going efforts once Federal funds have been withdrawn
c. Call for collaborative involvement of business and education

Title III: Educator Inservice For Increasing Educational Productivity
Through eereer Development
A. Background

1. Teachers rightfully resist efforts to "edd on" topics over uld beyond
the subotantive content they are trying to teach in any given class
period.

2. It is essential that any proposal for a new emphasis be one that
a. Holds potential for helping - not hurting - pupil chances of
learning the subject matter
b. Provideo some rewards to teechers who implement the proposal

3. Many K-12 school counselors need assistance in learning how to:
a. Beme effective in career development aspects of their work
b. Learning how to work collaboratively with teachers and with members

of the business community.
8. Purposes

1. To demonstrate how to motivate teachers to want to teach through
showinz them the career implications of their autject natter.

2. To demonstrate how to help teachers develop both the desire and the
expertise required to use community resource persons in classrooms s
role models, mentors, and sources of career information for pupils.

3. To demonstrate how to help teachers learn how to infuse a "careers"
=Oasis in their teaching in wsys that enhance charini-Pipila will be

rotivated to learn the subject matter.
4. To demonstrate how to help teachers learn how to emphaeize the

importance and reward the practice of productive work habits on the
part of pupils in daily classroom work.
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5. To demonstrate how to help school
counselors acquire both the desire

and the necessary skills (including skills in working in a collabo-
rative fashion) totake career development a high priority for use of
counselor time.

6. To demonstrate how to help private sector persons develop essential
skills and essential organizationd systems for participating in
classroom infusion activities in an effective and erricient manner.

C. Funds can be used for:

1. Inservice training efforts aimed at developing competencies and
collaborative skills of teachers, counselors, and private sector
persons.

2. Developing and distributing career information (including that
produced by the NOICC/SOICC network) helpful in infusing a "careers"
emphasis in classrooms and in counselor career development
activities.

3. Developing and implementing program evaluation efforts.
4. Supporting salary and office operating expenses of career development

specialists end other staff members whose primary duties are to
organize and operate activities included in efforts funded under this
Act.

D. Eligible Applicants

1. K-12 achool districts
2. Business - Education collaborative career development consortia

E. Proposals required to be:
1. Jointly developed by business/education collaborative efforts
2. Appzoved by local Board of Education
3. Written so as to:

a. Cell for sound evaluations
b. Hold high promise of resulting in on-going efforts once Federal

funds have been withdrawn

c. Call for collaborative involvement of business and education in
implementvtion activities.

Title IV: Community Career Development Centers
A. Background

1, Occupations are changing rapidly. The average worker can be expected
to change occupations 3 - 5 times during his/her working years.

2. About 1.5 aillion workers are structurally displaced from their jobs
each year - and must therefore seek a dirrerent kind of work.

3. With 5 of every 6 new workers expected between now and 2ola to be
women, minority persons, and/or immigrants, there is grest need to
provide special career development assistarce to such persons.

4. The know-how to operate career development centers exists now.
5. Many K-12 school districts operate inadequate career development

programs for students seeking to enter the work force.
6. In 1987, 1 of every 3 employed adult workers considered changing

occupations.

2 9 7
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B. Purpose-

1. To den. ,strate how to integrate career development assistance programs
available through Federal programs (such as ES, SRS, JTPA, BLS,
NOICC), the private sector, and the education system into a coordi-
nated program serving both youth and adults in the community.

2. To demonstrate how best to provide special career development
ssistance to (a) out-of-school youth; (b) structurally displaced
workforce members; (c) minority persons; (d) poor persons; (e) persons
with handicaps; and (f) women seeking to enter and/or re-enter the
workforce.

3. To demonstrate how to serve as a high quality source of career
development assistance to K-12 youth in school districts having
inadequate career development programs as part of the education
system.

C. Funds can be used to:

1. Establish snd operate training programs aimed at equipping persons
with job seeking, job finding, job getting, and job holding skills.

2. Establish and operate computer assisted programs providing accurate
and current infowation regarding career training programe available
through public and private education at the local, state, regional,
and national levels.

3. Establish end operate high quality career counseling programs that
utilize the skills of professional career counselors, private sector
persons, and educators.

4. Establish and operate educational and job placement programs
(including financial aid information) for both youth and adults.

D. Eligible Applicants
1. Business - Education collaborative career devalopment consortia.
2. Community organizations
3. K-12 and/or postsecondary education institutions.

E. Propoeals required to be:
1. Jointly developed by business/education collaborative efforts
2. Approved by SOICC, ES, JTPA, SRS, and ED department at State level.
3. Written so as to:

a. Cell for sound evaluations
b. Contain a plan (including possible fee structures) for continuance

once Federal funds have been withdrawn.
c. Call for collaborative fnvolvement in Implementation efforts by

both business and the education system.

Title V: Career Development Programs in Postsecondary Education
A. Background

1. Of the 21 millf.on new jobs to be created between now and the year
2000, over 1/2 will require some form of postsecondary education. The
greatest increase will be at the sub-baccaulrate degree level.

2. The UCLA annual survey of entering college freshmen consistently shows
"to get a better job" as the prime, reason expressed for attending
college.

3. The average college student changes his/her major 2 - 3 times and 30 -
SO% of undergraduate students have not yet made firm career choices.
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4. While career development continues to be a high priority in most
community colleges and postsecondary vo -tech institutions, it has not
become a high priority in most four year colleges and universities.

5. Current career development efforts on uollege campuses are often
operated separately by counseling centers, by work experience
progress, and by career planning and placement offices on the ctmpus.
Often *3 coordination exists.

B. Purposes

1. To demonstrate how Le motivate all postsecondary education insti-
tutions to make career development programs for students a high
priority.

2. To demonstrate hbw to provide opportunities for postsecondery
education institutions to Improve the quality and comprehensiveness of
their career development efforts.

3. To demonstrate how to involve private sector representatives in
collaborative career development programs in postsecondary educational
institutions.

4. To demonstrate how to maximize both the effectiveness and efficiency
of career development efforts in postsecondary educational insti-
tutions through coordinating activities undertaken by various
specific segments.

C. Funds may be used for:

1. Establishing and operating coordinated campus-wide comprehensive
career development programs that combine: (a) career counseling; (b)
computerLassisted career guidance; (c) career explcration/tryout work
experience programs; (d) career planning courses; and (e) career
placement programs.

2. Involving private sector companies in collaboratiie career development
program efforts in ways thpt take advantage of their expertise,
resources, and experience.

D. Eligible Applicants

1. Postsecondary educational institutions
2. Business - Education collaborative career development consortia

E. Programs required to be:

1. Jointly developed by businesS/education collaborative efforts
2. Written so as to:

a. Call for sound evaluation

b. Hold high promise of resulting in on-going efforts once Federal
funds hone been withdrawn.

c, Call for collaborative involvement of business and education in
implementation activities.

Title VI: Collaborative Career .Oevelopment Program Efforts Aimed At
Prevention of Husan Prpblems

A. Cc:kground

1. Both educational systems and the private sector ere faced with
increasingly serious problems of atudents/employees related to arch
human problems as: (a) drug and alcohol abuse; (b) racist and sexism;
(c) nutritional deficiencies; (d) single parent families; (e) divorce;
(f) child/spouse abuse; and (g) rape/abortion/pregnancy.

a
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2. The presence of such problems, both individually and collectively,
contribute greatly to loss of productivity in both educational
institutions and in private sector operations. The costs ore greet and
they are growing.

3. The presence of such problems has negative impact on providing
adequate career development opportunities to persons experiencing one
or more of these kinds of husen problems.

4. Career development progress hold positive potential for serving both
as preventive mechanisms and as one kind or treatment utilized by
community human service agencies in help/ny persons with such
problems.

5. Traditionally, both the business community and the education system
have seen th-ir interactive role with community human service agencies
to be largely limited to referral. If strong career development
programs exist, they could aUTERBie partners in prevention of hunan
problems with conmunqy htman services agencies. \

B. Purposes

1. To demonstrate how to inclubz, as role models and/or mentors for youth
currently at risk with respect to specific human problems, private
sector persons who have solved such problems

2. To demonstrate how best to help youth become aware of and sensitive to
the many ways in which substance abuse and other kinds of human
problems meriously impedes full cateer.development.

3. To demonstrate how to add a sense of purpose and purposefulness for
youth with respect to career development that will help youth be less
susceptible to the temptations to engage in the kinds of activities
leading to many human problems.

4. To demonstrate how to use career development as a prevention tool for
in-school youth in ways that hold potential for reducing future EAP
costs to business and industry.

5. To demonstrate how to increase effectiveness of working relationships
between both education systems and business/industry in their attempts
to work with community human services agencies.

C. Funds available under thls title can be used fors
1. Identifying nd using es role models/mentors private sector persons

who are recovered from specific hussn problems being experienced by
youth in educational institutions.

2. Establishing and implementing collaborative programs in which private
sector representatives and educators conduct joint collaborative
workaholic for in-school youth that emphasize the negative effects of
substance abuse in the workplace versus the positive effects of career
development.

3. Establishing and operating workeiops/class dimissions for youth in
which private sector representatives illustrato the ways in which
their work has given added meaning and purpose to their lives.

4. Establishing and impleaenting programs aimed et helping educators,
business persons, nd hunan services professisonals, better understand
the basic missions of all three groups and develop plans with respect
to how they may work together in order to help youth.

400
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D. Eligible Applicants
1. Business - Education collaborative career developnent consortia2. K-12 school distrlota
3. Pootsecnndary educational institutions

E. Proposals required to be:
1. Jointly developed by business/education collahorative efforts
2. Approved by a local Board of ¶ducation or educational governing body
3. Approved by at leask one leading caremity human services agency.4. Written so as to:

a. Cell for Bawd evaluations
b. Call for involvement of community hum services agencies
c. Call for collaborative involvement of business and education inimplementation activities.
d. Hold high promise of resulting in on-going efforts once Federal

funds have been withdrahn.
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